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Abstract

This thesis contributes to the area of Enterprise Modeling by proposing the

SIENA modeling framework for the representation of strategic enterprise

architectures and automated reasoning with such models. In this work, we

provide the SIENA language that provides abstractions for capturing enter-

prise’s motivational elements (i.e. goals of different shades like mission,

vision, strategic, tactical and operational goals) and their connections with

behavioral elements (i.e., operations, business processes, commitments and

activities) through which they are operationalized. The SIENA language

also introduces the distinguishing feature of dimensional refinement op-

erators, a new operator that can be used for the refinement of strategic

goals in terms of time, location and products/services dimensions. SIENA

language is also accompanied by modeling guidelines for the construction

of its models. Besides the SIENA language, we also propose a business

process language called Azzurra which is founded on the primitives of com-

mitments and protocols for the representation of business processes. The

representation of business processes in terms of commitments is a distin-

guishing feature of our approach. Further, our framework also supports

the design of business processes specified using the Azzurra language from

SIENA operational goals. As one of the greatest advantages of conducting

enterprise modeling is to gain the ability to perform automated analysis

using enterprise models, we also propose a formal reasoning technique for

the automated generation of strategic plans subject to constraints to satisfy



enterprise’s strategic goals. The overall approach is validated by means of

a number of different activities, including self-evaluation, experimentation

and in-depth case studies with novices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The management of organizations involves a high level of complexity since

it aggregates several knowledge domains. Each of these domains may be

influenced by potentially conflicting quality factors which affect the or-

ganization’s overall performance. In order to allow the balancing and

prioritization of these factors, using an enterprise architecture becomes

indispensable.

Enterprise architectures have been initially proposed in 1987 within the

Zachman Framework [213] as an instrument for comprehensively describing

the key elements and relationships of an enterprise. Since then, the holistic

nature of enterprise architectures led them to become a widespread asset

for supporting the management of the complexity of organizations. Nowa-

days, their great importance has been acknowledged in the industry with

the adoption of the ArchiMate language [78] and TOFAG framework [77] as

complementary enterprise modeling standards from the Open Group Stan-

dardization Consortium. In academia, this importance is acknowledged

by the creation of a number of venues (e.g. Business Process Manage-

ment (BPM)1, Practice of Enterprise Modeling (PoEM)2) where research

in enterprise modeling can be presented.

1https://bpm-conference.org/BpmConference/
2https://kuleuvencongres.be/poem2017
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Among the different types of enterprise architectures, strategic enter-

prise architectures receive special attention both in academia and industry

due to the fundamental importance of goals and requirements within the

architecture development process [160]. In this context, strategic enter-

prise architectures are characterized by the explicit incorporation of goals

as requirements imposed by business on the enterprise architecture. Such

explicit representation enables the understanding, structuring and analysis

of how business requirements are realized by the overall enterprise archi-

tecture (i.e., organizational structure, business processes, software systems,

technical infrastructure and data aspects).

This thesis contributes to the area of Enterprise Modeling by proposing

the SIENA modeling framework for the representation of strategic enter-

prise architectures and automated reasoning with such models. In this

work, we provide the SIENA language that provides abstractions for cap-

turing enterprise’s motivational elements (i.e. goals of different shades

like mission, vision, strategic, tactical and operational goals) and their

connections with behavioral elements (i.e., operations, business processes,

commitments and activities) through which they are operationalized. The

SIENA language also introduces the distinguishing feature of dimensional

refinement operators, a new operator that can be used for the refinement

of strategic goals in terms of time, location and products/services dimen-

sions. In comparison with traditional OR-refinements that capture alter-

natives for achieving goals, dimensional refinement operators enable the

specification of different alternatives to achieve strategic goals in different

points of a given dimension. Further, SIENA language is accompanied by

modeling guidelines for the construction of its models. Besides the SIENA

language, we also propose a business process language called Azzurra which

is founded on the primitives of commitments and protocols for the repre-

sentation of business processes. The representation of business processes in
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terms of commitments is a distinguishing feature of our approach. Azzurra

also includes business primitives such as delegations, deadlines, constraints

over roles and the notion of initiation and termination of a protocol (busi-

ness process). The language introduces a graphical notation for modeling

the main elements of a business process and supports the construction

of business process models with a prototype Eclipse-based modeling tool.

Further, our framework also supports the design of business processes spec-

ified using the Azzurra language from SIENA operational goals.

As one of the greatest advantages of conducting enterprise modeling is

to gain the ability to perform automated analysis using enterprise models,

we also propose a formal reasoning technique for the automated genera-

tion of strategic plans subject to constraints to satisfy enterprise’s strategic

goals. The overall approach is validated by means of a number of differ-

ent activities, including self-evaluation, experimentation and in-depth case

studies with novices.

Much of this work is based on earlier approaches in goal and business

process modeling in Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE),

Enterprise Modeling (EM) and Business Process Modeling (BPM). Pre-

vious experience and work in the alignment of goal models and business

process models [24] has also served as an inspiration for the development

of the strategic enterprise conceptual model. In relation to previous work,

our approach advances the current state the art by providing a modeling

framework that supports the definition of different shades of motivational

concepts (strategic, tactical and operational goals), behavioral concepts

(operations, business process and commitments) and refinements (dimen-

sional refinement operators) that cannot be expressed in any other similar

proposal to the best of our knowledge. The methodology for the speci-

fication of strategic enterprise architectures and the reasoning technique

introduced in this work provides support for the enterprise planning pro-
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cess which is not supported by any approach to the best of our knowledge.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 presents the concept

of enterprise architectures as the background of this work. Section 1.2

introduces an example of metal manufacturing company that motivates

the development of a strategic enterprise architecture approach to support

strategic enterprise analysis. Section 1.3 states this problem by means of

research questions, while Section 1.4 describes the support for representa-

tion and analysis of strategic enterprise architectures in current literature.

Section 1.5 discusses the approach adopted in our research. Section 1.6

provides a general overview of the SIENA modeling framework, together

with its main components and contributions and Section 1.7 presents the

structure of this thesis and how each research question is tackled along the

thesis. Finally, Section 1.8 shows the list of publications resulted from this

research and how the author of this thesis contributed to each publication.

1.1 Enterprise Architecture Modeling

The increasing competitiveness drives organizations to constantly eval-

uate their position in the market and promote changes in an attempt

to improve the quality of the services and products they offer. In re-

cent years, companies started recognizing the benefits of adopting enter-

prise architectures as an important asset for the management of organiza-

tions [167, 113, 143, 175, 147]. In this context, a plethora of enterprise ar-

chitecture frameworks have arisen, such as the Zachman Framework [213],

TOGAF [77], ArchiMate [113], FEAF [32], DoDAF [146], TOVE [60] to

support companies in such endeavor. Moreover, the value of an architec-

tural approach for organizational governance has been also recognized by

a number of studies [143, 147, 113, 167, 175] that corroborate the benefits

of enterprise architectures, such as lowering IT costs, improving alignment

4
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of architecture with business strategy, improving change and asset man-

agement, among others [167]. In some cases, the adoption of enterprise ar-

chitectures is not only one of the top priorities of senior management [175,

p. 19], but it is even mandated by law (e.g., the Cohen - Clinger Act of

1996 in the United States) [113, p. 10] [212].

In this context, an enterprise is defined as a goal-oriented designed sys-

tem that can be systematically adapted and/or re-engineered [113, 147].

In managing such complex system, enterprise architectures arise as the

instrument to deal with enterprise complexity and govern constant busi-

ness changes [212, 147]. An enterprise architecture consists of “a coherent

whole of principles, methods and models that are used in the design and

realization of an enterprise’s organizational structure, business processes,

information systems, and infrastructure” [113, p. 3].

Among the methods in enterprise architecture, techniques for describing

architectures [113, 175] usually rely on conceptual modeling languages [113,

147, 212, 175] structured in terms of architectural domains or viewpoints [74].

While conceptual modeling languages enable the graphical representation

of important dimensions of enterprises such as organizational structure,

business process and applications, viewpoints are an effective mechanism

for focusing on specific aspects of enterprises such as structural, functional

and behavioral domains. Once represented, architectural models can be

used as a decision-making instrument to perform integrated analysis across

several enterprise architectural domains, thus revealing how local changes

may affect other portions of the enterprise architecture and enabling one

to make informed decisions considering such interrelations to achieve an

integrated and well-balanced system.

Although the benefits of an architectural approach can clearly jus-

tify its adoption, enterprise architecture methods are still in their in-

fancy [113, 147]. Although the ArchiMate [113] framework defines a stan-
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dard modeling language for building enterprise descriptions, the diversity of

enterprise modeling frameworks with different viewpoints and applicability

leads to little consensus regarding the most appropriate enterprise model-

ing framework for a problem at hand [182, 175]. Consequently, practical

effort requires guidance, such as those in [182, 175] to drive the selection

of enterprise frameworks that focus on the most appropriate architectural

domains, depending on their context.

Among all architectural perspectives, the perspective of “motivation”

has been recognized as one of the most important elements of enterprise

architectures [212], since it allows architects to systematically express the

goals that govern the design of the enterprise as well as the motivations

for adopting one particular enterprise configuration [208]. This is essen-

tial for business improvement once changes in a company’s strategy have

significant consequences within all domains of the enterprise [98]. While

the goal domain of enterprise architectures focuses on “why” [208], the be-

havioral domain has also significant importance in enterprise architectures

by expressing “how” the enterprise organizes work and resources to fulfill

its strategies, focusing on its course-grained activities to jointly create a

product or service.

This thesis focuses on the representation and analysis of the motiva-

tional and behavioral domains in enterprise architectures given the great

importance of both domains. Although our main concerns are directed to

these architectural domains, we do not totally exclude other domains, such

as the organizational structure, resources and so forth, using them when

required.

6
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1.2 Strategic Enterprise Architectures Modeling

The development of a strategic enterprise architecture framework requires

the development of a set of components that characterize the enterprise

architecture. These components include the definition of enterprise mod-

eling language which is structured in terms of motivational and behavioral

perspectives, the specification of modeling guidelines to guide the develop-

ment of models in such language and the selection of automated analysis

and decision-making techniques to be performed with such enterprise mod-

els.

In order to motivate the characteristics of a given strategic enterprise

language, its methodology and automated reasoning, we introduce the mo-

tivating example of the metal manufacturing company [34, p.222] from

Management literature.

1.2.1 Motivating Example of Metal Manufacturing Company

The metal manufacturing company consists of an autonomous organiza-

tion divided into different functional areas (finance, human resources, op-

erations, marketing and research and development). Functional areas are

divided into departments that deliver manufactured metal products to cus-

tomers and departments are composed of different roles that execute com-

pany’s work.

The success of the metal company requires managers to decide where

the company should be in the future and to find a path to reach such

desired future. In practice, company’s management process is performed

by exercising five overall functions (management functions) which consist of

planning, organizing, staffing, leading and controlling [153, 51, 34]. Among

the five management functions, the planning function is the first and one

of the most crucial activities for the enterprise as it enables the company to

7
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plan for the future. In practice, it involves setting up organization’s goals

(motivational concepts) and allocating actions and resources (behavioral

concepts) to achieve such goals, providing a sense of direction and unity

of purpose for the organization and its sub-systems [153, 51]. Figure 1.1

depicts the basic steps of the enterprise planning process.

In the metal manufacturing company, the planning process (step 1)

starts by managers setting up metal company’s goals for all the levels of the

organizational structure (i.e., the entire metal company, its functional areas

and departments and roles). Such goal setting process is then reflected

into a unified goal hierarchy with the division of organization’s goals into

mission, strategic, tactical and operational goals, each of them assigned to

different levels of the organizational structure. Figure 1.2 depicts the metal

manufacturing’s hierarchy of goals and their assignments to members of the

organizational structure.

Followed by the definition of a unified hierarchy of company’s goals,

managers attempt to predict which internal and external factors will sup-

port or hinder attainment of desired company’s goals (Step 2). In this

context, a key strength of the metal company identified by managers is the

loyal and talented workforce that is able to adapt to business pressures.

Inversely, a potential barrier in the environment to the continued success

of the metal company is a low availability of steel in the market, what may

hinder the continued mass production.

Besides performing analysis of how possible future scenarios may affect

goals, the actual achievement of the integrated hierarchy of goals requires

managers to identify their available strategic alternatives (step 3). The

identification of available alternatives consists of selecting the goals to be

achieved and subsequently generating the possible ways to achieve it. For

example, by selecting the “12% of return on investment” (ROI) strategic

goal, managers have to identify possible ways to increase the return of
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1. Set up goals

2. Analyze and 
evaluate the 
environment

3. Identify strategic 
alternatives

4. Evaluate 
strategic 

alternatives

5. Select the best 
strategic 

alternative

6. Implement the 
strategic 

alternative

7. Control and 
evaluate results

Figure 1.1: Steps in a Basic Planning Process [153]

investment using company’s resources. One possible way to increase the

overall company’s ROI consists of increasing it by 12% in one of the lo-
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Manufacture both standard and custom 
metal products for various applications 

in the machine tool industry

Mission

CEO

• 12% return on  investment
• 5% growth
• No employee layoffs
• Excellent service to customer

Production Executive

• Manufacture 1200000 products at 
average cost of $19

• Scrap rate of 3% or less
• Increase manufacturing 

productivity by 2%
• Resolve employee grievances 

within 3 working days

Strategic Goals

Tactical Goals

Finance Executive

• Keep outstanding accounts below 
$500000

• Keep borrowing below $1250000
• Provide monthly budget 

statements for departments
• Have delinquent accounts of no 

more than 2% of total

Marketing Executive

• Sell 1200000 units at average 
price of $27

• Introduce 1 new product line
• Increase sales by 5% in new 

market areas
• Open 1 new sales office
• Attain market share of 19%

Accounts Receivable Manager

• Issue invoices within 5 days of sale
• Check new customers's credit 

within 1 working day
• Allow no account to be overdue 

more than 5 months
• Call delinquent accounts weekly 

Supervisor - Automatic Machines

• Produce 150000 standard units at 
average cost of $16

• Have machine downtime of less 
than 7%

• Achieve scrap rate of 3% or less
• Respond to employee grievances 

within 24 hours 

✓Visit 1 new customer each day
✓Call on each large customer 

every 4 weeks
✓Call on each small customer 

every 8 weeks

Sales Manager - Region 1

• Respond to customer inquiries 
within 2 hours

• Meet sales quota of 120600 units
• Work with salesperson to:

Operational Goals

Figure 1.2: Goal Hierarchy Extracted from [34, p.222]

cations the company operates. Alternatively, the ROI might be uniformly

increased in several locations where the company operates. Other variances

regarding ROI increase might be also considered in terms of different prod-

ucts or services the company provides. As the alternatives are generated,

they must be evaluated and selected according to different criteria (steps

4 and 5). For example, France might be chosen instead of Germany due

to France’s higher potential to attain the 12% of ROI increase (strategic

goal) in an effective and efficient way. Alternatively, Germany may be also
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chosen due to the low effort required for the adoption of the alternative.

Once a strategic alternative is selected, it needs to be implemented

accordingly. In order to implement strategic alternatives and indirectly

achieve strategic goals (step 6), goals need to be assigned to members

of different levels of the organizational structure that interact to perform

their work, as the achievement of lower level (operational) goals entail the

achievement of upper levels within the goal hierarchy. This interaction

among organizational members is commonly coordinated on the basis of

execution of a number of processes.

In order to gain a holistic overview of how enterprise’s goals are achieved,

managers usually intend to visualize a number of aspects regarding pro-

cesses. First, the metal manufacturing company is interested in visualizing

the social interactions carried out among its members with external mem-

bers, like suppliers, logistics distributors and retailers. With such global

overview, managers intend to understand the overall chain of company’s

processes, how they deliver value to the final customers and how they

enable the achievement of lower-level goals. Second, managers are also in-

terested in understanding and visualizing the interactions among its own

internal organizational members (roles and departments) to achieve its

lower level goals. For example, the sales manager - region 1 has to interact

with the salesperson to achieve its goals (e.g., “work with salesperson to

visit one customer each day” operational goals from the sales manager - re-

gion 1). Furthermore, besides interactions with other members to achieve

goals, the visualization of operational steps would also help the company

to understand issues related to goal achievement.

Overall, the example from the metal manufacturing company shows the

importance of supporting the different steps of the organization’s planning

process. This support has advantages for different stakeholders. First,

senior and middle managers can assess the means by which company’s

11
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strategy is being implemented as company’s processes. This allows them

to assess how changes in enterprise’s goals can impact their processes and

vice-versa, enabling them to perform synchronized changes between both

structures and adequately plan goal achievement. Middle-managers can

gain a holistic overview of all processes performed by the company, being

able to evaluate how changes in their goals and processes influence other

departments, and thus manage risks accordingly. Equally, senior managers

may spot problems in the overall chain of organization’s process that may

impact in the optimal delivery of products and services to the final cus-

tomer. Operational managers and employees can understand the overall

context of their work, why they need to achieve certain operational goals

and how such goals relate to the overall enterprise’s goal hierarchy.

1.3 Research Questions (RQs)

As outlined in the above motivating example of the metal manufacturing

company, the support for a strategic enterprise architecture approach arises

as an emerging research topic where a number of challenges need to be

considered. In this section, we state these challenges by means of four

research questions:

RQ1. How can we develop a strategic enterprise architecture approach

to support business stakeholders in the exercise of the enterprise planning

process?

In order to enable the development of a strategic enterprise architecture

approach, we need a framework that contains a modeling language with

well-defined semantics of concepts to support stakeholders in the repre-

sentation of conceptualization inherent to enterprise planning process (i.e.,

motivational and behavioral concepts). Moreover, this framework should

provide guidelines for the specification of modeling concepts in such strate-

12
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gic enterprise language. Finally, in order to get the benefits from the repre-

sentation of strategic enterprise models, our approach requires the develop-

ment of automated reasoning techniques to support business stakeholders

in the exercise of the enterprise planning process.

Alternatively, we can decide to adapt existent enterprise modeling frame-

works that already contain modeling languages, methodological guidelines

and automated reasoning techniques that address the conceptualization

inherent in the enterprise planning process. In the following, we further re-

fine this general research question into two more specific research questions

as follows:

RQ1.1. Which are the concepts required for expressing a strategic en-

terprise architecture? Or in other words, which are the abstractions to be

captured for expressing the enterprise planning process? Which are the

most suitable motivational-, behavioral-related concepts and how to inter-

connect them? Besides motivational and behavioral concepts, do we need

other abstractions for capturing the overall enterprise planning process?

The modeling language should capture the right abstractions to express

the conceptualization inherent to enterprise planning process. As can be

seen by the description of our motivating example in the previous section

(Section 1.2.1), motivational concepts (goals of different shades, such as

strategic, tactical and operational goals) and behavioral concepts (busi-

ness processes) consists of instrumental abstractions for expressing the en-

terprise planning process. Besides motivational and behavioral concepts,

we have also to identify other abstractions that support the exercise of the

enterprise planning process. In this context, our approach should inhere

as much as possible concepts from existent languages in Goal Modeling,

Enterprise Modeling and Business Process Modeling.

RQ1.2. Which types of analysis (reasoning techniques) should be per-

formed on strategic enterprise models in order to support the exercise of

13
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the enterprise planning process?

The reasoning approach should initially start with strategic enterprise

models expressed using formal semantics. Subsequently, a set of properties

to be verified over strategic enterprise models should be defined and au-

tomated analysis for identification of such properties should be supported

by means of tool support in an acceptable time. The reasoning technique

should support as many as possible steps of the enterprise planning process

described in the previous section (Section 1.2.1).

Finally, we must define whether our solution satisfactorily solves the

problem at hand. This is expressed by the fourth research question:

RQ2. How can we evaluate whether our proposed framework satisfies

the objectives of research stated by means of the research questions here

expressed?

1.4 Existing Approaches and Their Limitations

In order to support the representation and analysis of strategic enterprise

architectures, many approaches exist in a number of areas of Computer

Science. More specifically, motivational modeling is mainly addressed by

Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) and Enterprise Model-

ing (EM), whereas behavioral modeling is mainly addressed in Business

Process Management (BPM). Hybrid approaches that acknowledge the

benefits of integrating motivational and behavioral concepts also exist in

BPM.

In terms of representational support, GORE frameworks [19, 208] use

the concept of goal for capturing stakeholders’ requirements for a target

software system. Such representation enables the linkage between business

requirements expressed as goals and the technical system requirements that

address such business goals. Although such approaches provide suitable

14
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abstractions for the requirements engineering process, they are restricted

to software engineering, not enterprise modeling.

In enterprise modeling, support for representation of motivational as-

pects is very rudimentary [8, 25]. This modeling support range from lan-

guages with unclear semantics (e.g., objective concept within the ARIS

framework [39, 25] and several goal categories of BMM [75]) until very

simplistic support (e.g. concepts of hard/soft-goals in i* [208], goals in

EKD [102] and goals in BIM [89]). Even ArchiMate [8] (the standard

language for enterprise modeling) presents a more refined set of model-

ing constructs like mission, vision, strategic goals, but still lacks essential

modeling constructs like tactical and operational goals. Similarly, research

is fragmented in the scope of hybrid proposals. Some proposals use the

GORE concept of (operational) “goal” to either provide a motivational

perspective for activities inside business processes [109, 125] or to generate

alternative process variants on the basis of goals [117, 107], while other

approaches [130, 125] recognize long-term, strategic goals. However, such

approaches cannot represent the overall hierarchy of goals (like the one

from the metal company, Section 1.2.1) in a single approach.

As a consequence of such rudimentary support for goal representation,

the relations among goals and the set of behavioral elements that realize

such goals are seriously impaired in enterprise modeling and hybrid ap-

proaches. In this context, although such approaches acknowledge the exis-

tence of business processes that realize such business goals, the absence of

a single approach that addresses all goal categories leads to weak support

in the integration between motivational and behavioral perspectives.

In BPM literature, support for behavioral modeling is provided in terms

of the concept of business process (different ways in which a case can

be handled [196]). Business process’s control-flow is represented in terms

of different abstractions like activities [161, 176], data objects [16], mes-
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sages [14], among others. However, such abstractions only capture the op-

erational perspective of processes, devoting little attention to their strategic

perspective. Consequently, the integration between the motivational and

behavioral perspectives is not addressed in the scope of such approaches.

In terms of analysis of strategic enterprise architectures, GORE ap-

proaches use goal models as the starting point in automated reasoning

techniques that generate alternative system designs. In this context, a

number of GORE reasoning techniques quantify the level of satisfaction of

top system goals depending on alternative system designs [65, 86]. Other

approaches go beyond as they can not only quantify the level of satis-

faction of top system goals, but can also recommend which designs to

select [179, 142, 115]. Although GORE techniques allow one to perform

advanced reasoning with goal models, their scope relies on the evalua-

tion/generation of system designs, not strategic plans. In the scope of

enterprise modeling and hybrid approaches, such approaches borrow the

GORE automated reasoning techniques accordingly. In this context, as

such approaches do not distinguish among goals of different types, the us-

age of GORE automated techniques cannot fully support the generation

of strategic alternatives in the enterprise planning process.

Overall, the support for representation and reasoning for goal modeling

presents a number of challenges in the acknowledgment of the existence of

different shades of goals and in the integration between the motivational

and behavioral perspectives. Further, although BPM research provides a

good support for the representation of business processes and their control-

flows, this is not reflected in good representational support for linking mo-

tivational and behavioral perspectives. Consequently, current approaches

do not capture an integrated hierarchy of goals and behavioral concepts

in a unique approach. In terms of reasoning support, techniques cannot

automatically support the exercise of the enterprise planning process.
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1.5 Approach

We have defined an approach for answering our research questions and by

answering them, we reach the objectives of the thesis.

To answer the research question regarding the development of a sys-

tematic approach for strategic enterprise architecture (RQ1), we have con-

ducted systematic studies and literature review in conjunction with other

members of our research group in order to learn and clarify the conceptu-

alization of motivational and behavioral perspectives. This study has been

conducted on several areas of Computer Science such as Artificial Intel-

ligence, Agent-Oriented Computing, Multi-Agent Systems, Goal-Oriented

Requirements Engineering, among others in order to provided inspiration

for the definition and usage of modeling concepts in the scope of our work

and objectives. Such investigation is reported in publications 1 and 2 from

referred journals and publications 3 and 5 from refereed conferences in

Section 1.8.

Regarding the research question about the definition of the adequate set

of modeling concepts for the representation of conceptualization inherent to

enterprise planning process (i.e., motivational, behavioral-related concepts)

(RQ1.1), we have conducted a literature investigation in the areas of Goal-

Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE), Enterprise Modeling (EM)

and Business Process Management (BPM) to identify the support provided

for the representation of motivational and behavioral concepts on current

approaches. Current approaches have been also investigated to support the

decision about creating or adapting existent strategic enterprise modeling

frameworks. The focus on the three aforementioned areas was taken as a

result of the insights acquired in the previous literature investigation with

other members of the group.

Besides such studies, we have also used the insights gathered in our
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previous work [24] performed in a real-world hospital environment in the

alignment of goal and business process models. From the analysis of the

insights acquired with our previous experience together with the literature

review in Computer Science (GORE, EM and BPM), we realized that a

comprehensive conceptualization for the definition and interconnection of

motivational and behavioral domains was still missing. For this reason,

we performed extensive literature review in a number of areas of Man-

agement Sciences (in particular, Strategic Management, Management and

Operations Management) to acquire such common conceptualization.

To answer the research question about the automated techniques to be

performed on strategic enterprise models (RQ1.2), we have used the same

literature study in Management Sciences of the previous phase to iden-

tify the enterprise planning process and the need of providing automated

support for as many as possible steps of the enterprise planning process.

Subsequently, we have investigated GORE reasoning techniques in order to

understand their reasoning capabilities. On the basis of such investigation,

we have adapted the Constrained Goal Model (CGM) formalism in order

to develop our automated reasoning technique.

1.6 Thesis Overview and Contributions

Figure 1.3 presents a general overview of our strategic enterprise architec-

ture approach, the SIENA (StrategIc ENterprise Architecture) Modeling

Framework for Strategic Enterprise Modeling and Analysis. The frame-

work is composed of two modeling languages, their corresponding modeling

guidelines for the usage of modeling concepts and an automated reasoning

technique.

In the remainder, we detail each of these contributions:

• A strategic enterprise architecture modeling language, called
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SIENA Modeling Framework CGM Modeling 
Tool
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Reasoning 
Technique

Evaluation Activities
* Evaluation against 

requirements
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*Self evaluation
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*Evaluation with 

novices
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Modeling Tool

supported
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Figure 1.3: General overview of our strategic enterprise architecture approach

SIENA (StrategIc ENterprise Architecture) that delineates the dif-

ferences in semantics and usage of different shades of goals (moti-

vational elements) and operations/business processes (behavioral el-

ements). Our proposal also introduces the distinguishing feature of

dimensional refinement operators, a new operator that can be used

for the refinement of strategic goals in terms of time, location and

products/services dimensions. In comparison with traditional OR-

refinements that capture alternatives for achieving goals, dimensional

refinement operators go beyond by enabling the specification of differ-

ent alternatives to achieve strategic goals in different points of a given

dimension. With such contributions in hand, our language supports

the definition of different shades of motivational concepts, behavioral

concepts and refinements that cannot be expressed in any other similar
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proposal to the best of our knowledge. Further, this conceptual model

also proposes a hierarchical architecture for strategic enterprise models

that includes goals and the operations/processes through which they

are operationalized. Finally, methodological guidelines are provided

that explain how to elaborate such strategic enterprise models and

when each concept should each be used in enterprise modeling.

• An automated reasoning strategic planning technique that

takes as input a strategic enterprise architecture model and auto-

matically generates optimum strategic plans (with respect to some

objective function) subject to constraints to achieve strategic goals.

To achieve this, a semantic mapping from strategic planning concepts

(strategic, tactical goals, dimensional operators, etc.) into the CGM

formalism [142] (formalism used for reasoning with goal models in

software engineering) is defined. Then, strategic planning constraints

and objective functions are specified in the CGM tool. With this

approach in hands, we provide an automated strategic planning tool

that explores enterprise variability with the use of dimensional op-

erators. Here, our main contribution rests on the formalization of

strategic planning concepts (e.g. strategic, tactical goals, strategic

plans, etc.) and provisioning of an algorithm for performing strategic

planning analysis (such as generation of strategic plans, SWOT anal-

ysis, strategic analysis). While there is a lot of work about the topic

in the literature of Management Sciences (Chapter 3), such literature

provides informal treatment for strategic planning, in contrast with

our approach that performs strategic planning algorithmically.

• A business process modeling language, called Azzurra modeling

language, founded on the primitives of commitments and protocols is

defined for the representation of the internal logic (control-flow) of
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business processes. The representation of business processes in terms

of commitments is a distinguishing feature of our approach. Azzurra

also includes business primitives such as delegations, deadlines, con-

straints over roles and the notion of initiation and termination of a

protocol (business process). The language introduces a graphical no-

tation for modeling the main elements of a business process and sup-

ports the construction of business process models with a prototype

Eclipse-based modeling tool. The language has been developed in a

work in conjunction with other members of the research group, includ-

ing Fabiano Dalpiaz and Paolo Giorgini. Our approach also provides

a business process design approach for the generation of busi-

ness processes’ control-flow from SIENA operational goals and their

subsequent specification using the Azzurra language.

In order to define whether the framework meets the research objectives,

we have performed different types of evaluation according to the artifact

under consideration enumerated as follows:

• SIENA modeling language: the language has undergone by three

evaluation phases. In Chapter 2, we detail the research questions of

Section 1.3 into the requirements to be met by strategic enterprise

architectures. Consequently, the first phase evaluates the SIENA and

Azzurra languages against the achievement of such requirements. This

phase also uses the scenario of the integrated goal hierarchy from

Management literature [34] (Section 1.2.1) to illustrate the evaluation.

In the second phase, we use the real-world case study [24] from the

Rheumatology department of the university hospital from our previous

work to build models using SIENA and Azzurra. With the usage

of such scenario, we intend to evaluate SIENA expressiveness and

applicability for modeling a real use case. Finally, the third evaluation
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phase compares the SIENA and Azzurra modeling languages with the

ArchiMate modeling language. The ArchiMate modeling language has

been chosen due to its relevance as a standard language for enterprise

modeling. After this modeling phase, we have compared models in

both languages with respect to expressiveness.

• Formal reasoning technique: we evaluate the correctness of our

approach by running the CGM tool and verifying the obtained results

against the expected results. Further, this evaluation phase has been

conducted in multiple models in order to investigate the behavior of

the CGM software in a number of different models, thus stressing out

our approach.

• Azzurra modeling language: Three different types of evaluations

have been conducted to assess the language. First, an evaluation of

the language has been performed by modeling two real-world scenar-

ios from the medical domain and subsequent comparing the Azzurra’s

features with mainstream business process modeling approaches. Sec-

ond, we have designed and conducted a preliminary experiment per-

formed with a class of masters students at the University of Trento

to examine the suitability of Azzurra for unstructured processes, a

special class of business processes from literature. Third, we have

conducted an in-depth study with the supervision of three master stu-

dents (novices) that intended to first model clinical guidelines (CGs)

(a special type of unstructured process within the medical domain)

and subsequent compare the representation with their counterparts

modeled in BPMN, the standard language for the representation of

business processes.
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1.7 Structure of the Thesis

This section depicts the structure of the thesis and shows in which chapters

the research questions are answered.

• Chapter 2: Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architec-

tures (RQ1). This chapter starts with the research questions intro-

duced in Section 1.3 and refines them in terms of the desirable re-

quirements for strategic enterprise architectures. Such desirable char-

acteristics are derived from an observation of the representational and

analysis needs from the metal manufacturing company introduced in

Section 1.2.1.

• Chapter 3: Research Baseline (RQ1). This chapter introduces

the baseline of our work as the set of approaches that better meet the

requirements for strategic enterprise architectures stipulated in the

previous chapter. For the development of SIENA, the Business Intelli-

gence Model [89] and the Business Motivation Model (BMM) [75] have

been used as a foundation for the modeling concepts, while a number

of proposals in Management Sciences provide the proper conceptual-

ization to characterize different shades of goals and operations. For the

development of the formal reasoning technique, the Constrained Goal

Models (CGM) formalism [142] has been used as the formal reasoning

technique for goal models. Commitments [184] and protocols [207]

from multi-agent systems have been used as conceptual primitives

for representing the social perspective of business processes, whereas

the KAOS framework has been used for the business process design

approach for the generation of Azzurra specifications from SIENA op-

erational goals.

• Chapter 4: Related Work (RQ1). This chapter presents the state-
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of-the-art by presenting a summary of the most relevant proposals in

a number of areas of Computer Science that use the concepts of goals,

operations and business process as an abstraction.

• Chapter 5: SIENA Modeling Language (RQ1.1). This chapter

presents SIENA, our strategic enterprise architecture modeling lan-

guage together with its modeling guidelines for the representation of

different shades of goals and operations/business processes.

• Chapter 6: Planning with Strategic Goals (RQ1.2). This chap-

ter presents our formal reasoning technique performed over SIENA

models.

• Chapter 7: Azzurra Modeling Language (RQ1.1). This chapter

presents Azzurra, our business process modeling language for the rep-

resentation business processes’ control-flow. The chapter also presents

our business process design approach that generates Azzurra specifi-

cations from SIENA operational goals.

• Chapter 8: Evaluation of SIENA Modeling Framework (RQ2).

This chapter presents the several types of evaluation we have per-

formed with the SIENA modeling language.

• Chapter 9: Evaluation of Azzurra Modeling Language (RQ2).

This chapter presents the several types of evaluation we have per-

formed with the Azzurra modeling language.

• Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Work. This chapter con-

cludes the thesis by discussing its main contributions and the draw-

backs of the proposal. Finally, we propose topics for further investi-

gation as part of future work.
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Chapter 2

Requirements for Strategic

Enterprise Architectures

This chapter details the research questions introduced in Section 1.3 in

terms of the desirable requirements of strategic enterprise architectures,

their relevant concepts, methodology and automated analysis, thus moti-

vating the contributions provided in this thesis. We start in Section 2.1

with the description of the process for requirements acquisition. In Section

2.2, we present the metal manufacturing company introduced in Chapter 1

as the motivating example that will be used in this thesis. In Section 2.3,

we present the desired requirements that a strategic enterprise architecture

must meet.

2.1 The Process For Requirements Acquisition

This chapter presents the requirements for strategic enterprise architec-

tures, which have been acquired in two distinct stages. In the first stage,

we conducted an exploratory case study in the hospital environment [24] of

our previous approach. This exploratory case study investigated the align-

ment of goal models with other enterprise models (organizational structure,

business processes, and data objects).
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As we have argued in [24], a case study research method consists of an

empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its

real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and

context are not clearly evident [206]. In particular, when the phenomenon

is not clearly defined a priori, exploratory case studies are conducted to

gather preliminary information and to support the definition problems and

suggestion of hypotheses, providing insights and comprehension of an issue

or situation [110]. In this context, the research begins with the observa-

tion of the social setting and subsequent explanation for the phenomenon

under consideration. Rather than testing a pre-formulated hypothesis, the

research aims at developing general principles to account for the previ-

ous observations. The idea is to let questions emerge from the situation

itself [177]. Hence, this exploratory case study was instrumental for the

development of an initial insight of our model in terms of existent goal

categories and attributes (reported in [27]) and the relations between mo-

tivational and behavioral perspectives (reported in [26]).

With such results in hands, a discussion that naturally arises refers to

the generality of results acquired in such case study. As argued in [206, 178],

the results of case studies are generalizable to the theoretical propositions

and in our case, they have proven fruitful for both generating and testing

hypothesis in a process called as analytical generalization [206]. Hence,

this exploratory case study was instrumental for the enrichment of the

theory in enterprise modeling, both with the conceptualization of the goal

perspective as well as the relations of the goal perspective with the other

architectural domains.

However, although our exploratory case study contributed to enrich

the literature in enterprise modeling, this effort was a single case study

and therefore, we still had a simplistic enterprise model. On the basis of

such realization, we decided to expand the investigation of the literature
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of other fields of Computer Science beyond enterprise modeling. There-

fore, in the second stage (i.e., the present thesis), the author of this thesis

conducted systematic studies and literature review in conjunction with

other members of the research group in a number of areas of Computer

Science, such as Artificial Intelligence, Agent-Oriented Computing, Multi-

Agent Systems, Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering, among others,

in order to investigate the pertinent conceptualization of motivational and

behavioral perspectives. By conducting such study, we concluded that lit-

erature in Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE), Enterprise

Modeling (EM), Business Process Management (BPM) and Multi-Agent

systems could be further investigated due to their scope related to our re-

search goals. Subsequently, we have conducted the literature investigation

in such areas to identify the support provided for the representation of mo-

tivational and behavioral concepts on current approaches. We concluded

that, although such areas could provide some conceptual support aligned

with our research purposes, this support was still limited.

Therefore, from the analysis of the insights acquired with our previ-

ous experience together with the literature review in Computer Science

(GORE, EM, BPM and Multi-Agent systems), we realized that a compre-

hensive conceptualization for the definition and interconnection of moti-

vational and behavioral domains was still very limited. For this reason,

we performed extensive literature review in a number of areas of Man-

agement Sciences (in particular, Strategic Management, Management and

Operations Management) to acquire such common conceptualization.

Hence, in a nutshell, Management literature provided the main concep-

tualization for the development of the conceptual model, reasoning and

methodology in the work reported in this thesis. However, although we

strived to adopt as much as possible the conceptualization from such liter-

ature to avoid inconsistencies, we have also incorporated insights from our
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previous stages, such as our exploratory case study in the hospital environ-

ment and from the literature review in GORE, EM, BPM and Multi-Agent

systems.

2.2 Motivating Example

This section introduces the motivating example used in this thesis. This

motivating example consists of the metal manufacturing company [34,

p.222] from Management literature introduced in Chapter 1. The metal

manufacturing company consists of an autonomous organization divided

into different functional areas (finance, human resources, operations, mar-

keting and research and development). Functional areas are divided into

departments that deliver manufactured metal products to customers and

departments are composed of different roles that execute company’s work.

The success of the metal company requires managers to decide where

the company should be in the future and to find a path to reach such

desired future. In practice, company’s management process is performed

by exercising five overall functions (management functions) which consist of

planning, organizing, staffing, leading and controlling [153, 51, 34]. Among

the five management functions, the planning function is the first and one

of the most crucial activities for the enterprise as it enables the company

to plan for the future. In practice, it involves setting up organization’s

goals and allocating actions and resources to achieve such goals, providing

a sense of direction and unity of purpose for the organization and its sub-

systems [153, 51]. Figure 2.1 depicts the basic steps of the planning process.

In the metal manufacturing company, the planning process (step 1)

starts by managers setting up metal company’s goals for all the levels of the

organizational structure (i.e., the entire metal company, its functional areas

and departments and roles). Such goal-setting process is then reflected in
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a unified goal hierarchy with the division of organization’s goals into a

mission, strategic, tactical and operational goals, each of them assigned to

different levels of the organizational structure. Figure 2.2 depicts the metal

manufacturing’s hierarchy of goals and their assignments to members of the

organizational structure.

Followed by the definition of a unified hierarchy of company’s goals,

managers attempt to predict which internal and external factors will sup-

port or hinder attainment of desired company’s goals (Step 2). In this

context, a key strength of the metal company identified by managers is the

loyal and talented workforce that is able to adapt to business pressures.

Inversely, a potential barrier in the environment to the continued success

of the metal company is a low availability of steel in the market, what may

hinder the continued mass production.

Besides performing analysis of how possible future scenarios may affect

goals, the actual achievement of the integrated hierarchy of goals requires

managers to identify their available strategic alternatives (step 3). The

identification of available alternatives consists of selecting the goals to be

achieved and subsequently generating the possible ways to achieve it. For

example, by selecting the “12% of return on investment” (ROI) strategic

goal, managers have to identify possible ways to increase the return on

investment using company’s resources. One possible way to increase the

overall company’s ROI consists of increasing it by 12% in one of the lo-

cations the company operates. Alternatively, the ROI might be uniformly

increased in several locations where the company operates. Other variances

regarding ROI increase might be also considered in terms of different prod-

ucts or services the company provides. As the alternatives are generated,

they must be evaluated and selected according to different criteria (steps

4 and 5). For example, France might be chosen instead of Germany due

to France’s higher potential to attain the 12% of ROI increase (strategic
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1. Set up goals

2. Analyze and 
evaluate the 
environment

3. Identify strategic 
alternatives

4. Evaluate 
strategic 

alternatives

5. Select the best 
strategic 

alternative

6. Implement the 
strategic 

alternative

7. Control and 
evaluate results

Figure 2.1: Steps in a Basic Planning Process [153]

goal) in an effective and efficient way. Alternatively, Germany may be also

chosen due to the low effort required for the adoption of the alternative.
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Manufacture both standard and custom 
metal products for various applications 

in the machine tool industry

Mission

CEO

• 12% return on  investment
• 5% growth
• No employee layoffs
• Excellent service to customer

Production Executive

• Manufacture 1200000 products at 
average cost of $19

• Scrap rate of 3% or less
• Increase manufacturing 

productivity by 2%
• Resolve employee grievances 

within 3 working days

Strategic Goals

Tactical Goals

Finance Executive

• Keep outstanding accounts below 
$500000

• Keep borrowing below $1250000
• Provide monthly budget 

statements for departments
• Have delinquent accounts of no 

more than 2% of total

Marketing Executive

• Sell 1200000 units at average 
price of $27

• Introduce 1 new product line
• Increase sales by 5% in new 

market areas
• Open 1 new sales office
• Attain market share of 19%

Accounts Receivable Manager

• Issue invoices within 5 days of sale
• Check new customers's credit 

within 1 working day
• Allow no account to be overdue 

more than 5 months
• Call delinquent accounts weekly 

Supervisor - Automatic Machines

• Produce 150000 standard units at 
average cost of $16

• Have machine downtime of less 
than 7%

• Achieve scrap rate of 3% or less
• Respond to employee grievances 

within 24 hours 

✓Visit 1 new customer each day
✓Call on each large customer 

every 4 weeks
✓Call on each small customer 

every 8 weeks

Sales Manager - Region 1

• Respond to customer inquiries 
within 2 hours

• Meet sales quota of 120600 units
• Work with salesperson to:

Operational Goals

Figure 2.2: Goal Hierarchy Extracted from [34, p.222]

Once a strategic alternative is selected, it needs to be implemented

accordingly. In order to implement strategic alternatives and indirectly

achieve strategic goals (step 6), goals need to be assigned to members

of different levels of the organizational structure that interact to perform

their work, as the achievement of lower level (operational) goals entail the

achievement of upper levels within the goal hierarchy. This interaction

among organizational members is commonly coordinated on the basis of

execution of a number of processes.
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In order to gain a holistic overview of how enterprise’s goals are achieved,

managers usually intend to visualize a number of aspects regarding pro-

cesses. First, the metal manufacturing company is interested in visualizing

the social interactions carried out among its members with external mem-

bers, like suppliers, logistics distributors and retailers. With such global

overview, managers intend to understand the overall chain of company’s

processes, how they deliver value to the final customers and how they

enable the achievement of lower-level goals. Second, managers are also in-

terested in understanding and visualizing the interactions among its own

internal organizational members (roles and departments) to achieve its

lower level goals. For example, the sales manager - region 1 has to interact

with the salesperson to achieve its goals (e.g., “work with the salesperson

to visit one customer each day” operational goals from the sales manager -

region 1). Furthermore, besides interactions with other members to achieve

goals, the visualization of operational steps would also help the company

to understand issues related to goal achievement.

Overall, the example from the metal manufacturing company shows the

importance of supporting the different steps of the organization’s planning

process. This support has advantages for different stakeholders. First,

senior and middle managers can assess the means by which company’s

strategy is being implemented as company’s processes. This allows them

to assess how changes in enterprise’s goals can impact their processes and

vice-versa, enabling them to perform synchronized changes between both

structures and adequately plan goal achievement. Middle-managers can

gain a holistic overview of all processes performed by the company, being

able to evaluate how changes in their goals and processes influence other

departments, and thus manage risks accordingly. Equally, senior managers

may spot problems in the overall chain of organization’s process that may

impact in the optimal delivery of products and services to the final cus-
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tomer. Operational managers and employees can understand the overall

context of their work, why they need to achieve certain operational goals

and how such goals relate to the overall enterprise’s goal hierarchy.

2.3 Requirements

Taking into account the needs of the previous scenario from the metal

manufacturing company (Figure 2.2), a number of desirable requirements

have been identified regarding the representation of strategic enterprise

architectures, their methodology and automated reasoning.

Given the importance of the SMART criteria [50, 132, 183] for goal

setting in Management literature, our requirements are aligned with these

criteria. SMART consists of a mnemonic with little consensus about the

meaning of the words on the acronym. Here, we adopt the definition

from [50] in which SMART denotes: (i) Specific: goals must target a specific

area for improvement, (ii) Measurable: goals must have an indicator and

targets that quantify their progress towards achievement, (iii) Assignable:

goals must specify who is going to achieve it, (iv) Realistic: goals must be

realistically achievable given the available resources and (v) Time-Related :

goals must have a deadline for their achievement. In the remainder of this

section, we enumerate and detail our requirements, making the connections

with the SMART criteria, when needed.

Regarding the representation and methodology of strategic en-

terprise architectures, we have identified a number of desirable require-

ments that we detail as follows:

R1. Expressiveness. The language to represent strategic enterprise

architectures must have high expressiveness to capture goals of different

types (strategic, tactical, operational), such as those exemplified in the

metal manufacturing company. Further, the set of processes by which such
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goals are achieved should be also captured by our language. Therefore, our

language should be expressive with respect to three different dimensions:

(i) the representation of motivational domain (ii) the representation of be-

havioral domain and (iii) the representation of the interconnection between

both perspectives. In the following, we detail the sub-requirements that

each perspective should encompass:

R1.1 Motivational Perspective. Regarding the conceptual definition of

the motivational perspective, the concept of “goal” represents the central

concept of such perspective. Moreover, as can be noticed from the metal

manufacturing example, goals have a number of conceptual attributes to

characterize them together with a number of relations. In order to achieve

the specific property from the SMART criteria by making goals as specific

as possible, we enumerate a number of goal’s conceptual attributes, the

type of relations that should be captured among them and the methodology

for their specification as follows:

1. Representation of goal formulations and conceptual attributes

1.1. Description. As the metal manufacturing example demonstrates,

each goal must have a description that encompasses what must

be achieved (e.g. the strategic goal “12% return on investment”);

1.2. Ownership. Once elaborated by the enterprise, each goal must

be assigned to the members of the organizational structure to en-

sure their achievement in order to achieve the assignable property

from the SMART criteria. Therefore, the language has to be ex-

pressive enough to capture goals together with the organizational

members responsible for their fulfillment, such as the whole enter-

prise, organizational units or roles, thus allowing accountability

for organizational goals. For example, in the motivating example,

the goal hierarchy follows the company’s organizational structure;
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1.3. Time Frame for Goal Achievement. Goals need to have a

certain time frame (deadlines) in which they need to be achieved.

For example, in the motivating scenario, the supervisor of auto-

matic machines need to respond to employees grievances within

24h (“Respond to employee grievances within 24h” operational

goal). By incorporating time frames for goals, we achieve the

time-related property from the SMART criteria;

1.4. Goal Pattern. Different patterns may be required for consider-

ing goals to be satisfied. For example, when managers elaborate

the “12% return on investment” strategic goal to be achieved in

a time frame of three years, it is implicitly assumed that the goal

is currently not achieved and needs to be achieved in the future.

After three years, the achievement of the goal can be checked.

Alternatively, when managers elaborate the “Keep borrowing be-

low $1250000” tactical goal to be maintained, it is also implicitly

assumed that the goal is currently being achieved and needs to be

maintained within a specific timeframe;

1.5. Target. Each goal should have quantitative targets in order to

determine in which extent this goal is being fulfilled, thus achiev-

ing the measurable property from the SMART criteria. For exam-

ple, the “Achieve scrap rate of 3% or less” operational goal from

the supervisor of automatic machines states a goal to achieved

(Decrease scrap rate) and a measure with a target range (3% or

less) to determine how well the goal should be achieved. By in-

corporating targets on the definition of goals, we also achieve the

realistic property from the SMART criteria, once it forces man-

agers to estimate realistic targets for goal achievement;

1.6. Multiple Levels of Abstraction. The example of metal man-

ufacturing company shows that the definitions of goals may be
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stated in a broad scope within the organization, ranging from

high-level concerns such as the mission statement in Figure 2.2 to

the operational results (operational goals ) that must be achieved

by roles in Figure 2.2. Therefore, the motivational perspective

must be able to capture the four levels of abstraction (mission,

strategic, tactical and operational goals), also including precise

criteria to build goal models with different layers of abstraction

and methodological guidelines that enable the derivation of lower

level goals from higher level goals.

2. Representation of relations among goals. As the metal man-

ufacturing scenario and its planning demonstrate, three types of re-

lations among goals should be captured within strategic enterprise

architectures. First, goals need to be decomposed into a finer grained

structure to enable their assignment to organizational members for

their achievement. Second, as the enterprise’s planning also demon-

strates, different alternatives for goal achievement should be captured

in order to address the generation of multiple alternatives during the

planning process. Third, refinement and alternatives relationships

usually capture a goal structure in terms of well-defined relations,

with the achievement of lower level goals fully implying the satisfac-

tion of upper goals in the hierarchy. However, many relations among

goals in business analysis are usually not formalizable in terms of well-

defined refinements and alternatives, presenting often partial relations

among them. For example, increasing sales (“increase sales by 5% in

new market areas”) certainly demands a corresponding increase in the

manufacturing productivity (“increase manufacturing productivity by

2%”) that should be captured within the strategic enterprise architec-

ture model. This relation is partial as an increase in sales should be

accompanied by an increase in the manufacturing productivity, but
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an increase in manufacturing does not fully imply the satisfaction of

the “increase sales” goal.

3. Representation of environmental factors that impact goal

achievement. As the step 2 of planning process demonstrates, strate-

gic enterprise architectures should be able to represent factors that

impact the achievement of enterprise’s goals, by either supporting

or hindering their achievement. The representation of such aspects

is fundamental to capture uncertainties which naturally arise in the

course of the enterprise planning process.

R1.2 Behavioral Perspective. Regarding the conceptual definition of

behavioral perspective, “process” consists of the central abstraction to rep-

resent behavior in strategic enterprise architectures. As the metal manu-

facturing example evidence, behavioral representation also involves other

conceptual characteristics complementary to the concept of “process” that

we enumerate as follows:

1. Social Perspective of Process. The concept of “process” must have

abstractions to capture the social perspective of the internal logic of

processes (process’ control-flow). These social abstractions are funda-

mental for the representation of the processes in social terms, thus en-

abling managers to visualize the interactions and compromises among

different roles in the achievement of operational goals;

2. Operational Perspective of Process. Besides the social perspec-

tive, the operational perspective of processes should be also captured

in order to reveal the operational steps that are required for the

achievement of each operational goal;

3. Business Process Architecture (BPA). Although the concept of

process is instrumental in capturing the isolated behavior required
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to achieve a given enterprise’s goal, in practice, companies have a

set of processes that interact among themselves to jointly realize the

company’s hierarchy of goals. Therefore, the behavioral perspective

should be able to capture the entire set of enterprise’s processes, to-

gether with their corresponding relations, i.e., the business process

architecture (BPA). Furthermore, as business processes exist at dif-

ferent levels in organizations (e.g. intra-organizational, operational,

etc.) and some principle should be also used to organize the entire set

of company’s processes;

R2 Traceability Between Motivational and Behavioral Perspec-

tives. Regarding the interconnection between motivational and behavioral

perspectives, the metal manufacturing description emphasizes the need of

representing the behavioral perspective in terms of three elements: (i) the

overall chain of company’s processes, (ii) the interactions between internal

and external members and (iii) the interactions among internal members

to achieve lower-level goals. In this way, as the behavioral perspective

only exist to achieve organization’s goals, these elements must be derived

from the company’s hierarchy of goals. Alternatively, in order to ensure

the achievement of such organization’s goals, consistency among motiva-

tional and behavioral perspectives must be kept in order to identify how

changes in a specific business process may affect the achievement of certain

strategic goals. Therefore, to ensure traceability between motivational and

behavioral perspectives, the following sub-requirements are elaborated:

R2.1 Traceability in the Representation of Motivational and Be-

havioral Perspectives. A strategic enterprise architecture language should

contain clear and precise relations between motivational and behavioral

perspectives in order to ensure traceability between them. More precisely,

the minimum requirement is to connect at least one motivational layer

(usually the lowest level, i.e., the operational goal layer) with company’s
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BPA. Further, the abstractions from motivational layer should be also con-

nected with the abstractions used for representing process’ control-flows,

thus enabling the full derivation of behavioral elements from the enter-

prise’s motivational perspective;

R2.2 Traceability in Methodological Consistency Between Mo-

tivational and Behavioral Perspectives. The representation of the

relations among the motivational and behavioral perspectives should be

accompanied by clear methodological guidelines on how the abstractions

in each perspective are related with the other perspective. For example,

the methodological guidelines should allow one to derive the BPA together

with its hierarchical levels from the motivational perspective or the align-

ment between both perspectives could be checked with the application of

the methodological guidelines. By ensuring this traceability between both

perspectives, we support the execution of the enterprise planning process,

given the fact that organization’s goals are implemented by means of pro-

cesses (step 6);

Regarding the development of automated analysis techniques with

strategic enterprise architectures, we have the following requirements:

R3. Support for Automated Reasoning with Strategic Enter-

prise Architectures. Besides capturing all the aforementioned concepts

for the comprehensive representation of strategic enterprise architectures,

the metal manufacturing company is also interested in using automated

techniques for supporting the several steps of its planning process. There-

fore, the use of automated reasoning first requires the representation

of strategic enterprise architecture models in terms of specifica-

tions with formal rigor (R3.1). Such formal specifications can then

be used as input for automated analysis techniques. Second, automated

techniques must support the execution of the several steps of

the planning process (R3.2). In particular, in order to support the
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planning process, such techniques should: (i) reason with different shades

of goals (R3.2.1), reason with environmental factors (R3.2.2), support

evaluation and selection of best strategic alternatives according to different

criteria (R3.2.3) and support control and evaluation of the implemented

strategic alternatives (R3.2.4).

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the requirements regarding the con-

ceptual characteristics of strategic enterprise architectures and automated

reasoning (summarized in Table 2.1) that serve as motivation for the con-

tributions presented along this thesis.
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Summary of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

Expressiveness in mot. perspective

Description (1.1)

Ownership (1.2)

Time Frame (1.3)

Goal Pattern (1.4)

Targets (1.5)

Multiple Levels of Abstraction (1.6)

Representation of Goal Relations (2)

Representation of Factors that Impact Goal

Achievement (3)

Expressiveness in beh. perspective

Social Perspective of Process (1.1)

Operational Perspective of Process (1.2)

Business Process Architecture (BPA) (1.3)

Traceability between mot/beh persp.
Traceability in Representation (2.1)

Traceability in Methodological Consistency (2.2)

Support for Automated Reasoning

Formal rigor in specifications (R3.1)

Support for Execution of Planning Process (R3.2)

Reason with Different Shades of Goals (R3.2.1)

Reason with Environmental Factors (R3.2.2)

Support Selection of Best Strategic Alternatives

(R3.2.3)

Support Implementation of Strategic Alternatives

(R3.2.4)

Table 2.1: Summary of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures
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Chapter 3

Baseline

This chapter introduces existent concepts and formalisms that provide

foundations for the achievement of the requirements from Chapter 2 with

the development of our strategic enterprise architecture approach. We

start by introducing the Business Intelligence Model (BIM) (Section 3.1),

the Business Motivation Model (BMM) (Section 3.2) and relevant con-

cepts from literature in Management Sciences (Section 3.3) as foundations

for the development of the motivational and behavioral perspectives of our

strategic enterprise architecture approach. Subsequently, we introduce the

Constrained Goal Models formalism (Section 3.4), a formal reasoning tech-

nique for goal models in Requirements Engineering, which is used as the

formal foundations for our strategic planning approach. Finally, commit-

ments and protocols (Section 3.5) and the KAOS approach (Section 3.6)

are also used as foundations for the development of behavioral perspective

of our strategic enterprise architecture approach.

3.1 Business Intelligence Model (BIM) Framework

The Business Intelligence Model (BIM) [89] consists of an enterprise mod-

eling approach for linking the business-level representation of an enterprise

with the data stemmed from databases and data warehouses. The main
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purpose of the framework is to bridge the gap between data-oriented rep-

resentation models and their corresponding business representation. As

such, the approach provides abstractions close to business decision-makers,

such as goals, situations, processes and domain assumptions. Such abstrac-

tions capture many notions prescribed by requirements from Chapter 2 and

therefore, they are used for the development of strategic enterprise archi-

tectures.

In BIM, a goal represents an objective of a business which captures

strategic enterprise’s concerns, such as “Increase sales”. Goals may be

related by either refinement of influence relationships. In a refinement

relation, goals are decomposed into a finer-grained structure by means of

AND/OR relationships, with an AND decomposition supporting a goal to

be decomposed in a series of sub-goals and an OR decomposition allowing

analysts to model alternative ways of achieving a goal. Influence relation-

ships (Gi −→ Gj) among goals specify how the satisfaction/denial of the

source goal Gi implies in the (partial) satisfaction/denial of the target goal

Gj. Influence strengths are modeled using qualitative values: + (weak

positive), ++ (strong positive), - (weak negative) and – (strong negative).

A partial influence (Gi
+/−−−→ Gj) denotes that the satisfaction of the source

goal Gi implies in the partial satisfaction/denial of the target goal Gj (re-

spectively), whereas the full influence (Gi
++/−−−−−−→ Gj) denotes that the

satisfaction of the source goal Gi implies in the full satisfaction/denial of

the target goal Gj (respectively). Decompositions are intentional as they

allow designers to refine goals in a structural manner, whereas influence

relationships depict the impacts of achievement of goals on each other,

representing the side-effects among goals [179].

Goals and their relations are captured in goal models which may be

enriched with domain assumptions, processes and situations. Domain as-

sumptions indicate properties that are assumed to be true for some goal to
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be achieved. For example, “High demand” must be true for the “Increase

Sales” goal to be satisfied. if such assumptions are false, then its associated

goal is not satisfied. Processes can be associated with a particular goal via

an achieves relation to denote that a process is intended to achieve a goal.

Besides domain assumptions and processes, managers are usually in-

terested in foreseeing other aspects that influence the fulfillment strategic

goals during enterprise planning. In that respect, SWOT analysis [40] con-

sists of a useful tool to identify internal and external factors that may

impact positively or negatively the achievement of strategic goals. SWOT

stands for Strengths (internal and favorable factors), Weaknesses (internal

and unfavorable factors), Opportunities (external and favorable factors)

and Threats (external and unfavorable factors). BIM propose to model

SWOT factors in terms of the concept of situation. A situation charac-

terizes a state of affairs (state of the world) in terms of the entities that

exist in that state, their properties and interrelations. Favorable situations

are represented via positive influence links on goals, whereas unfavorable

situations are represented via negative influence links.

The BIM concepts of goal, situation, domain assumption and process

precisely capture many notions prescribed by the requirements for strate-

gic enterprise architectures from Chapter 2 and therefore, the framework

has been selected as the starting point of our strategic enterprise archi-

tecture. More specifically, the BIM concept of goal precisely captures the

goal concept from the motivational perspective, whereas BIM AND/OR

refinements respectively capture refinements and alternative relationships

among goals. In its turn, partial relations prescribed by requirements

are captured by BIM (partial) influences. BIM situations, their SWOT

relations and domain assumptions are also instrumental notions for rep-

resenting factors that impact goals, either hindering or supporting their

achievement. Finally, BIM processes also consist of a useful abstraction to
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represent behavior in strategic enterprise architectures.

Despite the great match between BIM concepts and their respective

counterparts in the requirements for strategic enterprise architectures, the

simplistic nature of goals does not allow the differentiation among multiple

levels within the goal hierarchy as described in the motivating scenario

(Section 2.2, Chapter 2). Therefore, BIM situation, domain assumption

and process are directly inhered from the framework, whereas BIM goal is

further refined with other strategic concepts.

3.2 Business Motivation Model (BMM)

Contrasting with BIM’s simplistic ontology for goals, BMM offers a rich

vocabulary of goal-related concepts that is used as the starting point for

the differentiation among the several goal types.

The Business Motivation Model (BMM) [75] is a conceptual specifica-

tion adopted by OMG for schematizing or structuring the development,

communication and management of business plans in enterprises. The

specification is structured in terms of four essential concepts: means, ends,

influencers and assessments that are further refined into other concepts.

Broadly speaking, an end is something the business intends to accom-

plish, whereas a means represents something that must be activated or

enforced to achieve an end. An influencer consists of some factor that

has the capability to cause changes in the employment of means or in the

achievement of ends, whereas assessments correspond to the judgment of

how influencers drive the enterprise to articulate its decisions. Means are

further refined into mission, strategy and tactic, while ends are refined into

vision, goals and objectives.

Table 3.1 introduces definitions for those concepts together with an ex-

ample of each of concept relative to a Consulting Company.
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Concept Description

Vision

(End)

A Vision comprises an overall image of organization’s future state. Vision:

“Be the premier consulting company in the industry”

Goal (End) A Goal is an attainable statement about a state of the enterprise to be brought

about or sustained through appropriate Means. It indicates what must be

satisfied on a continuing basis to effectively attain the Vision. Goal: “To

improve customer satisfaction (over the next five years)”

Objective

(End)

An Objective is a statement of an attainable, time-targeted and measurable

target (explicit criteria to determine satisfaction) that the enterprise seeks to

accomplish.The main difference between objectives and goals is that objec-

tives are always time-targeted and measurable, while goals are not so specific.

Objective: “By June 30, 2008, create an operational customer call center”

Mission

(Mean)

A Mission indicates the ongoing operational activity of the enterprise, describ-

ing what the business is or will be on a daily basis. A Mission makes a Vision

operative as it indicates the ongoing activity that makes the Vision a reality.

Mission: “Provide consulting, outsourcing, and staff augmentation services to

companies in North America”

Strategy

(Mean)

A Strategy represents how resources, skills or competencies are combined to

achieve enterprise Goals, given the environmental constraints and risks. Al-

though strategies tend to be longer-term and broader in scope than tactics,

the model does not make a hard distinction between them [75, p.13] and the

enterprise must define their own criteria. Strategy: “Implement a Customer

Relationship Management System”

Tactic

(Mean)

A Tactic represents part of the detailing of Strategies. Tactic: “Call first-time

customers personally” implements the strategy “Increase repeat business”

Influencer Factor that may cause changes in the employment of means or in the achieve-

ment of ends. BMM provides three Influencers categories: Internal Influencer

(from within the enterprise that can impact the employment of Means), Ex-

ternal (from outside the enterprise boundary) and a set of general categories

to allow enterprises to define their own set. Among the External Influencers,

there are competitors, customers, environment, partners, regulations, suppli-

ers and technology and as Internal Influencers, there are assumptions, cor-

porative values, habits, infrastructure, issues, management prerogatives and

resources

Assessment Correspond to the judgment of how influencers drive the enterprise to articu-

late its decisions
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Business

Process

Although the concept of “business process” is present in the BMM speci-

fication, it actually belongs to the Business Process Definition Metamodel

(BPDM) in which it is defined and associated accordingly with goal-related

concepts

Table 3.1: The Description of Means-Ends Concepts from BMM [75]

Although BMM offers a rich ontology of goal-related concepts which can

be used for the refinement of BIM goals, the definition of BMM concepts

lacks formal rigor, as can be observed in Table 3.1. Consequently, practical

efforts of refining BIM goals in terms of finer-grained goal distinctions

from BMM are hindered by the absence of well-defined, concrete criteria

in BMM.

Furthermore, the refinement of the core BIM notions requires not only a

conceptualization that provides finer-grained distinctions for goal concepts

but also enables a coherent and consistent integration between the moti-

vational and behavioral perspectives. In this context, although the BMM

specification foresees associations of its concepts with behavioral elements,

in practice, business process are references to elements that are defined and

maintained outside the scope of an enterprise’s Business Motivation Model

(in the case of business processes, such elements are defined in the Busi-

ness Process Definition meta-model (BPDM)). Consequently, to overcome

the lack of concrete criteria in BMM and to acquire a common semantic

foundation for integrating motivational and behavioral perspectives, we re-

ferred to conceptualization provided by Management Sciences Theories in

this thesis.

3.3 Management Theories

Our literature review in Management literature started by reviewing the

historical roots of business strategy and competition [63, 138] and re-
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sulted into valuable insights about the existent frameworks and influen-

tial authors in the area, such as Henry Mintzberg [135, 133, 134], Michael

Porter [153, 34, 97, 156, 157], Peter Drucker [153], Kenneth Andrews [135],

Gary Hamel [172], Prahalad [172], Birger Wernerfeld [172], Edith Pen-

rose [172], among others. In principle, we thought this approach would be

fruitful to gain an overview of the area and acquire the required conceptual-

ization to distinguish among different types of motivational and behavioral

concepts.

This initial study enabled us to acquire frameworks and methodologies

that discuss different ways of analyzing a given company and to gener-

ate its corresponding strategy but lacked the actual concepts to promote

conceptual integration between motivational and behavioral perspectives.

Despite the usefulness of such literature, here we only include the man-

agement conceptualization required for the development of our strategic

enterprise architecture approach and therefore, this literature is not in-

cluded.

This lack of actual concepts led us to turn our attention to undergrad-

uate textbooks in the areas of Management, Strategic Management and

Operations Management with the intent of understanding by which means

organization’s goals are connected with their corresponding operations. In

these textbooks, Management literature conceptualizes an organization as

a system composed of a set of interrelated parts that jointly work to achieve

stated goals [153, 51, 34]. This system typically receives external influences,

such as competitors, industry segment needs, regulative pressures or al-

liances with other cooperating companies. In order to operate successfully,

the management process involves setting up goals and their correspond-

ing resource requirements and operations by exercising five management

functions (planning, organizing, staffing, leading and controlling) [153, 51].

Among those management functions, the planning function provides
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conceptualization that allows us to provide support for our requirements

from Chapter 2. Basically, the planning function refers to the process of

planning the goals to be achieved by the company, followed by the cor-

responding planning of operations to achieve such goals. Therefore, this

section summarizes a number of theories in Strategic Management, Man-

agement and Operations Management that particularly focus on the de-

scription of the planning function in companies. Such theories are used

as foundations for the development of our strategic enterprise architecture

approach, by providing us with the finer-grained distinctions for different

types of goals and by providing conceptualization for connecting motiva-

tional and behavioral perspectives. In the remainder of this section, the

goal planning activity is described in Section 3.3.1, whereas operations

planning is described in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Goal Planning in Management Sciences

In order to describe the concepts required for performing goals planning in

companies, we have analyzed multiple examples of strategic goals and goal

hierarchies from Strategic Management and Management literature, such

as [172, 99, 97, 153]. Given the divergence of definitions and examples, we

first analyze each concept together with the semantics of multiple exam-

ples of goals and operations in order to provide a consolidated definition

for each concept. We select the example [34, p.222] of the integrated goal

hierarchy of metal manufacturing company from Management literature

(depicted in Figure 3.1). This example was first introduced as our moti-

vating scenario for strategic enterprise architectures (Chapters 1 and 2) and

is used throughout this section and next chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) to

illustrate our definitions, strategic planning approach and to demonstrate

how goals are represented in our framework.

In order to perform goal planning, organizations distinguish among three
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levels of decision-making, Strategic, Tactical and Operational [153, 34].

Inside each level of abstraction, managers have to specify strategic, tactical

and operational goals that focus on different enterprise concerns and must

be achieved within distinct time frames.

Manufacture both standard and custom 
metal products for various applications 

in the machine tool industry

Mission

CEO

• 12% return on  investment
• 5% growth
• No employee layoffs
• Excellent service to customer

Production Executive

• Manufacture 1200000 products at 
average cost of $19

• Scrap rate of 3% or less
• Increase manufacturing 

productivity by 2%
• Resolve employee grievances 

within 3 working days

Strategic Goals

Tactical Goals

Finance Executive

• Keep outstanding accounts below 
$500000

• Keep borrowing below $1250000
• Provide monthly budget 

statements for departments
• Have delinquent accounts of no 

more than 2% of total

Marketing Executive

• Sell 1200000 units at average 
price of $27

• Introduce 1 new product line
• Increase sales by 5% in new 

market areas
• Open 1 new sales office
• Attain market share of 19%

Accounts Receivable Manager

• Issue invoices within 5 days of sale
• Check new customers's credit 

within 1 working day
• Allow no account to be overdue 

more than 5 months
• Call delinquent accounts weekly 

Supervisor - Automatic Machines

• Produce 150000 standard units at 
average cost of $16

• Have machine downtime of less 
than 7%

• Achieve scrap rate of 3% or less
• Respond to employee grievances 

within 24 hours 

✓Visit 1 new customer each day
✓Call on each large customer 

every 4 weeks
✓Call on each small customer 

every 8 weeks

Sales Manager - Region 1

• Respond to customer inquiries 
within 2 hours

• Meet sales quota of 120600 units
• Work with salesperson to:

Operational Goals

Figure 3.1: Goal Hierarchy Extracted from [34, p.222]

Strategic Level. This level is concerned with the long-term direction of

the organization, determining the range of businesses (scope) in which the

organization operates and how it copes with external influences [187, 97,

172]. Further, strategic planning tends to be long-term and may define
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organizational action steps between two and five years [34]. Within the

Strategic Layer, the four important concepts are Mission, Vision, Strategic

Goals and Strategy :

Mission [97, 172, 99, 34]. A mission defines a formal expression of an

organization’s purpose, i.e., the reason why the organization exists. Man-

agement literature also mentions that organizations exist to aggregate some

value [172]. On the basis of both views, we interpret that organizations

exist to aggregate some sort of value to the external world. An analysis of

the mission statement from Figure 3.1 reveals that the organization exists

to provide some value by producing standard and custom metal products

(“Manufacture both standard and metal products”).

Vision [172, 99]. Comprises a description of a desired future state

of the company, meant to close the gap between the current reality and a

potential future. An example of vision could be: “To be the market leader

of standard and custom metal products in the machine tool industry” [34]

(not shown in Figure 3.1).

Strategic Goals [97, 172]. Represent concrete outcomes or status to

be achieved to measure whether mission statements are being achieved [99,

153]. They are directional as they guide the strategy towards achieving the

organization’s mission [172, 99]. By analyzing the definition and a number

of examples (including Figure 3.1), we interpret strategic goals as state-

ments about external and internal company’s conditions that reflect com-

pany’s strategy to succeed in business. Other examples of strategic goals

that result of an internal evaluation of business environment are “Improve

market share from 15 to 20% over the next three years” and “Increase gross

margin on current sales” [34].

Strategy [187, 97, 172]. A Strategy can be defined as a course of

action created to achieve an organization’s strategic goals [153]. The pur-

pose of strategy is to provide a framework crafted to guide decision-making
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about which actions should be executed to adjust the internal company’s

context (i.e., how to effectively deploy organizational resources) according

to the corresponding external context (i.e. competitive and non-market

pressures) in order to satisfy organization’s strategic goals [187, 97, 172].

Corporate and Business Unit Strategy [157, 172, 153, 97]. Within

the strategic level, literature in Strategic Management further distinguishes

between two levels of strategy for a diversified company [157, 172, 153], i.e.,

a Corporate Strategy and Business Unit Strategy. A Strategic Business

Unit (SBU) can be defined as a part of an organization for which there is

a distinct external market for goods or services [172, 97, 153]. Examples

of companies that operate in a single SBU includes Coca-cola as a pur-

veyor of coke and Dell as a computer company [172]. Unlike Coca-Cola

and Dell, Hewlett Packard has distinct businesses, including Unix server,

laser printers and inkjet printers businesses [172], while Yahoo!’s business

units include Yahoo! Photos and Yahoo! Music [97].

Therefore, a Corporate Level Strategy is concerned with the overall pur-

pose and scope of an organization and how value will be added to the dif-

ferent parts (business units) of the organization. This could include issues

of geographical coverage, diversity of products/services or business units,

and how resources are to be allocated between the different parts of the

organization [97]. In general, the corporate-level strategy may also include

expectations of owners (shareholders and stock market) which may be an

explicit or implicit “mission statement” that reflects such expectations [97].

In its turn, a Business Unit Strategy concerns how the various businesses

included in the corporate strategy should compete in their particular mar-

kets [97]. This distinction arises due to the fact that each business unit

has different assets and competitors and managers have to business unit

strategies have to create competitive advantage. Usually, as the majority

of companies operate in single businesses, there is a match between the
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corporate and the business unit strategies.

Tactical Level. While the Strategic Level refers to the direction of the

business, providing a framework for guiding decisions that lead to a de-

sired future state of the organization (i.e., the strategy), the tactical level

involves the planning of the actual steps required to implement such strat-

egy by the company’s functional areas or organizational units [153, 163]. In

Management, a tactic is a concept that appears as a product acquired from

the planning at the tactical level. The concept of tactics steams from the

military domain in which a military tactic is the concept of organizing a

military force (troops), combining and using weapons and military units to

engage and defeat an enemy in battle [34]. In this context, a military tactic

is concerned about the role developed by weapon systems and troops in de-

livering value to the country’s overall strategic plan [34, p.218]. Similarly,

in business, every strategic plan requires a series of related tactical plans

to achieve the strategic goals [153, p.159]. In companies, tactical plans

are elaborated by middle managers, typically having shorter time hori-

zons (usually from one to three years) and narrower scopes than strategic

plans [153, p.159].

Tactical Goals (or Objectives) [34, 163, 153]. Tactical goals de-

fine the outcomes to be achieved by major divisions and departments in

the context of strategic goals. An analysis of examples in Management

literature reveals that tactical goals focus either on the specification of re-

sponsibilities of functional areas (or departments) in the context of overall

achievement of strategic goals or on the specification of tactics to achieve

strategic goals. Figure 3.1 takes the first view by segmenting strategic goals

into tactical goals specified by responsibilities of functional areas (Finance,

Production and Marketing), e.g. “Manufacture 1200000 products at an

average cost of $19” from Operations). In [153], marketing responsibili-

ties usually include tactical decisions like advertisements (e.g. “Execute
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promotions for golf apparel with Tiger Woods” from Nike or “Diversify

sales channels” from Celestial Seasonings [153, p.183]), while the other

functional areas also have their responsibilities accordingly. In contrast,

in [172], the definition of tactics takes the second interpretation by specify-

ing the Border Inc.’s tactical goal (“Open 20 new stores by the end of the

planning period”) as a tactics for its corresponding strategic goal (“Borders

will be the leading retail distribution outlet for books in the US”).

Operational Level. Concerns the planning and management of daily op-

erations responsible for delivering products and services on behalf of the

company [153]. Operations implement the tactical initiatives that are elab-

orated for supporting organization’s strategy. Such tactical initiatives are

then scheduled and eventually emerge as the set of organization’s operation

specifications [133]. The operational plan is the first-line manager’s tool

for executing daily, weekly and monthly activities [153], specifying how to

accomplish the organization’s operational goals.

Operational Goals [153, 34]. Operational goals consist of quantita-

tive, measurable and daily results expected from departments, workgroups

and individuals within the organization. In Figure 3.1, operational goals

are specified according to different roles. An interpretation of definition

and examples reveals a mixture of definitions for operational and tactical

goals in terms of the responsibility for their achievement. Although tacti-

cal goals are assigned to departments and operational goals are assigned

to roles in Figure 3.1, most of the approaches [153, 34] mention that both

types of goals should be achieved by departments. Further analysis also

reveals that both types of goals can be scheduled (e.g. “Resolve employee

grievances within 3 working days” and “Respond to employee grievances

within 24h”). As tactical and operational goals in Management literature

present similar conceptual characteristics, it is also not clear how opera-

tional goals are connected with their respective tactical goals, i.e., how the
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achievement of operational goals entail the achievement of tactical goals.

Finally, there is also a lack of clear connection between operational goals

with their respective operations and the activities that compose such op-

erations.

3.3.2 Operations Planning in Management Sciences

In order to plan the operations that achieve the enterprise’s goals hierarchy,

the company is usually seen as a transformation entity that receives inputs

and generates outputs by means of operations. In this context, the concept

of Operation can be defined as:

Operation [163, 123]. An activity conducted in order to transform a

set of inputs into useful outputs using some sort of transformation process.

An example of Operation for the company under consideration could be

an “Assemble standard metal products”.

For a given operations system to be considered successful, it must sup-

port the organization to achieve competitive advantage by aggregating

value to final customers during the transformation process [163, 123]. In

this context, in order to systematically devise which activities aggregate

value and which do not, Value Added Chains (VACs), introduced in the

work of Michael Porter [156] are helpful concepts for managers to gain such

understanding:

Value Added Chain (VACs) [97, p.110] [156]. Regarding a spe-

cific enterprise E, its Value Added Chain (VAC) comprehends all the ac-

tivities the enterprise conducts to create a product or deliver a service [97,

p.110]. A VAC has a rich internal structure that is represented by different

categories of activities (Figure 3.3). These high-level categories (e.g., hu-

man resources management) can be broken down into smaller functional

units, spanning a hierarchical structure of business activities of different

granularities.
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Firm infrastructure
Human resource management

Technology development
Procurement

Inbound 
logistics Operations 

Outbound 
logistics

Marketing 
and sales Services

Support 
activities

Primary activities

Figure 3.2: VAC from Enterprise E Extracted from [97, p.110]

According to Porter, activities conducted by a given company can be

categorized into primary and support activities, as shown in Figure 3.3 [135,

p.104] [97, p.110]. Primary activities are directly involved in the flow of

product or service to the customer, directly contributing to the competitive

advantage of the company. It includes inbound logistics (receiving, stor-

ing, etc.), operations (or transformation like machining, packaging and as-

sembly), outbound logistics (order processing, physical distribution, etc.),

marketing and sales, and service (installation, repair, etc.). Support ac-

tivities exist to support primary activities, providing the environment in

which they can be effectively executed. They include procurement, tech-

nology development, human resources and firm’s infrastructure (including

finance, accounting, general management, etc.).

3.4 Constrained Goal Models (CGM) Formalism

Once we have acquired the required conceptualization from Management

Sciences, requirements from Chapter 2 also require us to provide auto-

mated support for strategic enterprise architectures. Consequently, the

Constrained Goal Models (CGM) approach is the formalism used in this
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Organization's 
value chain

Supplier value 
chains

Channel value 
chains

Customer 
value chains

Figure 3.3: Value Network Extracted from [97, p.114]

thesis to provide a formal semantics for strategic enterprise architecture

models and reason with such models. In particular, the CGM formalism is

used for the generation, evaluation and selection of strategic alternatives

during the planning process described in Chapter 2.

The Constrained Goal Models (CGM) formalism [142] consists of a mod-

eling and automated-reasoning suite for decomposing stakeholders’ goals as

an AND/OR graph of alternative refinements and relations, and for auto-

matically finding the optimum set of sub-goals according to a combination

of objective functions.
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Regarding CGM modeling functionalities, goal and their relations are

represented in terms of CGM nodes, CGM refinements and CGM relation

edges. Starting with CGM nodes, CGM considers stakeholders’ require-

ments as a desired state of affairs that the system has to achieve. Such

requirements (root goals) need to be progressively refined into intermediate

goals until producing tasks (actionable/leaf goals) that can be executed.

Domain assumptions can be attached to express propositions about the

domain that need to be true for a goal to be achieved, whereas users’ as-

sertions enable the specification of optional requirements that would be

interesting to be fulfilled in the case they are not conflicting with other

requirements.

Figure 3.4 exemplifies the modeling constructs from CGM. Among CGG

nodes, ScheduleMeeting consists of a root goal that can be refined into in-

termediate goals (e.g. ChooseSchedule and ManageMeeting) until reach-

ing tasks (e.g. ScheduleManually). Domain assumptions are represented

as rectangles (e.g. ParticipantsUseSystemCalendar), while user’s asser-

tions are directly set on the tool by means of colors.

Regarding CGM relation edges, goal refinements allow one to decom-

pose each element (non-leaf goal or domain assumption) into a conjunction

of sub-elements necessary to achieve it. For example, in Figure 3.4, the

GoodQualitySchedule goal is refined into two sub-goals (GoodParticipation

and MinimalConflict) by means of a goal refinement (GoodParticipation,

MinimalConflict)
R20−−→ GoodQualitySchedule. Furthermore, by adding a

number of goal refinements, one can also represent the alternatives of how

to achieve an element.

Besides goal refinements, other relations can be expressed among ele-

ments by means of relation edges. In CGM, relations edges can be catego-

rized into the following types:

• Contribution edges (Ei
++−−→ Ej). Express that if the source element
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Ei is satisfied, then the target element Ej must be satisfied (but not

vice versa);

• Conflict edges (Ei
−−←→ Ej). Express that the two elements Ei and

Ej cannot be both satisfied simultaneously;

• Refinement bindings (Ri ←→ Rj). Intuitively, denote that two

refinements are bound, i.e., if two elements Ei and Ej are satisfied,

then Ei must be refined by Ri and Ej refined by Rj, respectively;

In Figure 3.4, contributions, conflicts edges and refinement bindings are

respectively represented as green, red and purple edges among goals.

Besides graphical constraints expressed as relation edges, goal models

can be enriched with arbitrary prerequisite logic formulas (constraints) φ+
G

(resp. φ−G), indicating that φ+
G (resp. φ−G) must be satisfied when G is satis-

fied (resp. denied). Further, numerical constraints on elements and refine-

ments can be also used to express user-defined constraints among nodes.

For example, if one estimates that goal GUsePartnerInstitutions costs 80 e and

goal GUseHotelsAndConventionCenters costs 200 e, one can use such information

to write constraints in terms of costs among goals GUsePartnerInstitutions and

GUseHotelsAndConventionCenters. In order to do that, s/he first creates a global

numerical variable called “cost” and the system automatically generates a

numerical attribute costE for each element E (whose default value is set to

0) and a global default constraint cost =
∑

E∈ε costE. Then, for each ele-

ment E of interest, one can set the value for costE in case E is satisfied (or

denied) and also manipulate the global default constraint accordingly. In

this case, we set costGUsePartnerInstitutions
:= 80 and costGUseHotelsAndConventionCenters

:= 200 and the system automatically adds the following constraints:

φ+
GUsePartnerInstitutions

= ... ∧ (costGUsePartnerInstitutions
= 80)

φ+
GUseHotelsAndConventionCenters

= ... ∧ (costGUseHotelsAndConventionCenters
= 200)

(3.1)
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Finally, a singular or combination of objective functions to optimize (i.e.

maximize or minimize) can also be specified as functions of boolean and nu-

merical variables. For example, a user might be interested inmaximize(cost)

in the example of Figure 3.4.

Regarding CGM reasoning functionalities, once goals are modeled and

objective functions are specified accordingly, stakeholders may request the

CGM solver to automatically generate realization(s). Realizations (de-

picted in yellow in Figure 3.4) correspond to one of the alternative ways of

refining the mandatory requirements (and potentially some of the optional

ones) in compliance with the user’s assertions and constraints. The CGM

solver then generates realizations that optimize one single objective or a

lexicographically ordered combination of objectives. For example, by defin-

ing boolean or numerical variables (e.g. cost, workingT ime, TotalCost)

and using one objective function (minimize(cost)), the solver finds the re-

alizations with minimal cost among all realizations. In a lexicographically

ordered combination of objectives, the user defines a list of ordered objec-

tive functions (e.g. minimize(cost) AND minimize (working T ime)) and

the solver first finds a realization with minimum cost. Among all realiza-

tions with minimum cost, the solver then finds a realization with minimum

workingT ime.

CGMs is supported by the CGM-tool [129], which is implemented as

a standalone java application based on the Eclipse RCP engine. CGM-

tool uses a state-of-the-art Optimization Modulo Theories (OMT) solver

[180, 181] as backend automated-reasoning engine. The tool provides func-

tionalities to create CGM models as graphical diagrams and to perform

different forms of reasoning, including interactive search for realizations.
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3.5 Commitments and Protocols

In our motivating scenario (Chapter 2), once strategic alternatives are se-

lected, the planning process requires them to be implemented accordingly

by means of a number of processes. As the requirements for strategic enter-

prise architecture demand processes to be captured in terms of their social

dimension (expressiveness in behavioral perspective requirement (R1.2)),

we need to find primitives for capturing processes in terms of their social

dimension.

In the context of this thesis, we rely on the concept of commitments.

Commitments have been studied as a fundamental social primitive in a

number of areas, including social sciences [13], computer-supported collab-

orative work [58] and multi-agent systems [184]. They are social abstrac-

tions as they carry a contractual nature with social meaning.

Formally, a (social) commitment [184] c(x,y,p,q) is a promise with con-

tractual validity made by an agent x (debtor) (the agent who is committed)

to another agent y (creditor) (the agent who receives the commitment)

that, if proposition p is brought about (antecedent), then proposition q

will be brought about (consequent). If p is true (>), the commitment is

unconditional; otherwise, it is conditional.

Commitments change when their interacting agents exchange messages.

Messages constitute commitment operations : (i) creation: the debtor com-

mits to the creditor that the consequent will be brought about; (ii) can-

cellation: the debtor cancels an existing commitment; (iii) release: the

creditor releases the debtor from a previous commitment; (iv) delegation:

the debtor delegates the commitment to a third party; and (v) assignment :

the creditor assigns its credit to another actor.

Moreover, declare operations allow an agent to inform another that a

certain proposition has changed its truth value (e.g., the book has been
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sent). Declare operations enable the change of commitment state. A com-

mitment is detached when the debtor is informed (through a declare) that

the antecedent has been brought about, and the commitment becomes un-

conditional. A commitment is discharged/fulfilled, when the creditor is

informed that the consequent has been brought about.

We adopt a version of commitments [124] where antecedent and conse-

quent are expressed in propositional logic extended with a temporal prece-

dence operator “·”. Thus, (p ∧ q) · r means that p and q occur (in any

order) before r occurs.

Commitments can be used to define an interaction in a protocol between

roles [31, 42]. For instance, given roles R1 and R2, a protocol may include

a commitment such as C(R1,R2,P,Q). Thus, an agent playing role R1 is

expected to create instances of this commitment to some agent playing

R2. The propositions in such commitment will be instantiated too: if P is

“Book sent”, a possible instance p is “copy 123 of book Dracula sent”.

3.6 Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specifica-

tion (KAOS) Approach

Besides capturing the social perspective of processes during the imple-

mentation step of the planning process, methodological support for per-

forming the transition from motivational to behavioral perspective is also

required (traceability in methodological consistency between motivational

and behavioral perspectives requirement (R2.2) requirement). In this the-

sis, methodological support to promote such transition between perspec-

tives is acquired from refinement goal patterns [38] and operationalization

process [118, 10] within the KAOS framework.

The Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification (KAOS) ap-

proach [37, 118] consists of a Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering
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(GORE) methodology that supports the requirements engineering process

by means of formal analysis techniques. In KAOS, the content of goals is

represented as admissible system states (behaviors) formalized using Linear

Temporal Logics (LTL). Further, the language also introduces the notion

of goal patterns (achieve/cease, maintain/avoid and optimize). Goal pat-

terns allow the requirements engineer to specify a pattern to be checked

in order to evaluate goal satisfaction in terms of possible behaviors of the

system.

In order to exemplify the specification of goals in KAOS, we take the

management of London Ambulance System as an example. In this system,

the top system goal [119] can be written as:

GoalAchieve[AmbulanceIntervention]

Informal Definition.For every urgent call reporting an incident,

there should be an ambulance at the incident scene within 14 minutes

after receiving the first call

FormalDef ∀inc : Incident

Reported(inc)

=⇒ ♦≤14min(∃amb : Ambulance)Intervention(amb, inc)

(3.2)

This specification fragment introduces the AmbulanceIntervention goal

together with its natural language definition. The Achieve keyword de-

clares a goal pattern, in this case, it states that some target property must

eventually hold in the future (P =⇒ ♦Q). The formal counterpart may

be specified optionally in LTL [37, 119]. Other goal patterns might have

been specified, such as Cease (to disallow achievement “some time in the

future”, P =⇒ ♦¬Q), Maintain (to denote that a property must hold “at

all times in the future”, P =⇒ �Q), Avoid (to prescribe that a property

must not hold “at all times in the future”, P =⇒ �¬Q) and Optimize (to
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denote that some property must be maximized/minimized) [37, 118].

In KAOS, goals can be refined in terms of AND/OR relations and en-

riched with domain properties [118]. The framework also provides goal

refinement patterns that document most common goal refinements, thus

supporting the refinement process and the identification of missing goals in

refinements [38]. For example, the refinement pattern (RP1) [38] in Figure

3.5 states the top goal P =⇒ Q must be AND-refined into other three

sub-goals.

would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 
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(RP1)

Figure 3.5: Example of KAOS Refinement Patterns Extracted From [38]

Once refined accordingly, goals reach a level of abstraction in which

they can be operationalized by means of operations. In operation mod-

els, operations represent the various services to be provided by software

agents to business stakeholders. The operationalization process thus con-

sists of assigning operations for the satisfaction of goals by prescribing pre-,

post-conditions and triggers on operations in order to fulfill goal specifica-

tions [118].

For example, in order to ensure the achievement of the Ambulance

Intervention goal, an operation needs to be select and pre-, post-conditions

and triggers must be assigned on this operation. Selecting the CallAmbu-

lance operation (Equation 3.3) and adding a trigger on it, we have the

AmbulanceIntervention goal operationalized into Equation 3.4:
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Operation CallAmbulance

Input a: Ambulance; Output a: Ambulance/AmbulanceRequested

DomPre a.AmbulanceRequested 6= ‘Requested′

DomPost a.AmbulanceRequested = ‘Requested′

(3.3)

Operation CallAmbulance

Input a: Ambulance; Output a: Ambulance/AmbulanceRequested

DomPre a.AmbulanceRequested 6= ‘Requested′

DomPost a.AmbulanceRequested = ‘Requested′

ReqTrig for AmbulanceIntervention: i.Reported = ‘yes’

(3.4)

where i in Equation 3.4 refers to the reporting an incident.

Regarding KAOS reasoning techniques [119, 86], Letier et al. [119] first

enrich the KAOS goal model with a probabilistic layer in which degrees of

partial goal satisfaction are captured by means of quality variables, objec-

tive functions and impacts of alternative system designs on goals. Subse-

quently, authors [86] present automated techniques for evaluating a number

of alternative systems designs in order to find the optimal ones. In this

context, the framework allows the automatic quantification of the level of

satisfaction of top system goals depending on alternative system designs,

thus allowing stakeholders to manually find the optimal ones.

3.7 Discussion

In order to justify the selection of frameworks used as the baseline of this

thesis, this section analyzes in which extent such frameworks achieve the
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requirements for strategic enterprise architectures from Chapter 2. Table

3.2 summarizes this assessment.

Regarding the conventions for Table 3.2, a Xsign indicates that the pro-

posal fully addresses the requirement, a - sign indicates that the proposal

does not address the requirement and a ∼ sign indicates that the proposal

partially addresses the requirement.

R1.Expressiveness R2.Trac.

R1.1 Motivational Domain R1.2 Beh. Dom.

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2 3 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2

BIM

approach [89]

X ∼ - - X - X X - - - ∼ ∼

BMM

approach [75]

X - - - ∼ ∼ - ∼ - - - - -

Management

Theories

X X X ∼ X ∼ ∼ ∼ - X X ∼ ∼

Commitments

and

Protocols [124,

184, 31, 42]

- - - - - - - - X - - - -

CGM

formalism [142]

X - - - - - X X - - - ∼ ∼

KAOS

approach [37,

118]

X X X X - - ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼

Table 3.2: Assessment of baseline approaches against the requirements from Chapter 2

BIM Framework. The BIM framework presents a great match with

the concepts required by strategic enterprise architectures, as can be no-

ticed in Table 3.2. Consequently, it was considered as our starting point

among the Conceptual Modeling approaches. In particular, we have used

the concepts of goal, relations among goals, situation, domain assumption

and process for the development of motivational perspective of strategic en-
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terprise architectures. However, among BIM shortcomings, we include no

support for the specification of multiple levels of abstraction among goals

(denoted by a - sign in sub-requirement 1.6 from motivational perspec-

tive). Furthermore, although a process “achieves” a goal, the framework

refrains from representing process-control flow (denoted by a ∼ sign in

both sub-requirements from traceability).

BMM. The simplistic notion of BIM goals led us to adopt the BMM

specification due to its rich conceptualization of distinct goal categories.

However, although this refined goal ontology can provide us initial ideas,

its lack of formal rigor hinders the practical application in enterprise mod-

eling efforts. Furthermore, BMM also presents limited and informal sup-

port for integration of goals and behavioral concepts by means of an as-

sociation with elements external to the specification (this characteristic is

demonstrated in Table 3.2 by a - sign for all behavioral and traceability

sub-requirements). Therefore, we turned our attention to Management

Theories, striving to find clear criteria for differentiating among goals of

different shades and for clear conceptual integration of goals with behav-

ioral concepts.

Management Theories. In Management Theories, our initial objec-

tive was to find clear differentiation among goals and conceptual integra-

tion between motivational and behavioral perspectives. However, we faced

similar issues of unclear distinctions as in BMM, although Management

Theories provided richer conceptualization. In this context, Management

literature contains a rich set of conceptual tools like assumptions, scenario

analysis, goal and operations planning. Nevertheless, the field does not use

models with precise semantics and for this reason, many requirements are

only met partially in Table 3.2. For example, the field recognizes scenario

analysis, but no modeling concepts are employed for performing such kind

of analysis (denoted by a ∼ sign at sub-requirements 3 from motivational
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perspective). Tactical and operational goals are not clearly distinguish-

able from each other (denoted by a ∼ sign at sub-requirements 1.6 and 2

from motivational perspective). Further, precise conceptual relations be-

tween operational goals and the set of company’s operations (VACs) are

also missing (denoted by a ∼ sign at sub-requirements from traceability

requirement). This lack of clear semantics in Management Theories then

motivated the contributions of this thesis with the development of motiva-

tional and behavioral perspectives of strategic enterprise architectures.

Despite this main shortcoming of Management literature, some con-

ceptualization was still considered very useful to achieve our final intent.

In particular, we have used this literature for providing finer-grained dis-

tinctions for goal concepts (using the owner (1.2), time frame (1.3), targets

(1.5) and multiple levels (1.6) sub-requirements from motivational perspec-

tive) and for the development of behavioral perspective by integrating goals

with the overall chain of company’s operations (VACs)(sub-requirement 1.3

of behavioral perspective).

While the usage of Management Literature intended to provide a foun-

dation to distinguish among different types of motivational and behavioral

concepts, an attentive reader may argue that foundational ontologies might

be considered as an alternative approach towards achieving such endeavor,

as they are largely recognized as a foundation to adequately integrate the

concepts of different languages, defining these concepts in an unambiguous

way [144]. Such ontologies could then be used to precisely characterize

the concepts of motivational and behavioral perspectives, thus enabling

a subsequent integration between both perspectives. Although this is a

valid argument, enterprise ontologies are not used in this thesis due to the

absence of a unique ontology that addresses all the semantic distinctions

required in this work [24]. In particular, regarding the usage of founda-

tional ontologies for the integration of motivational and behavioral per-
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spectives of the enterprise, we refer the interested reader to our previous

efforts [24, 2, 30, 26] for a deeper discussion.

In order to explain in more specific terms how BIM, BMM and Man-

agement Theories have been used in this thesis, we have interpreted the

semantics of definitions and examples of each concept found on them, which

allowed us to find overlaps and gaps in the conceptualization provided by

the three aforementioned proposals. Table 3.3 summarizes the respective

correspondences among concepts from BIM, BMM and Management Sci-

ences. Such overlaps and gaps have been used as input in our framework

to promote a consistent integration of all concepts in the fourth column of

Table 3.3.

Development of motivational and behavioral perspectives

Manag. Sciences

(Section 3.3)

BIM (Section

3.1)

BMM

(Section

3.2)

SIENA framework

(Chapter 5)

Mission, Vision - Mission,

Vision

Mission, Vision

Strategic Goal

Goal

Goal Strategic Goal

Tactical Goal Objective,

Strategy,

Tactics

Tactical Goal

Operational Goal - Operational Goal

- Goal Refinements

and Influences

- Goal Refinements and

Influences

Operation Process - Operation

- - - Business Process

- Domain

Assumption

- Domain Assumption

- Situation Influencers Situation

Table 3.3: Summary of Concepts from Literature together with Concepts from Our Frame-

work
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Commitments and Protocols. Commitments and protocols have

been used in this thesis in order to specify processes in social terms as pre-

scribed by the expressiveness in behavioral perspective requirement (R1.2)

from Chapter 2.

CGM. Given our final interest in automatically reasoning with strategic

enterprise architectures (requirement R3), we needed to either assign our

own formal semantics for strategic enterprise architecture models or find

existing languages with already well-established semantics for reasoning

(sub-requirement 3.1).

As we opted for finding an existing language with well-established se-

mantics, the next step consists in deciding which specific modeling language

should be selected. In this case, given our requirement of supporting the

several steps of the planning process (sub-requirement 3.2), we have to find

a language that meets most of its sub-requirements. Therefore, we are in-

terested in a language that can reason with goals (R3.2.1 sub-requirement)

and environmental factors (R3.2.2 sub-requirement) in supporting evalua-

tion and selection of best strategic alternatives (R3.2.3 sub-requirement)

and supporting the implementation of strategic alternatives (R3.2.4 sub-

requirement).

In this context, the CGM approach has configured as a suitable candi-

date towards such endeavor due to two reasons. First, the CGM approach

allows the representation of complex relations among goals like contribu-

tions, conflicts and refinement bindings among goals (denoted by aXsign at

sub-requirement 2 from motivational perspective). Further, the approach

also allows the representation of domain assumptions that may capture

the environmental factors that impact the achievement of goals (denoted

by a Xsign at sub-requirement 3 from motivational perspective). Both

types of primitives open up the possibility of performing complex reason-

ing with goal models. Second, the CGM approach allows the generation
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of realizations (alternative ways of achieving goals), thus consisting in an

appropriate language for the generation of multiple strategic alternatives

(step 3) in the planning process.

KAOS Approach. The KAOS approach consists in an expressive ap-

proach for goal modeling, evidenced by the achievement of sub-requirements

1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 from the motivational perspective. However, its fo-

cus on software engineering leads to no support for multiple levels of ab-

straction (sub-requirement 1.6), only partial support for complex relation-

ships among goals (sub-requirement 2) and environmental factors (sub-

requirement 3).

Due to its advanced goal primitives and methodological support, KAOS

refinement patterns and operationalization process have been used in this

thesis to provide methodological support. This methodological support

concerns the transition from motivational to behavioral perspective dur-

ing the implementation of strategic alternatives in the enterprise planning

process.
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Chapter 4

Related Work

Chapter 3 reviewed a number of approaches that are used as foundations

for the work developed in this thesis. As investigation in motivation and

behavioral modeling has a long tradition in a number of research areas, this

chapter starts by reviewing the support provided for the representation of

motivational concepts (i.e. goals of different shades like mission, vision,

strategic goals, etc.) and behavioral concepts (i.e., operations, business

processes, business process relations, actions, tasks, activities) in a num-

ber of areas of Computer Science. More specifically, Section 4.2 describes

approaches that incorporate the representation of motivational concepts,

whereas Section 4.3 covers proposals that address behavioral representa-

tion. Section 4.4 presents approaches that incorporate both motivational

and behavioral modeling primitives. Subsequently, Section 4.5 assesses in

which extent such approaches meet the requirements for strategic enter-

prise architectures defined in Chapter 2. As our work uses Management

Sciences as the starting point, a number of theories in Management Science

are also related to our approach. These theories are presented in Section

4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 draws general conclusions about the gaps within

the state of the art, thus motivating and contextualizing our contributions.

This chapter is based on the published research papers [91, 90, 88, 87].
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4.1 Introduction

Information modeling “is concerned with the construction of computer-

based symbol structures which model some part of the real world” [137].

The area dates back to the 50s, where the first data processing systems

started using records and file structures to model and organize informa-

tion [137]. Since then, a number of proposals for information models and

their corresponding techniques have proliferated, covering different areas

of Computer Science and Information Systems Engineering [137]. As each

information modeling technique supports a different range of applications,

each information model has its own ontology. This ontology captures some

part of the real-world, together with its assumptions about the reality

which are relevant for a given range of applications.

Given our interest in the development of motivational and behavioral

perspectives of strategic enterprise architectures, this chapter is particu-

larly interested in reviewing information models whose ontologies capture

motivational and behavioral concepts. Therefore, Section 4.2 reviews the

state of the art in motivational modeling, while Section 4.3 covers behav-

ioral modeling proposals. Inspired by the representation of motivational

and behavioral concepts, a number of approaches in Computer Science have

proposed their joint representation as means of performing synchronized

changes between both enterprise’s perspectives. This group of approaches

is described in Section 4.4.

4.2 Motivational Modeling

The notion of “goal” represents the core abstraction in motivational mod-

eling. Historically, goal modeling has its roots in the area of requirements

engineering in which the concept of “goal” consists of an abstraction to jus-
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tify the existence of data and operations requirements of a given software

system [200]. In this context, goals have been used not only as a motivation

for data and operations requirements, but also as a criterion for require-

ments completeness, as such requirements only exist for the achievement

of higher-level business objectives that naturally arise in the requirements

engineering process [200]. Around the core notion of goals, motivational

modeling usually incorporates other complementary abstractions, such as

agents in the software-to-be and in the environment which are responsi-

ble for achieving such goals, objects that capture domain entities that are

relevant to goal formulations and operations (or plans, tasks, functions,

activities, actions, business processes) whose execution entail the achieve-

ment of goals [200].

This section describes the most influential works that support the rep-

resentation of motivational concepts in Goal-Oriented Requirements Engi-

neering (GORE) (Section 4.2.1) and Enterprise Modeling (EM) (Section

4.2.2). In each work, we describe the semantics of motivational concepts

and their interconnections with other complementary abstractions. In or-

der to employ motivational concepts meaningfully, we also discuss available

reasoning techniques in the context of each work.

4.2.1 GORE Frameworks

Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) approaches use the con-

cept of goal as the core abstraction for capturing and structuring the con-

tent of requirements for a target software system. Therefore, goal models

consist of diagrammatical representations of stakeholders’ goals and how

such business goals are linked to the technical requirements of a system [93].

Although a number of frameworks, techniques, or methodologies for goal

modeling exist (e.g., KAOS, GBRAM, NFR, Techne, Tropos, GRL, i*,

AGORA, among others) [93], here we sole focus on the description of the
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Tropos and i* frameworks. This decision can be accounted by the direct

relation of Tropos and i* reasoning techniques with the CGM formalism

(Section 3.4) which is used as the baseline of our work. Similarly, the

KAOS framework is also another prominent goal technique which is also

one of the baselines of our work and therefore, it has been presented in

Section 3.6.

Tropos Methodology. The Tropos Methodology [19] allows the repre-

sentation of requirements in terms of informally-defined goals using nat-

ural language, such as “Have a highly reliable system” [65]. Such goals

can be further distinguished among hard-goals of soft-goals, with a hard-

goal being a goal with clear criteria for determining its satisfaction, while

a soft-goal has no clear-cut definition and/or criteria for its satisfaction.

(Soft)goals can be related by AND/OR refinement relations and (partial)

positive/negative contributions, whose semantics is similar to the refine-

ment and influence relation (respectively) from BIM framework (Chapter

3, Section 3.1). Together with (soft)goals, Tropos also allows the repre-

sentation of plans that represent a specific way of doing something, thus

capturing a means to satisfy an end ((soft)goal) [19].

The Tropos methodology allows the derivation of detailed UML activity

diagrams from business goals. For that, starting with the specification of

(soft)goals and plans during the early requirements analysis, the Tropos

methodology allows the derivation of global system architecture in the

architectural design phase. Subsequently, the methodology also proposes

the detailing of agents’ plans of the system architecture in terms of UML

activity diagrams in the detailed design phase.

For reasoning with goal-related concepts, Tropos proposes two types of

label propagation algorithms, forward reasoning [65] and backward reason-

ing [179]. The forward reasoning algorithm introduces a formal framework

in which a goal is axiomatized as a proposition and the relations among
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goals are axiomatized in terms of propagation rules. The algorithm takes

as input lower level goals annotated with labels that denote satisfiabil-

ity/deniability and forwardly propagates such labels to infer the satisfi-

ability/deniability of higher-level goals depending on alternative system

designs.

In contrast, the backward reasoning algorithm finds the minimum cost

label assignment to leaf goals that satisfies (or denies) all root goals, thus

recommending which system designs to select. In order to do that, the al-

gorithm uses the same axiomatization of the forward reasoning algorithm

and then, it encodes the goal model as a boolean formula φ. This boolean

formula φ together with the assignment of satisfiability/deniability values

of boolean variables are given to a SAT solver. This solver then deter-

mines whether the boolean formula φ admits at least one satisfying truth

assignment µ to its variables Ai. Both types of algorithms have its qualita-

tive and quantitative counterparts. Furthermore, as the forward reasoning

starts with initial values assigned to leaf goals and forwardly propagates

such values to infer the satisfaction level of root goals, they are said to work

in a bottom-up fashion, while the backward reasoning starts with values in

the root goals and find the satisfaction values of leaf goals, thus working

in a top-down fashion.

i* Framework. In the i* modeling framework (first proposed in Yu’s

PhD thesis [208]), Strategic Dependency (SD) models capture dependency

relationships among various actors, while Strategic Rationale (SR) mod-

els represent the internal actors’ rationales. In both types of models, the

framework offers the same modeling constructs of Tropos framework as

the latter has been inspired by i*. While Tropos has been developed with

focus on an agent-oriented paradigm for software development, i* has a

broader applicability in a number of different areas, such as requirements

engineering [208], business process re-engineering [209, 210, 211, 208], orga-
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nizational impacts analysis [208] and software process modeling [208]. For

that, i* proposes a conceptual framework that goes beyond the traditional

representation of a process in terms of a number of operational steps (i.e.,

“how” the process is executed) to incorporate the underlying motivation

behind those operational steps (i.e., “why” certain activities exist and why

a particular order between them is required).

Similarly to Tropos, i* evaluation techniques consists of forward [92]

and backward [92, 94] reasoning techniques, in which the goal satisfaction

technique allows the initial assignment of evaluation labels for goals (sat-

isficed, denied, and others) and based on the semantics of links among

goals, such values are propagated either forwardly (in the direction of the

link) [93] or backwardly, allowing the answering of questions like “what is

the effect of this alternative?” (forward) or “can these goals be satisfied?”

(backward) [93]. Compared to Tropos’ reasoning techniques, i* evaluation

techniques [94] gives a step beyond Tropos, as it allows the involvement of

human judgment in the evaluation of goal satisfaction.

4.2.2 Enterprise Modeling (EM) Frameworks

Inspired by the benefits of goals and requirements modeling in the scope

of GORE approaches, goals and requirements modeling have been incor-

porated in a number of academic and industrial enterprise architecture

frameworks. In this context, goal models are used as requirements for

an enterprise architecture to be constructed or re-designed, capturing the

stakeholder’s motivations behind the whole enterprise architecture.

In previous work [25], we have investigated a number of enterprise mod-

eling frameworks, examining their expressiveness in terms of the represen-

tation of modeling motivational and behavioral concepts. In this work, we

have only included enterprise modeling frameworks that are supported by

enterprise modeling languages. Here, we have selected the most prominent
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industrial frameworks (ARIS and ArchiMate) from our previous effort and

also included i* and EKD due to their relevance in academia. Other en-

terprise modeling frameworks from our previous effort (e.g. Zachman, ISO

RM-ODP, DoDAF and MODAF) can be found at [25].

ARIS Framework. The ARIS framework [39, 174] consists of an enter-

prise modeling framework, popular both in academia and industry, that

provides a tool for describing enterprises by means of different views. In

the Objective View, goals correspond to the definition of future business

objectives which are supposed to be reached by supporting the critical fac-

tors and realizing new business processes [174]. They can be related to

each other by means of “belongs to” relationship whose semantics is infor-

mal according to the ARIS documentation [25]. Summing up, it is a N:N

relationship among goals, i.e., an (overriding) goal can be overridden by N

(subordinate) goals and a (subordinated) goal can override N (overriding)

goals.

In order to capture how enterprise’s goals can be achieved, the frame-

work provides the Functional and Process Views. The Functional View

captures functions that represent processes, activities or tasks which must

be executed for the production of goods or services [174]. While the Func-

tional View captures the enterprise’s functional structure in various hier-

archical levels, independently of belonging to specific business process, the

Process View (or Control View) reflects the dynamic behavior of processes

and how they are related to resources, goals and functions [39]. Within the

Process View, the ARIS framework uses Value-Added Chains (VACs) from

Management Theories (Section 3.3) to represent all enterprise’s macro-

processes used for delivering goods or services and Event-driven Process

Chains (EPCs) [104] to capture the internal logical steps of such processes.

The language has opted for modeling the relationship between goals and

functions also in the Process View since the execution of functions can be
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seen as operations applied to objects for the purpose of supporting one

or more goals [174]. Although it is possible to represent the relationships

between goals and functions by means of a “supports of” relationships, its

semantics is also informal in the ARIS literature [25]. Consequently, an

informal semantics among goals and among goals and functions hinders

the development of reasoning techniques to check satisfaction of goals. For

this reason, goal reasoning techniques have not been developed using the

ARIS framework, to the best of our knowledge.

ArchiMate Motivational Extension. ArchiMate is a modeling lan-

guage for describing enterprise architectures which presents a well-defined

set of concepts and relationships between architectural domains [113, 78].

The core language distinguishes among three main layers or abstraction

levels: the Business Layer which offers products and services to exter-

nal customers realized by business processes executed by actors or roles;

the Application Layer which supports the business layer with software ap-

plications services; and the Technology Layer which offers infrastructural

services for software applications (composed by software systems, computer

and communication devices).

The marginal support devoted to “motivation” in the core ArchiMate

modeling framework led researchers to extend it by proposing the Archi-

Mate Motivational Extension (AME) [160] with common GORE concepts

like (soft)goals, AND/OR refinements and contribution relations among

goals. Goals are connected to other concepts of ArchiMate by means of a

“realization relation” with services and business processes, but processes

are not further detailed within the approach, relying on specific process

representation languages like BPMN or EPCs to represent their internal

logics [78]. In [8], authors analyze strategic planning literature to extend

AME with finer grained concepts such as mission, vision, strategic goals

and their relations (AND/OR decompositions and refinements), targets
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and time interval for goal achievement. Although the core AME has been

extended with strategic planning concepts in such approach, no reasoning

techniques to check goal satisfiability have been proposed in ArchiMate to

the best of our knowledge.

EKD. The EKD (Enterprise Knowledge Development) framework consists

of a systematic approach to develop and document enterprise knowledge,

supporting enterprises in deliberated implementing changes [102, 166]. In

order to support a synchronized changing process, the proposal starts with

the elicitation of AS-IS enterprise processes by analysts, producing busi-

ness processes documented using activities and routing gateways, such as

AND/OR gateways [22]. Second, AS-IS goals realized by existing processes

are abstracted from process descriptions, thus producing an enterprise goal

hierarchy. This goal hierarchy captures goals expressed in natural language

related by means of AND/OR relations. Such goals are also connected by

means of realization relations to the corresponding processes that achieve

them in the goal hierarchy [166]. Subsequently, TO-BE goals are elicited

and alternative future scenarios that addressed such future goals are mod-

eled. Finally, the proposal comparatively evaluates the current and future

scenarios to check the feasibility and aggregated value of the proposed

changes.

Regarding reasoning techniques, the EKD approach offers a semi-formal

way to specify goals, as it allows the representation of the meaning of goal

entities in terms of natural language, and the relationships between such

goals as AND/OR and realization relations [103]. Consequently, this semi-

formal nature for specifications hinders the development of formal reason-

ing techniques with goal models, for example, to check the consistency and

satisfiability of goal models [103].
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4.3 Behavioral Modeling

Historically, behavioral modeling has its roots in three different areas (Qual-

ity Control in Operations Management, Management and Computer Sci-

ence) triggered by needs of work representation within the three areas [196,

201]. In Quality Control, behavioral modeling originated from the necessity

of systematic identification of the optimal way of executing the physical

work (e.g., assemble a machine or produce shoes), together with the need

of development of quality control systems for measuring work efficiency.

In contrast, Management has focused on the overall performance of the

company, emphasizing the alignment of the strategy with the means of

realizing it, such as the organization of work to achieve corporate goals.

More recently, the advent of information technology also triggered efforts

in Computer Science regarding the development of automated techniques

to support operations. In Computer Science, research in behavioral mod-

eling is made in different areas, like Business Process Management (BPM),

cooperative work, multi-agent systems, among others.

Section 3.3.2 has already reviewed the state of the art of operations

planning in Quality Control and Management from Management Sciences.

This section addresses the support in Computer Sciences, more specifically,

in BPM.

In BPM, behavioral modeling is based on the central notion of “pro-

cess” [196]. Different definitions exist for the concept of process, each of

them mainly emphasizing a representational method, rather than providing

a conceptual definition for the concept. For example, certain definitions like

“a business process consists of a set of activities that are performed in coor-

dination in an organizational and technical environment” [202, 162] empha-

sizes the representation of business processes in terms of activities, while

others like “a sequence of unstable states leading to a stable state” [185],
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highlights a state-based representation of a process. Here, we adopt the

definition from [196] in which “a process model intends to capture the dif-

ferent ways in which a case (i.e., process instance) can be handled”, as this

definition does not assume any particular representational method.

A process model is usually conceived as being composed by a number

of perspectives [196, 52]. The control-flow perspective (or behavioral, in

some proposals) is often regarded the backbone of a process model [196]

by commonly capturing the behavior in terms of activities (unit of work

that takes time), tasks (simple activities that correspond to a single unit

of work), decisions, events (stimulus from the environment that happen

atomically with no time duration) [196, 52]. The resource perspective cap-

tures who perform the work (e.g. human actors, organizations, roles), the

data perspective captures data handled along the process (material objects

like equipment, materials, products, paper documents and informational

objects like electronic documents and electronic records). The time perspec-

tive models temporal aspects of the process such as durations, deadlines,

etc., whereas the function perspective describes the computer support pro-

vided to activities (applications) [196, 52]. More recently, as processes may

span multiple organizations and simultaneously be supported by multiple

information systems, there is ever increasing need of representing all the

processes performed by the company, together with the required interac-

tions between them. The set of all process performed by the company and

their interrelations is commonly called as Business Process Architecture

(BPA) (or process portfolio or process landscape) in BPM literature [49, 52].

This section describes the most influential works that support the repre-

sentation of behavioral concepts. In a nutshell, Section 4.3.1 describes ap-

proaches that capture the internal logic (control-flow) of business processes

by means of a modeling language, while Section 4.3.2 describes approaches

that go beyond the representation of one single process to represent multi-
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ple business processes, together with their corresponding interconnections.

Similarly to motivational representation, we describe the semantics of be-

havioral concepts and their complementary abstractions in each work.

4.3.1 Business Process Modeling Approaches

In business process modeling approaches, the process control-flow is repre-

sented by means of a modeling language, whose main abstraction diverges

depending on the area. Therefore, this section presents a number of ap-

proaches for business process modeling and their corresponding abstrac-

tions in different areas of Computer Science.

Business Process Modeling Languages in BPM. Proposals target-

ing the representation of processes are mainly stemmed from the Business

Process Management (BPM) area. In BPM, the work performed by roles

and individuals in companies is captured by means of business process

modeling languages.

Historically, the well-known Turing machine can be considered the first

notion of process model [196], by describing how to manipulate the sym-

bols on the tape according to a table of rules. Within the umbrella of

business process modeling languages, Petri-nets were the first formalism

to treat concurrency as first-class citizen [196]. Despite the availability

of well-established formalisms like Petri-nets and process calculi in BPM,

industry needs pushed the adoption of a plethora of conceptual languages

like BPMN, BPEL, EPCs, workflow nets, etc [196].

In this context, the majority of conceptual process modeling languages

represents business processes using the imperative paradigm (e.g. BPMN,

BPEL, EPCs, workflow nets). In this paradigm, a process model captures

which activities need to be executed to handle each process instance. The

execution order between such activities also needs to be explicitly described

via links (control flows or connectors) between activities and/or data con-
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ditions associated with them [176].

Differently from the imperative paradigm that requires the explicit def-

inition of “how” the process is executed, the declarative paradigm fo-

cuses on the specification of “what” has to be done to handle the case

like in the Declare language [176, 198]. In declarative process languages,

the process model represents which activities need to be executed, with all

the execution paths (ordering between activities) being allowed by default.

As all execution paths are allowed by default, there is no explicit need

to represent the causal links that activate activities. Prohibited execution

paths are specified by adding constraints that restrict the execution order

between activities [162, 176].

The realization that the primary driver for the progress of certain types

of business processes is not the event related to the completion of ac-

tivities, but instead the availability of certain values of data [162] led to

the creation of the artifact-centered paradigm. This paradigm pro-

poses a hybrid approach for the representation of business processes, by

capturing them in terms of activities and artifacts (data objects). Sev-

eral variants of the artifact-centered paradigm exist, including the case

handling paradigm [199], object-aware processes [162], including also the

Guard-Stage Milestone (GSM) meta-model from IBM [95, 16, 33].

Although activity- and data-centered process languages in BPM can be

considered conceptual process languages, and therefore, closer to human

cognition, as they have been historically originated from mathematical

formalisms like Petri-nets, their abstractions (activities and data) are closer

to machine abstractions. For example, when a customer hands out an

order form to a supplier and the supplier delivers the goods, this logic is

represented in the model by means of activities, routing links, events and

data objects. However, the real essence of such social interaction is lost in

this type of representation, i.e., the act of handling the form represents a
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request for the supplier to perform some actions and entail other actions

to be performed by the customer in return (e.g. payment). Therefore,

other trends of research also started recognizing the need of producing

specifications whose abstractions are closer to the real essence of business

processes as a social interaction among process participants.

Choreographies. Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) provide descrip-

tions of services (pieces of functionality) and methodological guidelines on

how to combine them [196]. In this context, the business process model

can be interpreted as a specification on how to combine multiple services.

Choreographies approaches capture business processes as a social interac-

tion that takes place in terms of a flow of messages among autonomous

actors. For example, van der Aalst [197] models cross-organizational busi-

ness processes using choreographies. Khalaf [105] shows how to map the

RosettaNet PIPs business protocols to abstract BPEL processes. Decker et

al. [41] extend BPEL with choreography-related constructs. WS-CDL [205]

and BPMN 2.0 both support the specification of choreographies. Benatal-

lah et al. [14] propose a transition-based conversation model to conceptu-

alize web service conversations.

Commitment-Based Approaches. Commitments also consist of an

important abstraction in the representation of business processes as social

interactions in SOA. For example, Desai et al. [43] and Yolum [207] use

commitments and protocols as design abstractions for business processes.

Both works inspire the REGULA framework [124], which introduces tem-

poral operators to represent more expressive commitments and reasoning

about them. A number of works also use commitments for specifying cross-

organizational business processes. In [42], Desai at al. describe the Amoeba

methodology for specifying business processes based on business protocols.

Robinson and Purao [164] propose a framework for specifying and monitor-

ing cross-organizational business processes that relies upon commitments
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enriched with a temporal logic. Nandi and Sanz [139] employ sets of com-

mitments as cross-organizational contracts that lead to value creation. Fer-

rario et. al. [57] propose an ontological model of services in terms of the

notion of commitments in service systems, while Nardi et al. [140] propose

a reference ontology for service-oriented enterprise architecture (UFO-S)

whose main abstraction is the concept of commitment. Finally, Chopra

et. al [31] presents a business level conceptual model that represents pro-

cess participants in a service-oriented application in terms of goals and

commitments.

Resource Management Approaches. By extending activity-centered

languages with constructs for modeling allocation of activities to different

roles in a business process, social and resource management perspectives in

BPM also strive to provide a more social perspective for business processes.

For example, Cabanillas et al. [23] introduce the Resource Assignment Lan-

guage (RAL) whose formal semantics is defined in Description Logics. The

RAL language extends the BPMN language with RAL expressions in or-

der to provide mechanisms for history-based human resources management

within business processes. Similarly, Brambilla et al. [18] also extend the

BPMN notation for capturing social requirements, by including new events

and task types together with some annotations for pools and lanes.

Compliance Management Approaches. Compliance management ap-

proaches in BPM incorporate the representation of legal, contractual as-

pects into the behavioral dimension of business processes and consequently,

a social perspective is also provided. In that respect, Ghose and Koliadis

[64] semantically annotate business processes in BPMN with constraints

on their execution in order to define normative compliance. Sadiq et al.

[170] enrich imperative business process models with obligations that mem-

bers of an enterprise must fulfill in order to remain compliant. In order to

model such obligations, the paper proposes the Formal Contract Language
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(FCL) which is a combination of a non-monotonic formalism (defeasible

logic) and a deontic logic of violations.

Language Action (L/A) Perspective Approaches. While in activity-

and data-centered approaches the business process control-flow is repre-

sented in terms of activities, L/A approaches shift the representation of

business process from activities structure to coordination structure. In

L/A perspective, the business process is seen as a social intercourse com-

posed by customers and performers who interact by means of generic in-

teraction phases (e.g., negotiation, fulfillment, completion phases). Such

generic interaction phases called as business actions or action workflow

loops [127, 47], business acts [122, 121], communicative actions [96] are

considered the basic primitives for the representation of business pro-

cesses [127]. In such approaches, business actions are represented by loops

of multiple activities, each of them representing a generic phase of the

business action, and the overall structure of the business process is repre-

sented in terms of business actions. Therefore, as business processes are

represented in terms of business actions, it is said that they are represented

in terms of coordination structures. Such coordination structures may be

highly recurrent (done in a structured way time after time), while others

may be ad-hoc (unique to a situation) [127]. Consequently, although ac-

tivities are still the basic primitives for the representation of processes, the

different starting point leads to different potentials for representation and

support of activities [127].

4.3.2 Business Process Architecture (BPA) Approaches

While substantial efforts have been developed for representing and analyz-

ing individual business processes, more recently, a number of approaches

started going beyond the sole representation of business processes control-

flow (together with other perspectives) and striving to incorporate the rep-
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resentation of a process in the context of the relations that it establishes

with other processes in the company. The existence of multiple business

processes at different levels of abstraction also motivated such approaches

to introduce principles to organize the overall company’s set of processes,

which is usually a hierarchical structure. Therefore, this section reviews

the state of the art in the representation of multiple processes, their inter-

relations and organizing principles, which is usually called as the Business

Process Architecture (BPA).

In [202], Weske proposes a hierarchy of processes, starting with (i) a

strategic level in which business goals are defined by the enterprise (but

not represented in any specific language), (ii) an organizational level com-

posed by organizational processes that depicts organization’s suppliers and

consumers modeled in an informal way by means of textual language, (iii)

an operational level composed by operational business processes modeled in

a business process modeling language and finally (iv) an implemented level

in which business processes are implemented in an information system.

Similarly, Dumas et al. [52] define the notion of process architecture

as a conceptual model that shows the processes of a company and makes

their relationships explicit, depicting the BPA in three levels. The business

process landscaped model represents the entire BPA with all the processes

executed by the company together with their relations, the abstract level

depicts the organizational process modeled as process maps that contain

only the essential steps of the process, usually represented in a linear way,

abstracting from alternative/exception paths, iterations and the roles that

execute each step. Finally, the detailed level shows the process models that

can be represented using the BPMN language.

Eid-Sabbagh [54] presents a formal conceptual framework for represent-

ing and analyzing BPAs. The approach starts by formalizing the notion

of BPA in terms of its elements (business processes, events, etc.), relations
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among processes (composition, specialization, etc.) and structuring lev-

els (BPA compendium, BPA subset, detailed process models). Then, it

defines desired BPA properties (e.g. BPA correctness criteria) in terms

of structural and behavioral patterns of relations between process models,

together with anti-patterns that represent erroneous relations between pro-

cess models. A transformation from BPAs to Open Nets (ON)(a subclass

of Petri nets) is defined and the (anti)-patterns are then used as input in

a Petri-net verification tool (LoLA (Low Level petri net Analyzer)) that

check the soundness of the whole BPA, allowing one to analyze process

interdependencies in a facilitated way.

4.4 Motivational and Behavioral Modeling

Besides well-consolidated GORE, EM and BPM approaches, this section

reviews approaches that combine existing representation methods in goal

modeling (e.g., i*, EKD, etc.) and process modeling (e.g. BPMN, EPCs,

etc.), also including approaches that cover reasoning involving motivational

and behavioral concepts.

Ontologies for Goals. Based on the realization that existing goal mod-

eling frameworks require more expressive ontologies for enterprise goals,

some proposals create novel ontologies in enterprise modeling:

• Mendes et al. [130] propose a goal meta-model that distinguishes

among strategic vs. operational goals and quantitative vs. qualitative

goals in enterprise modeling;

• Markovic et al. [125] propose a business goal modeling ontology

that also distinguishes among strategic vs. operational goals and

quantitative vs. qualitative goals. In this proposal, a goal G has

also a number of attributes like description, measure, deadline, prior-
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ity, achieved. Further, the paper also proposes modeling patterns to

integrate goals into process models. Regarding automated reasoning

with goals and processes, although authors argue that such ontology

can be used for query answering (e.g., find a process that does not sup-

port any goal or filter goals by deadline and priorities), the technical

queries are not proposed in the paper.

Integration of Existing Methods in Goal and Process Modeling.

Other proposals go beyond the creation of novel goal ontologies to propose

the integration of existing goal modeling constructs from goal modeling

techniques (e.g., i*, EKD, BMM, etc.) into process modeling (e.g. EPCs,

BPMN, etc.):

• Korherr et al. [109] extend BPMN and EPCs meta-models with

the concepts of process goals and measures.

• Greenwood et al. [72, 73] also extend BPMN with a conceptual

modeling language called Goal-Oriented Business Process Modeling

Notation (GO-BPMN). In GO-BPMN, a business process is repre-

sented in terms of goals to be achieved/maintained (that can be refined

in terms of AND/OR relations), plans (activities) and the hierarchical

relationships among goals. The proposal also incorporates an execu-

tion engine for the enactment of business processes represented using

GO-BPMN. In [73], an autonomous agent controller is assigned to each

business process and the execution engine is capable of coordinating

the execution of multiple processes that are executed/controlled au-

tonomously by independent agent controllers;

• Yu et al. [212] perform a mapping between i* intentional concepts

into BMM concepts to capture key BMM’s distinctions for enterprises

by means of an intentional modeling language (i*). Subsequently, it
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uses i* reasoning techniques to determine the level of achievement of

top-goals based on the assignment of labels to lower-level goals.

• Koubarakis at al. [111] proposes a formal enterprise and business

process modeling framework built on the basis of situation calculus (AI

formalism) and F 3 and EKD enterprise modeling frameworks. Enter-

prise models consist of five interconnected sub-models (organizational,

objectives and goals, process, concepts and constraints sub-models).

Within the objectives and goal sub-model, the concept of enterprise

goal captures a desired state of affairs, whereas behavioral concepts

are captured in terms of business processes and actions using situa-

tion calculus and concurrent logic programming language ConGolog

concepts;

• Aburub et al. [1] model the non-functional requirements of a pro-

cess (e.g. service-time, responsiveness) in terms of the Non-Functional

Requirements (NFR) modeling constructs from the NFR framework1.

In the proposal, the NFR model is mapped into a process model rep-

resented in Role Activity Diagrams (RADs) in order to support the

identification and modification of process entities (e.g. activities, in-

teractions and roles) to better meet the desirable qualities or proper-

ties (NFR) of the business process;

• Neiger at al. [141] formalize EPCs for the representation of pro-

cesses and Value Focused Thinking (VFT) framework (a conceptual

tool from Decision Sciences) for the representation of goals. In VFT,

fundamental goals (structured as a hierarchy) describe business values

from the company and means goals (structured as a network) describe

1Although we do not describe the NFR framework in detail among the GORE approaches (Section

4.2.1), for the sake of this thesis, it is sufficient to say that NFR framework represents the non-functional

requirements of a given software system in terms of soft-goals.
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the means of achieving the fundamental goals. Further, the formal-

ization of EPCs and VFTs opens up the possibility for the paper to

propose rules for the consistency between goals and multiple business

processes;

• The User Requirements Notation (URN) standard [158, 159]

integrates a goal-oriented notation (Goal-oriented Requirement Lan-

guage (GRL)), based on the i* and NFR modeling concepts and a

scenario-oriented notation (Use Case Maps (UCM)). In URN, goals,

soft-goals, their contribution links and decomposition relations (AND,

XOR, IOR) are captured in GRL. In its turn, UCM notation enables

the representation of scenario behavior by specifying paths. The con-

cept of path is very similar to a business process as it expresses the

causal flow of the system behavior, by representing actions, sequence,

alternatives, and concurrency as well as the beginning and end of sce-

narios;

• Guizzardi at al. [82] propose a method that integrates models ex-

pressed using Tropos and BPMN;

• Popova et al. [154, 155] present a framework for modeling goals

and performance indicators in the context of a general organization

modeling framework. In [154], a goal describes a desired state or

development of the company or an individual. Label propagation

rules for evaluating goals satisfaction are similar to NFR framework

rules for evaluating the satisfaction of higher-level goals on the basis

of information about the degrees of satisfaction/satisficing of lower

level goals. Processes are modeled in terms of tasks, processes and

resources. In [155], a formal technique for analysis of executions of or-

ganizational scenarios is also proposed. Such techniques establish the

correspondence between a formalized execution (i.e., a trace) and the
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corresponding specification that describe (or prescribe) ordering con-

straints on organizational processes, resources, allocations of actors to

processes, etc. using TTL (temporal trace language) model checkers.

Although goal evaluation and trace evaluation formal techniques are

proposed in the approach, they are not integrated to evaluate the sat-

isfaction of high-level goals based on trace executions to the best of

our knowledge.

Top-Down Business Process Design from Business Goals. While

the motivational characteristic of goals express “why” a certain activity of

process should be executed, the behavioral dimension captures “how” this

goal can be achieved by means of alternative behaviors. This intrinsic fea-

ture of goals and process models have inspired many top-down approaches

that design the internal logic of one or multiple business processes from

business goals:

• Kueng et al. [112] suggest an informal approach for generating

process models on the basis of goals. The proposal distinguishes

among functional goals that determine the structure of process design,

whereas non-functional goals are used to evaluate quality properties

of the process model, such as correctness of a given design. The in-

formal approach starts by representing business process-related goals,

goal measurement criteria and restrictions. Further, the activities that

achieve such business goals are derived and represented accordingly in

input/output table that captures logical and temporal dependencies

between activities as well as sequences, alternations or concurrency.

Then, authors propose to apply Petri-nets to depict the execution or-

der among activities. Once this process design is ready, it is evaluated

against some independent business-process requirements proposed in

the paper;
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• Bleistein et al. [17] propose the B-SCP (business strategy, con-

text, and process) requirements engineering framework for business-IT

alignment in the specification of e-business systems. The framework is

composed of three parts by combining Jackson problem frames, goal

modeling expressed using i* language and process modeling in RADs.

Jackson problem diagrams describe the world in terms of two parts,

i.e., a domain context that describes the business domain in terms

of domain entities (problem context) and an optative part that de-

scribes the effects in the real world that should be guaranteed by the

machines (the requirements). The approach uses Jackson’s problem

diagrams to describe the problem context and goal modeling to cap-

ture the optative properties of the system (requirements). In terms

of methodology, the approach starts with the elicitation strategy that

employs the VMOST analysis technique (Vision, Mission, Strategies,

Objectives and Tactics) for eliciting business strategy in terms of core

concepts. Such core concepts are extracted from the BRG-Model (Vi-

sion, Mission, Goals, Strategies, Objectives and Tactics) and modeled

using i* modeling language. Second, it uses a progression of problems

for refining requirements from high levels of abstraction down to lower

levels. In each level of abstraction, goals consist of requirements that

are linked to context diagrams describing the entities of the business

domain. As in each level of abstraction, goals are part of a larger

goal model; and the goal model enables the explicit connections of

requirements and problem context at adjacent levels in terms of super

goals and sub-goals. The refinement process ends when it is possible

to connect goals and business processes. Overall, business processes

are mapped to the organizational goal model and context diagrams

by means of correspondence rules to enforce the alignment between

business strategy and business processes that support such strategy.
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Business Goals and BPA Approaches. While top-down proposals for

business process design have recognized the benefits of proposing an inte-

grated approach between organization’s goals and one or multiple business

processes, this line of work explicitly incorporate the representation of busi-

ness process architectures and goals in their proposals:

• Lapouchnian et al. [116] propose a modeling framework for design-

ing business process architectures (BPAs) that focuses on the repre-

sentation of different BPA alternatives and supports the selection of

alternative architectural choices. Variability in the space of architec-

tural alternatives can be obtained by moving across several dimen-

sions. In particular, the temporal dimension regards the placement

of process elements (PE) (an activity or a decision) earlier or later in

relation to other PEs within a process, whereas the recurrence dimen-

sion considers the placement of a PE into a process that is executed

with a different frequency than other processes. Therefore, a concrete

BPA can be derived by selecting different points of the design dimen-

sions. Further, PE placement options (i.e., alternative process archi-

tecture configurations) are represented in terms of functional goals

and alternative BPA configurations can be chosen on the basis of the

prioritization of soft-goals and conflicts handling.

• Morrison et al. [136] formalize the relationships between the Strat-

egy Modeling Language (SML) and the process portfolio or BPA. In

SML, company’s strategic goals are modeled in terms of functional

goals, plans (that describe milestones in an organizational strategy

to achieve such goals) and optimization goals (maintain, maximize,

minimize) (used to discriminate preferences for strategic outcomes).

The set of company’s processes are modeled in terms of BPMN model

with activities that are semantically annotated with pre- and post-
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conditions. In terms of reasoning, the approach formalizes the notion

of “strategic alignment” as the minimal set of business processes that

must be aligned with a given functional goal, plan and optimization

goal. Subsequently, this notion of strategic alignment is used to test

the alignment of goals and processes against a rule base.

Business Process Re-Engineering from Business Goals. Either be-

cause operational procedures are not fully delivering value to the company

or they have low performance, they need to be re-engineered to better ful-

fill company’s standards. As business goals define “why” something needs

to performed, instead of “how”, the usage of goal models may reveal short-

comings in the process and thus, they can be used to re-engineer them. In

particular:

• Grau et al. [69] propose an i*-based business process re-engineering

method that builds on top of i* modeling language and enriches the

framework with additional methodological steps for business process

re-engineering.

• Anton et al. [5] also propose a business process re-engineering method

in which goals are expressed using textual language and business

processes are expressed by means of operational concept definitions

(OCD) that describe a business process in terms of scenarios, critical

incidents and examples of problems the organization must solve. The

goal model distinguishes among a number of goal categories (achieve-

ment, maintenance, avoidance from KAOS, objective vs. adverbial

goals and prescriptive vs. descriptive goals). Business processes are

re-engineered by promoting an alignment between the goal structure

and process scenarios by means of top-down and bottom-up strategies.

Goal Variability. Work in goal variability offers the possibility of per-

forming synchronized movements between a goal and process models, by
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allowing one to design several alternative variants of a process model. The

general idea involves building a goal models together with the activities

responsible for the achievement of goals and then select different process

variants on the basis of the prioritization of some particular goals. In

particular:

• Koliadis at al. [107] extend BPMN with KAOS constructs and pro-

pose rules to maintain consistency among both models when changes

in one of the models happen. In [108], the same approach is taken

for guiding analysts to reflect changes in an i* model when changes

occur in a BPMN model and vice-versa.

• Santos et al. [173] adopt the same approach for the re-configuration

of BPMN models on the basis of goals expressed with constructs of

Tropos language.

• Lapouchnian et al. [117] propose a systematic, tool-supported requirements-

driven approach for business process design and configuration (ex-

pressed in BPEL) on the basis of goals models expressed in a Tropos

style goal language.

• Lapouchnian et. al [115] enhance goal models (expressed in a

Tropos style goal language) with contextual tags and use conventional

Tropos goal analysis techniques (forward reasoning [65], Section 4.2.1)

to reason whether system goals can be attained in currently active

context(s).

State-Based Representations of Business Processes. Some approaches

in BPM shifts the representation of business processes of common BPM ab-

stractions, such as activities, artifacts, messages, to propose a state-based

representation of business processes. This new type of representation opens
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up the possibility of representing the process goal in terms of a final desired

state among the many states that compose the business process:

• Soffer et al. [185] provide a conceptual/formal framework in which

a process is conceived as a set of unstable states that lead to a stable

state. In the proposal, a goal is seen as a set of states that satisfy

a condition. Conditions are defined over functions that assign val-

ues to state variables and goals can be potentially achieved by many

alternative paths. The formalism also uses the concept of soft-goals

from i*/Tropos (Section 4.2.1) to define a (process) soft-goal as an

order relation among a number of states. In this context, soft-goals

can be used both by designing and measuring a process. In process

design, a given order relation on goal states can serve for evaluating

and selecting the best process path among many alternative paths. In

process measurement, actual values of state variables can be measured

at execution time and serve for evaluating the specific instance of a

process with respect to other instances or to target values.

• Khomyakov et al. [106] consider a business process as a dynamical

system that moves in the multidimensional space that contains all

possible states until reaching one of the final states (i.e., the goal). In

this context, a process goal is defined as a set of final states defined

over a criterion. Movements in the multidimensional space are done

either via the execution of activities (e.g. build a wall) that moves

the process towards the goal or by the occurrence of external events

that may move the system in the opposite direction. The execution

control is realized by means of the notion valid state in which each

valid state contain all required, allowed and prohibited activities for

moving the process to the next stipulated state.

• In Nurcan et al. [145], a process model is captured as a map which
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consists of a non-deterministic ordering of intentions and strategies.

An intention is an optative statement that expresses an expected state

or result to be reached in the future. For example, “make room book-

ing” represents an intention to make a reservation for a room in a

hotel, whose booking is the expected result. Each map has two spe-

cial intentions, start and stop, to denote the beginning and the end

of the process, respectively. Intentions can be achieved by means of a

strategy that represents an approach or manner to achieve this inten-

tion. For example, in order to make the room reservation, bookings

can be made via internet or by visiting a travel agency.

Planning Approaches in Artificial Intelligence (AI). In AI plan-

ning, the planning problem consists of finding a sequence of actions to be

performed by an agent to achieve some goal. It starts in a given state of

the world and the agent has to choose a sequence of actions that will very

likely bring about the final desired state [169]. Therefore, goal-oriented ap-

proaches reproduce the same idea by finding sequences of actions or design

alternatives in goal models to achieve the goals represented in the model.

Here, we focus on works that represent goal models graphically in terms of

goals and their relationships (AND/OR and contribution links).

• Liaskos et al. [120] represent goal models in terms of goals, tasks,

AND/OR refinements, enriched with temporal constraints, optional

goals (goals that can be optionally achieved in an AND-refinement)

and preference goals. Then, the paper uses a planner to find a se-

quence of tasks which would satisfy all mandatory goals, respecting

the precedence constraints.

• Bryl et al. [20, 21] propose a framework in which goal models are

represented using simplified i* syntax (goals, agents responsible for
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satisfaction of goals and delegations) and uses a planner to find satis-

factory delegations (design alternatives) among agents.

• In Asnar et al. [7], Asnar et al. use Tropos reasoning algorithms

(Section 4.2.1) to find the best design alternative taking into account

risks. This work [7] is combined with the work of Bryl et al. [20, 21] in

AI planning in Asnar et al. [6]. Basically, Asnar and colleagues [6]

start from the first-order logic formalism used by Bryl et al. [20] and

add formalisms to define the notions of goal criticality and goal relax-

ation. While goal criticality level defines the minimum level of trust

required for the goal to be delegated, goal relaxation indicates that

the goal criticality needs to be relaxed (i.e., lowered) if a dependency

which satisfies the required level of trust cannot be found. Then the

approach uses the same AI planning approach proposed in Bryl et

al. [21] to find a plan (design alternative), evaluate it and re-plan if

the plan does not meet the required criteria.

4.5 Assessment of Surveyed Approaches Against Re-

quirements

Taking as starting point the proposals introduced in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and

4.4, we here analyze their capabilities against the achievement of the re-

quirements for strategic enterprise architectures (Chapter 2). In order to

remind the reader and facilitate our evaluation, we repeat Table 2.1 (shown

in Table 4.1) from Chapter 2 with requirements R1 and R2 for strategic

enterprise architectures:

Summary of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

Expressiveness in mot. perspective

Description (1.1)

Ownership (1.2)

Time Frame (1.3)
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Goal Pattern (1.4)

Targets (1.5)

Multiple Levels of Abstraction (1.6)

Representation of Goal Relations (2)

Representation of Factors that Impact Goal

Achievement (3)

Expressiveness in beh. perspective

Social Perspective of Process (1.1)

Operational Perspective of Process (1.2)

Business Process Architecture (BPA) (1.3)

Traceability between mot/beh persp.
Traceability in Representation (2.1)

Traceability in Methodological Consistency (2.2)

Table 4.1: Summary of Requirements R1 and R2 for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

Each group of approaches previously introduced in this chapter puts

special emphasis on a specific enterprise’s perspective and certain require-

ments are not addressed by all groups of approaches. Table 4.2 summarizes

the groups of proposals and the requirements addressed by each of them.

R1. Expressiveness
R2. Traceability R3. Reasoning

R1.1 Mot.

Domain

R1.2 Beh.

Domain

GORE

Frameworks

X - X X

EM Frameworks X - X X
Business Process

Modeling

Approaches

- X - -

BPA Approaches - X - -

Motivational and

Behavioral

Modeling

X X X X

Table 4.2: Assessment of approaches against the requirements from Chapter 2

Regarding the conventions for Table 4.2, a Xsign indicates that the pro-

posal fully addresses the requirement, a - sign indicates that the proposal
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does not address the requirement and a ∼ sign indicates that the proposal

partially addresses the requirement.

In the remainder of this section, each group of approaches is assessed

against the requirements using the same sign conventions of Table 4.2.

More specifically, GORE approaches are assessed in Section 4.5.1, EM ap-

proaches in Section 4.5.2, Business Process Modeling and BPA approaches

in Section 4.5.3 and motivational and behavioral approaches in Section

4.5.4. Finally, automated analysis with motivational and behavioral within

the aforementioned areas are evaluated in Section 4.5.5.

4.5.1 GORE Frameworks

Table 4.3 depicts the assessment of GORE frameworks (Section 4.2.1)

against the expressiveness in motivational perspective (R1.1) requirement

and traceability between motivational and behavioral perspectives (R2) re-

quirement. For both requirements, Tropos and i* present the same level of

support for the requirements of strategic enterprise architectures, as can

be evidenced by Table 4.3.

Regarding the expressiveness in motivational perspective (R1.1)

requirement, Tropos and i* addresses sub-requirements 1.1 and 1.2, but

neglect sub-requirements 1.3-1.6. This is explained by their focus on the

early stages of the software engineering process in which requirements

on operations and data are represented together with their corresponding

goals, motivating “why” such operations and data are represented. Con-

sequently, such approaches are able to capture goals (sub-requirement 1.1)

and the agents responsible for their achievement (sub-requirement 1.2).

However, with this focus on early stages of software engineering, they are

not able to represent sub-requirements for strategic enterprise architectures

(sub-requirements 1.3-1.6), such as multiple levels of goal abstraction and

environmental factors that impact goal achievement.
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Regarding traceability between motivational and behavioral per-

spectives (R2) requirement, although the concept of “process” can be

modeled as a plan in Tropos and i*, capturing which behavioral elements

are responsible for the achievement of a goal, the detailing of processes

in terms of its control-flow and the corresponding linkage between goal,

process and the elements in the process control-flow cannot be captured in

GORE approaches. Therefore, the three approaches only partially support

the integration between the motivational and behavioral perspectives as

denoted by a ∼ sign at property 2.1 in Table 4.3.

R1.Expressiveness R2.Trac.

R1.1 Motivational Domain

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2 3 2.1 2.2

Tropos

Methodology [19]

X X - - - - X - ∼ X

i*

framework [208]

X X - - - - X - ∼ X

Table 4.3: Assessment of GORE approaches against the requirements from Chapter 2

4.5.2 EM Approaches

Table 4.4 depicts the assessment of EM frameworks (Section 4.2.2) against

the expressiveness in motivational perspective (R1.1) requirement and trace-

ability between motivational and behavioral perspectives (R2) requirement.

Regarding the expressiveness in motivational perspective (R1.1)

requirement, inspired by the benefits of goal-orientation in GORE ap-

proaches, EM frameworks borrow the GORE concept of goal to represent

strategic concerns from a given company such as “Increase sales”. Those

goals can then be linked to their corresponding process, thus motivating

“why” these processes exist in the context of a given enterprise architec-

ture. Consequently, like GORE approaches, ARIS and EKD modeling ap-
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proaches capture goals and the organizational actors responsible for their

achievement (sub-requirements 1.1 and 1.2), but cannot address the repre-

sentation of sub-requirements for strategic enterprise architectures, such as

time frame, goal patterns, targets and multiple levels of abstraction. Both

approaches also do not fully recognize the existence of complex relation-

ships among goals and environmental factors that impact their achieve-

ment.

In fact, the ArchiMate language started recognizing the needs of provid-

ing a more expressive ontology for the representation of goals in enterprise

architectures in [8]. Consequently, the language covers most of the moti-

vational requirements in Table 4.4, although it still does not recognize the

different types of goal patterns and different types of behavior required for

the achievement of such goals (sub-requirement 1.4). The existence of lower

goal levels of abstraction (e.g., tactical and operational) (sub-requirement

1.6) are also not acknowledged. Due to its advance towards a more ex-

pressive goal ontology, ArchiMate can be considered the most expressive

language for the goal representation in enterprise architectures, as can be

seen in the motivational column of Table 4.4.

Regarding traceability between motivational and behavioral per-

spectives (R2) requirement, ARIS and EKD modeling approaches cap-

ture the concept of goal attached to a process and further refine this process

in terms of its control-flow (evidenced by a Xsign at traceability require-

ment for both frameworks in Table 4.4). However, although ArchiMate

can be considered the most expressive EM framework for the represen-

tation of different shades of goals, it captures the behavioral domain in

terms of processes, but refrains from detailing such processes in terms of

their control-flow. In order to capture processes’ control-flow in ArchiMate,

specific process representation languages like BPMN or EPCs have to be

adopted [78].
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R1.Expressiveness R2.Trac.

R1.1 Motivational Domain

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2 3 2.1 2.2

ARIS

framework [39,

174]

X X - - ∼ - - - X X

EKD

framework [102,

166]

X X - - - - ∼ - X X

ArchiMate [160,

8]

X X X - X - X - ∼ -

Table 4.4: Assessment of EM approaches against the requirements from Section 2.3

4.5.3 Business Process Modeling and BPA Approaches

Table 4.5 depicts the assessment of business process modeling and BPA

approaches against the expressiveness in behavioral perspective (R1.2) re-

quirement and traceability between motivational and behavioral perspec-

tives (R2) requirement.

Regarding expressiveness in behavioral domain (R1.2) require-

ment, all approaches provide abstractions for capturing the operational

perspective of processes (sub-requirement 1.1). Such abstractions depend

on the language under consideration, i.e., imperative and declarative paradigms

capture processes in terms of activities, whereas artifact-centered approaches

use data objects, choreographies use messages, etc. This result seems to

be reasonable as such languages are intended to define operational details

required by computer systems that support process execution.

Nevertheless, in face of our ultimate purpose of integrating motivational

and behavioral perspectives, business processes need to be also specified

in terms of social abstractions (sub-requirement 1.2) as means of captur-

ing the social interactions among organizational members to achieve their

goals. In this context, although the need of social specifications has been
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recognized by some proposals (e.g., choreographies, L/A approaches, etc.),

processes’ control-flow is typically represented in terms of activities. This

lack of abstractions for the representation of business processes in social

terms represents a serious impairment for the integration of the motiva-

tional and behavioral perspectives because it does not allow a seamless

transition between both domains. This transition is not seamless because

the idea of goal involves the representation of “what” has to be achieved

(regardless “how”), whereas the activity-centered paradigm precisely spec-

ifies “how” to achieve a final goal by requiring the specification of certain

steps to be performed. As the mapping of goals to activities usually in-

volves complex relations (e.g., one goal may be associated to one activity,

multiple activities, loops, etc.), the direct association of goals to activities

does not promote a seamless transition between both domains.

Regarding the representation of the set of processes performed by the

company (sub-requirement 1.3), the concept of BPA has appeared in more

recent approaches as means of capturing and analyzing the whole inte-

grated set of company’s business processes. In this context, the BPA

represents an important abstraction to promote the integration of both

motivational and behavioral elements in strategic enterprise architecture

models as it captures the whole set of behavioral elements required for the

achievement of the company hierarchy of goals. The approaches usually

organize the BPA into three hierarchical levels: (i) the process landscape

level that depicts a holistic view of all business processes executed by the

enterprise, together with their consumer-producer relations, (ii) abstract

process models that represent processes and their relations and (iii) detailed

process models that capture the control-flow of each process. As argued

before, although this comprises in an important initiative towards captur-

ing the integrated set of processes that achieve company’s goals, detailed

process models are usually represented in terms of imperative models, thus
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lacking a social perspective of business processes and hindering a seamless

integration between motivational and behavioral domains.

R1.Expressiveness

R1.1 Beh. Domain

1.1 1.2 1.3

Petri-nets [196] - X -

Imperative languages (BPMN, BPEL, UML,

EPCs, workflow nets) [196, 104]

- X -

Declarative languages [176, 198] - X -

Artifact-centered languages [162, 16] - X -

Choreographies [197, 105, 41, 205, 14] ∼ X -

Resource Management Approaches [23, 18] ∼ X -

Compliance Management Approaches [64, 170] ∼ X -

L/A Approaches [127, 47, 122, 121, 96] ∼ X -

Weske [202] - X ∼
Dumas et al. [52] - X X
Eid-Sabbagh [54] - X X

Table 4.5: Assessment of Business Process Modeling and BPA Approaches Against the

Requirements from Section 2.3

4.5.4 Motivational and Behavioral Modeling

Table 4.6 depicts the assessment of hybrid approaches that combine the

representation of motivational and behavioral concepts against the expres-

siveness in motivational perspective (R1.1), expressiveness in behavioral

perspective (R1.2) and traceability between motivational and behavioral

perspectives (R2) requirements.

Regarding expressiveness in motivational domain (R1.1) require-

ment, the hybrid proposals follow the same approach of EM frameworks

by inhering the GORE conceptualization and thus, sub-requirements 1.1-

1.6 are roughly supported by such approaches. In this context, Table

4.6 reveals that approaches commonly inhere some GORE conceptualiza-

tion (e.g. goals, goals’ owner, goal patterns, etc.) in order to perform
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some application (e.g. to develop some goal ontologies, to integrate ex-

isting methods in goal and process modeling, to design business processes

from business goals, etc.), but none of them provide complete support for

the representation of motivational requirements. For example, Grau et

al. [69], Anton et al. [5] and Koliadis at al.(a) [107] inherit the concept of

goal patterns (achieve/cease, maintain/avoid, optimize) (sub-requirements

1.4) from KAOS and apply such conceptualization in business process

(re)design from business goals. However, the three approaches do not pro-

vide support for the representation of targets (sub-requirements 1.5) and

multiples levels of among goals (sub-requirements 1.6).

It is interesting to notice that only five approaches partially acknowledge

the existence of multiple levels by either inheriting BMM conceptualization

(e.g. Yu et al. [212] and Bleistein et al. [17]) or by creating their own lev-

els with incomplete number of layers and unclear criteria to differentiate

among them (e.g., Mendes et al. [130], Neiger at al. [141], Guizzardi et

al. [82]). Approaches that do not recognize the existence of multiple levels

commonly use the GORE concept of goal to either represent process goals

(desired state to be achieved by a certain business process) [125, 109, 72,

107, 108, 117, 185, 106, 145, 120, 20, 21, 6] or to represent strategic and

process goals interchangeably [111, 1, 158, 159, 112, 116, 165, 136, 69, 5].

Furthermore, any approach acknowledges the representation of environ-

mental factors that affect goals achievement (denoted by a - sign at sub-

requirement 3 from motivational perspective).

Regarding expressiveness in behavioral domain (R1.2) require-

ment, we conclude that none of the approaches consider social abstrac-

tions to capture the control-flow of business process (denoted by a - sign

at sub-requirement 1.1 from behavioral perspective), centering their rep-

resentations in terms of operational abstractions (activities) (denoted by

a Xsign at sub-requirement 1.2 in most of the approaches from behavioral
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perspective). Furthermore, very few approaches consider the importance of

representing the enterprise’s whole set of processes by means of the concept

of BPA. In this context, although some approaches recognize the existence

of multiple processes to achieve enterprise’s goals [125, 158, 159, 112, 141],

very few consider the explicit representation of the company’s BPA (with

the exceptions of [116, 165, 136]). As a result of that, they lack to provide

a holistic overview of all company’s processes and its relations.

Regarding traceability between motivational and behavioral per-

spectives (R2) requirement, most of the hybrid approaches link motiva-

tional and behavioral concepts, although many of them do not provide

a representation of process control-flow. In this sense, approaches that

support the representation of the concept of “process” together with its

control-flow have scored X, whereas approaches that support the repre-

sentation of processes, but with no control-flow representation scored ∼.

Such process representation can be accompanied or not by a corresponding

methodology (e.g. top-down business process design, goal variability, etc.).

R1.Expressiveness R2.Trac.

R1.1 Motivational Domain R1.2 Beh. Dom.

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2 3 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2

Mendes et

al. [130]

X - - - X ∼ - - - - - ∼ -

Markovic et

al. [125]

X - X - X - ∼ - - X - X -

Korherr et

al. [109]

X ∼ X - X - - - - X - X -

Greenwood

et al. [72, 73]

X X X ∼ - - ∼ - - X - X -

Yu et

al. [212]

X X - - - ∼ X - - X - ∼ -

Koubarakis

at al. [111]

X X - - - - ∼ - - X - X X
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Aburub et

al. [1]

X X - - - - X - - X - X X

Neiger at

al. [141]

X ∼ - - - ∼ ∼ - - X ∼ X X

URN [158] X X - - X - X - - X ∼ X X
Guizzardi et

al. [82]

X X - - - ∼ X - - X - X X

Kueng et

al. [112]

X X - - - - ∼ - - X - X X

Bleistein et

al. [17]

X - - - - ∼ X - - X - X X

Lapouchnian

et al.

(a) [116]

X - - - - - X - - X ∼ X X

Morrison et

al. [136]

X - X ∼ - - ∼ - - X ∼ X -

Grau et

al. [69]

X X - X - - X - - X ∼ X X

Anton et

al. [5]

X X - X - - ∼ - - X - X -

Koliadis at

al.(a) [107]

X - X X - - ∼ - - X - ∼ X

Koliadis et

al. (b) [108]

X X - - - - X - - X - ∼ X

Santos et

al. [173]

X - - - - - X - - X - ∼ -

Lapouchnian

et al.

(b) [117]

X - - - - - X - - X - ∼ X

Lapouchnian

et. al

(c) [115]

X - - - - - X - - - - - -

Soffer et

al. [185]

- - - - - - - - - X - X X

Khomyakov

et al. [106]

- - - - - - - - - X - ∼ X
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Nurcan et

al. [145]

- - - - - - - - - X - X X

Liaskos et

al. [120]

X - - - - - X - - X - ∼ X

Bryl et

al. [20]

X X - - - - X - - X - ∼ X

Asnar et

al. [6]

X X - - - - X - - X - ∼ X

Table 4.6: Assessment of Motivational and Behavioral approaches against the require-

ments from Section 2.3

4.5.5 Automated Analysis of Surveyed Approaches

In this section, we review the state of the art of automated reasoning tech-

niques regarding the achievement of support for automated reasoning

with strategic enterprise architectures (R3) requirement. In order

to remind the reader and facilitate our assessment, we repeat Table 2.1

(depicted in Table 4.7) from Chapter 2 with requirement R3 for strategic

enterprise architectures:

Summary of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

Support for Automated Reasoning

Formal rigor in specifications (R3.1)

Support for Execution of Planning Process (R3.2)

Reason with Different Shades of Goals (R3.2.1)

Reason with Environmental Factors (R3.2.2)

Support Selection of Best Strategic Alternatives

(R3.2.3)

Support Implementation of Strategic Alternatives

(R3.2.4)

Table 4.7: Summary of Requirement R3 for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

As we are interested in automated techniques that fulfill all the require-

ments from Table 4.7, here we include only those automated techniques
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that minimally covers the concept of goal (due to sub-requirement R3.2.2),

thus excluding techniques that only perform reasoning with process models

and BPAs (e.g. business process modeling and BPA approaches, Section

4.5.3).

Table 4.8 depicts the assessment of approaches regarding the achieve-

ment of the support for automated reasoning with strategic enter-

prise architectures (R3) requirement and its sub-requirements. This

table does not include requirement R3.1 (specifications with formal rigor)

since all approaches achieve this requirement. After careful analysis of

automated techniques, we can draw the following conclusions:

GORE reasoning techniques (lines 1-5). GORE techniques can de-

liver complex reasoning functionalities with goals by means of forward and

backward reasoning algorithms. Forward reasoning algorithms work in a

bottom-up fashion by estimating the level of satisfaction of top goals on

the basis of the partial achievement values of lower level goals (Tropos,

i* and KAOS forward reasoning). Conversely, backward reasoning algo-

rithms work in a top-down fashion by recommending specific goal subtrees

that achieve top system goal in a specified level (Tropos and i* backward

algorithm) or by recommending specific goal subtrees that satisfy certain

user-defined constraints (CGM). Although both types of techniques provide

interesting insights about the satisfaction of goals in software engineering,

they refraining from addressing goals in enterprise modeling. Consequently,

such techniques are neither able to reason with multiple levels of abstrac-

tion in goal hierarchies nor able to take into account environmental factors

that impact the achievement of enterprise goals (as can be observed in

Table 4.8). They are also not able to support the enterprise planning pro-

cess, like supporting the selection of best strategic alternatives (R3.2.3),

according to prescribed by requirements from Table 4.7.

EM reasoning techniques (lines 6-8). EM frameworks borrow the
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GORE concept of goal and its forward and backward reasoning techniques

accordingly (e.g. BIM, URN). Consequently, a deficiency in the represen-

tation of multiple levels of goals leads to an inability to reason with goals

in multiple levels of abstraction and to support reasoning with factors that

may impact the achievement of enterprise’s goals. As a consequence of that,

such techniques cannot fully support the planning process. For example,

BIM forward reasoning (line 6) is able to propagate lower-level values to

infer the achievement of top company’s goals, but is not able to gener-

ate specific strategic alternatives (denoted by a − sign at sub-requirement

R3.2.3). In [126], the paper uses BIM forward technique for systematically

analyzing business strategies in different scenarios (set of situations) in a

framework for stress testing and similarly, the approach cannot generate

strategic alternatives. In contrast, BIM backward reasoning (line 7) gener-

ates specific strategic alternatives (denoted by a Xsign at sub-requirement

R3.2.3), but it is not able to reason with multiple levels of abstraction in

goal hierarchies.

Motivational and behavioral reasoning techniques (lines 9-16).

Most of the techniques that combine motivational and behavioral con-

cepts consider the automated design of process-control flows based on (op-

erational) goals (lines 9, 12-16), by either applying planning techniques

like Liaskos et al. [120], Bryl et al. [20, 21] and Asnar et al. [6] or using

other variability techniques like Lapouchnian et al. [117]. Greenwood et

al. [72, 73] (line 10) proposes a technology suite for controlling the exe-

cution of multiple processes controlled by autonomous agents. However,

such techniques ignore the impacts of high-level, strategic goals on process

design, also ignoring environmental factors that may impact strategic goals

achievement. Consequently, such techniques cannot fully support the en-

terprise planning process, with support for the selection of best strategic

alternatives (denoted by a ∼ sign at sub-requirement R3.2.3).
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Lapouchnian et al. [116] and Morrison et al. [136] are two exceptions

as both approaches are able to generate strategic alternatives from en-

terprise goals. Such strategic alternatives are subsequently implemented

as business processes in a BPA. Nevertheless, both proposals ignore the

existence of multiple goal levels and the existence of factors that impact

the achievement of enterprise goals, and therefore, we consider them to

not fully support the enterprise planning process (denoted by a ∼ sign at

sub-requirement R3.2.3).

4.6 Other Relevant Theories

As the work presented in this thesis is grounded on conceptualization from

Management literature, a number of theories in Management Sciences also

present some connections with the research here reported. Although such

theories do not necessarily incorporate motivational and behavioral con-

ceptualization, they are included here due to their interconnections with

the Management literature used as the baseline of our work (Section 3.3).

Such theories inspired a number of works in Conceptual Modeling which

are also presented in this section.

In particular, Section 4.6.1 reviews the concept of value propositions,

whereas Section 4.6.2 discusses the concept of capability-based approaches.

Section 4.6.3 describes the work of Michael Porter in competitive analy-

sis. Although the work of organizational ontologies described in Section

4.6.4 slightly diverges from the previous sections, as ontologies are origi-

nated within Computer Science, the influences received from Management

Sciences (e.g., Strategic Management, Organizational Theory, Marketing,

etc.) justify their inclusion in this section. Finally, Section 4.6.5 concludes

the description of other relevant theories by discussing their relations with

the Management literature used in Section 3.3.
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R3. Support for Automated Reasoning

R3.2.1 R3.2.2 R3.2.3 R3.2.4

1 KAOS forward

reasoning [119, 86]

− − − −

2 Tropos forward

reasoning [65]

− − − −

3 Tropos backward

reasoning [179]

− − X −

4 i* forward

reasoning [92]

− − − −

5 i* backward

reasoning [92, 94]

− − X −

6 BIM forward

reasoning [89]

− X − −

7 Mate et al. [126] − X − −
8 BIM backward

reasoning [89]

− X X −

9 URN

standard [158, 159]

− − − −

10 Greenwood et

al. [72, 73]

− − ∼ −

11 Lapouchnian et

al. [116]

− − ∼ X

12 Morrison et al. [136] ∼ − ∼ X
13 Lapouchnian et

al. [117]

− − ∼ −

14 Liaskos et al. [120] − − ∼ −
15 Bryl et al. [20, 21] − − ∼ −
16 Asnar et al. [6] − − ∼ −

Table 4.8: Assessment of approaches against requirement R3 from Section 2.3

4.6.1 Value Theories and Business Modeling Ontology

Value Propositions in Management Sciences. The concept of value

proposition was firstly proposed by Lanning and Michaels in their seminal

work [114] as a benefit perceived by some target customer in acquiring
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a good minus the price paid for this good (i.e., value = benefit minus

price). In order to exemplify the concept, they have used the example

from IBM in the market segment of computers. They argue that although

IBM does not provide the leading edge computer technology (in terms of

power, speed and user-friendliness), IBMs technology reliability in terms

of product robustness and customer service allows the company to lead its

market segment. In achieving such trade-off between product technology

vs. robustness and customer service, IBM grasped what the customer

perceives as a benefit that s/he can modestly pay more for that.

Using the concept of value proposition as the basic ground, authors

propose that a business (company) consists of a system for delivering su-

perior value. Moreover, they defend that value propositions are one of the

most basic factors for companies achieving and sustaining competitive ad-

vantage. As customers select products/services based on their perceived

value compared to the competing alternatives, understanding what cus-

tomers perceive as benefits is crucial to understand their choices and thus,

to achieve competitive advantage.

Furthermore, tailoring company’s value proposition according to cus-

tomer segment’s perceived benefits is not the only source for delivering

superior value, but also propagating the value delivery in every element

and activity performed by the company. Since its creation in 1988, the

concept of value proposition has been enhanced by other researchers, such

as Kambil et al. [101].

The remarkable role of value propositions in Strategic Management

drove incorporation of the concept in some enterprise modeling approaches.

These approaches are:

e3 Value Approach. The e3 value approach [66] is an economic value-

based ontology derived from economic and business science literature that

represents and analyze value models. In this ontology, the concept of value
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proposition is most closely related to the concept of value offering that

captures a set of exchanges among actors of value objects. In this context,

value objects correspond to objects which are valuable to one or more

actors. They can be of different types, such services, products, monetary

resources or even consumer experiences [67].

Value in ArchiMate. Another enterprise modeling framework that incor-

porates value-related concepts is ArchiMate. In ArchiMate [78], although

the concept of value propositions is not explicitly incorporated, the value

concept can capture the value of a product or service that makes some

stakeholder to appreciate it (either for providing or for acquiring the prod-

uct/service). For instance, Be Insured value represents the value that the

Provide Insurance service aggregates to some client.

Since ArchiMate is a service-oriented enterprise framework in which the

concept of service is the linking among its several layers (business, appli-

cation and infrastructure layers), the association of the concepts of value

and service allows the representation of the value aggregated by each layer

to the overall architecture (thus, capturing the reasons for the existence

of the layers). Moreover, by using the value concept, it is also possible

to represent the value delivered by the overall architecture to the final

customer.

Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML). The Value Delivery

Modeling Language (VDML) [76] from OMG provides a standard modeling

language for the description and analysis of the operations of an enterprise

with special emphasis on value creation and exchange. In VDML, a value

consists of a measurable benefit delivered to a customer together with a

business item (deliverable). The benefit may represent any intrinsic fea-

ture of the deliverable (e.g. composition, performance or weight) or other

benefits such as price, a commitment to future purchases, trustworthiness,

warranty or environmental impact. Typically, a business item contains
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multiple values and a given exchange may involve multiple business items.

Therefore, the concept of value proposition in VDML subsumes the per-

ceived benefit by the customer as a bundle of items and their corresponding

values.

Value Ontology in UFO. On the basis of a careful literature review, Sales

et al. [171] propose an ontological analysis and conceptual clarification of

the notion of value proposition using the Unified Foundational Ontology

(UFO). The analysis and clarifications build upon the Value Ascription

Ontology (VAO) [4].

In the UFO-based analysis, value can be assigned to either value objects

or value experiences (experience with some value object, such as using

a good or service). The valuation ascription judgment depends on: (i)

the value beholder (person who ascribes the value) and value beneficiary

(person who enjoys the value) (e.g., in the case in which a father prepares

a dinner for daughter, the father is the beholder, while the daugther is the

beneficiary), (ii) the intrinsic properties of the object being valuated (e.g.

a car with airbag, the softness of a mattress, the good quality of a class due

to the content being conveyed), (iii) the context (e.g. water in the desert

is more valuable than water in a dinner).

On the basis of the aforementioned theory of value ascription, the paper

distinguishes between value propositions and value offerings. Value propo-

sitions are characterized as a value assertion resulted from the trade-off

between benefits and sacrifices of acquiring some object, while a value of-

fering consists of a promise made by an agent (offeror) to a group of agents

(eligible market) to execute actions (e.g. allow to use a TV stream of

service) under certain specific conditions (e.g. payment in return). Value

propositions consist of “what” and “why” a customer values something,

whereas value offerings consist of “how” value is delivered by the company.

Business Model Ontology (BMO) and Business Model Canvas
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(BMC). An enhancement of the work of Lanning and Michaels in value

propositions influenced the development of the Business Model Ontology

(BMO) [148], which consists of the conceptual basis for the Business Model

Canvas (BMC) Approach [149], both developed by Alexander Osterwalder

in his PhD thesis.

The Business Model Canvas consists of a template for documenting

business models of different companies by means of a visual notation. As

described in Osterwalder’s PhD Thesis [148], a business model consists of

“a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships

and allows expressing a company’s logic of earning money. It is a descrip-

tion of the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers

and the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for creating,

marketing and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to

generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams.”

In order to describe business models, BMO identified nine building

blocks that conceive a business model. These building blocks are seg-

mented around four basic areas: (i) product (concerns the businesses in

which the company is in), (ii) customer interface (concerns the target cus-

tomers of the company), (iii) infrastructure management (address how the

architecture of the company works together with its network of partners),

and (iv) financial aspects (concerns the revenue model, cost structure and

profit sustainability). Table 4.9 depicts the definition of the nine building

blocks together with their respective areas:

The importance of BMO for the representation of companies business

models has been acknowledged in Conceptual Modeling and the concept

has been incorporated in a number of efforts, such the mapping from BMO

to the ArchiMate enterprise framework [128] and the effort towards estab-

lishing a reference ontology for business models [3].
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Area Building

Block

Description

Product Value

Proposition

A value proposition consists of a collection of products

or services offered by a certain company that represent

a benefit for a given customer segment

Customer

Target

Customer

A customer segment captures a given segment of

customers that the company provides value

Interface Distribution

Channel

A distribution channel consists of a means to get in

touch with the customer

Relationship A relationship describes the kind of link the company

establishes with customers

Infrastructure

Value

Configuration

A value configuration describes the disposition of

activities and resources necessary to create value for a

given customer

Management Capability A capability consists of an ability to execute actions

necessary to create value for the customer

Partnership A partnership is a cooperative agreement between two

or more companies to create value for the customer

Financial
Cost Structure A cost structure is the representation of all the financial

means employed in the business model

Aspects Revenue

Model

A revenue model describes the logic employed by the

company make to make money through a variety of

revenue flows

Table 4.9: The nine BMO building blocks (extracted from [149])

4.6.2 Capability-Based Organizational Design

Resources and Capabilities in Management Sciences. Resource-

centric theories in Strategic Management consider organizations as an ag-

gregation of resources that allow the organization to gain or sustain com-

petitive advantage [68, 11, 55]. On the basis of such definition, capabilities

theories consider that the mere existence of strategic resources does not

necessarily give organizations a competitive advantage, but rather it de-

pends how such resources are organized. While resource-centric theories

focus on the accumulation of resources, capability-based theories focus on
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configuring resources and capabilities towards adapting them to the envi-

ronment [191].

The increased interest of capability-based theories in Strategic Man-

agement has been acknowledged also in Conceptual Modeling with the

development of capability-driven approaches or the incorporation of the

“capability” abstraction in enterprise modeling approaches. In particular,

we can cite two approaches:

Capability-Driven Development. In [215, 15], authors propose a busi-

ness/IT alignment approach for designing information systems from enter-

prise models. The approach is denominated Capability Driven Develop-

ment (CDD), as capabilities consist one of the main abstractions of enter-

prise models.

The approach is divided into three phases. In the enterprise and capa-

bility modeling phase, enterprise modeling is performed for capturing a set

of generic solutions (system designs) applicable to many different business

situations. For that, the approach uses the concepts of capability (enter-

prises ability to achieve a business goal in a given certain context), goals,

key performance indicators (KPI) (for monitoring goal achievement), busi-

ness processes needed to accomplish the goals and resources required to

execute a process.

In the capability delivery context modeling, the approach captures the

different contexts in which the solutions should be applied. In its turn,

context consists of any information that characterizes a situation in which

a capability is provided. It is captured by means of context elements (e.g.

geographical location). In this phase, context indicators are also captured

in order to monitor the occurrence of a specific context situation in which

a capability must be delivered.

Finally, in the capability delivery patterns phase, reusable solutions for

achieving business goals under different contexts are represented. Each
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context defined for a given capability should match with the context in

which the pattern is applicable.

Resources and Capabilities in ArchiMate. The ArchiMate language [9]

incorporates capabilities and resources as means of aligning strategic deci-

sions with the actual implementation of such strategic in terms of a target

enterprise architecture. For that, authors use capabilities and resources

as abstractions of more detailed enterprise elements (e.g., business pro-

cesses, IT artifacts, etc.) used as the realization of the enterprise architec-

ture. This incorporation thus enables one to build more stable enterprise

descriptions which require less effort to maintain. In latter stance, this

capability-based planning approach facilitates the discussion of business

managers in terms which outcomes to achieve (e.g. better quality, lower

costs, higher returns on investment), instead of the detailed means (pro-

cesses, projects and IT applications) to achieve such outcomes.

In the approach, the capability-based planning approach is illustrated

by means of two use cases. The first use case consists of an approach for

capability enhancement of Toyota in order to better meet business goals,

while the second approach performs IT portfolio consolidation in an energy

supplier company. The latter uses a capability-based planning approach to

eliminate redundant IT resources after three different company have been

merged.

4.6.3 Porter Five Forces

Porter’s Five Forces model [135, 172] consists of an approach that strives

to explain the nature of competition within an industry environment. For

that, Porter identifies five forces in a given organization’s external environ-

ment that may influence competition. These are represented in Figure 4.1

and described as follows:
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NEW ENTRANTS
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Power

of Suppliers
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Power

of Buyers

Threat of New
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Figure 4.1: Porter’s 5 Forces (extracted from [135]

• Threat of New Entrants. Porter argues that an industry sector is

similar to a “club” in which companies are admitted by overcoming

certain ”barriers to entry” (e.g. economies of scale, customer loyalty

and basic capital requirements). If high barriers exist, this encour-

ages friendly competition among a reduced number of firms, while

low barriers lead to a big group with fierce competition;

• Bargaining Power of Firm’s Suppliers. As companies intend to

charge as much as they can for their products, a tension naturally

arises between companies and their suppliers. The winner is the one

who has more choices (e.g. companies with multiple suppliers) or less

to lose in the case the relationship ends;

• Bargaining Power of Firm’s Customers. Customers intend to get

the lowest prices with the highest quality. Their ability in achieving

this depends on a number of factors, such as how much they buy, how
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informed they are, their willingness to try new alternatives, etc.;

• Threat/Substitute Products. Competition depends on which ex-

tent products from one company are replaceable by the ones from

another (e.g. taxi services vs. Uber);

• Intensity of Rivalry Among Competing Firms. All of the pre-

vious factors contribute to the existence of rivalry among companies.

This rivalry may converge to different situations, such as the compet-

ing companies to attack each other or peacefully co-exist or even form

alliances, depending on the aforementioned factors.

The particularities of each industry may explain why companies adopt

one particular strategy and thus such forces shape the industry structure

and environment.

4.6.4 Organizational Ontologies

In the field of enterprise engineering, organizational ontologies lay down

a common conceptualization and terminology for organizational environ-

ments in an attempt to capture the key elements of enterprises. In this

context, although goal-related concepts intuitively appear as important

building blocks of enterprises, few works in organizational ontologies de-

fine the concept of goal from an ontological point of view [2].

Among the works that include goal-related concepts, the widespread dis-

semination of goal-orientation paradigm in a number of areas of Computer

Science inspired the development or incorporation of goals and objectives

in organizational ontologies. The support for motivational and behavioral

representation in some organizational ontologies approaches has been re-

viewed in (Section 4.4).

Contrasting with the works that define goals from an ontological point of

view, a number of works in enterprise ontologies indeed mention goals and
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objectives, but in an informal and brief manner. In fact, in the course of

defining organizations from an ontological standpoint, such works recognize

the existence of goals, but use a simplistic notion of goals as building blocks

of organizations.

For example, the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) defines an or-

ganization as an institutional agent formed by a number of other agents

(physical, artificial or institutional agents) and a goal as the set of desired

state of affairs (desired by the organization (agent)) [81]. In this context,

although the concept of goal is foreseen by the ontology, UFO does not

provide a refinement structure of the goal concept in terms of a more re-

fined goal ontology. In the same vein, the TOVE Ontology [61, 79] defines

an organization as a set of constraints on actions, resources, organizational

units (including roles, positions and agents of the enterprise), goals, prod-

ucts, services, policies and the set of constraints that defines the external

environment. In this context, a goal is a future state to be achieved by the

enterprise, but no refinement structure is also defined.

In the OperA framework for the specification of multi-agent systems [48],

an organization is defined by its externally observable objectives and by

the means to achieve such objectives. Although the social structure (SS)

model supposedly specifies objectives of the society, society’s goals are

indeed specified indirectly by means of roles. In its turn, roles are captured

in terms of objectives, norms, rights and type of enactment. Such role’s

objectives are states of affairs expected to be achieved in the environment,

but they do not present any refinement structure in terms of different types

of goals.

The Enterprise Ontology [194] is slightly more refined ontology with

the incorporation of different types of purposes (strategic purpose, mission,

vision, objectives and goals). Although such purposes are ordered in terms

of measurability and time-horizons following the order (objective, goal,
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mission, vision), a sharp distinction between those concepts is not provided.

Finally, another enterprise ontology [46] proposed by Jan Dietz totally

refrains from discussing goal-related concepts.

4.6.5 Comparative Analysis of Relevant Theories With Man-

agement Literature

This section analyzes the theories of this section in a perspective with the

Management literature used as the baseline of our work (Chapter 3, Section

3.3).

The Strategic Management discipline is concerned with the long-term

direction of the organization, determining the range of businesses in which

the organization operates, the nature of economic and non-economic value

the company delivers and how companies intend to gain and sustain com-

petitive advantage over competing firms that provide similar services [187,

97, 172, 153]. In this context, the Management theories here reported share

the common feature of striving to explain the nature of competition as well

as to predict how to acquire and sustain competitive advantage.

In this context, value proposition theories (Section 4.6.1) capture how a

given company delivers value to its customer’s segments and thus, how this

company can achieve and sustain its competitive advantage in its market

segment. In its turn, the BMO incorporated the idea of value propositions

in order to capture the overall business logic of some company to earn

money. In order to represent such business logic, BMO makes use of a

number of primitives, such as value propositions, customers, distribution

channels, cost structure, revenue models, etc.

While value propositions theories explain that companies should craft

its internal environment to deliver value to the customer and thus, achieve

competitive advantage, capabilities-based theories presented in Section 4.6.2

take a similar approach by defending that company’s success can be achieved
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by analyzing its internal environment as means of tailoring its capabilities

and resources. In this context, capability-based theories offer a suitable

abstraction to hide the complexity of enterprise descriptions. As business

managers are solely interested in goals and how to achieve such goals at the

strategic level, a detailed representation of the means to achieve such goals

(processes, projects, applications) has little relevance at this level. Thus,

the representation of capabilities and resources enables business managers

to abstract from detailed implementations of business goals and focus on

the means. This enables them to understand the current enterprise’s sta-

tus and which improvements should be made in order to leverage orga-

nization’s competitive advantage by means of capabilities and resources.

In its turn, Porter’s Five Forces model (Section 4.6.3) explains the forces

that shape competition in a given industry segment. Slightly diverging

from such attempt to explain the internal and external forces of a given

company and the nature of competition, organizational ontologies (Section

4.6.4) provide a definition of the internal organization’s environment from

an ontological standpoint, characterizing the organization in terms of key

distinctions, but with little focus on the definition of goals and processes

from an ontological point of view.

Comparing the four aforementioned approaches with the Management

Theories used as the baseline of this thesis (Section 3.3), we can draw

a parallel with conceptualization from the Strategic Layer, more specif-

ically, with the concepts of Mission and Strategic Goals. Starting with

value proposition theories/BMO, when performing goal planning at the

Strategic Level (Section 3.3.1), Management literature mentions that or-

ganizations exist to aggregate some value to the external world by means of

products or services. Indeed, this “value” mentioned by mission statements

captures the “value proposition” notion from value theories. Furthermore,

propagating down this value by means of the planning methodology corre-
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sponds to echoing the value down in every element and activity performed

by the company, as defended by value proposition approaches. In com-

parison with capability-based approaches, Management literature cites the

existence of the hierarchy of goals and the means (processes) to achieve

such goals. In this context, capabilities and resources consist of suitable

abstractions that could be also used for the representation of the means to

achieve such goals in our approach. In relation to Porter’s work, as the Five

Forces model explains the forces that shape competition in a given indus-

try segment, this could have supported us to elaborate strategic goals from

the perspective of a given company. Although value propositions theories,

BMO, capabilities and resources and Porter’s model present some overlap-

ping aspects with the conceptualization used in this thesis, they are not

here incorporated. We leave the investigation of the conceptual integration

between the work developed in this thesis and such conceptualization for

future work. Finally, although organizational ontologies characterize the

organization from an ontological standpoint, such definition has little focus

on goals and processes and thus, they have not been used in this thesis as

well.

4.7 Conclusions

By analyzing the four aforementioned areas (GORE frameworks, EM frame-

works, Business Process Modeling and BPA approaches and motivational

and behavioral approaches), we draw a number of conclusions regarding

the state of the art in the representation and reasoning with strategic en-

terprise architectures. We enumerate such conclusions as follows:

1. Regarding the representation of motivational perspective, GORE ap-

proaches (Section 4.5.1) use the concept of goal to represent require-

ments of a target software system. Therefore, as multiple levels of
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abstraction among goals (strategic, tactical, operational) and environ-

mental factors that impact goal achievement are particular concerns

to strategic enterprise architectures, they do not cover both types of

concerns;

2. Interestingly, although both types of concerns are crucial in the repre-

sentation of strategic enterprise architectures (as depicted by our moti-

vating example (Chapter 2) and the enterprise planning process), EM

approaches (Section 4.5.2) also refrain from recognizing them. Even

ArchiMate that consists of the most expressive EM approach does not

cover tactical and operational goals. Regarding motivational and be-

havioral approaches (Section 4.5.4), the same weaknesses have been

noticed. Although some approaches inherit BMM conceptualization

to represent multiple levels of goals, they do not provide clear distinc-

tions for such BMM concepts. Other approaches create their own goal

ontologies to represent either strategic goals (e.g. “Increase sales”) or

operational goals (e.g. “create order”) interchangeably. Further, none

of the approaches acknowledge the existence of environmental factors

that may impact the achievement of goals during enterprise planning;

3. Regarding the interconnection between motivational and behavioral

perspectives, GORE approaches capture the concept of process in

terms of plans, but do not provide constructs for detailing the process-

control flow. In contrast, EM and hybrid (motivational and behav-

ioral) approaches capture both process and the refinements of their

control-flows in terms of activities. However, none of the approaches

(including business process modeling and BPA approaches) incorpo-

rate modeling constructs for capturing the social perspective of busi-

ness processes;

4. There is a gap in the representation of all required properties in moti-
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vational and behavioral perspectives in the same strategic enterprise

architecture approach. A number of approaches either focus on mo-

tivational representation, like GORE (Section 4.5.1) and EM frame-

works (Section 4.5.2) or behavioral perspective like Business Process

Modeling and BPA Approaches (Section 4.5.3). An exception are the

hybrid approaches (Section 4.5.4) that focus on both perspectives si-

multaneously, although those approaches also lack a comprehensive

proposal that encompasses all the expressiveness requirements elabo-

rated in Chapter 2;

5. A direct consequence of deficient support in the representation of

strategic enterprise architectures is reflected in its automated reason-

ing. Some steps of the enterprise planning process are not supported

by any approach. For example, reasoning techniques cannot explore

the existence of goals of different shades (requirement R3.2.1) and

analysis regarding the achievement of goals based on environmental

factors (requirement R3.2.2). Two exceptions here are BIM forward

and backward reasoning techniques (line 6-7) that are able to rea-

son with such environmental factors, but cannot address reasoning

with multiple levels of abstraction in goal hierarchies. Most of the

approaches cannot support the generation of strategic alternatives

(requirement R3.2.3). Only three approaches (Tropos, i* and BIM

backward reasoning) can generate strategic alternatives, but cannot

explore goals of different shades. Furthermore, only two approaches

(Lapouchnian et al. [116] and Morrison et al. [136]) can support the

implementation of strategic alternatives by means of processes (re-

quirement R3.2.4). Overall, any approach can fully support the ex-

ecution of all steps of the enterprise planning process (requirement

R3.2).
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Chapter 5

StrategIc ENterprise Architecture

(SIENA) Modeling Language

In order to achieve the requirements discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3),

this chapter introduces the StrategIc ENterprise Architecture (SIENA)

modeling language for the hierarchical representation of motivational and

behavioral concepts in enterprise architectures. Methodological guidelines

that specify how to elaborate, refine and operationalize motivational con-

cepts by means of behavioral concepts are also provided. The content of

this chapter is an updated and revised version of the paper [29]. The chap-

ter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 introduces the general structure of

the SIENA modeling language, describing concepts and relations of both

Goal and Operations View, whereas Section 5.2 presents the methodologi-

cal guidelines for the elaboration of models using the concepts provided by

the language.

5.1 The SIENA Modeling Language

As presented in the introduction (Section 1.6), Figure 5.1 depicts a schematic

representation of the main contributions of this thesis which consists of the

StrategIc ENterprise Architecture (SIENA) Modeling Language, an auto-
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mated strategic planning reasoning technique with SIENA and the Azzurra

Modeling Language.

This chapter presents the contributions of the SIENA Modeling Frame-

work by introducing the SIENA Modeling Language (highlighted in Figure

5.1 by a red circle). In particular, we present the SIENA modeling lan-

guage, its abstract syntax (meta-model), concrete syntax (notation), the

semantics of modeling concepts [83] and methodology for the specification

of concepts. The modeling constructs of SIENA are exemplified by means

of the motivating example of the metal manufacturing company introduced

in Chapters 1 and 2. Next chapters use the SIENA language introduced

in this chapter to present the other contributions of this thesis presented

in Figure 5.1.

SIENA Modeling Framework CGM Modeling 
Tool

Formal 
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Technique

Evaluation Activities
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requirements
*Evaluation using real-
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* Comparison with 

ArchiMate
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supported
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process and provide 

methodological support
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with strategic 
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Performing 
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Execution tests 
with CGM tool

SIENA 
Modeling 
Language
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commitments/protocols 

and provide 
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Figure 5.1: The Contribution of this Chapter in the Context of the Overall Thesis
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In order to achieve expressiveness in motivational and behavioral per-

spectives (R1) and part of the traceability between motivational and be-

havioral perspective requirements (R2) described in Section 2.3, the SIENA

modeling language is structured in terms of a hierarchical, layered struc-

ture of motivational and behavioral concepts. Motivational concepts are

modeled within the Goal View, whereas behavioral concepts are captured

within the Operations View. Within the Goal View, the framework fol-

lows the same three-layered distinction proposed by Management Sciences

(i.e., Strategic, Tactical and Operational Layers)(Chapter 3, Section 3.3),

whereas the Operations View is structured in four layers of abstraction

(Operations, BPA - Level 0, BPA - Level 1 and BPA - Level 2 Layers).

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 depict SIENA’s abstract syntax (meta-model) with

its concepts, relations and cardinality constraints, while Figure 5.4 shows

the concrete syntax (notation) used for each modeling concept presented

in the meta-model.

The remainder of the chapter describes the semantics of SIENA’s con-

cepts and relations in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. Furthermore, in order to

achieve the traceability between motivational and behavioral perspectives

requirement (R2), the methodology for the specification and refinement

of SIENA’s concepts is also specified in Section 5.2. In particular, the

methodological steps starts from the top layer (Strategic Layer), drilling

further down until the description of the BPA - Level 0 Layer in Chapter

7.

5.1.1 Goal View

This section introduces the goal-related concepts of our framework. Within

our Strategic Layer, SIENA contains the concepts of Mission, Vision and

Strategic Goals, defined on the basis of a consolidation of different views in

Management Sciences (Section 3.3).
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Figure 5.2: The SIENA Modeling Framework Meta-Model (Strategic and Tactical Levels

from Goal View)

Mission. A mission defines a formal expression of an organization’s

purpose, i.e., the reason why the organization exists by aggregating some
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View and Operations View)
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Figure 5.4: Hierarchy of Layers and Graphical Concepts in the SIENA Modeling Frame-

work

sort of value to the external world.

Vision. Comprises a description of a desired state of the company,

meant to close the gap between the current reality and a potential future.

Strategic Goals present key characteristics in Management that we con-

solidate as follows:
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Strategic Goals. Represent goals that specify concrete outcomes that

must be achieved to measure the achievement of the mission, reflecting the

organization’s strategy to achieve success in business. Strategic goals are

global to the overall organization as the entire organization is responsible

for their achievement. They are also long-term, lasting between two and

five years.

Dimensional Refinement Operator. As Strategic Goals are global

to the entire organization, they represent the problem space of a given

enterprise, defining the space of all alternatives goals that can be imple-

mented by the enterprise. To precisely characterize such variability and

unambiguously characterize Strategic Goals, our framework introduces the

distinguishing feature of refinement dimensions and dimensional refine-

ment operators. Refinement dimensions correspond to different properties

along which goals can be characterized (e.g, location, time or product types

properties) extracted from data warehouse literature [192]. They are used

to guide the refinement of Strategic Goals using dimensional refinement

operators. To exemplify the use of refinement dimensions and dimensional

refinement operators, consider the “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” goal

in Figure 5.5. This parent goal defines the space of all possible locations

(countries, in this example) in which the company operates. Therefore, this

parent goal can be refined into the following sub-goals: “Increase sales in

Italy by 2% over 3 years”, “Increase sales in Germany by 2% over 3 years”

and “Increase sales in France by 2% over 3 years”. Another refinement

of the same parent goal across time (within the year granularity) is also

depicted in Figure 5.5, yielding the “Increase sales by 2% over 1st year”,

“Increase sales by 2% over 2nd year” and “Increase sales by 2% over 3rd

year” sub-goals.

Strategic Goals Relations. Besides dimensional refinement opera-

tors, Strategic Goals can be also related by AND/OR-relationships and
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positive and negative (+/++/-/–) contributions. AND-refinements struc-

turally decompose goals into sub-goals following domain particularities,

while OR-refinements depict alternatives for goals to be achieved. For ex-

ample, “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” is AND-refined in terms of

“Maintain gross margin over 3 years” and “Increase volume sales by 2%

over 3 years” in Figure 5.5. Furthermore, the three refinements (refinement

by time, AND-refinement and refinement by location) of “Increase sales by

2% over 3 years” consists of three different alternatives to achieve this

top goal. Finally, positive and negative (+/++/-/–) contributions among

Strategic Goals may be used to depict how they influence each other inside

the Strategic Layer. For instance, increasing volume sales may positively

affect a sales increase every year. For this reason “Increase volume sales by

2% over 3 years” positively (+) contributes to “Increase sales by 2% over

1st year”, “Increase sales by 2% over 2nd year” and “Increase sales by 2%

over 3rd year” sub-goals in Figure 5.5.

Within the Tactical Layer, Management literature (Section 3.3) com-

monly specifies tactical goals either as responsibilities of functional areas

or tactics to achieve strategic goals. We consolidate both views in our

definition of Tactical Goals :

Tactical Goals. Represent goals that specify particular ways for ful-

filling Strategic Goals with the available resources and capabilities of the

company. Tactical Goals have no dimensions, but rather depict particular

solutions (“tactics”) for each point of the refinement dimension in order to

fulfill a Strategic Goal. Tactical goals typically have shorter time horizons

(usually from one to three years) than strategic goals.

In order to exemplify this discussion, we use the refinement of “Increase

sales by 2% over 3 years” Strategic Goal across the location dimension

(depicted in Figure 5.6). For one of the points of the location dimension

(Italy) represented by the Strategic sub-goals (“Increase sales in Italy by
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Figure 5.5: Strategic Goal Hierarchy, illustrating Strategic Goals and Dimensional Re-

finement Operators

2% over 3 years”), there are two tactics for increasing sales, i.e., promotions

(“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions”) and

create new sales channel (“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by

opening new sales channels” Tactical Goal). For the other point of the

location dimension (France), training sales people corresponds to a tactic

for increasing sales (“Increase sales in France by 2% over 3 years by training

sales staff” Tactical Goal).

Tactical Goals Relations. Concerning the relation of Strategic and

Tactical Goals, it said that Tactical goals implement Strategic Goals. In

the example, it is said that promotions (“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over
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3 years through promotions”) is the tactic that implements the increase of

sales (“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years”). Further, Tactical Goals

may be structurally refined into sub-goals by means of AND-relationships

and several alternative Tactical Goals may be also represented by means

of OR-relationships. Finally, they can be also related by means of positive

and negative (+/++/-/–) contributions that depict how Tactical Goals

influence each other inside the Tactical Layer. For example, “Diversify

customers” is one of the alternatives for opening new sales channels (“In-

crease sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by opening new sales channels”)

and positively contributes to a sales increase through promotions (“In-

crease sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions”) in Figure

5.6.

Once the organization has established its competitive requirements to

achieve success in business (Strategic Goals) and subsequently has devised

particular ways (Tactical Goals) for implementing such requirements, it

has to plan the implementation of such goals with the available company’s

capabilities by means of the concept of operation. This discussion is re-

flected in Figure 5.6 with the Tactical Goals connected to operations in the

Operations Layer.

Within the Operational Layer, as Management literature (Section 3.3)

provides a simplistic treatment for the specification of operational goals,

our framework starts with the same definition of this discipline and subse-

quently refines it:

Operational Goals. Operational goals correspond to the results that

must be achieved in the course of performing the organization’s operations.

Our framework further details their definition by arguing that they repre-

sent a description of milestones the operation must reach in order to ensure

that they are indeed planning the execution of tactics. Operational goals

can be further refined with respect to the entities that are responsible for
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Figure 5.6: Tactical Goal Hierarchy, illustrating Tactical Goals and Operations

their achievement as follows:

(Operational) Role Goals. Correspond to goals that specify the

results to be achieved by roles and individuals in the course of the per-

forming their daily work. In Figure 5.7(b), “Choose items for promotion”

and “Choose promotions price” consist of operational goals assigned to

roles of the company.

(Operational) Business Process Goals. Correspond to goals that
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represent the final state to be achieved by a business process. The con-

cept of Business Process is explained in Section 5.1.2. In Figure 5.7(b),

“Advertise items in promotion” is a business process goal as it reflects the

final state to be achieved by the “Advertise items in promotion” business

process.

Operational Goals Relations. Operational Goals may be related

by AND/OR-relationships to represent refinements among them as well as

positive and negative (+/++/-/–) contributions.
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Figure 5.7: Operational Goals and Business Processes Hierarchy

In order to graphically represent the relations of Operations and Op-

erational Goals and Business Processes, every SIENA Operation has a

container for its respective Operational Goals and Business Processes. For

example, “Carry out promotions in Italy” Operation (Figure 5.6) is re-

fined into a container with its Operational Goals and Business Processes
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in Figure 5.7(b). Consequently, the root Operational Goal in the top of

the container (“Carry out promotions”) corresponds to the final state to

be achieved by the “Carry out promotions in Italy” Operation. This top

goal is then refined into Operational Role Goals and Operational Business

Process Goals. Operational Business Process Goals correspond to the final

state to be achieved by business processes and for this reason, every Oper-

ational Business Process Goal (e.g., “Plan promotions campaign”, “Adver-

tise items in promotion”) has a business process associated. These business

processes (“Plan promotions campaign”, “Advertise items in promotion”)

are represented in the container below together with the respective rela-

tions among them.

Situation, SWOT Relations and Domain Assumptions. As one

of the purposes of our modeling framework is to enable managers to ade-

quately plan enterprise’s goals and the corresponding operational elements

that satisfy them, during the enterprise planning activity is important to

foresee the potential future scenarios that facilitate or hinder the achieve-

ment of enterprise’s goals (i.e., SWOT factors) together with assumptions

about the environment. Therefore, our framework inheres the concepts of

Situation and Domain Assumption from BIM framework. Situations are

represented by triangles attached to goals by means of arrows annotated

with the type of influence of situations on goals, whereas Domain Assump-

tions are represented by means of rectangles attached to goals. Figure 5.5

admits that a financial crisis may threaten the achievement of the “Increase

sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years” Strategic Goal. Further, for both tactics

to work for this goal (new sales channel and promotions), analysts assume

a high supply of products for Italy (Figure 5.6).
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5.1.2 Operations View

While the concept of Operation is central to the Management literature as

a process that transforms inputs into useful outputs, our framework distin-

guishes between the concepts of Operation and Business Process. In this

context, Operation and Business Process are the central concepts within

the Operations Layer, whereas Business Process and its relations are the

central concept within the BPA - Level 0 Layer :

Operation. Consists of a high-level process in charge of planning the

execution of a specific tactic. A given operation encompass both what has

to be achieved (Operational Goals) to concretize the tactics as well as how

to conduct operational steps to achieve such tactics (business process). As

operations plan the implementation of a given strategy, it is said that an

operation operationalizes Strategic or Tactical Goals in our framework, i.e.,

operations are solutions for Strategic/Tactical goals.

The concept of business process inheres the same definition of Operation

from Management Sciences as follows:

Business Process. Consists of an activity conducted with the purpose

of transforming a set of inputs into useful outputs (products or services)

using some sort of transformation process. In contrast with Operations,

business processes intend to produce products or provide services to the

final customer.

To exemplify the concepts of Operation and Business Process, we use

Figures 5.6 and 5.7. In Figure 5.6, one can see that the organization decided

to either use promotions or open new sales channel as tactics for increasing

sales in Italy and therefore, “Carry out promotions” is the Operation used

to plan the execution of the promotion tactics. In its turn, the “Carry

out promotions” Operation consists of collections of operational goals and

business processes (depicted in Figure 5.7(b)). The operational goals spec-
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ify certain milestones to be achieved during the planning of promotions,

such as to choose how many promotions are required and decide what to of-

fer in each promotion (“Choose items for promotion”), choose promotions

price and audience (“Choose promotions price” and “Choose promotions

audience”) and advertise items in a promotion (“Advertise items in pro-

motion’). Finally, “Run promotions campaign” and “Advertise items in

promotion” business processes are the entities that are responsible for in-

deed executing the promotions and advertising the items in promotion.

In order to depict all the value-adding activities conducted by the en-

terprise, such activities need to be connected accordingly. For that, we use

Value-Added Chains from Management literature (Section 3.3) to define

the following relations:

Relations Among Operations/Business Processes. Business pro-

cesses may be related by means of horizontal relations that depict consumer-

producer relations among them. Horizontal relations may be divided into

trigger and information relations:

Trigger Relation. A trigger relation indicates that one instance of

some business process triggers/starts another business process. Figure

5.7(b) and 5.8(b) shows an example of a trigger relation in which the

process “Plan promotions campaign” triggers the execution of “Advertise

items in promotion”. When one instance of a business process activates

multiple instances of the target element, this is distinguished by a dou-

ble mark in the process that is activated multiple times together with its

corresponding frequency of activation (in this case, the “Advertise item in

promotion” is activated for each item in promotion).

Information Relation. An information flow relation depicts informa-

tion or products exchange between the involved business processes. Figure

5.8(a) depicts this type of relation by indicating that instances of the three

business processes exchange information during execution.
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5.2 Methodological Guidelines for Goal-Driven De-

sign of Operations Architecture

This section provides methodological guidelines that prescribe how to elab-

orate, refine and operationalize goals by means of operations and business

processes in the SIENA modeling language. In order to prescribe such

guidelines, as goals and operation planning occurs at formalized, step-by-

step procedures in companies, we start by describing managers’ concerns

during goal and operations planning extracted from Strategic Planning lit-

erature. Subsequently, we explain how these concerns should be specified in

our modeling framework. Although Strategic Planning literature mentions

the existence of both a (top-down) deliberated and (bottom-up) emergent

strategy formation process [135], we here focus on a traditional, top-down

strategic planning for goal definition and implementation, leaving as future

work the bottom-up strategy formation.

5.2.1 Guideline G1: Elaborate Mission and Vision Statements

At the Strategic Level, the first managers’ step comprehends the articula-

tion of organization’s mission and vision as means of providing a general

sense of direction for the company.

Mission and Vision Elaboration. The guideline is to elaborate a
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mission statement that reflects the value the organization intends to de-

liver to the external world. For profit companies, given that organizations

can be either manufacturing or service organizations [163, 123], value aggre-

gation is performed by enumerating the products or services the company

produces. Furthermore, to “Make profit” [172] is always an additional

mission that must be captured that also justifies the existence of profit

companies.

For non-profit companies, the mission statement should capture other

forms of value that provide social justification and legitimacy of the exis-

tence of the organization. For instance, Greenpeace’s mission reflects this

aggregation of value as “... Greenpeace’s goal is to ensure the ability of

the earth to nurture life in all its diversity...” [71].

The guideline for the elaboration of vision statements is to enumerate

the products and services which are currently not implemented by the

organization, but there is an intention to address them on the company’s

portfolio in the future.

Mission and Vision statements do not have a refinement structure in our

framework as each of the concepts just refer to a specific product, service

or aggregated value. When the company is engaged in the production or

delivery of diversified products and services, this should be captured as

distinct mission and vision statements.

In order to depict the full integrated hierarchy of mission, vision, strate-

gic goals, tactical goals, operations and domain assumptions, Figures 5.5

and 5.6 are combined to produce Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.9, it is possible to

see the metal company’s mission and vision elaborated as a value delivered

by a profit company.
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Figure 5.9: Hierarchy of Strategic Goals, Tactical Goals and Operations
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5.2.2 Guideline G2: Elaborate Strategic Requirements

Strategic planning within the Strategic Level intends to guide the organi-

zation to achieve a successful position in a competitive environment, while

achieving its goals [153].

Strategic Goals Elaboration. In order to compete, managers first

identify external aspects that impact the ability of the organization to

surpass its competitors. Such aspects includes three external sources of

influence [97, p.55]: (i) the macro-environment (composed by regulative,

political, economic, social, technological and environmental pressures), (ii)

the industry sector (composed by the organizations producing the same

products or services) and (iii) competitors and market (composed by or-

ganizations inside the same industry sector, with different characteristics

and competing on different bases).

Following, internal aspects that enable the organization to gain a com-

petitive advantage such as capabilities, resources and competencies are

also evaluated. With such aspects in hands, the organization defines how

it intends to compete and thus, a strategic intent is elaborated. This

strategic intent is then used to elaborate company’s Strategic Goals. For

instance, the metal manufacturing company decided to compete on the

basis of low manufacturing costs as this strategic intent will allow the com-

pany to achieve an advantage over its competitors and then, become a

market leader. After identifying the strategic intent of low manufacturing

costs, the company elaborates the “Increase sales” strategic goal in order

to allow the company to become a market leader.

Other (real) example of strategic intent is the Acer PC manufacturer [34,

p.492] that identified that Dell (competitor) competes on the basis of low

manufacturing costs. This could represent an external threat for Acer

that may lead Dell to become the market leader in computers. Based
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on an internal evaluation of its assets, Acer decided to gain competitive

advantage based on management philosophy of highly motivated employers

in order to increase production. Therefore, Acer elaborated the “Increase

sales” Strategic Goal. With the elaboration of this Strategic Goal, Acer

intended to become the market leader supported by an internal capability.

Our definition of Strategic Goals highlights them as concrete outcomes

to be achieved by the overall organization. As outcomes, they need to

be expressed in quantitative terms (targets) in order to reflect desired

values for the organization, as for example, desired financial levels (e.g.

desired sales, profit levels, rates of growth, dividend levels, share valua-

tions), market-based outcomes (market share, customer service), among

others [97, 34]. Their time frame must be also set up in order to allow

their subsequent measure and determine their achievement. It is also im-

portant to mention that strategic goals always refine one specific mission,

depicting the strategic requirements to be achieved in the context of that

specific mission.

As the “Increase sales” strategic goal elaborated by the metal manu-

facturing company needs to be expressed in concrete terms to be achieved

in a defined time frame, Figure 5.9 shows the “Increase sales by 2% over

3 years” strategic goal elaborated as a concrete outcome (target) of a de-

sired level of sales (increase sales by 2%). As this strategic goal refines

the “manufacture both standard and metal products” mission, the desired

increase of 2% in sales refers to standard and metal products.

Strategic Goals Refinement Rules. Dimensional Refinement

Operator. Dimensional refinement allows one to AND-decompose a goal

with respect to a number of refinement dimensions introduced in Section

5.1.1. A dimension is introduced when a Strategic Goal has different oper-

ationalizations for different parts of the problem space. For example, there

exist different solutions for increasing sales in Italy, Germany and France
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(“Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” goal in Figure 5.9) and therefore, the

location is an eligible refinement dimension. In contrast, a dimension may

be not applicable for a particular strategic goal, as for example, if we have

a strategic goal “Build better products”, but the company has only one

manufacturing plant, location is not a refinement dimension for the goal.

The following rules can be applied when using dimensional refinement: (i)

time dimension: used when seasonal variations of business aspects (e.g.,

toys sales increase during Christmas season) may impose different opera-

tionalizations for the Strategic Goal; (ii) location dimension: used when

the company presents a distributed organizational structure across distinct

locations (e.g., sales departments for different countries) and the way in

which the company pursue the Strategic Goal varies according to place un-

der consideration; (iii) product, service, customer type dimensions:

products, services and customers usually have a number of properties that

characterize them (e.g., patients under 20 years old, different metal prod-

ucts, etc.) and operationalizations of the Strategic Goal varies according

to the values that such properties may assume.

AND-refinement. Strategic Goals can be also AND-refined by fol-

lowing structural domain rules or based on dimensional refinement. Re-

finement based on structural domain rules is applied when there exists

a mathematical formula that relates domain variables and enables one to

structurally decompose a goal into sub-goals using this formula. For exam-

ple, once we know the profit stemmed from sales can be described by the

formula salesProfit = numberSoldItems * profitMarginPerItem and man-

agers intend to increase this profit (“Increase sales profit by 2% over 3

years” goal), one can increase volume sales (numberSoldItems) and main-

tain profit margin, yielding the following goals: “Increase volume sales by

2% over 3 years” and “Maintain gross margin over 3 years” (Figure 5.9).

An alternative decomposition of the same root goal could also consider an
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increase in the profit margin, yielding “Maintain volume sales over 3 years”

and “Increase gross margin by 2% over 3 years” as sub-goals.

OR-refinement. Alternatives strategies (strategic goals) may be also

considered for the achievement of strategic goals. For example, Figure 5.9

depicts three different strategies (alternative refinements) to achieve the

“Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” strategic goal, i.e., the refinement by

time, an AND-refinement and the refinement by location.

5.2.3 Guideline G3: Elaborate Tactical Requirements and Op-

erations

Within the Tactical Level, the strategy is put into action by creating “tac-

tics” that are particular ways of implementing the achievement of Strategic

Goals with the deployment of organizational assets [187, 153].

Tactical Goals Elaboration. For the elaboration of Tactical Goals,

Tactical goals specify particular solutions (“tactics”) for fulfilling Strategic

Goals. In this sense, different tactics must be found to implement each

point of the refinement dimensions introduced during the Strategic Goals

Refinement. This discussion has been exemplified in Section 5.1.1 with

the “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” Strategic Goal refined in terms of

the location refinement dimension and implemented by offering promotions

and opening new sales channel (in Italy) or alternatively, by training sales

people in France (depicted in Figure 5.9).

Every organization usually has two different types of tactics to imple-

ment Strategic Goals, i.e., initiatives or established responsibilities. Ini-

tiatives correspond to single projects that establish mechanisms for imple-

menting Strategic Goals (e.g., create promotions, open a new sales channel,

establish a new business process). Usually, such initiatives are executed

one time and once completed, they have operated changes within the com-

pany environment that better enable the company to achieve its strategic
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goals. In contrast, established responsibilities correspond to the respon-

sibilities of every functional area that need to be repeatedly executed so

that the functional area accomplishes its part of the organization’s strategy

(e.g. manufacture products (Operations), provide monthly budget state-

ments for departments (Finance), sell 1200000 units at average price of

$27 (Marketing), etc.). Notice that responsibilities of functional areas may

be the result of the adoption of initiatives. Furthermore, time frames for

the achievement of tactical goals must be set up, depending on whether

they consist of initiatives or established routines. For initiatives, this time

frame is just a deadline, while for functional responsibilities, time frames

are recurrent schedules.

To exemplify this distinction, as Figure 5.9 specifies initiatives (cre-

ate promotions, new sales channels and training) for the “Increase sales in

Italy by 2% over 3 years” and “Increase sales in France by 2% over 3 years”

Strategic Goals, Figure 5.10 and 5.11 adds established responsibilities that

implement both strategic goals in Italy and France. In Figure 5.10, respon-

sibilities of functional areas are specified for Italy (“Manufacture 900000

products at average cost of $19 in Italy”, “Increase manufacturing produc-

tivity by 2% in Italy” and “Have scrap rate of 3% or less in Italy” from

Operations and “Keep outstanding accounts below $300000 in Italy”, from

Marketing). These functional responsibilities have been extracted from our

motivating scenario from Figure 2.2 (Chapter 2). In Figure 5.11, the same

four established responsibilities are represented for France. Observe that

as tactics consist of particular solutions for achieving strategic goals for

different points of the refinement dimension, different rates of increase in

manufacturing productivity have been specified for Italy (Figure 5.10) and

France (Figure 5.11).

Implements-relationship. Implements-relationship needs to be spec-

ified in order to denote that strategic goals are implemented by tactical
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Figure 5.10: Tactical Goals Divided into Initiatives and Established Responsibilities in

Italy

goals accordingly. As an implements-relationship has an AND semantics,

as all of its sub-elements (sub-goals and domain assumptions) need to be

satisfied in order to satisfy the parent goal. For example, in order to in-

crease sales in Italy (“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years” strategic

goal), new sales channels and promotions need to be adopted (“Increase
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Figure 5.11: Tactical Goals Divided into Initiatives and Established Responsibilities in

France

sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by opening new sales channel” and “In-

crease sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions”, respectively)

under the assumption that there will be a “High product supply” (Figure

5.9).

Observe that Tactical Goals inhere the properties of parent goals that

have been refined through dimensional refinement, i.e., the Tactical Goal
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“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions” inheres

the same properties of the refinement across location from the ‘Increase

sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years” Strategic Goal.

Each leaf level Strategic Goal has to be implemented by one or more

Tactical Goals (tactics), otherwise, strategies will be not effective. Among

such Tactical Goals, initiatives or established responsibilities must be spec-

ified. Inversely, each Tactical Goal implements one and just one Strategic

Goal to avoid confusions between tactics that implement different Strategic

Goals.

Tactical Goals Refinement Rules. AND-refinement. After find-

ing solutions for points of refinement dimensions (tactical refinement),

managers must AND-refine such solutions across the responsibilities of

each functional area of the company. For instance, in order to increase

sales in Italy, offering promotions or opening sales channel correspond to

two tactics that pertain to the responsibilities of the Marketing area. In

its turn, other functional areas of the company have also responsibilities

in the context of promotions. This is reflected in Figure 5.9 with the “In-

crease sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions” AND-refined

into four distinct goals, each of them representing the responsibility of each

functional area. Functional areas are represented in our model by attaching

squares with their first letter to goals (see Figure 5.9).

OR-refinement: a Tactical goal is OR-refined if there are different

alternatives for achieving the same Tactical Goal. In our example, two

alternative types of sales channels can be opened, i.e., by finding new part-

ners to distribute the products or by finding new customers. Therefore, the

“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by opening new sales channels”

is OR-refined into “Establish new partnerships with authorized dealers” or

“Diversify customers” (Figure 5.9).

Tactical Goal Operationalization and Operations Modeling.
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The refinement of Tactical Goals finishes when it is possible to plan and

schedule the achievement of a Tactical Goal by assigning it an operation.

In this case, it is said that an operation operationalizes a Tactical Goal

which corresponds to the final state to be achieved by its corresponding

operation. Tactical operations can be scheduled and executed with a cer-

tain frequency in order to achieve the Tactical Goal.

In order to ensure the tactics are indeed implemented, for each tacti-

cal goal, there must be at least one operation responsible for planning the

execution of the corresponding tactics. For example, Figure 5.9 depicts a

refinement of the tactical goal “Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years

through promotions” into other four tactical goals and an operationaliza-

tion of such goal by one operation (“Carry out promotions in Italy”).

5.2.4 Guideline G4: Elaborate Operational Requirements and

Business Processes

At the Operational Level, the execution of tactics is planned by planning

the expected results from organization’s daily operations [153]. In our

framework, expected results are delivered by means of setting the Opera-

tional Goals together with the business processes that deliver such results

and their corresponding time frames for achievement. In order to facilitate

the reading, we here repeat Figure 5.7, thus resulting in Figure 5.12.

Operational Goals Elaboration. As the Tactical Goal corresponds

to the final state to be achieved by the operation that operationalizes such

Tactical Goal, the elaboration of Operational Goals indeed starts by re-

fining this Tactical Goal into intermediate milestones that compose its

corresponding operation. These milestones are elaborated by specifying

which results the operation must accomplish, regardless how this is ac-

complished. For the company’s operations to be valuable, milestones must

be elaborated considering that they need to add value to the final product.
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Figure 5.12: Operational Goals and Business Processes Hierarchy

In order to make such discussion more concrete, consider the “Carry out

promotions in Italy” Operation in Figure 5.9 that represents the Operation

responsible for planning the execution of the promotions tactics. Besides

representing an Operation in our framework, “Carry out promotions in

Italy” can be also interpreted as the final state to be achieved by such

Operation, thus originating the “Carry out promotions” Operational Goal

in Figure 5.12(b). This Operational Goal must be refined into operational

milestones that correspond to value-adding responsibilities and therefore,

this refinement yields the “Choose items for promotion”, “Choose promo-

tions price”, etc. Operational Goals in Figure 5.12(b).

Observe also that the level of granularity reached in the representation of

operational goals (i.e., whether the modeler decides to represent role goals

or business process goals) depends on the modeler’s purposes with such
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enterprise model. In other words, if the modeler desires to have the finest-

grained level of representation, the representation may reach the level of

role goals to depict the value adding responsibilities of business processes.

Alternatively, if the intention is to merely represent how the goals of busi-

ness processes are linked to the overall company’s strategy, then the level

of business process goals may be reached. Section 7.4 provides a deeper

discussion about how to refine operational goals and link them to business

processes.

Operational Goals Refinement Rules. AND-refinement. An

AND-refinement is used for structurally decompose a Tactical Goal (opera-

tionalized by a given operation) into intermediate Operational Goals (mile-

stones) necessary for the execution of some tactics. An example of mile-

stones refinement has been provided in Section 5.1.2. OR-refinement.

An Operational goal is OR-refined if there are different alternatives for

achieving the same Operational Goal.

Operational Goals Operationalization and Business Process

Architecture Modeling. As Operational Goals may be achieved by

either roles or business processes, the refinement of Operational Goals fin-

ishes when it is possible to find a business process whose final state corre-

sponds to the Operational Goal under consideration. When a greater level

of granularity should be considered, the refinement may finish when it is

possible to assign roles for the satisfaction of Operational Goals (Figure

5.12(b)).

Besides the representation of business process goals together with their

corresponding business processes, the relations among business processes

need to be represented accordingly. For that, managers have to connect

business processes by means of trigger/information relations to form a

Value Added Chain (VAC) (Section 3.3), i.e., a sequence of activities (busi-

ness processes) conducted by the enterprise to create a product or deliver
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a service.

5.2.5 Guideline G5: Elaborate Situations and Domain Assump-

tions

Situation Modeling. As SWOT analysis intends to spot the conditions

in company’s environment that affect the achievement of its goals and the

nature of this impact, analysts should spot the internal enterprise’s con-

ditions (strengths/weaknesses) and external (opportunities/threats) and

represent them as situations and domain assumptions attached to goals.

In particular, situations may be suitable for devising SWOT factors that

affect the ability of the company to surpass competitors in the Strategic

Layer. In the Tactical Layer, situations may be useful for reasoning about

the applicability of certain tactics in certain specific contexts. In Figure

5.9, one can see the “high demand in automotive industry” as an oppor-

tunity for increasing sales in Germany and the “low availability of steel in

the market” as a threat for increasing the sales in the 3rd year.

5.3 Summary

This chapter introduced the StrategIc ENterprise Architecture (SIENA)

Modeling Language that consists of a Goal and an Operations View for

the respective representation of motivational and behavioral concepts in

strategic enterprise architectures. Within the Goal View, the framework

distinguishes among three layers of abstraction (Strategic, Tactical and

Operational Levels), whereas the Operations View is structured in terms

of four layers of abstraction (Operations Level, BPA - Level 0, BPA -

Level 1 and BPA - Level 2 Levels). Within the Goal View, the framework

distinguishes among goals of various shades (mission, vision, strategic, tac-

tical and operational goals), offering the concepts of refinement dimensions
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and dimensional refinement operators for the refinement of strategic goals,

inspired by data dimensions in data warehouse literature. Within the Op-

erations View, the framework distinguishes among operations and business

processes and their relations. Furthermore, SIENA also includes method-

ological guidelines on how to build such strategic enterprise process models.

Regarding the achievement of the requirements for strategic enterprise

architectures (Chapter 2), the SIENA language achieves the expressiveness

in motivational and behavioral perspectives (R1) and part of the traceabil-

ity between motivational and behavioral perspectives requirements (R2).

Starting with expressiveness in the motivational perspective, SIENA allows

the representation of goals in terms of labeled descriptions (1.1) segmented

in multiple levels of abstraction (strategic, tactical and operational levels)

(1.6). Each goal layer has a target (1.5) to be achieved and distinct time

frames (1.3) in which they need to be accomplished, i.e., strategic goals

are usually long-term (between two and five years), whereas tactical goals

have typically shorter time horizons (usually from one to three years) and

operational goals consists of daily results. Each goal category from the hi-

erarchical level is assigned to some member of the organizational structure

(1.2) responsible for its achievement. Strategic goals are assigned to the

overall organization, while tactical goals are assigned to functional areas

and organization units. In its turn, operational goals are assigned either

to a role or to multiple roles (business process operational goal). Fur-

thermore, SIENA also captures a number of relations among goals, such

as refinements (AND-relations and dimensional refinement operators), al-

ternatives (OR-relations) and partial, qualitative relations (positive and

negative contributions) (2) among the goals of all layers. Factors that im-

pact the achievement of goals are also captured as situations and domain

assumptions (3). The achievement of goal patterns (1.4) sub-requirement

is further explained in Chapter 7.
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In relation to expressiveness in behavioral perspective, SIENA offers the

concepts of operations and business processes (1.2), also capturing the re-

lations among business processes within the business process architecture

(1.3). The achievement of social (1.2) and operational perspective (1.2) of

processes is further explained in Chapter 7. The distinction between oper-

ations and business processes has been motivated by the acknowledgment

that enterprise’s strategies have to be planned in advance (thus motivating

the introduction of the concept of operation) before business processes that

indeed deliver company’s products and services.

The achievement of expressiveness in motivational and behavioral per-

spectives opens up the possibility of also (partially) achieving traceability

between motivational and behavioral perspective with the derivation of op-

erations from tactical goals and business processes from operational goals.

Compared to GORE, EM and motivational and behavioral approaches

(Chapter 4), SIENA advances the state of the art by providing multiple lev-

els of abstraction in goal hierarchies, dimensional refinement operators for

the refinement of strategic goals and the explicit connection between mo-

tivational and behavioral concepts. These three SIENA’s features advance

the state of the art in the representation of motivational and behavioral

modeling in different ways.

First, the existence of goals of multiple levels of abstraction allows the

representation of goal hierarchies like the ones of our motivating exam-

ple (Section 2.2) which cannot be captured by current approaches (i.e.,

GORE, EM and motivational and behavioral approaches (Chapter 4)).

As explained in Section 4.7, GORE approaches (e.g. Tropos, i*) use

the concept of “goals” to capture stakeholders’ interests and requirements

and link them to the technical requirements of the system. For exam-

ple, a stakeholder’s concern in the context of a scheduler meeting sys-

tem could be represented in terms of a goal “Schedule meeting”. En-
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terprise modeling approaches (e.g. ARIS, EKD and ArchiMate) borrow

GORE goals to represent enterprise’s strategic concepts such as “Increase

company’s sales”, whereas motivational and behavioral approaches (e.g.

[111, 1, 72, 185, 109, 117, 116, 165]) borrow GORE goals to represent ei-

ther “strategic goals” or “process goals” (desired state to be achieved by

a certain business process) interchangeably. Consequently, as the three

groups of approaches simply inherit the GORE concept of goal, they can-

not distinguish among multiple levels of abstraction and thus, they cannot

cover the representation of goal hierarchies like our motivating example.

Second, within the three groups of approaches, goals may be decom-

posed into a finer-grained structure by means of AND/OR relationships,

with an AND decomposition supporting a goal to be decomposed in a series

of sub-goals and an OR decomposition allowing analysts to model alter-

native ways of achieving a goal. Partial positive/negative relations may

be also specified in most of the approaches. SIENA incorporates all those

relations, but also proposes the refinement of strategic goals in terms of

refinement dimensions and dimensional refinement operators. The usage

of dimensional refinement operators allows the refinement of strategic goals

in terms of different enterprise’s dimensions, such as time, geographical dis-

tribution of the company and properties of company’s products/services.

Consequently, alternatives to achieve strategic goals differently on each en-

terprise dimension can be expressed (e.g., sales can be increased differently

in different locations where the company operates). In contrast with cur-

rent approaches that can specify different alternatives for achieving goals

with the usage of OR-refinements, SIENA goes further by allowing the

representation of different alternatives for achieving strategic goals for dif-

ferent points of a given refinement dimension.

Third, the explicit connection between motivational and behavioral con-

structs allows SIENA to capture the planning of the achievement of strate-
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gic by means of operations. This connection also allows the derivation of

operational goals from operations and the subsequent derivation of busi-

ness processes and business process architecture from operational goals,

thus capturing how enterprise’s goals are realized by the set of company’s

processes. The interconnections between operations and tactical goals and

business processes and operational goals are also instrumental in the spec-

ification of the implementation of strategic alternatives during the enter-

prise’s planning process. In relation to the current state of the art, al-

though the concept of BPA and its layered structure already exist in BPM

literature [202, 52, 54], it refrains from connecting such BPA with its cor-

responding enterprise’s goals. Very few approaches [116, 136, 165] indeed

recognizes the integration of enterprise’s goals and the BPA, but their hi-

erarchy of goals is very simplistic by simply inheriting the GORE concept

of goal.

In relation to the original publication [29], the following features have

been further refined in this chapter:

1. SIENA’s meta-model and concrete syntax have been specified;

2. As business process and operations had the same concrete syntax,

a differentiation has been proposed in order to allow the graphical

discrimination between both concepts. The concrete syntax of imple-

ments relation (between strategic and tactical goals), dimensional re-

finement operators and AND-refinement (among strategic goals) have

also been differentiated;

3. Relations among business processes have been introduced together

with their respective modeling guidelines, thus allowing the represen-

tation of the BPA;

4. The differentiation of tactical goals between initiatives and established

routines allowed us to specify responsibilities of functional areas that
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either implement strategic goals one single time (initiatives) or re-

sponsibilities that recur (established routines).
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Chapter 6

Planning with Strategic Goals

In order to achieve the requirements discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 2.3)

regarding the development of automated analysis techniques with strategic

enterprise architectures, this chapter introduces an automated reasoning

strategic planning technique that allows the generation of optimum plans

with respect to an objective function for fulfilling strategic goals, taking

into account constraints and scenarios. The content of this chapter is an

updated version of a paper to be submitted [29]. The chapter is organized

as follows: Section 6.1 introduces our strategic planning approach with

the SIENA modeling language using the metal manufacturing example as

a motivating scenario, Section 6.2 depicts the formalization of strategic

goals and their AND/dimensional refinements, whereas Section 6.3 shows

the formalization of optimization goals. Section 6.4 presents the mapping of

strategic planning concepts into the CGM formalism introduced in Chapter

3 (Section 3.4), while Section 6.5 shows two illustrative examples of the

generation of optimum strategic plans using the CGM tool.

6.1 The Strategic Planning Approach

In order to achieve the support for automated reasoning with strategic en-

terprise architectures requirement (R3) described in Section 2.3, this chap-
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ter presents the automated reasoning strategic planning technique (high-

lighted in Figure 6.1 by a red circle) and illustrates the technique in the

metal manufacturing scenario modeled in Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 5.
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Figure 6.1: The Contribution of this Chapter in the Context of the Overall Thesis

The support for automated reasoning with strategic enterprise archi-

tectures requirement (R3) has been elaborated in order to support the

enterprise’s planning process of Section 2.2, Chapter 2. In SIENA, the

enterprise’s planning process starts with the elaboration of strategic goals

that reflect organization’s strategy to achieve success in business (step 1).

For example, starting with the “Increase sales over 3 years” strategic

goal from the metal manufacturing company (Figure 6.2), managers de-

cided to perform a refinement by location (countries) in which the company

operates, thus yielding the “Increase sales in Italy over 3 years”, “Increase

sales in Germany over 3 years” and “Increase sales in France over 3 years”

sub-goals. This dimension has been chosen due to the existence of different
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tactics to increase sales in each country the company operates.

A direct consequence of refining strategic goals in terms of refinement

dimensions is the ability to specify different “solutions” (“tactics” or tac-

tical goals) for the same strategic goal along different points of interest

of a dimension. Therefore, tactical goals are specified by means of im-

plements relations, representing particular ways of fulfilling strategic goals

with the available resources and capabilities of the company. Following in

Figure 6.2, it is possible not only to specify the alternatives for increasing

sales for a given company, but rather, one can explore the alternatives for

increasing sales depending on the country the company operates. There-

fore, managers can increase sales in Italy by opening new sales channels or

through promotions (represented in Figure 6.2 by an implements relation

from the tactical goal to the strategic goal), while in France one can train

new sales staff. Once it is possible to schedule the achievement of tactical

goals, managers create an operation for each tactic. In this context, oper-

ations are in charge of planning the execution of tactics (also depicted in

Figure 6.2).

Following in the planning process, managers elaborated situations that

impact the achievement of goals either positively or negatively (step 2). In

Figure 6.2, a risk of a financial crisis may threaten an increase in sales in

Italy, while the high demand of automotive industry in Germany may be

a favorable situation to increase the metal sales in this country. Further, a

highly trained sales staff in France may also be favorable for this country

in its sales increase.

Once the refinement process of strategic goals has ended and strategic

planning concepts (strategic, tactical goals, operations and situations) have

been specified accordingly, the metal company has a strategic goal model

with several strategic plans (different sets of strategic, tactical goals, oper-

ations and situations) to achieve its strategic goals. In the context of the
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enterprise planning process, the generation of these several strategic plans

corresponds to the identification of strategic alternatives in step 3. For

example, Figure 6.2 depicts a red and blue strategic plans for the achieve-

ment of the top strategic goal “Increase sales over 3 years”. In this context,

our strategic planning approach is interested in: How to automatically find

different ways of satisfying strategic goals, i.e., different strategic plans?
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Figure 6.2: Strategic goals and Strategic Plans

In the remainder of this chapter, we first formalize strategic goals and

their dimensional/AND/OR refinements in Section 6.2. This formaliza-

tion enables us to perform automated strategic planning reasoning with

SIENA models. In Section 6.3, we present the notion of optimization goals
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that allow us to select best strategic plans to achieve strategic goals. Sub-

sequently, as SIENA models from Chapter 5 have no formal semantics

for automated reasoning, we need to either assign our own formal seman-

tics for reasoning or find existing goal-modeling languages with already

well-established semantics for reasoning. In particular, we opted for the

second choice by choosing the Constrained Goal Models (CGM) formalism

described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. Then, we propose a mapping from

strategic planning concepts (strategic, tactical goals, dimensional opera-

tors, etc.) into the CGM formalism in Section 6.4. Finally, we illustrate

our strategic planning automated reasoning with the generation of opti-

mum plans with respect to some objective function for fulfilling strategic

goals in Section 6.5.

6.2 Formal Strategic Goal Models

This section presents the formalization of SIENA’s strategic goals, their

AND/OR/d-refinements and implement relations with the purpose of en-

abling the automated strategic planning reasoning with SIENA models.

In SIENA, strategic goal models span one or more dimensions of the

domain and can be realized differently along different points of each di-

mension (Section 5.1.1). The notion of dimension defines different levels of

granularity at which the planning of strategic goals needs to be conducted.

The dimensional schema is a star-shaped schema where different dimen-

sions are represented by the branches of the star and its center represents

the strategic goal to be viewed at different levels of granularity. Figure 6.3

shows a star schema for the goal “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years”. The

instantiation of this schema along the LOCATION dimension might have

different countries of Europe as instances of countries, below each region

of each country, below the cities of each region and at the bottom layer
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the particular stores in each city. It is interesting to note that a typical

star schema instantiation may be large. For example, an instantiation of

the schema of Figure 6.3 might include O(1K) elements along the PROD-

UCT and LOCATION dimensions, and O(1K) elements along the TIME

dimension. This means that strategic planning needs to be conducted for

up to O(10M) “Increase sales” goals.

"Increase sales by
2% over 3 years"

Depts. Manufacturers Products
PRODUCT

Country Region City StoreYears (YR)

Quartel (Q)

LOCATION

TIM
E

Figure 6.3: A star schema for the “Increase sales” strategic goal

A strategic goal is represented formally as a parameterized goal with one

parameter per dimension. For example, the “Increase sales” goal is repre-

sented as IncrSales(3YR, Europe, AllProducts), where 3YR, Europe, All-

Products are respectively the parameters of the three dimensions spanned

by the goal. To define the goal, we need to express the increase of 2% in

sales for all products throughout Europe over three years. For this, we

assume an indicator “sales” associated with each IncrSales goal and define

IncrSales(3Y R,Europe, AllProducts) =

= 1.02 ∗ sales(now,Europe, AllProducts) (6.1)

The dimensional refinement (d-refinement) conjunctively refines a strate-

gic goal along with a dimension. For example, IncrSales might be refined
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along the LOCATION dimension with specific targets for sales for each

country in Europe, or a subset thereof since there might not be ambitions

for certain countries. When determining targets for the subgoals of a d-

refinement, we want the targets to be based on real past data. As such, we

use a criterion to set metrics for each target calculation for each dimen-

sional subregions over which we are refining. This criterion is selected by

managers following his/her preferences. For example, for IncrSales, sup-

pose we are interested in increasing sales in only three countries (Germany,

France and Italy) and use the growth of the economy last year of each coun-

try (“growth”) as a criterion to estimate the targets for each country. An

alternative criterion, in this case, would be the growth of sales last year of

each country (“growthSales”). Going forward with the first criterion, then:

IncrSales(3Y R,Europe, AllProducts) =

IncrSales(3Y R,Germany,AllProducts),

IncrSales(3Y R, France, AllProducts),

IncrSales(3Y R, Italy, AllProducts)

(6.2)

where

IncrSales(3Y R,Germany,AllProducts) =

=
1

3

growth(Germany)

growth(Germany) + growth(France) + growth(Italy)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now,Germany,AllProducts) (6.3)
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IncrSales(3Y R, France, AllProducts) =

= sales(now + 3Y R, France, AllProducts)

=
1

3

growth(France)

growth(Germany) + growth(France) + growth(Italy)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now, France, AllProducts) (6.4)

IncrSales(3Y R, Italy, AllProducts) =

= sales(now + 3Y R, Italy, AllProducts)

=
1

3

growth(Italy)

growth(Germany) + growth(France) + growth(Italy)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now, Italy, AllProducts) (6.5)

Here, the third line of equations (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) corresponds to the

normalization factor that allocates to each country a sales growth nor-

malized by the size of economic growth of the corresponding country last

year. Figure 6.4(b) shows the refinement by LOCATION, using equa-

tion (6.3), with the actual growth of economy last year (“growth”) cri-

terion: growth(Germany) = 2%, growth(France) = 1% and growth(Italy)

= 0.5% and current sales as: sales(now, Germany, AllProducts) = 10000,

sales(now, France, AllProducts) = 7000 and sales(now, Italy, AllProducts)

= 7000. For example, using equation (6.3), IncrSales(3YR, Germany, All-

Products) has a target value of 1942.85, which is a targeted increase of

19.42% in sales over the current value (sales(now, Germany, AllProducts)

= 10000)(depicted in Figure 6.4(b)). Currently, although these numbers

are manually acquired together with their corresponding calculations, we

intend to automatically generate goal refinements and check their consis-

tency.

Orthogonal to this d-refinement, one may want to d-refine IncrSales
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along the TIME dimension using expected growth of the economy of each

country (“expGrowth”) as criterion

IncrSales(3Y R,Europe, AllProducts) =

IncrSales(Y R1, Europe, AllProducts),

IncrSales(Y R2, Europe, AllProducts),

IncrSales(Y R3, Europe, AllProducts)

(6.6)

where

IncrSales(Y R1, Europe, AllProducts) =

=
1

3

expGrowth(Y R1)

expGrowth(Y R1) + expGrowth(Y R2) + expGrowth(Y R3)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now,Europe, AllProducts) (6.7)

IncrSales(Y R2, Europe, AllProducts) =

= sales(now + 2Y R,Europe, AllProducts)

=
1

3

expGrowth(Y R2)

expGrowth(Y R1) + expGrowth(Y R2) + expGrowth(Y R3)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now,Europe, AllProducts) (6.8)

IncrSales(Y R3, Europe, AllProducts) =

= sales(now + 3Y R,Europe, AllProducts)

=
1

3

expGrowth(Y R3)

expGrowth(Y R1) + expGrowth(Y R2) + expGrowth(Y R3)
∗

1.02 ∗ sales(now,Europe, AllProducts) (6.9)

Analogously, we have normalized growth targets per year by using the

expGrowth for each country criterion. Figure 6.4(c) shows the refine-
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ment by TIME, using equation (6.7), with the actual expGrowth crite-

ria: expGrowth(YR1) = 0.6622%, expGrowth(YR2) = 0.6622% and exp-

Growth(YR3) = 0.6622% and current sales as: sales(now, Europe, AllProd-

ucts) = 20000. In this case, we have considered a uniform expected growth

of the economy (expGrowth) each year and its value (0.6622%) has been

calculated using the compound interest formula V = P*(1+expGrowth)y.

With this value in hands, in equation (6.7), IncrSales(YR1, Europe, All-

Products) has the target value of 2266.66, which is targeted increase of

11.33% in sales over the current value (considering that sales(YR1, Eu-

rope, AllProducts) = 20000)(depicted in Figure 6.4(c)).
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Figure 6.4: Strategic Goals, Dimensional Refinements and Properties Heritage
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As presented in Section 5.1.1, besides d-refinements, strategic goals can

also be AND/OR-refined and implemented by tactical goals. In this con-

text, a problem that arises is how to accommodate d-refinements and

AND/OR/implement relations for strategic goals. In SIENA, by d-refining

a strategic goal G(X,Y,Z) into G1(X1,Y1,Z1), ... , GN(XN ,YN ,ZN) and also

AND-refining/OR-refining/implementing the same goal into G’1, G’2, ... ,

G’M , the second refinement (i.e., G’1,G’2, ...,G’M) inheres by default the

properties of G1(X1,Y1,Z1), ... , GN(XN ,YN ,ZN). More concretely, if we

d-refine IncrSales into G1 = “Increase sales by 11.33% in year 1”, G2 =

“Increase sales by 11.33% in year 2”, G3 = “Increase sales by 11.33% in

year 3”, and also implement it into using (tactical goals) G’1 = “Increase

sales by opening new sales channels”, G’2 = “Increase sales by training sales

staff”, G’3 = “Increase sales through promotions”, then the sub-goals G’1,

G’2 and G’3 inhere the properties of G1, G2, G3, unless the analyst chooses

to override it for some reason. In this particular case, G’1, G’2 and G’3

inhere the property “year 1”, “year 2” and “year 3” from G1, G2 and G3,

respectively. Fig. 6.4(c) depicts this example of refinements inheritance

with tactical goals inhering the properties of strategic goals. Further, the

analyst chose to prune some tactical goals, thus applying a specific tactic

for each year due to trends revealed by past real data. Therefore, “Increase

sales in year 2 by opening new sales channels” and “Increase sales in year 3

by opening new sales channels” have been pruned (and similarly, the other

tactics for the other years.)

The same rationale applies if two orthogonal d-refinements are per-

formed successively, i.e., the subgoals of d-refinement1 inheres the prop-

erties of d-refinement2 and vice versa. Obviously, inheritance of a refine-

ment includes the criterion associated with the refinement. For instance,

since expGrowth is the criterion for the TIME d-refinement above, when

it is inherited by IncrSales(3YR, Germany, AllProducts), IncrSales(3YR,
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France, AllProducts), IncrSales(3YR, Italy, AllProducts) respectively, it

will generate three subgoals for each one of them and use expGrowth to

normalize targets for these subgoals. Figure 6.4(d) illustrates the result

of two successive d-refinements of “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years”. In

the first d-refinement by TIME (not depicted in 6.4(d)), equation (6.7) is

used with the respective expGrowth criteria, thus generating the follow-

ing sub-goals G1 = “Increase sales by 11.33% in year 1”, G2 = “Increase

sales by 11.33% in year 2”, G3 = “Increase sales by 11.33% in year 3”.

In the second d-refinement by LOCATION, the d-refinement inherited the

expGrowth criterion from the first d-refinement and yielded the nine sub-

goals depicted in Figure 6.4(d). In this case, in order to calculate the

respective weights of each country in each year, each factor from the right

side from equation (6.2) (i.e., IncrSales(3YR, Germany, AllProducts), In-

crSales(3YR, France, AllProducts), IncrSales(3YR, Italy, AllProducts)) is

substituted in each factor of the right side of equation (6.4).Therefore,

this new equation (not depicted here) has nine factors like IncrSales(YR1,

Germany, AllProducts), requiring one to estimate the expected economy

growth (expGrowth criteria) of each country in each of the three years (i.e.,

expGrowth(YR1, Germany, AllProducts) should be estimated for all coun-

tries in each of the three years). For simplification purposes, in order to

calculate IncrSales(YR1, Germany, AllProducts), we have considered that

the increase in sales in Germany of 19.42% should be uniformly distributed

across the three years. Therefore, using the compound interest formula V

= P*(1+r)y, we have that: 1.1942 sales = sales*(1+expGrowth(YR1, Ger-

many, AllProducts))3, which yields expGrowth(YR1, Germany, AllProd-

ucts) = 60.94% (depicted in Figure 6.4(d)). Observe also that contrasting

with previous example (Fig. 6.4(c)) in which some goals have been pruned

based on trends of past real data, the two successive d-refinements here

yielded nine sub-goals.
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Observe that d-refinements in Figures 6.4(b) and 6.4(c) used growth

and expGrowth criteria respectively for d-refinements, whereas in Figure

6.4(d), expGrowth has been used successively for the two d-refinements,

with the second d-refinement inhering the expGrowth criterion from the

first d-refinement. Note also that, since criteria are inherited along with

their d-refinements, d-refining with respect to ref1then ref2 will result in

the same sub-subgoals as when d-refining with respect to ref2 and then

ref1. However, this is not the case if the analyst overrides inheritance of

ref1 or ref2.

The refinement process (with defaults) can end when a given strategic

goal has reached leaf elements for all points of interest of the dimensions

spanned by the goal, or when this strategic goal spans regions that are

sufficiently uniform so that they do not require further refinements. For

example, if Italy is deemed sufficiently uniform to admit one tactical solu-

tion for all its subregions (provinces and stores)(e.g. “Train sales staff”),

then the analyst does not need to drill further down in the planning. Con-

sequently, the estimate given above of the number of tactical plans that

need to be generated is a worst case bound, when there is too much vari-

ance from subregion to subregion for each dimension, so that planning has

to reach the finest granularity supported by each dimension.

6.3 Optimization Goals

In order to differentiate among strategic plans, assigning them quantitative

values and thus enabling the ranking of strategic plans, the framework for

formal strategic goal models also includes optimization goals. For exam-

ple, we may be interested in a strategic plan for achieving IncrSales that

minimizes expenses, or maximizes profits. We express such goals as

OPT [cost, IncrSales(3Y R,Europe, AllProducts)] (6.10)
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OR

OPT [profits, IncrSales(3Y R,Europe, AllProducts)] (6.11)

Therefore, each optimization goal is defined relative to an attribute (or

a linear combination thereof) and a strategic goal. Note that in order to

generate optimum plans, we need to have values for these attributes for

every tactical goal used to realize a strategic goal for all leaf-level regions.

For our example, this means that we know (estimated) costs and profits for

opening new stores, training sales forces and having promotions. Further

than the definition of optimization goals to enable an automated approach

using CGMs, we also need to map strategic planning concepts into the

CGM formalism which is described in next section.

6.4 Formal Reasoning with Strategic Goals using CGM

This section describes the approach for specifying SIENA’s strategic plan-

ning concepts discussed in Sections 5.1.1, 6.2 and 6.3 using the CGM for-

malism. This specification enables us to use CGMs for automatically se-

lecting the best strategic plans (in CGM terminology, optimum strategic

plans) for strategic goal models.

6.4.1 Specify Strategic Planning Concepts in CGM

The approach starts by mapping the concepts mentioned in Sections 5.1.1

and 6.2 to the CGM formalism with the purpose of providing formal CGM

semantics for such modeling constructs. Those concepts are strategic

and tactical goals, dimensional refinements, AND/OR-refinements, posi-

tive and negative (+/++/-/–) contributions, implements relations, opera-

tions and situations.
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Strategic, Tactical Goals, AND/OR/d-refinements, Implements

Relation. In Section 6.2, the strategic planning process starts with the

specification of strategic goals and their subsequent refinements in terms of

AND/OR/d-refinements until finding tactical goals that implement points

of each dimension. This idea is very similar to the progressive refine-

ment of the CGM root goal into intermediate goals and therefore, every

top strategic goal is specified as a CGM root goal, while its strategic sub-

goals and tactical goals correspond to intermediate goals in CGM. Both

in SIENA and CGM, the process of goal refinement ends when no decom-

position is required and the goal can be executed. Therefore, operations

in SIENA correspond to a CGM task as both concepts refer to the low-

est level of refinement in a goal tree. Regarding relations among goals,

AND/d-refinements are mapped into one CGM refinement, while alter-

native AND/d-refinements (OR) of the same strategic goal are mapped

into multiple CGM refinements. Each implements relation is mapped into

a CGM refinement to depict that a strategic goal is implemented by a

conjunction of different tactics.

Positive and Negative (+/++/−/−−) Contributions. Besides dif-

ferent types of refinements, SIENA’s positive and negative (+/++/−/−−)

contributions must be also specified accordingly in CGM. In this context,

unlike AND/OR/d-refinements that can be straightforwardly mapped to

CGM refinements, positive and negative contributions exist in both frame-

works but carry slightly divergent semantics. In SIENA, partial +/- contri-

butions encompass qualitative and quantitative relations that denote that

one goal contributes positively/negatively towards the satisfaction of the

other goal (respectively), whereas full ++/−− contributions denote re-

spectively that one goal entails the satisfaction/denial of the other goal.

This semantics is commonly found in many GORE frameworks [93, 65]

for systematically reasoning about the satisfaction of goals based on label
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propagation algorithms [65] (See Section 4.5.5, Chapter 4). In contrast,

GMG contribution edges (++) and conflict edges (−−) are constraints

that state that if one goal is part of one solution, the other goal must be

in the solution set (contribution edges) or must not be in the solution set

(conflict edge).

Hence, for representing SIENA’s full contributions in CGM, even with

the aforementioned semantic differences, we directly mapped ++/−− in

SIENA to ++/−− CGM relations by considering that in both frameworks

the existence of one goal entails the full satisfaction of the other one. In

contrast, the lack of partial relations in CGM does not allow us to directly

map such relations in both frameworks. Therefore, we have considered

three possible mappings from SIENA partial relations to CGM. These three

possibilities are depicted in Table 6.1.

SIENA CGM

1
+ ++

− ++

2
+ ++

− −−

3
+

Ignore the existence of +/- partial relations−

Table 6.1: Mapping between SIENA and CGM partial relations

The first possibility basically maps both SIENA +/- relations to contri-

bution links (++) in CGM, while the second possibility consists in applying

the same semantic rules applied for the case of full contributions (i.e., +

are translated to ++ while − are translated to −−). In the third type of

tests, no translations have been considered.

In order to test the possible mappings of Table 6.1, we selected a number

of SIENA models in which we have represented positive/negative contri-

butions. With these models in hands, our intention was to investigate the
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Ref1

G3

G5G4

Ref3Ref2

(a) (b)

(c)

Ref3 Ref4

++

Mapping 1

++ ++

++

Figure 6.5: Mapping from SIENA Partial +/- Contributions to CGM ++ Links

Mapping 2

G1

G2 G3 G5G4

Ref1 Ref2

++

(a)

*+*

G1

G2 G3

Ref1

++

G4

G5 G6

Ref2

(b)

Ref3 Ref4

*+*

G1

G2

Ref1

G3

G5G4

Ref3Ref2

(c)

++ *+*

Figure 6.6: Mapping from SIENA Partial +/- Contributions to CGM ++/– Links (re-

spectively)

possible different configurations in which positive/negative contributions

may appear in SIENA models and the implications of such configurations

in the reasoning results generated by CGM. Then, we started with the

first mapping of Table 6.1 (line 1) by mapping SIENA partial contribu-

tions (+/-) to CGM contributions (++) for every model. After that, each

CGM model has been executed in the CGM tool to test the consistency

of reasoning results. On the basis of multiple tests with CGM models,

we concluded that the three possible configurations of contributions that

may exist in a CGM representation are depicted in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 (or

combinations thereof).

In order to actually test the possible mappings, we start with the three

CGM models depicted in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 and apply the three possible

mappings of Table 6.1 in each model. More specifically, Fig. 6.5 shows
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Model Possible

Realizations

(SIENA +/-

mapped to CGM

++)(mapping 1)

Possible

Realizations

(SIENA +/-

mapped to CGM

++/–)(mapping 2)

Possible Realizations

(SIENA +

dropped)(mapping

3)

(a)
G1G2G3 G1G2G3 G1G2G3

- - G1G4G5

(b)

G1G3 and G4G5 G1G3 and G4G5 G1G2 and G4G5

- - G1G2 and G4G6

- - G1G3 and G4G5

- - G1G3 and G4G6

(c)
G1G2G3G4 G1G2G3G5 G1G2G3G4

G1G2G3G5 - G1G2G3G5

Table 6.2: Mapping between SIENA and CGM partial relations

the results of the application of the first mapping in the three models (i.e.,

SIENA +/- are mapped to CGM ++), while Fig. 6.6 shows the results

of the application of the second mapping in the three models (i.e., SIENA

+/- are mapped to CGM ++/–, respectively). Subsequently, we manually

generate the CGM reasoning results that are expected according to the

configuration of each model. The possible reasoning results (realizations)

manually generated for the three mapping are depicted in Table 6.2. Fi-

nally, we test the expected results (realizations) in the CGM tool to verify

whether the results of the manual generation are correct.

After we performed such process, we analyze the results of Table 6.2. As

can be observed in this table, every model from Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 have more

possible realizations when CGM contributions (++) and conflict (–) links

are removed (evidenced by more realizations in the rightmost column of

Table 6.2). Furthermore, CGM links constrain the number of realizations

in such a way that most of the examples of Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 have just one

possible realization in Table 6.2 for mappings 1 and 2. With such results
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in hands, we conclude that CGM contribution/conflict links constrain the

number of possible realizations that can be selected by CGM in such way,

that in most of the cases, there is just one possible realization. As the

usage of CGM solver intends to select among multiple solutions and CGM

links drastically reduce the number of feasible solutions, we lose one of the

most prominent benefits of using the CGM approach. Consequently, we

have opted for dropping SIENA +/- contributions in the translation to

CGM, simply ignoring the existence of such relations in the mapping of

SIENA to CGM.

Situations and SWOT Relations. The specification of situations re-

quires a more careful treatment due to a divergence of design principles

that drove the creation of SIENA and CGM frameworks. In SIENA mod-

els, situations are represented with the purpose of determining the impacts

they have on strategic goals and strategic plans. In their representation,

they are elements which are not part of any refinement goal tree, i.e., they

are not further refined into other elements and they are not leaf levels of any

tree, but rather, they are represented as elements linked to goals by SWOT

relations. As they are not further refined into any other elements, an initial

mapping considered situations as CGM leaf goals since leaf goals represent

the lowest level of refinement in CGM. Although this mapping intuitively

seems to be straightforward, the first attempt with formal reasoning with

the CGM tool issued a compiling error, indicating that situations are leaf

elements of an inexistent refinement tree. In fact, this decision is not ad-

missible from the CGM point of view since requirements trees (goals) must

always start by a root goal and the tool is responsible for finding alterna-

tive refinements to achieve mandatory root goals. Therefore, in a second

attempt, we made a second mapping with situations as CGM root goals

following a suggestion provided by the CGM tool. In principle, although

the mapping seems to be counterintuitive from the SIENA point of view,
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CGM successfully accommodates such representation because root goals

(situations) are the most basic level of a refinement tree and is subject to

further refinement (although the modeler should not refine them in this

case). Concerning the SWOT relations that situations may have towards

goals, we restrict our interpretation to strengths and opportunities rela-

tions, leaving as future work weaknesses and threats. Therefore, strengths

and opportunities relations are represented by means of CGM contribution

edges of situations towards goals. As the semantics of contribution edges

states that if the source goal is satisfied then the target goal must be also

satisfied, this semantics is used to interpret that, if one situation is included

in a given analysis, the goals targeted by that situation should be also in

the realization.

For the purposes of the strategic planning activity, it is usually difficult

to foresee how isolated situations may affect goals, and rather, managers

are interested in determining how the whole business environment might

evolve, especially in the presence of complex or rapid changes. In order

to cope with uncertainty, managers usually carry out scenarios analyses

by building detailed and plausible views (scenarios) about how the busi-

ness environment of the company might develop in the future [34]. In our

approach, scenarios are represented as a set of situations {s1, s2, ..., sn}
that represent the company context similarly in [126]. Scenario analysis is

carried out separately by marking the situations {s1, s2, ..., sn} of the cor-

responding scenario as true by means of CGM user’s assertions to indicate

they are active in a given analysis. For the situations that pertain to other

scenarios, no further users’ assertions have to be performed. Table 6.3

depicts the corresponding mapping between SIENA and CGM concepts.
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SIENA CGM

Top Strategic Goal Root goal

Strategic Goal Intermediate goal

Dimensional Refinement Operator Refinement (for each

dimension)

AND-refinement (among Strategic

Goals)

Refinement

Implement (between Strategic and

Tactical Goal)

Each implement relation is

mapped to one Refinement

Tactical Goal Intermediate goals

Operationalize relation (between

Tactical Goal and Operation)

Refinement

Situation Root goal

SWOT relations between Situations

(S) and Goals (G)

Contribution Edge (S
++−−→ G)

Table 6.3: Mapping between SIENA and CGM concepts

6.4.2 Specify Objective Functions and Strategic Planning Con-

straints into CGM

In the discussion about optimization goals (Section 6.3), we have argued

that one may want to find optimum plans with respect to different at-

tributes, e.g. strategic plans that minimize costs or maximize profits in

order to increase sales. Therefore, we need to assign some quantitative

values for the attributes of each strategic plan so that we can define the

notion of optimum strategic plan. In our case, as CGM requires modelers

to assign values to leaf goals, our strategic planning activity assigns values

to operations to select the optimum realization.

A natural question concerns the sources of such numerical values. In

Management literature [34], quality is usually expressed by an objective

function to be maximized (profit, product quality, speed of service, utility)

or minimized (cost, loss, risk, etc). In our approach, we assign the corre-
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sponding estimated cost of execution of operations and use the notion of

“cheapest strategic plan” to execute as the optimum solution (i.e., mini-

mize (cost of operations)). In order to implement such solution in CGM,

we create a numerical variable {cost1, ... , costk} for each operation {op1,

... , opk}, respectively. As it is possible to create variables for other factors

(loss, utility, etc.) and define multiple objective functions lexicographically

organized, we also assigned the estimated execution time for execution of

operations, thus creating the variables {workingTime1, ... , workingTimek}
for each operation, in the same fashion of costs. We also used the notion of

“fastest strategic plan” to be executed. Fig. 6.7(a) depicts the cost of ex-

ecution (in millions) and the time for duration (in years) of the operations

of our strategic goal model.

In addition to objective functions, we also need to elaborate on the

constraints our strategic plan is subject to. Constraints may be of several

types like technical, physical, environmental and stem from a variety of

sources, such as limited resources, contractual obligations, particularities

of the domain, etc. In our case, we defined ranges for costs of operations

(e.g. 1000 > cost > 200) (in millions) and time limits (workingTime < 8)

(in years) for operations execution (depicted in Fig. 6.7(a)).

6.5 Illustrative Example

In order to illustrate our strategic planning approach, Figures 6.7 and

6.8 shows two strategic goal models resulted from the application of the

mapping rules described in Section 6.4 enriched with constraints and nu-

merical values. With both strategic goal model in hands, our intention is

to illustrate our strategic planning approach with the generation of differ-

ent strategic plans on the basis of strategic goals. In order to depict the

generation of strategic plans, we have performed a number of tests using
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Scenario Configuration Constraints Objective Functions

(lexicographically

organized)

1 Generation of Strategic

Plans

(200 < cost < 1000) (in

millions)

(workingTime < 8) (in

years)

minimize(cost)

minimize(workingTime)

2 Generation of Strategic

Plans in Specific Scenarios

(200 < cost < 1000) (in

millions)

(workingTime < 8) (in

years)

s2, s5, s6 (scenario1)

marked as true by

means of user’s

assertions

minimize(cost)

minimize(workingTime)

Table 6.4: Types of Tests Performed Using CGM

two configurations depicted in Table 6.4 and discussed along this section.

In the first configuration, operations in the strategic goal model have

cost and duration (cost and workingTime variables). Further, as managers

are interested in generating strategic plans that cost between 1000 and 200

million and last less than 8 years, we attached the respective constraints

(200 < cost < 1000) (in millions) and time limits (workingTime < 8) (in

years) for operations execution. Finally, managers are also interested in

strategic plans with minimal cost and time duration (thus, we have used

lexicographically organized objective functions like minimize(cost) AND

minimize(workingTime)). Figure 6.7(a) depicts a strategic plan generated

by CGM that satisfies all the constraints. An interpretation of such re-

sults states that there exists a strategic plan (in red) that satisfies all the

constraints and also achieves the top strategic goal “Increase sales by 3%

over 2 years”. This strategic plan consists of increasing sales in Germany

by 2.3% AND increasing sales in Italy by 5.8%. Figure 6.7(a.1) depicts the
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same strategic plan of Figure 6.7(a) as a CGM screenshot for illustrative

purposes.

Still in the first configuration, we have used the same strategic goal

model with stronger constraints. In this case, the ranges for cost of opera-

tions have been maintained but the duration of strategic plans have been

reduced for workingTime < 5 (in years). Figure 6.7(a.2) depicts a screen-

shot from the CGM tool indicating the non-existence of strategic plans that

satisfy the constraints. In this case, as it does not exist strategic plans that

satisfy all the constraints, the tool highlights (in yellow) the strategic plans

that could potentially be selected and indicates the encountered problems

that prevent them to be chosen as a solution (UNSAT Core Extraction

tab).

Increase(
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Figure 6.7: Generation of alternatives strategic plans in CGM

The first configuration revealed that imposition of strong constraints

may lead to the generation of no strategic plans (e.g., no plans have been

generated with the constraint workingTime < 5). In theory, the genera-
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tion of strategic plans together with scenario analysis would be even more

limited since not all strategic plans that satisfy the constraints can be part

of the solution, but only those strategic plans for active scenarios can be

generated. In face of such observations, we initially used the same strategic

goal model of Figure 6.7(a) enriched with situations and tried to generate

strategic plans for specific scenarios. Unfortunately, no strategic plans have

been generated with such constraints.

Consequently, we elaborated a more complex strategic goal model with

the same constraints used in the first configuration and enriched the model

with a set situations s1, ..., s6. In the second configuration, we simulated

a scenario of financial crisis (scenario1) that should be active during the

generation of strategic plan by marking s2 = “Sudden spike of metal cost”,

s5= “Low demand of steel in market”, s6 = “Economic downturn” as

true by means of user’s assertions. Figure 6.8(a) shows the strategic goal

model with constraints, active situations (circled in red) and the generated

strategic plan (in red). Tests with scenario analysis have been useful also

for the selection of plans when there is more than one admissible plan

according to the constraints. For example, with the constraints of Fig.

6.8(a), two plans are eliminated (one plan does not satisfy cost constraint,

other does not satisfy the workingTime constraint and the third one does

not satisfy the minimize(cost) objective function). In face of that, there

are two possible plans. By marking s2, s5, s6 as mandatory, the solver has

just one plan (depicted in Fig. 6.8(a) in red).

Finally, when there exist multiple optimum strategic plans, the CGM

solver does not depict all possible optimum plans, but rather just one

admissible plan. Since there is potentially an exponential number of op-

timum solutions, the graphical representation of multiple optimum plans

would not make sense. Therefore, our approach is bounded by such aspect

of CGM to depict just one optimum strategic plan.
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Figure 6.8: Generation of alternatives strategic plans in CGM in a scenario of financial

crisis

6.6 Summary

This chapter proposed a formal representation of strategic goals and au-

tomated reasoning technique for strategic planning that consists of the

generation of optimum strategic plans to achieve strategic goals on the

basis of objective functions, constraints and scenarios.

In order to do that, based on the concepts of SIENA’s strategic goals

and their dimensional refinement operators, we have proposed a formal-

ization of strategic goals, how to d-refine them in terms of refinement di-

mensions and how to accommodate d-refinements and other relations of
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strategic goals (AND/OR-refinements and implement-relations) with such

d-refinements. Once strategic goals have been formally specified, strategic

planning concepts are mapped into the CGM formalism in order to gener-

ate optimum strategic plans on the basis of objective functions, constraints

and scenarios.

Regarding the achievement of the requirements for strategic enterprise

architectures (Chapter 2), our strategic planning approach fully addresses

support for automated reasoning with strategic enterprise architectures

(R3) requirement, with an exception for control and evaluation of imple-

mented strategic alternatives. We initially formalize strategic goals, their

dimensional refinement operators, AND/OR refinements and implements

relation, thus providing SIENA’s specifications with formal rigor (R3.1).

Further, our automated reasoning technique supports the execution of the

several steps of the planning process (R3.2) in the following ways. First,

the formalization of strategic goals and their dimensional refinement op-

erators enables the reasoning with goals in multiple levels of abstraction

(strategic and tactical goals)(R3.2.1). In its turn, our strategic planning

approach allows the identification of strategic alternatives and generation

of optimum strategic alternatives (strategic plans) that explore enterprise

variability and constraints (R3.2.3). Second, the mapping of situations and

domain assumptions to CGM modeling constructs enables us to perform

realization of scenario analysis which corresponds to the assessment of en-

vironment and their impacts on the achievement of strategic goals (R3.2.2).

Support for control and evaluation of implemented strategic alternatives

(R3.2.4) is not achieved in this thesis.

In comparison with the current state of the art in goal-based reason-

ing techniques, GORE approaches (Section 4.5.5) represent stakeholders’

motivations for a target software system as goals models that can be sub-

sequently used as the starting point for the generation of system require-
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ments. In terms of reasoning with such goal models, as described in Sec-

tion 4.7, GORE forward techniques quantify the level of satisfaction of

top system goals depending on alternative system designs [65, 86], whereas

GORE backward reasoning techniques can recommend which designs to

select [179, 142, 115] (in particular, the CGM approach used in this chap-

ter is able to find the optimum set of subgoals to achieve a given root

goal). Although GORE techniques allow one to perform advanced reason-

ing with goal models, their scope relies on the evaluation/generation of

system designs, not strategic plans like our strategic planning approach in

this chapter.

Enterprise modeling approaches like BIM, ARIS, EKD and ArchiMate

(Section 4.5.5) allow one to define strategic concerns (e..g “Increase sales”)

using GORE goals and to infer the satisfaction of such goals by means of

GORE forward/backward reasoning techniques. However, such approaches

neither distinguish among multiple levels of abstraction for goals nor pro-

vide a modeling construct as our dimensional refinement operator. Con-

sequently, they cannot explore such primitives in reasoning, entailing no

automated support for the enterprise planning process. The only excep-

tions are backward reasoning techniques (BIM, i*) and [126] that pro-

vide partial support by the enterprise planning process. For instance, in

backward reasoning techniques (BIM, i*), different strategies are generated

using GORE backward algorithms [179], thus allowing the generation of

strategic alternatives (requirement R3.2.3), but goals of different shades

are not addressed (requirement R3.2.1). In [126], business strategies are

systematically analyzed in different scenarios (set of situations) (require-

ment R3.2.3) in a framework for stress testing that builds on top of BIM,

but strategic alternatives cannot be generated (requirement 3.2.3).

Similarly, motivational and behavioral approaches (Liaskos et al. [120],

Bryl et al. [20, 21], Asnar et al. [6], Lapouchnian et al. [117], Greenwood et
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al. [72, 73], Lapouchnian et al. [116] and Morrison et al. [136]) also do not

recognize the existence of an integrated hierarchy of goals and enterprise

variability in terms of products/services, time or geographical distribu-

tion. Consequently, they also do not address such features in automated

reasoning. In contrast, our strategic planning approach generates optimum

strategic plans (according to some objective function) for achieving strate-

gic goals, exploring different dimensions of the company like time, location

and product/service.

The advent of SIENA’s multiple levels of abstraction and dimensional re-

finement operators opens us the possibility of generating alternative strate-

gic plans based on different dimensions of the enterprise. For example, in

traditional goal analysis, for a “Increase sales” goal, one can represent

two alternatives like “Increase sales by promotions” OR “Increase sales by

training sales force”, but no variability with respect to the enterprise di-

mensions like products/services, time or geographical distribution can be

explored (e.g., “Increase sales by promotions in Italy” or “Increase sales

of metal tables by training sales force”). In contrast, SIENA allows the

selection of different tactics (promotions, salesforce training) for distinct

enterprise dimensions (time, location and product/service) (e.g. promo-

tions in Italy or salesforce training for metal products) to achieve strategic

goals.

Other interesting SIENA feature is the possibility of performing scenario

analysis (environmental analysis) during the enterprise planning activity

(in this context, only the BIM framework and [126] reason with situations

and domain assumptions as environmental factors). This is also an ad-

vantage as it allows one to generate strategic plans on the basis of the

likelihood of certain business scenarios to happen. Finally, the usage of

CGM formalism was also instrumental to our strategic planning approach,

as it allows the generation of strategic plans that obey certain environmen-
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tal constraints and properties (e.g. strategic plans with minimum cost).

This feature is not addressed in reasoning by any enterprise architecture

approach, to the best of our knowledge.
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Chapter 7

Azzurra Modeling Language

This chapter introduces the Azzurra modeling language which is used as a

sub-language for the representation of the control-flow of business processes

within the BPA - Level 1 Layer of the SIENA Modeling Framework. Fur-

thermore, this chapter also completes the strategic planning approach by

generating the BPA and business process’ control-flow specified in Azzurra

from SIENA’s operational goals. The Azzurra modeling language is part

of the published paper [36], in which the first author of this thesis re-wrote

the full paper based on previous ideas and included some new content un-

der the supervision of her co-authors (more specifically, the role of the first

author of this thesis is explained in Section 1.8). The chapter is organized

as follows: Section 6.1 further advances our strategic planning approach

with the SIENA modeling language using the metal manufacturing exam-

ple as a motivating scenario. Section 7.2 introduces the Azzurra modeling

language, describing its abstract syntax, concrete syntax and runtime se-

mantics, whereas Section 7.4 completes our strategic planning approach

by generating the business process’ control-flow specified in Azzurra from

SIENA’s operational goals.
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7.1 The Strategic Planning Approach

In order to achieve traceability between motivational and behavioral per-

spectives requirement (R2) described in Section 2.3, this chapter presents

the Azzurra Modeling Language (highlighted in Figure 7.1 by a red circle).

In particular, we present Azzurra’s abstract syntax (using the Extended

Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) notation), concrete syntax (graphical nota-

tion) and runtime semantics. Furthermore, we finish our strategic plan-

ning approach by generating the BPA and business process’ control-flow

specified in Azzurra from SIENA’s operational goals.

SIENA Modeling Framework CGM Modeling 
Tool

Formal 
Reasoning 
Technique

Evaluation Activities
* Evaluation against 

requirements
*Evaluation using real-

world case study
* Comparison with 

ArchiMate

Evaluation Activities
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Modeling Tool

supported
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methodological support
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Language
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Language
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commitments/protocols 

and provide 
methodological support

Figure 7.1: The Contribution of this Chapter in the Context of the Overall Thesis

While Chapter 5 has presented the overall SIENA Modeling Language

together with its concrete syntax and semantics, Chapter 6 introduced our
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general approach to strategic enterprise architectures. In Chapter 6, our

strategic planning approach started with the formal specification and re-

finement of strategic goals in terms of their AND/d-refinements. With such

specification in hands, the approach generated optimum strategic plans to

achieve strategic goals under certain constraints and likelihood of occur-

rence of business scenarios. Figure 7.2 shows a strategic plan in red to

achieve the top strategic goal “Increase sales by 3% over 2 years”. As

can be noticed from this figure, although our automated reasoning tech-

nique can generate optimum strategic plans to achieve strategic goals, such

strategic plans reach the level of operations. As a consequence, in order

to ensure the achievement of strategic goals, business processes and the

BPA have to modeled accordingly. In this context, our overall approach is

interested in: How to derive business processes and the BPA starting from

Operations?

In Chapter 5 (Section 5.2), our approach described the elaboration of

operational goals by refining the tactical goal that corresponds to the final

state to be achieved by a given operation into intermediate milestones

that compose such operation. For example, starting with the “Carry out

promotions in Italy” operation in Figure 7.2, the final state to be achieved

by such operation corresponds to the tactical goal that should be refined

(in this case, “Carry out promotions in Italy”) to acquire the operational

goals that compose such operation. Therefore, starting from “Carry out

promotions in Italy” operation and applying the rules for operational goals

elaboration from Section 5.2 would result in the operational goal model

and BPA for promotions depicted in Figure 7.3. Although the guideline

for operational goals elaboration state that their refinement finishes when

it is possible to find a business process whose final state corresponds to

the operational goal under consideration or when it is possible to assign

roles for the satisfaction of Operational Goals, the guidelines refrains from
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Figure 7.2: Strategic Plan Generated with Automated Reasoning Technique (Chapter 6)

specifying how the control-flow of business processes is derived from the

operational goals.

In the remainder of this chapter, we refine the rules for the elaboration

and operationalization of operational goals from Section 5.2 in order to
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Figure 7.3: Operational Goals From Strategic Plan Generated with Automated Reasoning

Technique (Chapter 6)

generate the control-flow of business processes in our strategic planning

approach. For that, we present the Azzurra Modeling Language in Section

7, a modeling language for the representation of business processes in social

terms that abstracts from the representation of operational and technical

details. In order to perform such shift in the representation focus, Azzurra

adopts the notion of social commitment [184] among actors in a business

process as the fundamental business process abstraction. Commitment

protocols [207] are then used to represent business processes as a protocol

in which commitments explicitly capture the social responsibilities of actors
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towards each other.

Due to its representation focus on social primitives, Azzurra allows a

seamless transition from goals to business process models and therefore,

the language is used in the context of our strategic planning approach in

order to represent the control-flow of business processes. Subsequently, we

present our approach for deriving Azzurra models for the representation of

process control-flow in the BPA - Level 1 Layer from operational goals in

SIENA in Section 7.4.

7.2 The Azzurra Modeling Language

This section presents Azzurra’s syntax in terms of Extended Backus-Naur

Form (EBNF) notation together with its runtime semantics. The syntax

is presented in Table 7.1 and illustrated in Table 7.2. Figure 7.4 shows a

graphical notation for visualizing the main elements of an Azzurra spec-

ification. The notation can be used via a prototype modeling tool built

on top of Eclipse (see Section 7.3). The semantics is explained textually

while describing the EBNF syntax.

In order to illustrate Azzurra’s syntax and graphical notation, we have

chosen the fracture treatment extracted from literature [198] which is also

used in the original Azzurra publication. Although we are aware that follow

using the manufacturing company scenario presented in previous chapters

(Chapters 3, 5 and 6) could be more intuitive, we consider that the fracture

treatment better illustrates the features of the modeling language and its

advantages over the current state of the art in process modeling. We follow

using the example of the metal manufacturing company to illustrate the

derivation of Azzurra models from operational goals in SIENA in Section

7.4.

Notational conventions. We denote classes with identifiers that have
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a leading capital letter, and instances with identifiers that have a leading

lowercase letter.

Protocol signature (1,3). A protocol (1) has an identifier pid and a set

of parameters (3): a “key” variable that is the unique identifier for the

instances of that protocol, and a set of agent variables (two or more) asso-

ciated with specific roles. Protocol designers are responsible for choosing a

meaningful key for the protocol. The agent variables indicate those agents

that play certain roles when a protocol is instantiated. The semantics of

protocol instantiation is explained later in this section.

Example. In the treatment protocol in Table 7.2, the protocol name is

Treatment, the key is the hospitalization number hospnr, the agent variables

are patient pt and specialist sp.

Protocol body (2). It includes a set of typed agent variables (their

type is a role), a set of commitment classes, a set of protocol refinements

(optional), and a knowledge base that defines semantic relations between

atomic propositions (optional).

Example. In Table 7.2, there are five agent variables, including rc (a re-

hab center) and ra (a radiologist), nine commitments (C1–C9), and two

commitment refinements.

Commitments (5,6). The core of a protocol (5) consists of commitment

classes. A commitment in Azzurra (6) extends the semantics presented in

our baseline in different ways. First, we introduce the notion of a strong

commitment (C∗), where the debtor commits to bring about the consequent

only after the antecedent has occurred. Second, given that commitments

belong to a specific Azzurra protocol, every state of affairs appearing in the

antecedent and consequent of a commitment (e.g., Examined, Diagnosed)

has an implicit parameter, i.e., the key of the protocol. This parameter en-

ables relating commitment instances associated with one protocol instance
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(e.g., examined(121) and diagnosed(234) refer to two different protocol in-

stances, each concerning a specific patient hospitalization). Third, Azzurra

enriches the syntax of commitments with triggers and creation deadlines.

A trigger—the expression before the � symbol—is an event that triggers

a commitment creation. Triggers may have an associated precondition—

[prec] in (5)—that indicates that, when the event occurs, the commitment

shall be created only if the precondition evaluates to true. A deadline

(≤time) specifies that the commitment has to be created within a cer-

tain time period after the trigger event fires off. Finally, Azzurra supports

two special types of commitments that relate to protocol instantiation and

termination:

• Initial commitments are created when a protocol is instantiated. Their

trigger is “init”, an event that occurs when a protocol is instantiated.

Debtor and creditor of initial commitments shall be agent variables

in the parameters of the protocol. This way, initial commitments are

created between couples of agents (debtor and creditor do not refer to

unassigned agent variables).

• Final commitments : every protocol must contain at least one final

commitment. A protocol instance terminates successfully when any of

its final commitments are fulfilled, while it terminates unsuccessfully

if all final commitments are violated (e.g., canceled by the debtor).

Final commitments are also initial. When a protocol terminates, all

debtors of active commitments are released from their responsibility

towards the respective creditors.

The agent variables corresponding to debtor and creditor prescribe that:

• if an agent a is assigned to the agent variable, a shall be debtor (or

creditor);
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Table 7.1: EBNF syntax of Azzurra; terminals in bold, non-terminals in italics

prot→ protocol pid (params) { (1)

[ag-variables: vars]

commitments: comms crefn∗

[refinements: (id : refn)∗] [kb: domain+] } (2)

params→ key v, v : role (, v : role)+ (3)

vars→ v : role (, v : role)∗; (4)

comms→ (init � [≤time ] comm final;)+ (ev [[prec]]� [≤time ] comm;)∗ (5)

comm→ id : C[*](v, v, prop, prop) (6)

crefn → deadline(id, time)| can-deleg-ret-resp(id)|
can-deleg-no-resp(id)|can-assign-ret-cred(id)|
can-assign-no-cred(id) | can-cancel(id) (7)

refn → max-per-role(role, nr) | max-of-class(role,id, nr) |
role-confl(role, role)|comm-role-confl(role, id, id) |
sep-duties(id, id) (8)

prec→ atom | cstate | pstate | prec op prec | ¬prec | (prec) (9)

prop→ atom | cstate | pstate | prop op prop | (prop) (10)

op→ ∧ | ∨ | ⊕ | · (11)

cstate→ create(id) | deleg-no-resp(id [to v]) | deleg-ret-resp(id [to v]) |
fulfil(id)|cancel(id) | expire(id) | release(id) |
assign-ret-cred(id [to v])|assign-no-cred(id [to v]) (12)

pstate→ init-p(pid (, v = v)∗) | fulfil-p(pid (, v = v)∗) (13)

ev → init | atom | cstate | pstate (14)

atom→ > | ⊥ | staffairs [(v (, v)∗)] (15)

domain→ implies(staffairs, staffairs) | mut-excl(staffairs(, staffairs)+) (16)

• if the agent variable is unassigned, any agent a’ can be debtor (or

creditor), and a’ is assigned to the agent variable by participating in

the commitment.

Example. In Table 7.2, C1 is the only initial and final commitment. The

protocol has two agent variable parameters (pt and sp), which are the
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Table 7.2: Azzurra protocol for the fracture treatment scenario

protocol Treatment (key hospnr, pt : Patient, sp : Specialist) {
ag-variables: rc : RehabCentre, ra : Radiologist, or : Orthopedist,

su : Surgeon, nu : Nurse;

commitments:

init � C1 : C(sp, pt, >, Examined · Diagnosed · Dehospd) final

NoXRayNeeded � C2 : C(or, sp, >, SlingMade)

XRayRequested � C3 : C(ra, sp, >, XRayPerformed)

XRayRequested � C4 : C∗(sp, ra, XRayPerformed, FractAssessed)

FractAssessed � C5 : C(or, sp, >, ((Fixated⊕Plastered) ∨ fulfil(C6) ∨ SlingMade))

FractAssessed �≤2h C6 : C∗(su, or, SurgeryRequested,Operated)

Operated [¬fused] � C7 : C(nu, pt, >, RcChosen(rc))

RcChosen(rc)� C8 : C(rc, pt, >, fulfil-p(RehabGiven, key=hospnr, pat-id=pt, ref-sp=sp))

MedPrescribed(m) � C9 : C(nu, sp, >, MedApplied(m))

can-deleg-no-resp(C3)

deadline(C2, 2h)

protocol refinements:

role-confl(Radiologist,Orthopedist)

kb:

implies(XRayRequested, Diagnosed)

implies(NoXRayNeeded, Diagnosed)

implies(MedPrescribed(m), Diagnosed)

mutExcl(XRayRequested, NoXRayNeeded) }

debtor and the creditor of C1. When an instance of the protocol is created,

with agent frank assigned to sp and agent mel assigned to pt, an instance c1

of C1 shall be created with debtor frank and creditor mel. When c1 is ful-

filled (the patient is examined, then diagnosed, and finally dehospitalized),

the protocol instance terminates successfully. If c1 is violated, the protocol

terminates unsuccessfully. The triggered commitment C2 is instantiated

only if x-rays are not needed, and it specifies that an or has to commit to

sp to make a sling. C4 shows strong commitments: a specialist commits to

assess the fracture only after x-rays have been performed.

Agent variables (2,4). We support agent variables that are unassigned
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Figure 7.4: Graphical representation for the Azzurra protocol in Table 7.2

when the protocol is instantiated. They get assigned when an instance of a

commitment where they appear is created, and, as an additional effect, the

assigned agent adopts the specified role in the protocol instance. Azzurra

employs assign-once variables: once an agent is assigned, no other agent

can be assigned to that variable.

Example. In Table 7.2, there are agent variables for a rehab center, a

radiologist, an orthopedist, a surgeon, and a nurse. Actual agents will be

assigned to these variables as the protocol unfolds, i.e., when commitments

are created. For example, an orthopedist will be assigned to or as soon as

an instance of C2 is created.

Commitment refinements (7). A deadline commits the debtor to bring

about the consequent within a certain time after the antecedent occurs.

The debtor can be authorized to delegate the commitment, either retaining

(can-deleg-ret-resp) or releasing (can-deleg-no-resp) her responsibility. The

creditor, similarly, can be authorized to assign the commitment, either

retaining (can-assign-ret-cred) or releasing (can-assign-no-cred) her credit.
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The debtor can be authorized to cancel her commitment (can-cancel).

Example. In Table 7.2, the radiologist can delegate instances of C3, possibly

to a colleague, without retaining responsibility. Without such authoriza-

tion, delegations would correspond to a violation on part of the radiologist.

Protocol refinements (8). They constrain the agents that participate

in a protocol instance. The maximum number of concurrent commitments

for an agent playing a certain role can be limited (max-per-role), as well

as the number of instances of a commitment class that an agent can make

(max-of-class). Role conflicts (role-confl) prescribe that an agent cannot

play two roles in the same protocol instance. Separation of duties (sep-

duties) implies that an agent cannot be the debtor in instances of two

commitment classes, and it can be restricted to agents playing a specific

role (comm-role-confl).

Example. A role-confl refinement specifies that the same agent cannot play

both radiologist and orthopedist, because their roles are incompatible in

the same protocol instance.

Preconditions, propositions, and triggers (9–15). Azzurra supports

different types of preconditions (9) and propositions types (10): atomic

(atom), commitment states (cstate), protocol states (pstate), binary oper-

ators, and so on. The binary operators (11) are conjunction (∧), disjunc-

tion (∨), exclusive disjunction (⊕), and temporal precedence (·). Atomic

propositions (15) can be truth (>), falsity (⊥), or states of affairs (e.g.

FractAssessed). States of affairs may be parametric and, thus, have multi-

ple instances. For example, MedPrescribed(med-id) has an instance for each

medication the patient is given. The state of a protocol instance evolves

because of the occurrence of events (14), as they trigger new commitment

instances and change the state of existing commitment instances. Three

event types are supported:
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• An atomic proposition becomes true. This includes the occurrence of

a state of affairs (e.g., the patient is diagnosed).

• The state of a commitment instance changes (see clause (12) below).

• The state of another protocol instance changes, i.e., it is instantiated

(init-p) or fulfilled (fulfil-p). Optionally, one can specify constraints on

the protocol instance parameters, e.g., to impose a certain key or that

a specific agent in the current protocol instance shall be assigned to

an agent parameter in the referenced protocol.

Example. The consequent of C5 tells that the commitment is fulfilled if

either an instance of Fixated or Plastered occurs (but not both), an instance

of C6 is fulfilled, or an instance of SlingMade occurs. The consequent of C8

indicates that a successful instance of the protocol RehabGiven is expected,

with the constraints that the patient identifier parameter (pat-id) corre-

sponds to the patient in the instance of Treatment, and that the reference

specialist (ref-sp) is the specialist who is responsible for the hospitalization

of the considered patient.

Commitment states (12). Propositions may denote that a commitment

is in or has changed to a specific state. Given a commitment class id:

• create(id): an instance of id is created;

• deleg-no-resp(id [to v]): an instance of id is delegated (to agent v)

without retaining responsibility;

• deleg-ret-resp(id [to v]): an instance of id is delegated (to v); the dele-

gator keeps responsibility;

• fulfil(id): an instance of id is fulfilled;

• cancel(id): an instance of id is canceled;
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• expire(id): an instance of id has expired;

• release(id): an instance of id is released;

• assign-ret-cred(id [to v]): an instance of id is assigned (to v) retaining

the credit;

• assign-no-cred(id [to v]): id is assigned, but the assignor does not retain

the credit.

Knowledge base (16). It specifies semantic relationships, i.e., implica-

tions and mutual exclusions, between states of affairs. These relationships

belong to the shared vocabulary of the participants in a protocol.

Example. Three states of affairs imply a diagnosis: XRayRequested, NoXRayNeeded,

and MedPrescribed. XRayRequested is mutually exclusive with NoXRayNeeded.

7.3 Implementation

As a proof of concept, a prototype1 that enable the creation of Azzurra

textual and diagrammatic specifications has been developed. The Azzurra

modeling tool is a standalone Eclipse application, built on top of the GEF

(Graphical Editing Framework) and XText frameworks. The environment

supports the modeling of business processes in terms of views that allows

the modeler to focus on different aspects of the domain and, thus enables

a better separation and representation of concerns during modeling time.

The social view (depicted in Fig. 7.5a) provides an intuitive interface

for the modeler, by enabling designers to graphically represent the social

relations among the several roles and agents, in terms of their commit-

ments and commitment delegations. Using the Properties tab (below the

1https://trinity.disi.unitn.it/azura/azura/
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graphical representation), it is possible to specify commitment’s name, an-

tecedent, consequent, triggering event and deadline. Further, one can also

specify whether a given commitment is an initial, final or strong commit-

ment.

The protocol view (textual view) also enables designers to enrich the

specification by capturing other details like triggering events for commit-

ments as well as commitment refinements and parts of the knowledge base

of the protocol (depicted in Fig. 7.5b). Commitment refinements can be

captured either by editing the Properties tab or by editing the textual

protocol representation as depicted in Fig. 7.5b. Finally, the tool also en-

hances the modeling process by enabling the checking of well-formed Az-

zurra models, detecting invalid commitments and commitment delegations

at modeling-time.

(a) Social view (graphical representation) (b) Protocol view (textual representation)

Figure 7.5: Views of fracture treatment scenario (Fig. 7.4) using the Azzurra modeling

language

7.4 Formal Business Process Design from Operational

Goals

Chapter 5 (Section 5.2) provided methodological guidelines for the specifi-

cation of SIENA models in the BPA - Level 0 Layer. This section presents

the specification of guidelines for SIENA models, by prescribing guidelines
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for the specification of BPA - Level 1 and BPA - Level 2 Layers from the

SIENA framework.

Guidelines for BPA - Level 1 Layer describe a top-down approach to

the design of business process’s control-flow and their subsequent specifi-

cation using the Azzurra language. Such top-down approach starts with

Operational Goals (Section 5.1.1) and derives the elements required for the

specification of business processes in Azzurra.

The task of promoting a transition from goal models to process models

is usually challenging due to the nature of information captured in both

types of models. On one hand, goal modeling involves the representation

of “why” certain states need to be achieved in the course of performing the

process, regardless “how” to achieve it. On the other hand, process models

precisely capture “how” to satisfy such goals, also considering the temporal

aspects of behavior like durations and deadlines. Therefore, as process

models consist of detailed specifications on how goals are operationalized,

the transition from goal models to process models requires the specification

of additional information, such as ordering between the achievement of

goals or deadlines for their achievement.

In order to facilitate the specification of this additional information

about the operationalization of goals in the process model, our approach

is inspired by the KAOS requirements specification and operationalization

process [118, 38, 10] (described in Section 3.6). In this context, the KAOS

approach has been chosen for two reasons. First, the approach provides

an operationalization process in which a model of software operations is

incrementally built from goal formulations, thus ensuring correctness by

design of software specifications [118, 10]. Second, the framework also

provides a formal goal refinement and operationalization approach based

on refinement patterns that guides the goal refinement, helping to identify

mistakes and missing elements in goal refinements [38]. Therefore, we take
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advantage of both approaches in order to ensure the derivation of correct

and complete Azzurra specifications. Further, as we intend to depict an

integrated approach for the generation of SIENA’s goal hierarchy, we follow

with the example of the metal manufacturing company of Chapter 5 (more

precisely, we start with Figure 5.7 that represents Operational Goals).

In the remainder, we describe a mapping from SIENA Operational Level

concepts to the KAOS formalism (Section 7.4.1), followed by the derivation

approach from SIENA Operational Level concepts to Azzurra specifications

(Section 7.4.2).

7.4.1 Specify Operational Goal Models using KAOS Semantics

Our approach starts by mapping the concepts from SIENA Operational

Level to the KAOS goal language formalism in order to use the KAOS

operationalization approach as a source of inspiration for the specifica-

tion of business processes in Azzurra. The concepts from Operational

Level here used are operational goals and their AND/OR refinements, pos-

itive/negative contributions, situations and domain assumptions, whereas

KAOS concepts are goals (their natural language description and its for-

mal counterpart in LTL), goal patterns, AND/OR refinements and domain

assumptions.

Starting with the mapping of concepts, the SIENA distinction between

(Operational) Role Goals and (Operational) Business Process Goals in-

tends to represent different levels of assignment for Operational Goals, i.e.,

business process goals represent goals to be achieved by multiple roles.

Such differences are reflected in their specification methodology and thus,

one needs to further refine business process goals in order to reach roles

goals, thus having a finer-grained perspective of Operational Goals. As a

consequence of such differences, both types of SIENA Operational Goals

are mapped into a KAOS goal and their differences are equally reflected
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in different steps in business process design. For the mapping of other

SIENA concepts, domain assumptions are trivially mapped into KAOS

domain assumptions and AND/OR refinements are trivially mapped into

KAOS AND/OR refinements.

Although some SIENA concepts can be straightforwardly mapped into

KAOS concepts, both languages contain concepts that do not overlap. In

KAOS, such concepts are LTL goal assertions and goal patterns while in

SIENA, situations, their SWOT relations and positive/negative contribu-

tions among Operational Goals. In order to deal with such non-overlapping

concepts, we first investigated their semantics accordingly and tried to find

a correspondence between both languages.

Regarding KAOS goals patterns and LTL assertions, our intention is to

use KAOS operationalization approach as the source of inspiration and thus

we start by formalizing the root SIENA Operational Goal in terms of KAOS

LTL goal assertions and goal patterns. For example, the root Operational

Goal “Carry out promotions” (Goal Achieve [PromotionsCarriedOut])

is formalized in terms of LTL assertions and goal patterns as follows:

GoalAchieve[PromotionsCarriedOut]

FormalDef ∃i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=⇒ ♦(∃p : Promotion)(Advertised(i, p)∧Run(p))

in which the predicate IdentifiedNeedPromotion checks whether some

items remain in the stock and promotions need to be carried out to sell

them. In our business process design approach, after formalizing the root

Operational Goal by means of LTL assertions and goal patterns, such goals

need to be formally decomposed accordingly. This step is further described

in Section 7.4.2 (step 2).

For the mapping of SIENA concepts (positive/negative contributions
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among Operational Goals, situations and their SWOT relations) into KAOS

concepts, although positive/negative contributions do not have any corre-

spondence in KAOS, they are still useful for our business process design

approach described next section (Section 7.4.2). In contrast, although sit-

uations and their relations are very useful for representing the factors that

impact goal achievement, they do not impact our business process design

approach and consequently, they are dropped for our analysis here.

Table 7.3 depicts a mapping of concepts between SIENA and KAOS

languages. For those concepts that do not present a direct correspondence

in both languages like goal patterns and formal LTL goal assertions, we

explain how a correspondence is established in Section 7.4.2. For this

reason, the third and sixth rows of Table 7.3 point out to Section 7.4.2.

Further, as situations and SWOT relations are not used in our business

process design approach, the - sign in Table 7.3 is used to denote that both

concepts are not mapped.

SIENA KAOS

(Operational) Role Goal
Goal

(Operational) Business Process Goal

Section 7.4.2
Goal Pattern

Formal Goal Assertions in LTL

Domain Assumption Domain Assumption

AND/OR refinement AND/OR refinement

Positive/Negative Contribution Section 7.4.2

Situation
-

SWOT relations between Situations (S)

and Goals (G)

Table 7.3: Mapping between SIENA and KAOS concepts

7.4.2 Deriving Azzurra Models from Formal Operational Goals

Once we have mapped SIENA Operational Level concepts into KAOS se-

mantics, this section describes the steps of our approach for business pro-
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cess design by deriving Azzurra models from Operational Goals at the

SIENA Operational (Goal) Level.

1. Derive Roles and Agents from Operational Goal Models.

Within the Operational Level in SIENA, the roles responsible for the

achievement of Operational Goals are specified during their elaboration

(Guideline G4, Section 5.2). Therefore, our approach starts by deriving

the roles {R1, ... , RN} responsible for the achievement of Operational

Goal and specifying them accordingly in Azzurra models.

Other details regarding the specification of roles can be also specified

at this stage. First, as Azzurra requires the specification of roles as debtor

and creditors, roles responsible for the achievement of Operational Goals

become the debtor to other roles to achieve the Operational Goal under

consideration. Similarly, protocol refinements may be also specified at this

stage, namely, the maximum number of concurrent commitments for an

agent (max-per-role), the number of instances of a given commitment class

that an agent can make (max-of-class), conflicts between roles (role-confl)

and separation of duties (sep-duties and comm-role-confl).

2. Formally Decompose Operational Goals. Subsequently, the ap-

proach proposes to formally decompose SIENA Operational Goals in terms

of AND/OR refinements with the support of KAOS goal refinement pat-

terns. Such refinement patterns [38] have the purpose of supporting goal

refinement, helping to ensure consistency and completeness of refinements

and allowing correct operationalization of Operational Goals.

In Section 5.2.4, methodological guidelines for informal AND/OR re-

finements of Operational Goals have been proposed. More specifically, the

guideline for AND decomposition states that the final state of each Op-

eration becomes a root Operational Goal that needs to be structurally

decomposed into intermediate Operational Goals (milestones) necessary

for the execution of some tactics, whereas OR decomposition can be used
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to represent the existence of different alternatives for achieving an Opera-

tional Goal. However, the informal nature of such guidelines may lead to

incomplete or inconsistent goal refinements [38], thus indirectly leading to

incomplete Azzurra specifications. Therefore, this formal refinement step

proposes to formally refine Operational Goals with the support of KAOS

goal refinement patterns [38] (Section 3.6).

In order to do that, the approach starts by formally decomposing the

LTL specification of the root Operational Goal into sub-goals using the

same guidelines from Section 5.2 and KAOS refinement patterns. For ex-

ample, the root Operational Goal “Carry out promotions” (Goal Achieve

[Promotions CarriedOut]) has been informally AND-refined in Chapter 5

(Figure 5.7) in terms of “Plan promotions campaign” and “Advertise items

in promotion” sub-goals. A formalization of such sub-goals may be done

as follows:

GoalAchieve[PromotionsCampaignP lanned]

FormalDef ∃i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=⇒ ♦(∃p : Promotion)(Planned(p))

GoalAchieve[ItemsAdvertisedPromotion]

FormalDef ∃i : Item, p : Promotion

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i) ∧ Planned(p)

=⇒ ♦(Advertised(i, p)∧Run(p))

However, the application of the Achieve KAOS refinement pattern (Re-

finement Pattern (RP1)) [38] (Figure 3.5) to the “Carry out promotions”

goal evidences an incompleteness of this informal refinement as the RP1

suggests three sub-goals for an Achieve goal. More precisely, the RP1

states that an Achieve [P =⇒ ♦ Q] goal should be AND-decomposed
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into three sub-goals: Achieve [P =⇒ ♦ R], Achieve [P ∧ R =⇒ ♦ Q]

and Maintain [P =⇒ P W Q]. In this case, the patterns helps analysts

to find a third missing goal that can be formalized as follows:

GoalMaintain[NormalPricesKept]

FormalDef ∃i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=⇒ ♦IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i) W (∃p : Promotion)

(Advertised(i, p)∧Run(p))

therefore, the missing goal can be added to Operational Goal model, what

indirectly would impact the Azzurra specification. Alternatively, we could

have applied RP3 (Figure 7.6) that states that an Achieve [P =⇒ ♦ Q]

goal should be AND-decomposed into two sub-goals: Achieve [P =⇒ ♦
R] and Achieve [R =⇒ ♦ Q]. This would yield the following sub-goals:

GoalAchieve[PromotionsCampaignP lanned]

FormalDef ∃i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i) =⇒ ♦(∃p : Promotion)Planned(p)

GoalAchieve[ItemsAdvertisedPromotion]

FormalDef ∃p : Promotion

P lanned(p) =⇒ ♦(∃i : Item)(Advertised(i, p)∧Run(p)).

As can be seen, the use of one pattern instead of another may lead

to different goal models, indirectly impacting in the Azzurra specification.

Therefore, the choice of the refinement pattern to be used depends on dif-

ferent design purposes. For example, by using RP1, three sub-goals are

generated, whereas the use of RP3 yields two sub-goals. As each Opera-

tional goal is translated to a commitment in the Azzurra specification (see
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would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 

2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 

RequiredPre: Q1, RequiredPost: Q2 
As a very simple example of  using this inference rule, con- 
sider the following SafetyConstraint for a lift system: 

HardConstralnt Maintain [DoorsCIosedWhileMoving] 
Refines SafeTransportation 
FormalDef V I: Lift, d: Doors, f,f': Floor 
PartOf (d, I) = [ ]  [ LiftAt (I,f) ^ o LiftAt (I,r) ^ r ~ f 

d.State = 'closed' ^ o (d.State = 'closed') ] 
The following required pre-/postconditions are then for- 
mally derived using the rule above: 

Action GoToFIoor 
Input Lift {arg: I}, Floor {arg: f, r}, Passenger {arg: p}; 
Output LiftAt 
DomPre LiftAt (I, f) A Requesting (p, r) ^ r ~ f 
DornPost LiftAt (I, r) 
RequiredPre for DoorsGIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  
RequiredPost for DoorsCIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  

3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 

3.1 Basic idea 
Experience with KAOS has revealed that correct goal 
refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
Definition. A set of goal assertions G1, G2 ..... Gn is a com- 
plete refinement of a goal assertion G iff the following con- 

ditions hold: 
1.G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I- G (entailment) 
2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 

2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 

RequiredPre: Q1, RequiredPost: Q2 
As a very simple example of  using this inference rule, con- 
sider the following SafetyConstraint for a lift system: 

HardConstralnt Maintain [DoorsCIosedWhileMoving] 
Refines SafeTransportation 
FormalDef V I: Lift, d: Doors, f,f': Floor 
PartOf (d, I) = [ ]  [ LiftAt (I,f) ^ o LiftAt (I,r) ^ r ~ f 

d.State = 'closed' ^ o (d.State = 'closed') ] 
The following required pre-/postconditions are then for- 
mally derived using the rule above: 

Action GoToFIoor 
Input Lift {arg: I}, Floor {arg: f, r}, Passenger {arg: p}; 
Output LiftAt 
DomPre LiftAt (I, f) A Requesting (p, r) ^ r ~ f 
DornPost LiftAt (I, r) 
RequiredPre for DoorsGIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  
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3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 
3.1 Basic idea 
Experience with KAOS has revealed that correct goal 
refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
Definition. A set of goal assertions G1, G2 ..... Gn is a com- 
plete refinement of a goal assertion G iff the following con- 

ditions hold: 
1.G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I- G (entailment) 
2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 
3.1 Basic idea 
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refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
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2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 
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Figure 7.6: Example of KAOS Refinement Patterns Extracted From [38]

step 4), the choice of RP1 may lead to more commitments to be achieved

by process participants. Observe also that the previous example formally

AND decompose the root Operational Goal, but the alternatives for achiev-

ing Operational goals expressed by means of OR refinements should be

also checked for consistency at this stage. Such AND/OR refinements fin-

ish when it is possible to find either a business process whose final state

corresponds to the goal or roles (process participants) that are responsible

for achieving such goals (similarly to Section 5.2).

3. Select Leaf Goals for Operationalization and “Best” Alterna-

tives of OR-refinements. By (formally) decomposing goals, an AND-

refinement determines the structure of the business process in terms of a

series of intermediate goals (milestones) to be achieved [117, 45], while an

OR-refinement specifies alternatives ways to achieve such goals. There-

fore, the next step consists of selecting which milestones will compose the

structure the business processes, by selecting the leaf Operational goals

stemmed from the AND-refinements and by selecting the “best” alterna-

tives among the multiple goals specified by OR-refinements. This step can

be performed using the CGM formalism in a similar fashion as our strategic

planning approach in the previous chapter (Chapter 6). In order to do that,

the same steps of our strategic planning approach (Section 6.4) should be

adopted, i.e., first Operational Goals are mapped to the CGM formalism
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and then the model is used by CGM to select the optimum alternatives.

Regarding the mapping of concepts of the Operational Layer, the root

Operational Goal must be mapped to a CGM root goal, while the other Op-

erational Goals are mapped to CGM intermediate goals or tasks. AND/OR-

refinements of Operational goals and their positive/negative contributions

have also the same mapping from AND/OR-refinements and positive/negative

contributions from Strategic Goals, i.e., AND-refinements are mapped to

CGM refinement, OR-refinement is mapped to multiple CGM refinements

and positive/negative contributions are dropped from the analysis. Sub-

sequently, the CGM formalism may be used to select the best (optimum)

alternatives.

4. Derive Commitments from Operational Goals. In KAOS [118,

10], the essence of goal specifications is to decompose goals so that they

can be assigned to agents responsible for their satisfaction. After assigned

to agents, goals need to be operationalized accordingly by prescribing pre-,

trigger- and postconditions on operations in order to achieve goal specifica-

tions (Section 3.6). Our approach follows the same rationale by first assign-

ing the Operational Goals selected by CGM to process participants, thus

transforming them into Azzurra commitments. Subsequently, these Oper-

ational Goals (or commitments) need to be operationalized by prescribing

commitments’ triggering event, pre- and post-conditions. In Table 7.4, we

start with KAOS formal goal definitions and provide operationalization

patterns for Achieve, Cease, Maintain and Avoid goal patterns.

In Table 7.4, P and Q denote first-order logical formulae in terms of

propositions and binary operators. Observe that OP2 and OP5 lines are

time-bounded LTL assertions, thus reflecting in its corresponding Azzurra

operationalizations. In this context, Azzurra language allows the specifica-

tion of two types of deadlines (i.e., a deadline for commitments creation (ev

�≤time Cn) and a deadline for commitment fulfillment (deadline(Cn,time)).
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Goal

Pattern

Goal Formal

Definition (from

KAOS)

Azzurra Operationalization

Achieve

OP1 P =⇒ ♦ Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, Q)

OP2 P =⇒ ♦≤d Q
P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, Q)

deadline (C, d)

OP3 P =⇒ ♦ Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, Q)

Cease

OP4 P =⇒ ♦ ¬ Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, ¬Q)

OP5 P =⇒ ♦≤d ¬ Q
P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, ¬Q)

deadline (C, d)

OP6 P =⇒ ♦ ¬ Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, ¬Q)

Maintain OP7 P =⇒ �Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, Q)

¬Q� C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, Q)

Avoid OP8 P =⇒ ¬�Q P � C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, ¬Q)

Q� C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, ¬Q)

Table 7.4: Patterns for Operationalizing Goals into Azzurra Specifications

As the LTL assertion states that a proposition Q should hold in some future

state, this corresponds to a deadline for the achievement of commitment’s

consequent and thus, the Azzurra operationalization pattern includes this

deadline deadline(C, d). For Maintain and Avoid goal patterns, the LTL

expressions states that some property must hold “at all times in the future”

for a maintain pattern, while a property must not hold “at all times in the

future” for an avoid pattern. In this case, operationalizations pattern OP7

(maintain pattern) states that two commitments must be created. The first

one ensures that if the event P happens, then the proposition Q should be

brought about. As proposition Q should hold in all future states according

to the maintain pattern, if the event ¬Q happens at a certain point in

future time, then proposition Q should be brought about again. The same

rationale is applied regarding operationalizations pattern OP8.

5. Complete Azzurra Specifications. Once roles and commitments

have been derived from Operational Goal models, commitments still lack a
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number of details to be specified. Such details correspond to commitment’s

antecedents and other commitment refinements, such as deadlines, strong

commitments, initial/final commitments and delegations and their types.

Concerning initial/final commitments, Operational Goals in the goal model

may be used to derive the commitments which start and finish the protocol,

respectively.

6. Specify Commitment Operationalizations (optional). While

Azzurra specifies correctness criteria as the commitments’ consequent to

enable one to determine whether commitments have been fulfilled or not,

it refrains from specifying particular operationalizations to achieve such

commitments. Therefore, the last stage of our approach concerns the (op-

tional) specification of particular operationalizations (activities and routing

connectors) to fulfill such commitments. In this context, given one commit-

ment C (debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent) which is operationalized

in terms of an ordered set of activities {a1, a2, ... , an}, the commitment’s

antecedent is the condition that triggers the first activity a1, whereas the

effect of the last activity an represents the commitments’ consequent.

7.4.3 Illustrative Example

In order to illustrate our approach for the derivation of Azzurra models

from formal Operational Goals, Figure 7.7(a) shows the Operational Goal

Model from Chapter 5 (Figure 5.7(b)) together with its respective Azzurra

specification (Figure 7.7(b)). The approach starts with the SIENA Opera-

tional Goal model from Figure 5.7(b) and successively applies the mapping

rules described in Section 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, thus generating the correspond-

ing Azzurra specification of Figure 7.7(b).

In this context, a natural question that arises regards the Operational

Goal Model to be used as the starting point in our derivation approach.

On one hand, as the CGM approach generated an optimum strategic plan
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(for a particular business scenario), this strategic plan can be used as the

starting point in the implementation of strategic alternatives. On the other

hand, the whole model (i.e., Operational Goal models that belong to all

strategic plans) can be used as the starting point for the implementation

of strategic alternatives. The selection of which solution to adopt depends

on the managers’ purpose, i.e, while the first solution is faster as it im-

plements just one strategic plan, the second solution is more complete,

allowing managers to gain a holistic view about the implementation of all

strategic alternatives. In the remainder of this section, we take the first

solution, i.e., we use the Operational Goal model that corresponds to the

promotions tactics (Figure 5.7(b) that starts with the “Carry out promo-

tions” operational goal) and detail each step of our approach that led to

the generation of the Azzurra specification of the promotion tactics.

1. Derive Roles and Agents from Operational Goal Models:

The derivation of roles starts with Operational Goals from Chapter 5 (Fig-

ure 5.7) and derives the roles of “Marketing analyst” (debtor) and “Mar-

keting manager” (creditor) from the Operational Goals. Observe that,

as Operational Goals in Figure 5.7 have been refined until reaching the

level of role goals, this enabled the straightforward derivation of roles in

our approach. In contrast, if the refinement of Operational Goals had

only reached business process goals, an extra step would be required to

refine Operational Goals until reaching the level of granularity of roles.

Further, although no protocol refinements were necessary in this example,

they could have been represented in the protocol view (see Figure 7.5b), if

required.

2. Formally Decompose Operational Goals: The root Opera-

tional Goal “Carry out promotions” (Figure 7.7(a)) has been formalized

in terms of KAOS LTL assertions and goal patterns and subsequently

refined with the support of KAOS refinement patterns. More specifi-
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Marketing
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Marketing
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CHAPTER 3. AZZURRA MODELING LANGUAGE 3.4. SUMMARY

chosen the “Reach customer by online shops” goal as the best option for

the “Evaluate reachability to customer” goal. Given that this goal have

a positive contribution towards “Adopt economic schema price”, this goal

has also been chosen as the best option for the “Elaborate schema price”

goal.

After Operational goals have been selected, they need to be to be op-

erationalized accordingly (step 4). Therefore, the GoalAchieve [Items

ChosenPromotions] goal (Figure 3.3(a)) has been operationalized into

commitment C1 (Figure 3.3(b)) using operationalization pattern OP3 from

Table 3.4. The other goals with black marks have been operationalized

similarly. Observe also that Azzurra language does not represent the trig-

gering events in its graphical representation (social view), but rather in

its textual representation (protocol view, Figure 3.2b, not depicted here).

Finally, other commitments details from step 5, such as deadlines, strong

commitments, initial/final commitments, delegations and their types are

also specified within the protocol view.

essa figura vai se tornar um bpmn

GoalAchieve[ItemsChosenPromotions]

FormalDef 9i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=) ⌃(9p : Promotion)

(itemsChosenPromotion(i, p))

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have presented the Azzurra modeling language for the

representation of business processes in terms of commitments and proto-

cols. based on templates and L?Patterns that can help to define PPIs

while keeping the benefits from using natural language and avoiding early

47

identifiedNeedPromotion

promotionAudienceChosen

itemsChosenPromotions

itemsChosenPromotions

Figure 7.7: Derivation of Azzurra Specification from Operational Goals Model in SIENA

cally, starting from “Carry out promotions”, RP3 has been applied within

the refinement R1, thus generating “Plan promotion campaign” (Goal

Achieve [PromotionsCampaign P lanned]) and “Advertise items in pro-

motion” (Goal Achieve [Items Advertised Promotion]) as sub-goals (Fig-

ure 7.8). RP3 has been also used to decompose “Plan promotions cam-

paign” (refinement R2)(Figure 7.9) and “Choose promotions price” (re-

finement R3)(Figure 7.10). The formalization of Goal Achieve [Items

ChosenPromotions], one of the sub-goals of “Plan promotions campaign”

is also depicted in Figure 7.7(a).
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[P =) P W Q]. In this case, the patterns helps analysts to find a third

missing goal that can be formalized as follows:

GoalMaintain[NormalPricesKept]

FormalDef 9i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=) ⌃IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i) W (9p : Promotion)

(Advertised(i, p)^Run(p))

therefore, the missing goal can be added to Operational Goal model, what

indirectly would impact the Azzurra specification. Alternatively, we could

have applied RP3 that states that an Achieve [P =) ⌃ Q] goal should be

AND-decomposed into two sub-goals: Achieve [P =) ⌃ R] and Achieve

[R =) ⌃ Q]. This would yield the following sub-goals:

GoalAchieve[PromotionsCampaignP lanned]

FormalDef 9i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=) ⌃(9p : Promotion)Planned(p)

GoalAchieve[ItemsAdvertisedPromotion]

FormalDef 9p : Promotion

P lanned(p)

=) ⌃(9i : Item)(Advertised(i, p)^Run(p)).

As can be seen, the use of one pattern instead of another may lead to

di↵erent goal models, what indirectly impacts in the Azzurra specification.

Therefore, the choice of the refinement pattern to be used depends on dif-

ferent design purposes. For example, by using RP1, three sub-goals are

generated, whereas the use of RP3 yields two sub-goals. As each Opera-

tional goal is translated to a commitment in the Azzurra specification (see
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Table 7.4. The other goals with black marks have been operationalized sim-

ilarly. Observe also that Azzurra language does not represent the triggering

events in its graphical representation (social view), but rather in its tex-

tual representation (protocol view, Figure 7.5b, not depicted here). Other

commitments details from step 5, such as deadlines, strong commitments,

initial/final commitments, delegations and their types are also specified

within the protocol view. Finally, operationalizations for the commitment

C1 that concerns the choice of items to be sold in promotions are also spec-

ified (Figure 7.9) in terms of the operational activities required to fulfill

the commitment. In Figure 7.9, di↵erent items are chosen to be sold in

promotions, depending on the goal of such promotion.

identifiedNeed
Promotion

Set up goal for 
promotions

empty stock 
from old
products

attract new
customers

advertise new
collection

leverage sales
of products not

in promotion

Check stock 
and date of 

items stored at 
stock

Select 
cheapest items

Select old 
items

ItemsChosen
Promotions

C1: [ItemsChosen
Promotions(i,p)]

[identifiedNeedPromotion]

Figure 7.9: Operationalization of commitment C1

aqui aqui
IdentifiedNeedPromotion =) ⌃ Run

200

Carry%out%%
promo+ons

Adver+se%
items%in%

promo+on

Plan%
promo+on%
campaign

R1

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: Formalization and Refinement of “Carry out promotions” Goal
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Figure 3.3: Derivation of Azzurra Specification from Operational Goals Model in SIENA

GoalAchieve[ItemsChosenPromotions]

FormalDef 9i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=) ⌃(9p : Promotion)(itemsChosenPromotion(i, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionPriceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion

itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionAudienceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9au : Audience)(PromotionAudienceChosen(i, au, p))
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GoalAchieve[ItemsChosenPromotions]
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IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)
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(itemsChosenPromotion(i, p))
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itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionAudienceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9au : Audience)(PromotionAudienceChosen(i, au, p))

PromotionAudienceChosen (i, au, p) =) Planned (p)

GoalAchieve[SchemaPriceElaborated]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion

itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(SchemaPriceElaborated(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[ReachabilityEvaluated]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

SchemaPriceElaborated(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9cu : Customer)(ReachabilityEvaluated(cu, p))
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Figure 7.9: Formalization and Refinement of “Plan promotions campaign” Goal

3. Select Leaf Goals for Operationalization and “Best” Alter-

natives of OR-refinements. After formally refined, goals need to be

operationalized. In Figure 7.7(a), the goals selected for operationalization

by CGM (circled in red, signed with black check marks) consists of the

leaf goals stemmed from AND-refinements and the “best” options from

the OR-refinements. In this context, “Adopt economic schema price” and

“Reach customer by physical shops” have been selected by CGM as the

“best” options in the OR-refinements. In order to perform the selection

of goals for operationalization by CGM, the mapping suggested in step

3 from the Operational Goal model (Figure 7.7(a) and 7.11(a)) to CGM

has been considered. The corresponding CGM model is depicted in Figure
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GoalAchieve[PromotionPriceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion

itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionAudienceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9au : Audience)(PromotionAudienceChosen(i, au, p))
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GoalAchieve[ItemsChosenPromotions]

FormalDef 9i : Item

IdentifiedNeedPromotion(i)

=) ⌃(9p : Promotion)

(itemsChosenPromotion(i, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionPriceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion

itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[PromotionAudienceChosen]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

PromotionPriceChosen(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9au : Audience)(PromotionAudienceChosen(i, au, p))

PromotionAudienceChosen (i, au, p) =) Planned (p)

GoalAchieve[SchemaPriceElaborated]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion

itemsChosenPromotion(i, p)

=) ⌃(9pr : Price)(SchemaPriceElaborated(i, pr, p))

GoalAchieve[ReachabilityEvaluated]

FormalDef 9i : Item, p : Promotion, pr : Price

SchemaPriceElaborated(i, pr, p)

=) ⌃(9cu : Customer)(ReachabilityEvaluated(cu, p)
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ReachabilityEvaluated (cu, p) =) PromotionAudienceChosen (i, au, p)

7.5 Summary

They will ask you why you haven’t added SIENA to this eclipse tool. How

do the di↵erent tools integrate? (they don’t)

your opponents may argue that KAOS is not the right language for

business modeling, as it requires LTL formalization for goals. This is very

hard in a business context.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Formalization and Refinement of “Choose promotions price” Goal

7.11(b) together with the optimum (best) realizations generated by CGM

(in blue). Observe that the best realizations generated by CGM in Fig-

ure 7.11(b) correspond to the “Adopt economic schema price” and “Reach

customer by physical shops” Operational Goals depicted in Figure 7.11(a).

Adopt&
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schema&price

Adopt&fancy&
schema&price

Elaborate&
schema&price

Evaluate&
reachability&
to&customers

Reach&
customers&by&
online&shops

Reach&
customers&by&
physical&shops

+
"

Opera(onal
Goals

Choose&
items&for&
promo9on

Choose&
promo9ons&

price

Choose&
promo9ons&
audience

Carry&out&&
promo9ons

Adver9se&
items&in&

promo9on

Plan&
promo9on&
campaign

R1

R2

R3

(a)
(b)

Figure 7.11: Selection of Goals for Operationalization by CGM (step 3)

4. Derive Commitments from Operational Goals. After Op-

erational goals have been selected, they need to be to be operational-

ized accordingly. Therefore, the Goal Achieve [ItemsChosenPromotions]
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goal (Figure 7.7(a)) has been operationalized into commitment C1 (Figure

7.7(b)) using operationalization pattern OP3 from Table 7.4. The other

goals with check marks have been operationalized similarly.

5. Complete Azzurra Specifications. Other commitments details

(e.g. triggering events, deadlines, strong commitments, initial/final com-

mitments, delegations and their types) are also specified within the protocol

view. Observe also that, as Azzurra language does not represent the trig-

gering events in its graphical representation (social view), we have denoted

them as dashed squares in Figure 7.7(b) in order to illustrate our approach.

6. Specify Commitment Operationalizations (optional). Fi-

nally, operationalizations for the commitment C1 that concerns the choice

of items to be sold in promotions are also specified (Figure 7.12) in terms

of the operational activities required to fulfill the commitment. In Figure

7.12, different items are chosen to be sold in promotions, depending on the

goal of such promotion.

identifiedNeed
Promotion

Set up goal for 
promotions

empty stock 
from old
products

attract new
customers

advertise new
collection

leverage sales
of products not

in promotion

Check stock 
and date of 

items stored at 
stock

Select 
cheapest items

Select old 
items

ItemsChosen
Promotions

C1: [ItemsChosen
Promotions(i,p)]

[identifiedNeedPromotion]

Figure 7.12: Operationalization of commitment C1
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7.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented Azzurra, a specification language for

business processes founded on the concepts of social commitments and

protocols. Besides both modeling constructs, Azzurra contains other busi-

ness primitives that focus on the obligations that process participants have

towards each other, including delegations, deadlines and role adoption con-

straints. By centering the representation on commitments, Azzurra enables

the specification of correctness criteria to be achieved as commitments’ con-

sequents, rather than specific operationalizations (activities) that must be

carried out. In order to unambiguously specify the language, Azzurra has

been presented in terms of its syntax, semantics, graphical notation and

prototypical implementation of the language.

The second contribution of this chapter concerns the derivation of busi-

ness process’s control-flow from operational goals. In this context, we have

derived Azzurra specifications from SIENA’s operational goals, inspired by

KAOS’s refinement patterns and operationalization approaches. Within

the overall context of strategic enterprise architecture approach, opera-

tional goals are specified within the Operational Level from the Goal View,

whereas Azzurra is used to represent the control-flow of business processes

within BPA - Level 1 and BPA - Level 2 layers of the SIENA modeling

framework.

Regarding the achievement of the requirements for strategic enterprise

architectures (Chapter 2), the Azzurra language partially achieves expres-

siveness in behavioral perspectives (R1.2) and traceability between moti-

vational and behavioral perspectives requirements (R2). More specifically,

with the specification of business processes in terms social commitments

and protocols, Azzurra achieves the needs of providing a social perspec-

tive of business processes (1.1). Furthermore, the possibility of specifying
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activities that operationalize commitments address the needs of providing

operational perspective for business processes (1.2). The specification of

the overall set of business processes executed by the company together with

the relations among such processes (i.e. the BPA) has been addressed in

Chapter 5.

Regarding traceability between motivational and behavioral perspec-

tives requirement (R2), traceability in the representation has been par-

tially achieved by the SIENA language (Chapter 5) with the interconnec-

tions between tactical goals, operations, operational goals and business

processes. In this chapter, traceability in methodological consistency be-

tween motivational and behavioral perspectives is also achieved with our

derivation approach of Azzurra specifications from SIENA’s operational

goals. Furthermore, in order to derive Azzurra behavioral specifications,

goal patterns (1.4) (motivational perspective) have also be specified for

operational goals as means of informing the type of behavior required for

operational goals to be achieved.

In comparison with the current business process modeling approaches

(Sections 4.3.1 and 4.5.3), Azzurra advances the state of the art by pro-

viding a social perspective for the representation of business processes.

This social perspective is not recognized by traditional process modeling

language like procedural languages (e.g., Petri-nets, BPMN, BPEL, EPCs,

workflow nets), declarative (Declare) and artifact-centered approaches (case

handling, object-aware processes, GSM). Therefore, as Azzurra captures

business processes in terms of intentional agents and the expectations of

these agents towards each other (i.e., their commitments), instead of ex-

pressing how to achieve a determined business goal through a prescription

of a number of steps (activities), Azzurra specifies the constraints that have

to be respected and gives the participating agents the autonomy to decide

the best operationalizations to achieve the outcomes during runtime. This
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shift in the modeling paradigm opens up the possibility of providing more

flexible specifications for business processes.

Regarding other approaches that address the representation of inter-

actions among actors (e.g. choreographies, commitment-based, resource

management, compliance management and L/A perspective approaches),

although they recognize the need of leveraging business process specifica-

tions to the social level, they do not provide commitments as first-class

citizens for process representation. In particular, besides using commit-

ments as the first-class citizen in the language, Azzurra also provides the

following novelties in relation to commitment-based approaches ( [43, 207,

124, 42, 164, 139, 127]): (i) advanced primitives for expressing business

patterns such as separation of duties, compensations, workload limits; also

lifetime support for protocol instances, from initiation to termination; (ii)

a graphical notation to visualize the main elements of a protocol.

In comparison with the motivational and behavioral approaches (e.g.

[72, 1, 141, 112, 17, 117, 116, 165, 136, 69, 5, 107, 108, 185, 173, 120, 20, 6])

(Section 4.4 and 4.5.4) that generate process designs from business goals,

as such approaches neither recognize goals of different shades nor pro-

vide abstractions for capturing the social perspective of business processes,

our derivation approach can be considered more expressive then those ap-

proaches, by enabling the generation of strategic plans to achieve strategic

goals and subsequently implementing such plans by deriving the social

perspective of processes from operational goals.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation of SIENA Modeling

Framework

After a new modeling framework is created, its artifacts (e.g. modeling lan-

guages and reasoning techniques) need to be evaluated accordingly. This

chapter describes the evaluation of the SIENA modeling framework which

is performed in three phases. In particular, the first phase evaluates the

SIENA framework against the requirements of Chapter 2 in order to check

whether the languages and automated reasoning technique meet all the

requirements stipulated for strategic enterprise architectures (Section 8.1).

The second phase evaluates SIENA expressiveness and suitability for mod-

eling a real use case and its real-world applicability. In particular, we

use the hospital scenario of our previous effort [24](Section 8.2). Finally,

the third phase compares the SIENA modeling framework with the Archi-

Mate framework in order to check whether SIENA advances the state of

art in the representation and analysis of strategic enterprise architectures

(Section 8.3). In each evaluation stage, we first describe how it has been

conducted and the conclusions acquired from each stage.
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8.1 Achievement of Requirements for Strategic En-

terprise Architectures

The first phase intends to evaluate whether the SIENA modeling frame-

work achieves the requirements for strategic enterprise architectures stated

in Chapter 2 using the example from the metal manufacturing company

used throughout this thesis. Although such evaluation has been partially

carried out in each chapter of this thesis (Chapters 5, 6 and 7), here we

want to comprehensively evaluate the overall framework. Subsequently,

this comprehensive evaluation allows us to draw some considerations about

the process of creating the SIENA language with the conceptualization pro-

vided by Management literature, also reflecting about some of our modeling

decisions.

In order to remind the reader about the requirements for strategic enter-

prise architectures and facilitate our evaluation, Table 8.1 summarizes the

evaluation of the SIENA Modeling Framework with respect to the achieve-

ment of requirements for strategic enterprise architectures from Chapter

2. In this table, each row depicts the (sub)-requirements from Chapter

2, while each column depicts whether SIENA meets or not the require-

ment under consideration and the chapter where the (sub)-requirement is

met. Regarding the conventions for the assessment, a Xsign indicates that

SIENA fully addresses the requirement, whereas a − sign indicates that

SIENA does not address the requirement.

8.1.1 Results and Discussion Regarding Achievement of Re-

quirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures

Figure 8.1 depicts the comprehensive example of the metal manufactur-

ing company modeled using the SIENA modeling framework. The figure

points out in the example how (sub)-requirements R1 (expressiveness in
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Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures (Chapter 2)

Evaluation of SIENA Modeling Framework

Where?

Expressiveness mot. perspective

Description (1.1) X
Chapter 5Ownership (1.2) X

Time Frame (1.3) X
Goal Pattern (1.4) X Chapter 7

Targets (1.5) X
Chapter 5Multiple Levels of

Abstraction (1.6)

X

Goal Relations (2) X
Factors that Impact Goal

Achievement (3)

X

Expressiveness beh. perspective

Social Perspective (1.1) X
Chapter 7

Operational Perspective (1.2) X
Business Process

Architecture (BPA) (1.3)

X Chapter 5

Traceability mot/beh persp.
Representation (2.1) X Chapter 5

Methodological Consistency

(2.2)

X Chapter 7

Support for Automated Reasoning

Formal rigor in specifications

(R3.1)

X

Chapter 6

Support for Execution of

Planning Process (R3.2)

X

Reason with Different

Shades of Goals (R3.2.1)

X

Reason with Environmental

Factors (R3.2.2)

X

Support Selection of Best

Strategic Alternatives

(R3.2.3)

X

Support for Control of

Implemented of Strategic

Alternatives (R3.2.4)

− −

Table 8.1: Summary of Assessment of SIENA Modeling Framework With Respect to

Achievement of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures (Chapter 2)
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motivational and behavioral perspectives) and R2.1 (support for represen-

tation in the traceability between perspectives) from Chapter 2 are met

in terms of the modeling languages of the framework. As requirements

R2.2 (support for methodological traceability between motivational and

behavioral perspectives) and R3 (support for automated reasoning) con-

cern (respectively) methodology and reasoning with SIENA models, they

are not graphically represented, but just discussed in the next sub-section.

In the remainder of this section, we provide a discussion about the

achievement of requirements of strategic enterprise architectures within

the SIENA modeling framework.

Expressiveness in motivational perspective (R1.1). Regarding ex-

pressiveness in motivational perspective, as can be seen in Figure 8.1 and

Table 8.1, the SIENA language (Chapter 5) addresses all the motivational

requirements. As argued in Section 5.3, SIENA’s goals are labeled descrip-

tions (1.1) segmented into multiple levels of abstraction (strategic, tactical

and operational levels) (1.6). Each goal layer has a target (1.5) to be

achieved and distinct time frames (1.3) in which they need to be accom-

plished, i.e., strategic goals are usually long-term (between two and five

years), whereas tactical goals have typically shorter time horizons (usually

from one to three years) and operational goals consists of daily results.

Each goal category from the hierarchical level is assigned to some mem-

ber of the organizational structure (1.2) responsible for its achievement.

Strategic goals are assigned to the overall organization, while tactical goals

are assigned to functional areas and organization units. In its turn, op-

erational goals are assigned either to a role or to multiple roles (business

process operational goal). Furthermore, SIENA also captures a number of

relations among goals, such as refinements (AND-relations), alternatives

(OR-relations) and partial, qualitative relations (positive and negative con-

tributions) (2) among the goals inside of all layers. Factors that impact the
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Figure 8.1: Assessment of SIENA Modeling Framework With Respect to Achievement of

Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Architectures (Chapter 2)
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achievement of goals are also captured as situations and domain assump-

tions (3). In order to specify the type of behavior required for operational

goals to be achieved, goal patterns (1.4) have also be attached to opera-

tional goals in our derivation approach of Azzurra behavioral specifications

from operational goals (Section 7.4).

In order to build the SIENA model, conceptualization from Management

literature described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.7) has been used to refine the

BIM and BMM notion of goal. In this context, the biggest challenge was

to find precise criteria to distinguish among goals of different shades due

to the lack of clear semantics of goals in Management literature. In the

remainder of this section, we describe some of these challenges and some

modeling decisions to cope with them.

Starting at the Strategic Level, Management Literature defines com-

pany’s mission as the reason why the organization exists, i.e., to deliver

some aggregate value to the external world by means of products/services.

In this context, strategic goals represent competitive requirements to be

achieved to measure the achievement of mission statements. Simultane-

ously, Management literature also distinguishes among corporate and busi-

ness unit strategies (strategic goals), with a business unit strategy defining

requirements on how business units (product/services) intend to compete

and the corporate strategy defining which different business units (prod-

ucts/services) aggregate value to the overall company’s scope. With such

definitions in hand, their careful examination reveals a great similarity be-

tween the concepts of mission and corporate strategy and between strategic

goals and business unit strategy.

In order to disambiguate such definitions, SIENA provides the concepts

of mission, strategic goals and their dimensional refinement operators. A

mission defines which products/services the company delivers to the ex-

ternal world (e.g. manufacture metal products) and strategic goals define
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competitive requirements for measuring the achievement of one specific

mission (e.g. increase sales (of metal products) by 2% over 3 years, achieve

12% of growth over 2 years). For modeling multiple business units for the

same company in SIENA, it suffices to represent them as multiple missions

and the strategic goals relative to each mission define the competitive re-

quirements that measure the achievement of their respective missions. To

exemplify this situation, Figure 8.2 shows a hypothetic situation in which

the metal company has two business units (metal products and wood prod-

ucts). The competitive requirements of each of them are represented as

strategic goals resulting from the refinement of the missions. For instance,

“Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” and “Achieve ROI of 12% over 3 years”

strategic goals refers to a sales increase of metal products. The same ra-

tionale can be applied for the other strategic goals (e.g. “Achieve 12% of

growth over 2 years”, “Achieve ROI of 12% over 3 years” and “Improve

market share in 5% over 3 years” strategic goals refers to a return of in-

vestment relative to wood products.

Strategic)Goals
Increase(

sales(by(2%(
over(3(years

Achieve(ROI(
of(12%(over(
3(years

Mission
Manufacture(
both(standard(
and(custom(
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Achieve(ROI(
of(12%(over(
3(years

Achieve(12%(
of(growth(
over(2(years

Manufacture(
wood(

products

Improve(
market(share(
in(5%(over(3(

years

......
............ ...... ......

Figure 8.2: Representation of Multiple Business Units in SIENA Modeling Language

Within the Tactical Level, SIENA aggregates the dual perspective of

Management literature that tactical goals refer to responsibilities of func-

tional areas or tactics to achieve strategic goals. In order to conciliate both
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views, the definition of tactical goal encompasses both perspectives (Sec-

tion 5.1.1) and the methodological guidelines of tactical goals prescribe in

which order to specify them (Section 5.2.3). Initially, tactics (e.g., create

promotions, open new sales channels, manufacture products) are specified

by means of implements-relations for each point of a refinement dimension

of a strategic goal. Subsequently, each tactic must be AND/OR refined

in terms of the responsibilities of functional areas (e.g., the responsibili-

ties of operations, finance, human resources and marketing areas must be

specified in the context of promotions tactics (or open new sales channels

tactics)). Finally, tactics must be differentiated in terms of established

routines vs. singular initiatives (Section 5.2.3). For example, “create pro-

motions” is classified as an initiative, since it is executed once in order to

operate changes in the organizational context. In contrast, the “manufac-

ture products” consists of an established responsibility as it needs to be

repeatedly executed.

By conceptualizing tactical goals (“tactics”) as established routines or

singular initiatives, we bundle goals of quite different flavors into the con-

cept of tactical goals. This modeling decision has been taken after careful

analysis of Management literature.

In Management literature, tactical goals have a dual definition by either

focusing on the specification of responsibilities of functional areas in the

context of overall strategic goals or on the specification of tactics to achieve

strategic goals. Consequently, after analyzing this literature, we faced three

options. The first option consisted in simply ignoring the different notions

of tactical goals presented in Management literature. In this case, it would

suffice to opt for the definition we considered most adequate. The second

option was to adopt the different notions of tactical goals and create two

concepts for capturing them in our language, while the third option was

to bundle the different notions into the concept of tactical goals (option
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adopted by Management literature).

In facing such situation, we have adopted the third option for three rea-

sons. First, as we argued in Section 2.3, our main source for requirements

for strategic enterprise architecture has been acquired from Management

literature, with the incorporation of some insights from the previous ex-

ploratory case study in the hospital environment as well as from the lit-

erature review in Computer Science (BPM, EM, GORE and multi-agent

approaches). As Management literature consisted of the main source of

conceptualization in our work, we decided to incorporate as many as pos-

sible notions of this literature (including this definition of tactical goals).

This decision is based on the fact that distinct bodies of literature provide

definitions based on different assumptions and aggregating conceptualiza-

tion from different sources into the same framework might cause semantic

inconsistencies.

Second, capturing the different notions of tactical goals is important

due to its implications on scheduling constraints at runtime of opera-

tions/business processes that operationalize the tactical goals. For ex-

ample, a business process that operationalizes an initiative (e.g. “Adver-

tise items in promotions) tends to be executed with a lower frequency in

relation to a business process that operationalizes an established routine

(e.g. “Manufacture products). These differences in terms of scheduling

constraints of processes will certainly imply in the workload of the overall

architecture at runtime and on the development of automated reasoning

techniques that use data from process execution to evaluate whether goals

are being achieved. Although this thesis does not address automated rea-

soning at runtime, we would like the framework to be easily extensible in

future research efforts.

Third, during our second evaluation phase within the hospital environ-

ment (Section 8.2), these distinct notions of tactical goals have been also
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noticed. As this evaluation phase uses a real-world case study to acquire

conceptualization, this confirms the existence of such distinctions in prac-

tice and for this reason, they have been included here. Observe also that

we might have taken the second option (i.e., to create two distinct concepts

for denoting the two types of tactical goals). However, we opted for joining

the two notions of tactical goals to stick to the simplest option, since this

distinction does not have any further implications in terms of automated

reasoning in the current state of the framework.

Notice that, while we argue that our decision may prevent semantic

inconsistencies and allow future extensions from the framework, we also

recognize that such aggregation may potentially cause drawbacks in our

enterprise models. In the current version of the SIENA framework, we

perform strategic planning using strategic planning concepts (strategic,

tactical goals, operations, dimensional refinement operators, etc.)(Chapter

6). Our automated reasoning technique generates strategic plans to achieve

strategic goals. In a similar rationale, if we target future efforts for the de-

velopment of an automated technique for performing tactical planning, we

envision that the aggregation of goals of different flavors into tactical goals

would potentially affect such technique in a negative way. This would hap-

pen because such aggregation of goals of different flavors into the same

concept causes a lack of expressiveness in the language. In the latter in-

stance, this lack of expressiveness in the language may affect the reasoning

results with tactical models. Currently, we do not address tactical planning

and therefore, we cannot fully estimate the consequences of such modeling

decision at the moment.

In course of providing a definition for tactical goals, besides the need

of aggregating two distinct views from Management literature, we had to

define an AND-semantics for the implements-relations to denote that one

strategic goal is AND-refined into tactics that implement it under some
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domain assumptions. Furthermore, as tactical goals implement strategic

goals differently according to different points of a given refinement dimen-

sion (e.g. “Manufacture 900000 products at average cost of $19 in Italy”

and “Manufacture 1200000 products at average cost of $21 in Germany”),

SIENA opens up the possibility of setting up customized targets to be

achieved by functional areas, depending on different points of time, loca-

tion and products/services.

Regarding the Operational Level, the lack of clear semantic distinctions

among tactical and operational goals led us to distinguish tactical goals

as goals to be achieved by organization units and operational goals to be

achieved by roles or business processes.

Regarding other motivational sub-requirements, time frames (1.3) can

be specified explicitly through dimensional refinement operators when there

is a need of refining strategic goals in terms of time. They can be also spec-

ified by following the methodological guidelines for SIENA in which each

layer (strategic, tactical, operational) has its own time frame (Section 5.2).

As explained in Section 5.2, strategic goals are usually long-term (lasting

from two to five years), while tactical goals have shorter time horizons

(usually from one to three years) and operational goals consist of daily,

weekly and monthly results to be achieved.

Regarding goal patterns (1.4), their specification is instrumental for

distinguishing the different types of behavior required for satisfying goals.

For example, some goals need to be achieved (and then, an action has to

be adopted), while others need to be avoided (then, an action has not to be

adopted). In this context, goal patterns may be specified for operational

goals in Chapter 7. Our strategic planning approach (Chapter 6) also

allows the specification of optimization goals in order to allow the selection

of optimum strategic plans to achieve strategic goals.

Expressiveness in behavioral perspective (R1.2). Regarding expres-
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siveness in behavioral perspective, the adoption of commitments and pro-

tocols by the Azzurra language (Chapter 7) enables the specification of

business processes in social terms (1.1), by focusing on the social inter-

actions among process participants, rather than the operational activities

executed by them. In its turn, the association of commitments with activ-

ities and gateways in Azzurra enables the specification of the operational

steps required to fulfill commitments, thus providing an operational repre-

sentation of processes (1.2). Finally, the concept of business processes and

their relations provided by the SIENA language (Chapter 5) characterizes

the concept of business process architecture (1.3) as the set of business pro-

cesses necessary to realize company’s strategy. In this context, the concept

of value added chains from Management literature enabled us to charac-

terize the set of business processes as a chain of processes that interact

by means of the trigger and information relations to deliver company’s

products/services. Figure 8.1 and Table 8.1 depicts the achievement of all

expressiveness in behavioral perspective sub-requirements.

Traceability between motivational and behavioral perspectives

(R2). Regarding the traceability between motivational and behavioral

perspectives (R2) requirement, traceability in the representation of the in-

terconnection between both perspectives is achieved by connecting tactical

goals with operations and operations with operational goals and business

processes in the SIENA language (Chapter 5). In fact, the creation of such

interconnections was challenging due to a lack of clear connections of both

perspectives within Management literature. In this context, inspired by

the need of providing support for the enterprise’s planning process (R3),

operations have been created with the purpose of planning the achieve-

ment of enterprise’s tactical goals. Also, in order to provide an integrated

perspective of the tactics to implement strategic goals and the business

processes that indeed fulfill such strategic goals, operations are refined in
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terms of operational goals, business processes and their relations.

In its turn, traceability in methodological consistency between moti-

vational and behavioral perspectives is achieved in Chapter 7 with the

derivation of Azzurra specifications (process specifications) from SIENA’s

operational goals.

Support for automated reasoning with strategic enterprise archi-

tectures (R3). Regarding the achievement of the requirements for strate-

gic enterprise architectures (Chapter 2), our strategic planning approach

fully addresses support for automated reasoning with strategic enterprise

architectures (R3) requirement, with an exception for control and evalua-

tion of implemented strategic alternatives. We initially formalize strategic

goals, their dimensional refinement operators, AND/OR refinements and

implements relation, thus providing SIENA’s specifications with formal

rigor (R3.1). This formalization is an essential step of our approach to

enable the execution of automated reasoning with SIENA models.

Our automated reasoning technique supports the execution of the sev-

eral steps of the planning process (R3.2) in the following ways. First, the

formalization of strategic goals and their dimensional refinement operators

enables our approach to perform automated reasoning with goals in multi-

ple levels of abstraction (strategic and tactical goals)(R3.2.1). In its turn,

such automated reasoning allows the identification of strategic alternatives

and generation of optimum strategic alternatives (strategic plans) that ex-

plore enterprise variability and constraints (R3.2.3). Second, the mapping

of situations and domain assumptions to CGM modeling constructs enables

us to perform scenario analysis which corresponds to the assessment of en-

vironment and their impacts on the achievement of strategic goals (R3.2.2).

Support for control and evaluation of implemented strategic alternatives

(R3.2.4) is not achieved in this thesis.
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8.2 Real-World Case Study in Rheumatology Depart-

ment of University Hospital

The second evaluation phase uses the real-world case study from our pre-

vious experience [24] developed in the Rheumatology Department of Cas-

siano de Moraes University Hospital (HUCAM Hospital) which is part of

the Federal University of Esṕırito Santo in Vitória, Brazil. This case study

has been used to evaluate the expressiveness of the SIENA framework for

the representation of a real-world scenario and to demonstrate its applica-

bility in practice.

At the time of our previous work, the Rheumatology department mainly

accumulated the following functions: (i) provide educational training to

form specialists in rheumatology; (ii) provide outpatient medical care and

(iii) develop research to investigate the incidence of rheumatology condi-

tions in population. It was composed of six specialists in rheumatology,

two nurses and two physiotherapists, among other professionals to help to

host patients. Rheumatology residents and interns temporarily join the de-

partment for educational purposes, also assisting in the daily routine. The

department performed fifteen business processes, such as outpatient care,

drugs infusion, among others and had an average rate of five thousand and

seven hundred outpatient medical care instances per year.

For conducting the enterprise modeling approach, the project team was

composed of: (i) enterprise modelers: one analyst (junior researcher), two

consultants (senior researchers); and (ii) hospital clients: one doctor, one

resident, one member of administrative staff, and a few patients. The

junior researcher of the project is now the first author of this thesis.
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8.2.1 The Modeling Process

At the project, we have focused on seven business processes related to

outpatient medical care functions and one business process referring to

the High-Cost Drug Assessment Commission. These eight business pro-

cesses have been selected from a total of fifteen business processes that

corresponded to the total number of business processes performed by the

department to deliver healthcare services to the public.

We have produced eight goal models (represented in the Tropos mod-

eling language and methodology) and their respective business processes

(represented in the ARIS/EPCs methodology). An additional goal model

has been developed to capture organizational issues which were not related

with a specific business process (but with a set of business processes) or

with other organizational concerns, such as infrastructure, policies, man-

agement, among others. Many draft models had been elaborated in several

cycles (involving elicitation, analysis and modeling) before these resulting

models were finalized.

All goals and process models have been fully validated by the doctor who

was the head of the department (responsible for the project) and other de-

partment members. The validation with the head of the department was

particularly important due to her broad knowledge of the department, the

functioning, connections with the other departments and the overall hospi-

tal. For the interested reader, the annex of our previous work [24] depicts a

complete goal and business process model of two business processes which

have been developed in the case study (Diagnose patient’s health state and

Realize procedures business processes).

The usage of Tropos and ARIS/EPCs for capturing the strategic enter-

prise architecture entailed some limitations in this approach. Regarding

the motivational perspective, the lack of goals of different shades in Tro-
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pos prevented us to distinguish among goals in our models and led us to

propose a goal categorization in [27] which was captured externally to the

model. Second, as the Tropos language is structured in terms of actors’

perspectives and their dependencies, goals have been captured inside ac-

tor’s personal goals (as examples of actors, we have doctors, receptionist,

resident, patient, among others). As a consequence, organization’s goals

(goals that pertained to the overall department and not to a unique actor)

and emergent goals (goals that arise due to interaction of multiple actors)

have been also captured inside some actor’s perspective and no further dis-

tinction among agent’s personal goals, organization’s goals and emergent

goals have been made.

Regarding the interconnection between motivational and behavioral per-

spective, the absence of a unique language for modeling goals and processes

in a single strategic enterprise architecture hindered our efforts to properly

connect both perspectives. As a consequence of that, we have proposed

an approach to establish a connection between the motivational domain

and the enterprise architecture elements responsible for the satisfaction of

goals using foundational ontologies [26]. Overall, all the aforementioned

limitations also led us to capture information about the goals and their

relations with processes as natural language in documents.

8.2.2 Results With SIENA Language in Hospital Case Study

In the present evaluation, we have used the Rheumatology Department

models and documentation to elaborate goals using the SIENA modeling

framework. SIENA models of the Rheumatology Department are depicted

in Figures 8.3 - 8.9.

Given that the hospital scenario consists of an example of a real-world,

public enterprise, it has some additional features that increase its complex-

ity compared with the metal manufacturing example used throughout this
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thesis. In the remainder of this section, we enumerate those features for

each SIENA’s Layer.

...
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Figure 8.3: Three Mission Statements from Rheumatology Department

Strategic Layer. Contrasting with the metal manufacturing company

that contains a unique mission statement, the three hospital functions (i.e.,

provide educational training to form specialists in rheumatology, provide

outpatient care and develop research in rheumatology) can be considered

three different services to the external world. For this reason, we elabo-

rated these three services as three different mission statements with their

associated vision statements (Figure 8.3). The existence of three distinct

mission statements entails the need of representing strategic, tactical and

operational goals for each of them. However, for the sake of simplicity,

we proceed with the modeling effort solely for rheumatology outpatient

services due to its highest importance for the department. Another im-

portant characteristic of the hospital case study lies on the fact that being

the hospital a public enterprise, its mission and vision statements do not

contain financial terms (See Section 5.2.1, regarding the discussion about

the development of mission statement for public and private companies).
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Figure 8.4: Strategic Goal “Increase admission of patients by 5% over 2 years” and Its

Refinements

Regarding the elaboration of strategic goals, being the hospital a public

enterprise, strategic goals also do not reflect competitive requirements, but

only focus on concrete outcomes that measure the achievement of the mis-

sion by the overall organization (see Section 5.2.2 regarding the elaboration

of strategic goals). In this context, two strategic goals regarding expected

customer service levels have been elaborated for the department (“Increase

admission of patients by 5% over 2 years” (Figure 8.3 and 8.4) and “Pro-

vide outpatient care to 5985 patients every year” (Figure 8.3 and 8.5)).

We opted for distinguishing among two strategic goals regarding desired

customer level in order to subsequently highlight the existence of initiatives

and established responsibilities at the tactical level (Section 5.2.3).

Both strategic goals have been elaborated following the guidelines from

Section 5.2.2. “Increase admission of patients by 5% over 2 years” consists

of a need of the department to extend the provisioning of the rheumatology

services to population, while “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients

every year” reflects a future target (5985 patients) to be achieved by the
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Figure 8.5: Strategic Goal “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients every year” and Its

Refinements

department, which is a result of an increase of 5% in the number of attended

patients (since the current number of patients at the time of the study was

5700 patients, as highlighted before).

Both strategic goals have been refined using dimensional refinement op-

erators. “Increase admission of patients by 5% over 2 years” has been

refined by time (years) and by service type (type of outpatient care) (Fig-

ure 8.4), while “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients every year” has

been initially refined in terms of service type (type of medical care). Sub-

sequently, two sub-goals from “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients

every year” have also been refined using dimensional operators in terms of

service type (both in terms of the type of outpatient care)(Figure 8.5).

Our series of interviews were mainly focused on the operational (with

roles like doctors, nurses, patients) and tactical levels (with the head of
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the department) and stakeholders at higher levels of the hospital hierarchy

(e.g. public administrators or physicians of other public health services)

have not been covered. This fact has limited the identification of higher-

level goals of the overall system. Although we firmly believe to exist a

number of other strategic concerns, they are not reflected in our models

that solely focus on strategic goals we captured by means of interviews.

Tactical Layer. Within the tactical layer, two branches of tactical goals

have been elaborated, one relative to the “Increase admission of patients

by 5% over 2 years” strategic goal and other relative to the “Provide out-

patient care to 5985 patients every year” strategic goal. In the branch

of the first goal, our intention is to focus on the tactical measures that

implement changes within the hospital environment (i.e. the initiatives),

while in the second strategic goal, we intend to depict tactical measures

that correspond to the established routines of the hospital.

Starting with the refinement of “Increase admission of patients by 5%

over 2 years” (Figure 8.6), different tactical measures (initiatives) are

adopted for implementing changes in the department that will enable the

admission of more patients. In Figure 8.6, tactical measures relative to each

outpatient service are delimited by dashed lines in order to facilitate the

understanding. For example, in order to increase admission of patients by

time (“Increase admission of patients by 2.5% over 1st year”), the depart-

ment has to acquire a new radiography equipment and expand the project

for education to rheumatology patients (education about how to follow

the medical recommendations correctly in order to treat the rheumatology

diseases). Both tactics are not represented in the scope of any outpatient

service since their adoption is beneficial to all outpatient services.

In the scope of the outpatient service for treating collagenous diseases,

availability of physical space (“Increase admission of patients with collage-
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Figure 8.6: Tactical Goals Relative to the “Increase admission of patients by 5% over 2

years” Strategic Goal

nous diseases by opening more physical space”) and acquisition of new

rheumatologists (“Increase admission of patients with collagenous diseases

by hiring doctors”) are the required tactical measures.

Such tactical measures have been subsequently refined in terms of the

responsibilities of the functional areas. Observe that, among the responsi-

bilities of the functional areas, the tactics for opening more physical space

(“Increase admission of patients with collagenous diseases by opening more

physical space”) has responsibilities for Finance (“Make contract with
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authorized sub-contractors”) and for Operations (“Build building physi-

cally”), but no responsibilities for Marketing and Human Resources. Ob-

serve also that the responsibility from operations corresponds to a responsi-

bility for other operational sectors of the hospital or sub-contractors (build

the building), and not for the operational roles of the rheumatology depart-

ment (e.g. doctors, nurses, etc.). Furthermore, we assume an availability

of physical space and rheumatologists for both tactics to work (modeled

as domain assumptions), otherwise, they could not be applicable.

Similar considerations regarding tactical measures can be made by other

outpatient services (Figure 8.6). For example, admission of patients in the

diagnosis outpatient service (“Increase admission of patients in diagno-

sis by 1% over 2% years” strategic goal) requires four tactical measures

to be adopted: (i) standardization of techniques of identification of self-

antibodies, (ii) acquisition of new types of diagnosis exams, (iii) standard-

ization of clinical protocols of diagnosis and (iv) increase of services related

to self-antibodies identification. For the high-cost drug outpatient service

(“Increase admission of patients for high-cost drug outpatient by 1% over 2

years” strategic goal), the tactical measures consists of: (i) acquire devices

for monitoring the injection of high-cost drug, (ii) diversify the types of

high-cost drugs and (iii) acquire new refrigerator for hospital to store the

high-cost drug in the department. Regarding operations, we have created

just an operation for planning the hiring of doctors (“Hire doctors for col-

lagenous diseases”) for simplifying the model and the other operations still

remain to be modeled.

Within the branch of “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients every

year” strategic goal, our main intention lies on the identification of estab-

lished routines that are periodically executed for the department to provide

rheumatology services to the population. These established routines cor-

respond to the responsibilities of each functional area in the scope of the
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overall hospital’s strategy. For that, we take two leaf strategic goals from

Figure 8.5 (“Diagnose patient’s health state” and “Perform medical sched-

uled consultation with high-cost drug commission” strategic goals) and

depict them as strategic goals in Figure 8.7.

Starting from both strategic goals, Figure 8.7 depicts the tactical goals

relative to each of them. For example, in the scope of diagnosis outpatient

service (“Diagnose patient’s health state” strategic goal), we have elabo-

rated the responsibilities for the roles within the rheumatology department

(e.g. “Manage patient’s access to hospital service” (receptionist), “Diag-

nose rheumatology diseases” (rheumatologist)) and external departments

(“Help in differential diagnosis” (ophthalmologist, dermatologist and car-

diologist)), but not in the functional areas (please remember that tactical

goals might refer to responsibilities of functional areas or organization’s

units (see Section 5.2.3 for tactical goal elaboration)). The planning of

the execution of such responsibilities is then performed in the scope of the

“Plan diagnosis process” operation.

Similar considerations can be made in the scope of the high-cost drug

outpatient service (“Perform medical scheduled consultation with high-cost

drug commission” strategic goal). In this context, core responsibilities of

the high-cost outpatient service are enumerated (e.g. “Administer high-

cost drug” (nurse), “Report to Anvisa reactions and adverse events during

drug administration” (rheumatologist), “Manage results of laboratory ex-

ams” (receptionist)) and supporting responsibilities such as “Obtain data

about patient’s health state during drug administration” (receptionist),

“Manage patient’s access to hospital service” (receptionist) and “Manage

drug for high-cost and pulsotherapy outpatient services” (nurse). Such

functional responsibilities are then planned in the scope of the “Plan ad-

ministration of high-cost drug” operation.

Operational Layer. The “Plan administration of high-cost drug” oper-
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Figure 8.7: Tactical Goals Relative to the “Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients every

year” Strategic Goal

ation is responsible for planning the execution of all operational steps of

the high-cost drug outpatient service. This planning corresponds to the

elaboration of the operational goals and business processes relative to the

high-cost drug outpatient service (as explained in Section 5.2.4). Opera-

tional goals and business processes relative to the high-cost drug outpatient

service are depicted in Figures 8.8 and 8.9.

The final state of the “Plan administration of high-cost drug” operation

in Figure 8.7 corresponds to the root operational goal in Figure 8.8. This

operational goal is then refined into three operational goals (“Schedule pa-

tients for high-cost drug administration”, “Administer high-cost drug” and

“Manage results of laboratory exams”) which correspond to the final state

of business processes (Figure 8.8). In particular, the “Schedule patients for

high-cost drug administration” operational goal is refined into its sub-goals,

depicting the milestones (operational goals assigned to roles) necessary to

execute the “Schedule patients for high-cost drug administration” business
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process. In Figure 8.9, the “Administer high-cost drug” (business process)

operational goal is also refined in terms of its sub-goals (role operational

goals) and their contributions.
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Figure 8.8: Operational Goals Relative to the “Plan administration of high-cost drug”

Operation (Part 1)

Situations and Domain Assumptions. Situations and domain assump-

tions are captured within the three SIENA layers of goals, as for example
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Figure 8.9: Operational Goals Relative to the “Plan administration of high-cost drug”

Operation (Part 2)

in Figure 8.6 that assumes an availability of space and doctors for the

achievement of the tactics of opening more physical space and hiring doc-

tors (“Increase admission of patients with collagenous diseases by opening

more physical space” and “Increase admission of patients with collage-

nous diseases by hiring doctors”). Regarding situations (still in the same

figure), the lack of standardization of diagnosis clinical protocols in the

department leads to no clear criteria for the identification of rheumatology

diseases and therefore, this is a weakness in the acquisition of new types

of diagnosis exams, since new diagnosis techniques can be only acquired if

there is standardization in the way how they are supposed to be used. This
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lack of standardization also consists of a weakness in the diagnosis of new

rheumatology diseases in patients (depicted as a weakness relation from

the “Lack of standardization of diagnosis of clinical protocols” situation to

the “Diagnose rheumatology diseases” tactical goal in Figure 8.7).

8.2.3 Results With Azzurra Language in Hospital Case Study

In order to evaluate the overall expressiveness of the SIENA modeling

framework, we also built an Azzurra specification to test this language.

Therefore, we have used our formal approach for business process design

in order to derive an Azzurra specification from operational goals (Section

7.4). By using our business process design approach, we intended to check

Azzurra expressiveness and the overall feasibility of our process design

approach.

In order to apply our business process design approach, we chose to

detail the “Administer high-cost drug” operational goal and business pro-

cess from Figure 8.9. Therefore, Figure 8.10 depicts this goal as its root

operational goal together with its sub-goals, resulted from AND/OR re-

finements and contributions among them. This goal structure is then used

as the starting point for our business process design approach. In the re-

mainder, we follow the steps of our business process design approach which

have been proposed in Section 7.4.

1. Specify Operational Goal Models using KAOS Semantics: In

order to perform this step, the root Operational Goal “Administer high-

cost drug” (Goal Achieve [HighCostDrugAdministered]) from Figure

8.10 is formalized in terms of LTL assertions and goal patterns in Equation

8.1 as follows:
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Figure 8.10: (Role) Operational Goals Relative to the “Administer high-cost drug” Busi-

ness Process

GoalAchieve[HighCostDrugAdministered]

FormalDef ∃d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=⇒ ♦Administered (d,p)

(8.1)

2. Derive Roles and Agents from Operational Goal Models:

From Figure 8.10, we have derived three roles (patient, nurse and rheuma-

tologist) which are depicted in Figure 8.15.

3. Formally Decompose Operational Goals: Equation 8.1 shows

the root operational goal “Administer high-cost drug” (Goal Achieve
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[HighCostDrugAdministered]) formalized in LTL and goal patterns. In

order to formally refine this goal (refinement R1 in Figure 8.10), we have

to find an appropriate pattern according to the semantics of the domain.

Darimont et al. [38] mention that patterns whose root goals match with

the goal assertion to be refined are suitable candidates. In this case, we

have chosen refinement pattern RP1 which has been originally introduced

in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.5) and is also depicted in Figure 8.11.

would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 

2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 

RequiredPre: Q1, RequiredPost: Q2 
As a very simple example of  using this inference rule, con- 
sider the following SafetyConstraint for a lift system: 

HardConstralnt Maintain [DoorsCIosedWhileMoving] 
Refines SafeTransportation 
FormalDef V I: Lift, d: Doors, f,f': Floor 
PartOf (d, I) = [ ]  [ LiftAt (I,f) ^ o LiftAt (I,r) ^ r ~ f 

d.State = 'closed' ^ o (d.State = 'closed') ] 
The following required pre-/postconditions are then for- 
mally derived using the rule above: 

Action GoToFIoor 
Input Lift {arg: I}, Floor {arg: f, r}, Passenger {arg: p}; 
Output LiftAt 
DomPre LiftAt (I, f) A Requesting (p, r) ^ r ~ f 
DornPost LiftAt (I, r) 
RequiredPre for DoorsGIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  
RequiredPost for DoorsCIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  

3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 
3.1 Basic idea 
Experience with KAOS has revealed that correct goal 
refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
Definition. A set of goal assertions G1, G2 ..... Gn is a com- 
plete refinement of a goal assertion G iff the following con- 

ditions hold: 
1.G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I- G (entailment) 
2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
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To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
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At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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(RP1)

Figure 8.11: Example of KAOS Refinement Patterns Extracted From [38]

In order to apply RP1, we have to start from the “Administer high-cost

drug” formal assertion (GoalAchieve [HighCostDrugAdministered]) and

formally refine it using RP1. In this case, the RP1 requires us to start with

the assertion P =⇒ ♦Q (in our case, IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug =⇒ ♦
Administered) and then, find the three sub-goals defined in Figure 8.11. By

analyzing the refinements of the “Administer high-cost drug” operational

goal in Figure 8.10 and following a suitable semantics for the refinement

according to the domain, we found the following sub-goals (depicted as

Equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4):

GoalAchieve[HighCostDrugPrescribed]

FormalDef ∃d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=⇒ ♦HighCostDrugPrescribed (d,p)

(8.2)
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GoalAchieve[HighCostDrugAdministered]

FormalDef ∃d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)∧PrescribedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=⇒ ♦Administered (d,p)

(8.3)

GoalMaintain[AdministrationOccurring]

FormalDef ∃d : Drug, p : Patient, c : complication

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p) =⇒
IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)W

(OccurrenceComplicManaged (d,p,c)∧OccurrenceReported (d,p,c))

(8.4)

Equation 8.2 states that if a need of high-cost drug is identified, then

the high-cost drug must be prescribed, while Equation 8.3 states that if

the need of high-cost drug is identified and the drug is prescribed, then

it needs to be administered in the patient. Equation 8.4 states that a

need of high-cost drug is identified (and therefore the drug continues to be

administered) until a complication with the drug administration occurs.

In this case, if a complication occurs, it needs to be managed and reported

to Anvisa. The ability of correctly applying RP1 in the root operational

goal “Administer high-cost drug” confirms the correctness of the informal

refinement previously performed.

Finally, due to the existence of other AND-refinements among the oper-

ational goals of Figure 8.10 (AND-refinements of the “Prescribe high-cost

drug” (R2), “Evaluate patient’s health state during drug administration”

(R3) and “Evaluate existence of contraindications” (R4) operational goals),

refinement patterns need to be applied again. In the three refinements R2,
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R3 and R4, we have applied RP3. Figures 8.12, 8.13 and 8.14 show the

formal refinements for R2, R3 and R4, respectively.
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GoalMaintain[AdministrationOccurring]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient, c : complication

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p) =)
IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)W

(OccurrenceComplicManaged (d,p,c)^OccurrenceReported (d,p,c))

(8.4)

Equation 8.2 states that if a need of high cost drug is identified, then

the high cost drug must be prescribed, while Equation 8.3 states that if

the need of high cost drug is identified and the drug is prescribed, then

it needs to be administered in the patient. Equation 8.4 states that a

need of high cost drug is identified (and therefore the drug continues to be

administred) until a complication with the drug of administration occurs.

In this case, if a complication occurs, it needs to be managed and reported

to Anvisa. The ability of correctly applying RP1 in the root operational

goal “Administer high cost drug” confirms the correctness of the informal

refinement previously performed.

Finally, due to the existence of other AND-refinements among the op-

erational goals of Figure 8.10 (AND-refinements of the “Prescribe high

cost drug” (R2), “Evaluate patient’s health state during drug administra-

tion” (R3) and “Evaluate existence of contraindications” (R4) operational

goals), refinement patterns need to be applied again. We refrain from

showing both refinements here, as they can be trivially performed.

GoalAchieve[HealthStateEvaluated]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=) ⌃HealthStateEvaluated (p)

(8.5)
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would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 

2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 

RequiredPre: Q1, RequiredPost: Q2 
As a very simple example of  using this inference rule, con- 
sider the following SafetyConstraint for a lift system: 

HardConstralnt Maintain [DoorsCIosedWhileMoving] 
Refines SafeTransportation 
FormalDef V I: Lift, d: Doors, f,f': Floor 
PartOf (d, I) = [ ]  [ LiftAt (I,f) ^ o LiftAt (I,r) ^ r ~ f 

d.State = 'closed' ^ o (d.State = 'closed') ] 
The following required pre-/postconditions are then for- 
mally derived using the rule above: 

Action GoToFIoor 
Input Lift {arg: I}, Floor {arg: f, r}, Passenger {arg: p}; 
Output LiftAt 
DomPre LiftAt (I, f) A Requesting (p, r) ^ r ~ f 
DornPost LiftAt (I, r) 
RequiredPre for DoorsGIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  
RequiredPost for DoorsCIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  

3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 
3.1 Basic idea 
Experience with KAOS has revealed that correct goal 
refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
Definition. A set of goal assertions G1, G2 ..... Gn is a com- 
plete refinement of a goal assertion G iff the following con- 

ditions hold: 
1.G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I- G (entailment) 
2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 

RequiredPre: Q1, RequiredPost: Q2 
As a very simple example of  using this inference rule, con- 
sider the following SafetyConstraint for a lift system: 

HardConstralnt Maintain [DoorsCIosedWhileMoving] 
Refines SafeTransportation 
FormalDef V I: Lift, d: Doors, f,f': Floor 
PartOf (d, I) = [ ]  [ LiftAt (I,f) ^ o LiftAt (I,r) ^ r ~ f 

d.State = 'closed' ^ o (d.State = 'closed') ] 
The following required pre-/postconditions are then for- 
mally derived using the rule above: 

Action GoToFIoor 
Input Lift {arg: I}, Floor {arg: f, r}, Passenger {arg: p}; 
Output LiftAt 
DomPre LiftAt (I, f) A Requesting (p, r) ^ r ~ f 
DornPost LiftAt (I, r) 
RequiredPre for DoorsGIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  
RequiredPost for DoorsCIosedWhileMoving: d.s ta te  = 'c losed'  

3. Refining Goals into Subgoals 

3.1 Basic idea 
Experience with KAOS has revealed that correct goal 
refinements are often hard to find; goal decompositions 
made by hand are usually incomplete and sometimes 
inconsistent [Lam95]. Moreover, the goal graph usually has 
few OR-branches and contain implicit choices; interesting 
alternatives may be overlooked. The idea is therefore to 
provide formal support for building goal refinement graphs 
that are complete, proved correct, and integrate alterna- 
tives. This section introduces domain-independent refine- 
ment patterns as a way to achieve this objective. Patterns 
are proved correct and complete once for all by the pattern 
designer; reusing the pattern entails reusing the proof, and 
the mathematics can therefore be hidden to the user of  pat- 
terns. The concept of  refinement and refinement patterns 
are first carefully defined. Next an example of frequent 
refinement pattern is shown and proved. The benefits of 
using refinement patterns are then discussed. Finally, we 
detail the contents and structure of  our library of patterns. 
Definition. A set of goal assertions G1, G2 ..... Gn is a com- 
plete refinement of a goal assertion G iff the following con- 

ditions hold: 
1.G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I- G (entailment) 
2. V i: Aj;~ i Gj I~ G (minimality) 
3. G1 ^ G2 ^... ^ Gn I~ false (consistency) 

To avoid trivial refinements consisting in rewriting G into 
logically equivalent forms, the following rule is added: 

4. n > 1 or the refinement relies on domain knowledge. 
Definition. A refinement pattern is a one-level AND-tree of  
abstract goal assertions such that the set of  leaf assertions is 
a complete refinement of  the root assertion. 
As a first example, the following refinement pattern pro- 
poses a way to decompose Achieve goals into three sub- 
goals. 

f i 
This pattern is generic; it can be instantiated to completely 
different situations. A simple instantiation is presented first; 
other instantiations will be used later. 
Consider the train control system studied in [Fea94]. One 
functional goal is to ensure that trains move through con- 
secutive blocks: 

Goal Achieve [TrainProgress] 
FormalDef (V t: Train, b: Block) [At (t, b) ~ 0 At (t, b+l)] 

A particular case that comes directly to mind is when 
b lockb+ l ' s  signal is set to 'go ' .  One may thus instantiate 
the meta-variable R in the first subgoal of  the pattern above 
to the predicate Go [b+l] formalizing this situation; hence 
the refinement into the following three subgoals: 

Goal Achieve [ProgressWhenGoSignal] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ^ Go[b+1] ~ 0 A t  (t, b+ l )  
Goal Achieve [SignalSetToGo] 

FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 
At (t, b) ~ 0 Go[b+1] 

Goal Maintain [TrainWaiting] 
FormalDef V t: Train, b: Block 

At (t, b) ~ A t  (t, b)q4)At (t, b+ l )  

The last subgoal obtained from this pattern states that a 
train t must stay in block b unless it is in block b+l; back- 
ward moves are thereby discarded. 
Refinement patterns are useful for the following reasons. 
• They allow formal reasoning to be hidden to the require- 

ments engineer; 
• They may help detecting incomplete refinements and 

reconnoitering requirements; 
• They allow choices underlying refinements to be made 

explicit. 
Each point is illustrated now in turn. 
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(RP1)

Figure 8.11: Example of KAOS Refinement Patterns Extracted From [33]

formally refine it using RP1. In this case, the RP1 requires us to start with

the assertion P =) ⌃Q (in our case, IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug =)
⌃ Administered) and then, find the three sub-goals defined in Figure 8.12.

By analyzing the refinements of the “Administer high cost drug” opera-

tional goal in Figure 8.10 and following a suitable semantics for the refine-

ment according the domain, we found the following sub-goals (depicted as

Equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4):

GoalAchieve[HighCostDrugPrescribed]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=) ⌃HighCostDrugPrescribed (d,p)

(8.2)

GoalAchieve[HighCostDrugAdministered]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)^PrescribedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=) ⌃Administered (d,p)

(8.3)
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GoalAchieve[PrescribedHighCostDrugPrevious]

FormalDef 9p : Patient

HealthStateEvaluated (p)

=) ⌃(9d: Drug)(PrescribedHighCostDrugPrevious (d, p))

(8.6)

GoalAchieve[ContraindicationsEvaluated]

FormalDef 9p : Patient

HealthStateEvaluated (p)

=) ⌃(9d: Drug)(ContraindicationsEvaluated (d, p))

(8.7)

GoalAchieve[HealthStateStabilized]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

ContraindicationsEvaluated (d,p)

=) ⌃HealthStateStabilized (d, p)

(8.8)

GoalAchieve[AdverseEventsEvaluated]

FormalDef 9p : Patient

HealthStateEvaluated (p)

=) ⌃(9d: Drug)(AdverseEventsEvaluated (d, p))

(8.9)

GoalAchieve[RiskInfectionsEvaluated]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

AdverseEventsEvaluated (d,p)

=) ⌃RiskInfectionsEvaluated (d, p)

(8.10)
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Figure 8.12: Formalization and Refinement of “Prescribe high-cost drug” Goal
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GoalMaintain[AdministrationOccurring]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient, c : complication

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p) =)
IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)W

(OccurrenceComplicManaged (d,p,c)^OccurrenceReported (d,p,c))

(8.4)

Equation 8.2 states that if a need of high cost drug is identified, then

the high cost drug must be prescribed, while Equation 8.3 states that if

the need of high cost drug is identified and the drug is prescribed, then

it needs to be administered in the patient. Equation 8.4 states that a

need of high cost drug is identified (and therefore the drug continues to be

administred) until a complication with the drug of administration occurs.

In this case, if a complication occurs, it needs to be managed and reported

to Anvisa. The ability of correctly applying RP1 in the root operational

goal “Administer high cost drug” confirms the correctness of the informal

refinement previously performed.

Finally, due to the existence of other AND-refinements among the op-

erational goals of Figure 8.10 (AND-refinements of the “Prescribe high

cost drug” (R2), “Evaluate patient’s health state during drug administra-

tion” (R3) and “Evaluate existence of contraindications” (R4) operational

goals), refinement patterns need to be applied again. We refrain from

showing both refinements here, as they can be trivially performed.

GoalAchieve[HealthStateEvaluated]

FormalDef 9d : Drug, p : Patient

IdentifiedNeedHighCostDrug (d,p)

=) ⌃HealthStateEvaluated (p)

(8.5)
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Figure 8.13: Formalization and Refinement of “Evaluate patient’s health state during

drug administration” Goal

4. Select Leaf Goals for Operationalization and “Best” Al-

ternatives of OR-refinements. After an analysis of Figure 8.10, we

conclude that OR-refinements in the model do not represent alternatives

that need to be chosen, but rather, alternatives that might happen. For

example, during drug administration, the nurse decides whether the drug

will be administered via oral or intravenous, depending on multiple fac-

tors (e.g., the patient’s health state, the type of drug, among others). In

this sense, although the OR-refinement expresses an alternative, the nurse

does not have choices to administer the drug in one way or another. In this
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RiskInfectionsEvaluated =) ContraIndicationsEvaluated

4. Select Leaf Goals for Operationalization and “Best” Al-

ternatives of OR-refinements. After an analysis of Figure 8.10, we

conclude that OR-refinements in the model do not represent alternatives

that need to be chosen, bur rather, alternatives that might happen. For

example, during drug administration, the nurse decides whether the drug

will be administered via oral or intravenous, depending on multiple factors

(e.g., the patient’s health state, the type of drug, among others). In this

sense, although the OR-refinement expresses an alternative, the nurse does

not have choice to administer the drug in one way or another. In this case,

we leave as future work the refinement of methodological guidelines for

operational goals in order to cope with similar cases. For practical pur-

poses, we simply skip the choice of OR-refinements and use all leaf goals

to proceed to step 4.

5. Derive Commitments from Operational Goals.

terminar aqui
6. Complete Azzurra Specifications.

6. Specify Commitment Operationalizations (optional). Nao

fazer!

would prompt a question about what restoration action 
should be foreseen in case of violation; as a result, 
actions like emailing a reminder or giving a phone call 
to negligent participants would be introduced. 

• Tactics capture heuristics to drive the elaboration or 
select among alternatives, e.g., 
- Refine goals so as to reduce the number of  agents 

involved in the achievement of  each subgoal; 
- Favor goal refinements that introduce less conflicts. 

2.4 Constructive formal support 
Formal derivation rules can be used to derive requirements 
from goals. Consider, for example, the following inference 
rule. 

Constraint:[][CA(P1AoP2 ~ Q 1 A o Q 2 ) ] ,  
DomPre: P1, DomPost: P2 
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Figure 8.12: Example of KAOS Refinement Patterns Extracted From [33]
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Figure 8.14: Formalization and Refinement of “Evaluate existence of contraindications”

Goal

case, we leave as future work the refinement of methodological guidelines

for operational goals in order to cope with similar cases. For practical pur-

poses, we simply skip the choice of OR-refinements and use all leaf goals

to proceed to step 5 (in Figure 8.10, all goals with check marks are used

for subsequent operationalization in step 5).

5. Derive Commitments from Operational Goals. In order to

operationalize the goals with check marks from Figure 8.10, we started

with Equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4) and formal goals from Figures 8.12,

8.13 and 8.14 and applied operationalization patterns from Table 7.4.

Operationalization pattern OP3 has been used for all goals, except for

Maintain[AdministrationOccurring] goal in which operationalization pat-

tern OP7 has been applied. Figure 8.15 depicts the commitments resulted

from the application of operationalization patterns.

6. Complete Azzurra Specifications. Finally, triggering events

have been also specified in Figure 8.15. Although Azzurra language does

not represent the triggering events in its graphical representation (social

view), we have denoted them as dashed squares in this figure in order to

illustrate our approach.
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Patient Rheumatologist

Nurse

C1: HighCostDrug
Prescribed

C8: Vital
SignsChecked

C2: HealthState
Stabilized

C5: OralDrug
Administered

C6: IntravenousDrug
Administered

C7: Occurrence
Reported

C9: BloodPressure
Checked

C4: AdverseEvents
Evaluated

C3: RiskInfections
Evaluated

identifiedNeedHighCost
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contraIndications
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PrescribedHigh
CostDrug
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~(VitalSignsChecked ^ 
BloodPressureChecked) v

~OccurrenceReported 

Figure 8.15: Azzurra Specification Relative to Operational Goals from Figure 8.10

8.2.4 Considerations about the Hospital Case Study

In this second evaluation phase, we have modeled the hospital scenario of

our previous effort in order to check the applicability of the SIENA and

Azzurra modeling languages in a real-world example. In the remainder, we

make some reflections about this modeling effort and perform a comparison

with our previous modeling effort using Tropos and ARIS frameworks.

The ontology of the Tropos language only supports the representation of

goals and soft-goals in the scope of software engineering activities (Section

4.2.1). Consequently, the lack of support for different shades of goals in

enterprise modeling (mission, vision, strategic, tactical and operational

goals) leads to no hierarchical structure for capturing goals in Tropos. In
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order to cope with the lack of hierarchical structure, each outpatient service

has been captured in terms of a goal and process model in our previous

modeling effort. Besides a goal and process model for each service provided

by the rheumatology department, we have also elaborated a goal model for

the overall rheumatology department to capture issues common to many

processes and overall organization.

However, this lack of structure and the strategy of dividing goals and

process models according to outpatient service was a serious shortcoming

faced in the course of our previous case study due to some reasons. First,

the separation of models entails no control in terms of redundant goals,

i.e., we noticed some repeated goals in goal models of different outpatient

services. This fact raised a second issue that regards the correct placement

of goals in goal models of different outpatient services. Third, relations

among goals of different outpatient services and relations among goals of

the goal model of the overall department and the outpatient services could

not have been documented due to a lack of modeling construct in the

Tropos language. Furthermore, inside each goal model of the study, several

small goal graphs that presented no relations with other goal graphs inside

the same goal model have also been captured.

In contrast, SIENA’s hierarchical structure leads to an organized rep-

resentation of the relations among the goals of different outpatient ser-

vices and between outpatient services and the overall department. Goals

from the overall department were usually captured as strategic and tac-

tical goals, whereas goals belonging to different outpatient services were

mainly captured as operational goals. This integrated goal representation

thus provides criteria for goal completeness, i.e., we can achieve complete-

ness in goal specification by simply following the SIENA’s methodological

guidelines and goal ontology, as all goals that exist are somehow connected

along the integrated structure.
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Regarding conclusions in each SIENA’s layer, SIENA’s guidelines were

particularly useful for the elaboration of strategic goals since strategic goals

have not been elicited in depth in the study. For example, the “Increase

admission of patients” existed before, but have been refined in terms of

quantifiable metrics. In this context, we estimated that an increase of 5

% over 2 years would be a reasonable target. The advent of dimensional

refinement operator was also very beneficial for our modeling purposes as it

enabled us to express the connection of an overall goal of the department

(“Provide outpatient care to 5985 patients every year”) with the corre-

sponding different types of medical care (i.e., emergency care, scheduled

medical consultation and informal meeting). In its turn, the goals of each

type of medical consultation could be also derived from the “Provide out-

patient care in scheduled medical consultation” strategic goal by means

of the dimensional refinement operator in terms of the type of outpatient

care.

Within the tactical layer, as SIENA aggregates the dual view from

Management Sciences in which tactical goals are tactics that implement

strategic goals and responsibilities of functional areas/organization units,

the guidelines drove us to elaborate tactical goals following this rationale.

Such tactical goals existed only in natural language in our previous model-

ing effort and therefore, they proved to be fruitful in the current modeling

effort. However, with this real case study, we have discovered that not

all functional areas/organization units have responsibilities in the context

of some tactics. For example, in the scope of the “Increase admission of

patients with collagenous diseases by opening more physical space” tactics

(Figure 8.6), human resources have no responsibilities. This led us to the

insight that methodological guidelines could be made more flexible, thus

adapting to the reality of the company under consideration.

Furthermore, along this modeling effort, we have realized that estab-
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lished routines (Section 5.2.3) (in tactical layer) might also refer to core

responsibilities of the company (e.g. “Administer high-cost drug”), but

also responsibilities that support the execution of the core ones (e.g. “Ob-

tain data about patient’s health state during drug administration”)(Figure

8.7). This realization could be used in future work for distinguishing the

concept of operations into core operations and supporting operations. Fur-

thermore, the existence of operations, situations and domain assumptions

in SIENA was also very useful for this modeling approach as it allowed us

to represent details that were solely documented in natural language in the

previous case study.

Regarding the interconnection between motivational and behavioral do-

mains, the existence of operations in charge of planning the execution of

some tactics was also a very useful concept in our modeling effort. As

the Tropos language does not distinguish among operations and business

processes, we have not modeled the planning of tactics in the previous

study [24]. Now, we had made an extra effort to extract the informa-

tion from the previous documentation. For example, the planning of the

execution of the high-cost drug outpatient service (Figure 8.7) was fully

elaborated in the present evaluation, but not in our previous effort.

From a methodological point of view, we had to think carefully in which

goal categories each goal is inserted into and the methodological guidelines

from Section 5.2 were helpful.

While this section presented some reflections about the modeling effort

in a real use case using the SIENA language, it is important to highlight

some aspects of such case study that were not addressed by our approach.

Since the case study has been conducted in a hospital environment, the

knowledge-intensive characteristic of the healthcare domain led the iden-

tification of many issues that can be considered goals as they need to be

achieved. However, although their achievement is desirable, the organiza-
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tion has no control over their achievement. In the previous study, many of

such issues have been modeled as soft-goals, as the absence of controlling

mechanisms for their achievement leads to no clear criteria to determine

whether the company is performing something to achieve them. For ex-

ample, the “Reduce difficulties in the diagnosis process” soft-goal is an

intrinsic feature of the domain that the doctor would like to achieve, but

no special actions can be adopted towards that, since these difficulties are

intrinsic to the domain. Further, although the doctor would like to re-

duce patient’s suffering and symptoms (“Reduce patient’s suffering and

symptoms” soft-goal), there are no further actions that can be performed

(besides providing the treatment) that would make this goal to be fulfilled.

In the context of our approach, such issues have not been captured due to

the absence of modeling constructs to capture them.

8.3 Comparative Evaluation between SIENA and Archi-

Mate Modeling Language

The third evaluation phase compares the SIENA modeling framework de-

veloped along this thesis with the ArchiMate modeling framework [113, 78].

The ArchiMate framework has been chosen due to its widespread ap-

plicability as a standard framework for enterprise modeling. As explained

in Section 4.2.2 (Enterprise Modeling Frameworks), the core ArchiMate

language has been initially extended with common GORE concepts, origi-

nating the ArchiMate Motivational Extension (AME) [160]. Subsequently,

authors analyze strategic planning literature to extend AME with other

finer-grained GORE concepts [8]. This second ArchiMate extension (i.e.,

the AME strategic planning extension [8]) is currently considered the most

advanced approach for the representation of strategic enterprise architec-

tures (please refer to Section 4.5.2 for a comparative assessment of en-
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terprise modeling approaches regarding their support for requirements of

strategic enterprise architectures).

In this context, our comparison starts with the modeling constructs

from SIENA and Azzurra modeling languages and strives to match them

with the concepts provided by the ArchiMate language. In the course of

performing such comparison, we extracted concepts from the core Archi-

Mate standard [78], ArchiMate AME [160] and ArchiMate AME strategic

planning extensions [8]. Such comparison has two advantages for our work.

First, the ArchiMate strategic planning extension uses strategic planning

literature to acquire its conceptualization, thus resembling our approach, as

SIENA’s modeling primitives are grounded in ontologies from Management

literature. In this sense, such comparison is an opportunity to check our

coverage with respect to the concepts acquired from Management litera-

ture. Second, as the AME strategic planning extension consists of the most

advanced strategic enterprise architecture approach, we intend to compare

both frameworks with respect to their expressiveness to determine whether

SIENA advances the state of the art in the representation of strategic en-

terprises architectures. Figure 8.16 summarizes the steps of the evaluation

process:

Investigate the 
semantics of 
ArchiMate 
concepts

Map SIENA/
Azzurra concepts 

to ArchiMate 
concepts

Model example 
using ArchiMate 

concepts

Figure 8.16: Steps of Third Evaluation Phase with ArchiMate Strategic Planning Con-

cepts

In the remainder of this section, we detail the execution of each step of

Figure 8.16.
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8.3.1 Investigate Semantics of ArchiMate Concepts

Our third evaluation phase in SIENA starts with the initial investigation

of the semantics of ArchiMate concepts as means of understanding them.

These concepts are: mission, vision, strategic goal, goal, planned goal, re-

finements, strategy and strategy bundles, target, time points and time in-

tervals from ArchiMate strategic planning extension [8]). From ArchiMate

AME [160], we have extracted the concepts of goals AND/OR refinements

and positive/negative contributions among goals. From the core Archi-

Mate language [113, 78], realization relations, business process and busi-

ness events have been used. Table 8.2 depicts such concepts together with

their corresponding definitions.

Concepts From ArchiMate Strategic Planning Extension [8]

Concepts Semantics

1 Mission Consists of a statement of organization’s purpose, commonly

defining in which business the organization is involved, its core

beliefs about how business should be conducted, the markets and

customers it serves, and the unique value to deliver to overall society

2 Vision Consists of a description of company’s future which is typically

more attractive than the present

3 Strategic Goal A strategic goal is either a mission or vision

4 Goal Consists of an agent’s intention. The goal concept is an abstract

concept and does not present a concrete instantiation. Goals are

refined into strategic goals and planned goals

5 Planned Goal Consists of an agent’s intention to achieve some strategic concern

for the company

6 Refinements

(among planned

goals)

Consists of a type of refinement relation among an agent, a parent

goal GP and its refinements {G1, G2, ... , GN , G′1, G
′
2, ... , G′N}. In

a refinement relation, the agent refines the parent goal GP into

sub-goals {G1, G2, ... , GN}. In the course of pursuing such

sub-goals, the agent may decide to pursue new goals {G′1, G′2, ... ,

G′N}, motivated by its original intention of achieving the parent

goal GP . By achieving the newly defined goals, the agent believes

his original goal GP would be easier achievable
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7 Strategy and

Strategy Bundle

A strategy consists of all agent’s intentions {G1, G2, ... , GN , G′1,

G′2, ... , G′N} to achieve one or more parent goals GP in a

refinement relation. Within concrete ArchiMate syntax, a strategy

bundle captures a strategy

8 Target Consists of an agent’s intention that states sufficiently objective

criteria to consider the intention achieved

9 Time Point Consists of a certain point in time (date) in which a goal needs to

be accomplished

10 Time Interval Consists of a time window in which a goal should be accomplished

Concepts from ArchiMate AME [160]

Concepts Semantics

AND/OR

Decomposition

AND decompositions allow analysts to model a goal G being

decomposed into a series of sub-goals required for the achievement

of goal G, while an OR decomposition allows analysts to express

alternative ways of achieving a goal G

Positive/Negative

contributions

Positive/Negative contributions express the influences on the

satisfaction of goals with the purpose of facilitating the evaluation

of alternative goal refinements

Concepts from Core ArchiMate Language [78]

Concepts Semantics

Realization

relation

Realization relations are used to denote that a goal is implemented

by some artifact (e.g. business process)

Business Process “A business process represents a sequence of business behaviors that

achieves a specific outcome such as a defined set of products or

business services” [78]

Business Event “A business event is a business behavior element that denotes an

organizational state change. It may originate from and be resolved

inside or outside the organization” [78]

Triggering

Relationship

“The triggering relationship describes a temporal or causal

relationship between elements” [78]

Flow

Relationship

“The flow relationship represents transfer from one element to

another” [78]

Contract “A formal or informal specification of an agreement between a

provider and a consumer that specifies the rights and obligations

associated with a product and establishes functional and

non-functional parameters for interaction” [78]
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Principle “A principle represents a qualitative statement of intent that should

be met by the architecture” [78]

Table 8.2: Summary ArchiMate Concepts Used for Comparison with SIENA/Azzurra

Modeling Languages

Concepts from Table 8.2 are used for mapping to SIENA/Azzurra con-

cepts, except the concept of “goal” which is an abstract concept and is

used solely for organization purposes within the language meta-model.

8.3.2 Map SIENA/Azzurra Concepts to ArchiMate Concepts

On the basis of the semantics of ArchiMate modeling constructs discov-

ered in the previous section (Section 8.3.1), we start with SIENA/Azzurra

concepts and strive to find a corresponding concept in ArchiMate. In the

remainder of this section, we describe and justify this mapping.

SIENA Mission and Vision. Starting with mission and vision concepts

in SIENA, we find a straightforward mapping to respectively mission and

vision concepts in ArchiMate strategic planning extension. The reason for

this mapping can be justified by the definition of ArchiMate mission as a

“statement of organization’s purpose” that coincides with SIENA’s mission

definition. Similarly, vision in ArchiMate is defined as the “description of

company’s future” that also correspond to the same definition in SIENA.

In order to refine the mission in its respective strategic goals, unfortu-

nately, ArchiMate strategic planning extension refrains from providing a

deeper discussion about the topic. In this case, we simply map a SIENA

AND decomposition to ArchiMate AME AND decomposition.

SIENA Strategic Goals, AND/OR decompositions, Dimensional

Refinement Operators and Positive/Negative Contributions. For

modeling strategic concerns of a given company, ArchiMate strategic plan-

ning extension recognizes the existence of planned goals that consists of
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an agent’s intention to achieve some strategic concern for the company

(e.g. “Increase sales”). Therefore, SIENA’s strategic goals are mapped to

ArchiMate planned goals.

Regarding the relationships among strategic goals, SIENA offers three

types of refinement relations, i.e., AND/OR decompositions and dimen-

sional refinement operators. In the context of AND/OR refinements, as

ArchiMate also captures AND/OR relations among goals within the Archi-

Mate AME, both relations can be directly mapped. The mapping of SIENA

dimensional refinement operators, however, presents some challenges due

to the lack of similar modeling construct in ArchiMate. In this case, we can

either skip the mapping of such relations or try to investigate the seman-

tics of other types of refinements in ArchiMate. We opted for the second

approach.

For the refinement of planned goals, the ArchiMate language offers two

possibilities, i.e. either AND decompositions (from ArchiMate AME) or re-

finement relations1 (from ArchiMate strategic planning extension). In an

AND decomposition, the achievement of the sub-goals entails the achieve-

ment of the parent goal (similar to SIENA’s semantics). In contrast, the

achievement of the sub-goals {G1, G2, ... , GN} does not entail the achieve-

ment of the parent goal GP in a refinement relation. In this type of relation,

whenever an agent needs to achieve a parent goal GP , it refines this parent

goal into sub-goals {G1, G2, ... , GN}. In the course of pursuing such

sub-goals, the agent may decide to pursue new goals {G′1, G′2, ... , G′N},
motivated by its original intention of achieving the parent goal GP . By

achieving the newly defined goals, the agent believes his original goal GP

1Besides AND decompositions and refinements, the ArchiMate strategic planning extension also con-

tains aggregation relations whose semantics states that “the enterprise believes that achieving the goals

on the aggregation relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal”. With this semantics in hands,

we interpret that aggregation relations have the same semantics of AND-refinements and therefore, they

are not considered in our mapping effort.
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would be easier achievable. The newly created goals {G′1, G′2, ... , G′N}
then present a special “bond” with the parent goal GP and its first re-

finements {G1, G2, ... , GN}. With the creation of refinement relations,

the designers of ArchiMate intended to capture the notion of strategy to

achieve a parent goal GP . In this context, a strategy denotes all the set of

agent’s intentions (i.e., the set of all sub-goals {G1, G2, ... , GN , G′1, G
′
2,

... , G′N}) created with the purpose of achieving one or more parent goals

GP . In ArchiMate’s concrete syntax, the strategy concept is represented

as a strategy bundle.

In face of the existence of AND-decompositions and refinement rela-

tions, we decided to map SIENA dimensional refinement operators to re-

finement relations given the similarity of the semantics of both operators.

In SIENA, each dimensional operator intends to capture different strategies

to achieve a given strategic goal, similarly to ArchiMate refinement rela-

tions. These strategies may encompass the achievement of sub-goals along

time (by using the time dimension in the dimensional refinement operator),

across different locations (by using the location dimension) or may follow

domain specificities (by using the products/services dimension). However,

although the ArchiMate refinement operator captures a notion of strategy

which is slightly similar to SIENA dimensional refinements, the seman-

tics is not exactly the same as in dimensional operators the achievement

of sub-goals entails the achievement of the parent goal. Even with these

slight divergences among the semantics of both operators, we opted for this

mapping in order to make full usage of Archimate modeling constructs, as

the AND-refinement has been already trivially mapped.

Besides refinements, the last concept to be considered within SIENA

strategic layer consists of the SIENA positive/negative contributions. In

this context, such relations are trivially mapped to positive/negative con-

tributions in Archimate AME [160].
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SIENA Tactical Goals, Implements Relation, Operationalizes Re-

lation, Operations. Regarding the representation of concepts of SIENA

tactical layer, ArchiMate does not consider the distinctions among goals of

different shades (e.g. strategic and tactical goals), the implementation of

strategic goals by tactical goals using implement relations and the opera-

tionalization of tactical goals by operations using operationalize relations.

To tackle this absence of concepts, we opted for mapping ArchiMate

planned goals to SIENA tactical goals. Given that ArchiMate does not also

distinguish among tactical goals, it is not possible to represent tactical goals

that belong to different functional areas. Therefore, all tactical goals are

simply represented as ArchiMate planned goals. For the refinements among

tactical goals, we use the same mapping of SIENA AND/OR refinements

within the strategic layer to AND/OR refinements in ArchiMate AME. For

SIENA positive/negative contributions in the tactical layer, such relations

are also trivially mapped to positive/negative contributions in Archimate

AME.

Regarding the implementation of strategic goals by tactical goals us-

ing SIENA implementation relations, such relations are mapped either to

AND/OR refinements or to the realize relations (from ArchiMate AME).

AND/OR refinements are used when the implementation of a given strate-

gic goal is performed by multiple tactical goals and a realizes relation is

used when the implementation of the strategic goal is performed solely by

one tactical goal.

After tactical goals have been refined accordingly, they need to be opera-

tionalized by operations. Unfortunately, ArchiMate does not recognize the

linkage of goals with a concept similar to operations that appears to plan

the execution of tactical goals. Therefore, we operations have no matching

concept in the ArchiMate language.

SIENA Operational Goals, Business Processes and Relations.
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Similar mapping applied to SIENA tactical layer concepts can be applied

to the operational layer. In other words, SIENA operational goals (role and

business process operational goals) are mapped to ArchiMate planned goals,

SIENA AND/OR refinements are trivially mapped to ArchiMate AND/OR

refinements. For SIENA positive/negative contributions in the operational

layer, such relations are also trivially mapped to positive/negative contri-

butions in Archimate AME.

Regarding the behavioral domain within the operational layer, SIENA

business processes can be represented by means of ArchiMate business

processes. Trigger and information relations among business processes in

SIENA can be respectively represented by ArchiMate triggering and flow

relationships. ArchiMate business processes, triggering and flow relation-

ships are extracted from the core ArchiMate language.

Goal Ownership in SIENA. In SIENA, goals from all layers are as-

signed to agents within the organizational structure responsible for their

achievement. Mission, vision and strategic goals are assigned to the overall

organization, while tactical goals are assigned to functional areas or orga-

nizational units. In its turn, operational goals are assigned to roles (oper-

ational role goals) or a set of roles that perform a given business process

(operational business process goals). In ArchiMate AME, the stakeholder

concept is used to denote members that are concerned or interested in

the enterprise architecture. Such stakeholders may be internal enterprise

members (e.g., individuals, teams or the organization), but can also include

external members (e.g., customers, non-organizational entities, etc.) [160].

A careful analysis of ArchiMate and SIENA semantics reveals slight di-

vergences in terms of the assignment of goals to agents in both languages.

In SIENA, the assignment of goals to agents takes into account that such

agents are responsible for goal achievement, whereas in ArchiMate, a goal

may belong to any stakeholder which is somehow interested in the enter-
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prise architecture (e.g., even including external members like customers

or external organizations). Hence, even with such slight divergences, goal

owners in SIENA (organization, functional areas/organization units, roles)

are mapped to ArchiMate stakeholders.

Situations, SWOT Relations and Domain Assumptions. In the core

ArchiMate language, we have noticed the existence of principles that could

be mapped to domain assumptions. However, although the ArchiMate

AME and strategic planning extension are involved in the representation of

goals of a given enterprise architecture, both of them refrain from capturing

situations/SWOT relations of the enterprise environment that may affect

the achievement of goals. The representation of such concepts is even

more critical in the ArchiMate strategic planning extension, given that the

language needs to cope with the representation of future uncertainties that

naturally arise during the enterprise planning process.

Commitments, Activities, Events and Connectors. SIENA refines

the internal logic of business processes in terms of process participants,

their commitments and the triggering events that activate such commit-

ments. Such design decision had the purpose of capturing the social inter-

actions (i.e., commitments) among process participants in the execution

of business process and indirectly in the achievement of operational goals.

Commitments may be also optionally refined in terms of activities and

gateways to depict their operationalizations.

In this context, Azzurra triggering events may be directly mapped to

ArchiMate business event. For Azzurra commitments, we have found two

candidate concepts that could potentially be mapped to (business inter-

action and contract). In ArchiMate, a business interaction consists of “a

unit of collective business behavior performed by (a collaboration of) two or

more business roles” [78]. Commitments cannot be mapped to ArchiMate

interaction since a commitment is more than a mere interaction between
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roles in Azzurra, but rather, it also contains an involved contractual per-

spective. In this sense, an Azzurra commitment could be interpreted as an

ArchiMate contract that consists of “a formal or informal specification of

an agreement between a provider and a consumer that specifies the rights

and obligations associated with a product and establishes functional and

non-functional parameters for interaction” [78]. As Azzurra’s commitments

have a contractual nature, this is mapped to an ArchiMate contract.

Other ArchiMate strategic planning extension concepts. As we

started with SIENA conceptualization and strived to find suitable mod-

eling concepts in ArchiMate to evaluate SIENA’s expressiveness, not all

modeling constructs from ArchiMate have been explicitly used along with

this mapping. These ArchiMate constructs are: (target, time point and

time interval.

Although they are not explicitly mentioned along with our mapping,

SIENA’s conceptualization can cope with their representation. More specif-

ically, in Section 8.1 in which we evaluate the achievement of requirements

for strategic enterprise architectures, we concluded that SIENA addresses

requirements 1.3 (time frame) and 1.5 (target) within the motivational

perspective of strategic enterprise architectures. Therefore, as all shades

of SIENA’s goals need to be defined in terms of measurable criteria using

targets, SIENA addresses the representation of ArchiMate target concept.

Further, SIENA strategic goals may be refined in terms of the time di-

mension, thus forcing the modeler to define an ArchiMate time point and

time interval for the achievement of strategic goals. Moreover, different

goal layers in SIENA have implicit time frames, as discussed in Sections

5.3 and 8.1.

Table 8.3 summarizes the semantic correspondences between SIENA/Azzurra

and ArchiMate concepts.
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SIENA Modeling Framework ArchiMate Strategic Planning

1 Mission Mission

2 Vision Vision

3 Decomposition of Mission into Strategic Goals AND Decomposition

4 Strategic Goal

Planned goal5 Tactical Goal

6 Operational Goal

7 Dimensional Refinement Operator Refinement(also denoted as

Aggregation)

8 AND/OR Decomposition (in every Goal layer) AND/OR Decomposition

9 Positive/Negative contributions (in every layer

of Goal View)

Positive/Negative contributions

10 Implements relation
AND/OR Decomposition or

Realization relation (from

ArchiMate AME [160])

11 Operationalize relation Realization relation

12 Goal Ownership (Entire organization)

Stakeholder13 Goal Ownership (Functional areas (or

organizational units))

14 Goal Ownership (Roles)

15 Target Target

16 Time Frame Time point

17 Time Frame Time interval

18 Operations -

19 Business Processes Business Process

20 Relations among Business Processes

(information and trigger)

Flow/Triggering relationships

21 Situations and SWOT relations -

22 Domain Assumptions Principles

23 Commitment Contract

24 Activity, connector -

24 Triggering Event Business Event

Table 8.3: Mapping Between SIENA and ArchiMate Modeling Concepts

The mapping between SIENA to ArchiMate modeling frameworks en-

abled us to discover semantic overlaps between both frameworks by en-
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abling the direct mapping of the following SIENA’s concepts: mission,

vision, AND/OR decompositions, positive/negative contributions, target,

time frame, business processes, relations among business processes (infor-

mation and trigger). However, this mapping also revealed some semantic

gaps in ArchiMate, thus leading us to infer a superiority of SIENA over

ArchiMate in terms of expressiveness. Below, we enumerate these Archi-

Mate semantic gaps, using Table 8.3:

1. ArchiMate refrains from capturing different shades of goals like SIENA.

This can be corroborated by analysis of Table 8.3 in which lines 4-6

(strategic, tactical and operational goals) are all mapped to planned

goals;

2. A direct consequence of the lack of expressiveness in the goal ontology

of ArchiMate is reflected in a lack of expressiveness in the relations

among goals. For example, implements and operationalize relations

(lines 10-11) are mapped to a realization relation from the core Archi-

Mate language (sometimes implements relations can be also mapped

to AND/OR decompositions, when multiple tactical goals implement

a given strategic goal);

3. Distinct goal owners in SIENA (entire organization, functional areas

or organization units and roles) (lines 12-14 ) are all assigned to Archi-

Mate stakeholders;

4. ArchiMate refrains from addressing the concepts of operations, situa-

tions (and their SWOT relations), activities and connectors;

5. Although the semantics of ArchiMate refinements does not totally

coincide with the semantics of dimensional refinement operators in

SIENA, and in this sense, we could consider this feature a gap in

ArchiMate, we have opted for mapping both operators in order to
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verify in practice the usage of Archimate refinements. Since next

section (Section 8.3.3) models the metal manufacturing example using

ArchiMate constructs, this mapping enables us to stress out the use of

ArchiMate refinements and verify their usage in a practical example.

8.3.3 Model Metal Manufacturing Example using ArchiMate

Concepts

The mapping between the concepts of SIENA and ArchiMate modeling

frameworks presented in previous section (Section 8.3.2) enabled us to

understand the correspondences between SIENA and Archimate concep-

tualizations, their overlaps and gaps. This understanding enabled us to

properly select the modeling constructs from ArchiMate in order to model

the example of the metal manufacturing company used throughout this

thesis. With the representation of the metal manufacturing example, we

intend to stress out the use of ArchiMate modeling constructs by verifying

their usage in a practical example, to demonstrate the overlaps of Archi-

Mate with SIENA and to highlight ArchiMate gaps in the representation

of motivational aspects within strategic enterprise architectures.

In order to represent the strategic planning concepts from ArchiMate [8,

160, 78], we used OmniGraffle to draw goal models following ArchiMate’s

visual syntax. In order to overcome the lack of some ArchiMate concepts

and highlight their need, inexistent concepts are represented using SIENA’s

visual syntax in red. From this moment on, we present the example of

metal manufacturing company modeled using ArchiMate constructs.

SIENA Mission and Vision. Figure 8.17 depicts the modeling concepts

from SIENA strategic layer using ArchiMate constructs. The direct map-

ping of the concepts of mission and vision in both languages allowed us

to directly represent the example from metal manufacturing using Archi-

Mate concepts and concrete syntax. Therefore, Figure 8.17 depicts the
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metal company’s mission and vision modeled using ArchiMate’s concrete

notation.

SIENA Strategic Goals, AND/OR decompositions, Dimensional

Refinement Operators and SIENA Positive/Negative Contribu-

tions. Figure 8.17 also depicts the metal company’s mission AND-refined

into the strategic goals from the company (“Increase sales by 2% over 3

years”, “Achieve 12% of growth over 2 years” and “Achieve ROI of 12%

over 3 years”). As can be observed in this figure, strategic goals are repre-

sented as ArchiMate planned goals following our mapping summarized in

Table 8.3.

Regarding the relations among strategic goals, AND/OR refinements

and positive/negative contributions have trivial mappings to ArchiMate

(Section 8.3.2, Table 8.3). In this context, Figure 8.17 shows the AND-

refinement of the “Increase sales by 2% over 3 years” strategic goal into

“Increase volume sales by 2% over 3 years” and “Maintain gross margin

over 3 years” using an ArchiMate AND-refinement. This figure also depicts

a positive contribution from the “Increase sales in France by 2% over 3

years” strategic goal towards the “Achieve ROI of 12% over 3 years for fire

metal products” strategic goal using ArchiMate positive contributions.

The absence of a direct construct to represent SIENA dimensional re-

finement operators led us to adopt refinement relations, strategy and strat-

egy bundles from ArchiMate strategic planning extension (as described

in Section 8.3.2, Table 8.3) to model dimensional refinements in SIENA.

Therefore, Figure 8.17 depicts the parent goal “Increase sales by 2% over

3 years” refined by two refinement relations and strategy bundles, each of

them referring to a dimensional refinement operator in the example of the

metal company (Figure 5.5). In order to highlight the absence of SIENA

dimensional refinements operators, time and location dimensions belong-

ing to each dimensional refinement in the ArchiMate refinements are high-
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lighted in red in the graphical model, just to depict that each ArchiMate

refinement belongs to a dimensional operator in SIENA.

Manufacture*both*
standard*and*custom*

metal*products

desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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Figure 9 – Responsible and Target 

vations influence, guide, and constrain the design” [35]. The 
addition of strategic planning elements to the language appears 
to be a step further towards the stated intention to keep track of 
the reasons “that underlie the design or change of some enter-
prise architecture”. 

A. The Current ArchiMate Motivation Extension  
Figure 4 presents the ArchiMate ME metamodel. The con-

cepts and relationships definitions presented below are extract-
ed ‘as is’ from the ArchiMate specification [35]: 

! A stakeholder is defined as the role of an individual, team, 
or organization (or classes thereof) that represents their in-
terests in, or concerns relative to, the outcome of the archi-
tecture.  

! A driver is defined as something that creates, motivates, 
and fuels the change in an organization.  

! An assessment is defined as the outcome of some analysis 
of some driver.  

! A goal is defined as an end state that a stakeholder intends 
to achieve. 

! A requirement is defined as a statement of need that must 
be realized by a system.  

! A constraint is defined as a restriction on the way in which 
a system is realized.  

! A principle is defined as a normative property of all sys-
tems in a given context, or the way in which they are real-
ized.  

! The aggregation relationship models that some intention is 
divided into multiple intentions.  

! The realization relationship models that some end is real-
ized by some means.  

! The influence relationship models that some motivational 
element has a positive or negative influence on another 
motivational element.  

With regards to the conceptual model described in Section 
III, in the current ArchiMate framework it is not possible to 
distinguish mission, vision and other kinds of goal. Further, the 
relations concerning goals, such as precedence, representation 
of time constraints for goal achievement, the delegation of a 
goal to another agent (differentiates between the agent who 
owns a goal and the agent responsible for it) or the differences 
between partial and complete decompositions, and thus, suffi-
cient and necessary conditions cannot be represented in the 
language. The only element to capture some notion of strategy 
is the realizes relation. 

B. Proposed Extension for Modeling Strategic Planning in 
ArchiMate 
In this section we propose improvements to the ArchiMate 

ME metamodel in order to represent strategic planning. We use 
as a basis the ArchiMate ME metamodel and follows the se-
mantic analysis performed in [16]. We strive to use the existent 
language concepts and to introduce as few concepts as possi-
ble.  

Figure 5 presents our proposed metamodel for ArchiMate. 
The highlighted elements (in blue) are the elements introduced 
to the language on the metamodel. 

Figure 5 - Proposed ArchiMate Extension 

Figure 6 presents a proposed concrete syntax, in order to 
represent the introduced constructs. 

 
Figure 6 - Concrete Syntax 

1) Goal and Stakeholder 

The concepts of Goal, Stakeholder and Requirement have 
been previously analyzed in [16]. Thus, a brief description is 
given here and the reader should refer to [16] for a full discus-
sion on the concepts semantics.  

A goal in the metamodel is interpreted as a goal of an agent 
in UFO. A goal is the propositional content of an agent’s inten-
tion. The agent that has a goal (or any other motivational ele-
ment) is represented in the ArchiMate current metamodel in 
Figure 4 by the association between the motivational element 
superclass and the stakeholder in which that motivational ele-
ment inheres. The stakeholder concept, in turn, is interpreted as 
an agent or as a universal that can be instantiated by agents. 

The Types of Goals defined in the proposed extension are 
Strategic Goal, Mission, Vision and Planned Goal. The mis-
sion concept has been interpreted as an agent’s intention in 
UFO, in which its propositional content refers to an intended 
desirable future, however not easily or readably achievable. 
The vision concept has also been interpreted as an agent’s in-
tention in UFO. The propositional content, in turn, refers to an 
intended and achievable future.  

The concept of planned goal has been introduced into the 
language to properly address concerns in the literature on stra-
tegic planning ([5] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]), not allowing un-
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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vations influence, guide, and constrain the design” [35]. The 
addition of strategic planning elements to the language appears 
to be a step further towards the stated intention to keep track of 
the reasons “that underlie the design or change of some enter-
prise architecture”. 

A. The Current ArchiMate Motivation Extension  
Figure 4 presents the ArchiMate ME metamodel. The con-

cepts and relationships definitions presented below are extract-
ed ‘as is’ from the ArchiMate specification [35]: 

! A stakeholder is defined as the role of an individual, team, 
or organization (or classes thereof) that represents their in-
terests in, or concerns relative to, the outcome of the archi-
tecture.  

! A driver is defined as something that creates, motivates, 
and fuels the change in an organization.  

! An assessment is defined as the outcome of some analysis 
of some driver.  

! A goal is defined as an end state that a stakeholder intends 
to achieve. 

! A requirement is defined as a statement of need that must 
be realized by a system.  

! A constraint is defined as a restriction on the way in which 
a system is realized.  

! A principle is defined as a normative property of all sys-
tems in a given context, or the way in which they are real-
ized.  

! The aggregation relationship models that some intention is 
divided into multiple intentions.  

! The realization relationship models that some end is real-
ized by some means.  

! The influence relationship models that some motivational 
element has a positive or negative influence on another 
motivational element.  

With regards to the conceptual model described in Section 
III, in the current ArchiMate framework it is not possible to 
distinguish mission, vision and other kinds of goal. Further, the 
relations concerning goals, such as precedence, representation 
of time constraints for goal achievement, the delegation of a 
goal to another agent (differentiates between the agent who 
owns a goal and the agent responsible for it) or the differences 
between partial and complete decompositions, and thus, suffi-
cient and necessary conditions cannot be represented in the 
language. The only element to capture some notion of strategy 
is the realizes relation. 

B. Proposed Extension for Modeling Strategic Planning in 
ArchiMate 
In this section we propose improvements to the ArchiMate 

ME metamodel in order to represent strategic planning. We use 
as a basis the ArchiMate ME metamodel and follows the se-
mantic analysis performed in [16]. We strive to use the existent 
language concepts and to introduce as few concepts as possi-
ble.  

Figure 5 presents our proposed metamodel for ArchiMate. 
The highlighted elements (in blue) are the elements introduced 
to the language on the metamodel. 

Figure 5 - Proposed ArchiMate Extension 

Figure 6 presents a proposed concrete syntax, in order to 
represent the introduced constructs. 

 
Figure 6 - Concrete Syntax 

1) Goal and Stakeholder 

The concepts of Goal, Stakeholder and Requirement have 
been previously analyzed in [16]. Thus, a brief description is 
given here and the reader should refer to [16] for a full discus-
sion on the concepts semantics.  

A goal in the metamodel is interpreted as a goal of an agent 
in UFO. A goal is the propositional content of an agent’s inten-
tion. The agent that has a goal (or any other motivational ele-
ment) is represented in the ArchiMate current metamodel in 
Figure 4 by the association between the motivational element 
superclass and the stakeholder in which that motivational ele-
ment inheres. The stakeholder concept, in turn, is interpreted as 
an agent or as a universal that can be instantiated by agents. 

The Types of Goals defined in the proposed extension are 
Strategic Goal, Mission, Vision and Planned Goal. The mis-
sion concept has been interpreted as an agent’s intention in 
UFO, in which its propositional content refers to an intended 
desirable future, however not easily or readably achievable. 
The vision concept has also been interpreted as an agent’s in-
tention in UFO. The propositional content, in turn, refers to an 
intended and achievable future.  

The concept of planned goal has been introduced into the 
language to properly address concerns in the literature on stra-
tegic planning ([5] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]), not allowing un-
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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vations influence, guide, and constrain the design” [35]. The 
addition of strategic planning elements to the language appears 
to be a step further towards the stated intention to keep track of 
the reasons “that underlie the design or change of some enter-
prise architecture”. 

A. The Current ArchiMate Motivation Extension  
Figure 4 presents the ArchiMate ME metamodel. The con-

cepts and relationships definitions presented below are extract-
ed ‘as is’ from the ArchiMate specification [35]: 

! A stakeholder is defined as the role of an individual, team, 
or organization (or classes thereof) that represents their in-
terests in, or concerns relative to, the outcome of the archi-
tecture.  

! A driver is defined as something that creates, motivates, 
and fuels the change in an organization.  

! An assessment is defined as the outcome of some analysis 
of some driver.  

! A goal is defined as an end state that a stakeholder intends 
to achieve. 

! A requirement is defined as a statement of need that must 
be realized by a system.  

! A constraint is defined as a restriction on the way in which 
a system is realized.  

! A principle is defined as a normative property of all sys-
tems in a given context, or the way in which they are real-
ized.  

! The aggregation relationship models that some intention is 
divided into multiple intentions.  

! The realization relationship models that some end is real-
ized by some means.  

! The influence relationship models that some motivational 
element has a positive or negative influence on another 
motivational element.  

With regards to the conceptual model described in Section 
III, in the current ArchiMate framework it is not possible to 
distinguish mission, vision and other kinds of goal. Further, the 
relations concerning goals, such as precedence, representation 
of time constraints for goal achievement, the delegation of a 
goal to another agent (differentiates between the agent who 
owns a goal and the agent responsible for it) or the differences 
between partial and complete decompositions, and thus, suffi-
cient and necessary conditions cannot be represented in the 
language. The only element to capture some notion of strategy 
is the realizes relation. 

B. Proposed Extension for Modeling Strategic Planning in 
ArchiMate 
In this section we propose improvements to the ArchiMate 

ME metamodel in order to represent strategic planning. We use 
as a basis the ArchiMate ME metamodel and follows the se-
mantic analysis performed in [16]. We strive to use the existent 
language concepts and to introduce as few concepts as possi-
ble.  

Figure 5 presents our proposed metamodel for ArchiMate. 
The highlighted elements (in blue) are the elements introduced 
to the language on the metamodel. 

Figure 5 - Proposed ArchiMate Extension 

Figure 6 presents a proposed concrete syntax, in order to 
represent the introduced constructs. 

 
Figure 6 - Concrete Syntax 

1) Goal and Stakeholder 

The concepts of Goal, Stakeholder and Requirement have 
been previously analyzed in [16]. Thus, a brief description is 
given here and the reader should refer to [16] for a full discus-
sion on the concepts semantics.  

A goal in the metamodel is interpreted as a goal of an agent 
in UFO. A goal is the propositional content of an agent’s inten-
tion. The agent that has a goal (or any other motivational ele-
ment) is represented in the ArchiMate current metamodel in 
Figure 4 by the association between the motivational element 
superclass and the stakeholder in which that motivational ele-
ment inheres. The stakeholder concept, in turn, is interpreted as 
an agent or as a universal that can be instantiated by agents. 

The Types of Goals defined in the proposed extension are 
Strategic Goal, Mission, Vision and Planned Goal. The mis-
sion concept has been interpreted as an agent’s intention in 
UFO, in which its propositional content refers to an intended 
desirable future, however not easily or readably achievable. 
The vision concept has also been interpreted as an agent’s in-
tention in UFO. The propositional content, in turn, refers to an 
intended and achievable future.  

The concept of planned goal has been introduced into the 
language to properly address concerns in the literature on stra-
tegic planning ([5] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]), not allowing un-
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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Vision

desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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vations influence, guide, and constrain the design” [35]. The 
addition of strategic planning elements to the language appears 
to be a step further towards the stated intention to keep track of 
the reasons “that underlie the design or change of some enter-
prise architecture”. 

A. The Current ArchiMate Motivation Extension  
Figure 4 presents the ArchiMate ME metamodel. The con-

cepts and relationships definitions presented below are extract-
ed ‘as is’ from the ArchiMate specification [35]: 

! A stakeholder is defined as the role of an individual, team, 
or organization (or classes thereof) that represents their in-
terests in, or concerns relative to, the outcome of the archi-
tecture.  

! A driver is defined as something that creates, motivates, 
and fuels the change in an organization.  

! An assessment is defined as the outcome of some analysis 
of some driver.  

! A goal is defined as an end state that a stakeholder intends 
to achieve. 

! A requirement is defined as a statement of need that must 
be realized by a system.  

! A constraint is defined as a restriction on the way in which 
a system is realized.  

! A principle is defined as a normative property of all sys-
tems in a given context, or the way in which they are real-
ized.  

! The aggregation relationship models that some intention is 
divided into multiple intentions.  

! The realization relationship models that some end is real-
ized by some means.  

! The influence relationship models that some motivational 
element has a positive or negative influence on another 
motivational element.  

With regards to the conceptual model described in Section 
III, in the current ArchiMate framework it is not possible to 
distinguish mission, vision and other kinds of goal. Further, the 
relations concerning goals, such as precedence, representation 
of time constraints for goal achievement, the delegation of a 
goal to another agent (differentiates between the agent who 
owns a goal and the agent responsible for it) or the differences 
between partial and complete decompositions, and thus, suffi-
cient and necessary conditions cannot be represented in the 
language. The only element to capture some notion of strategy 
is the realizes relation. 

B. Proposed Extension for Modeling Strategic Planning in 
ArchiMate 
In this section we propose improvements to the ArchiMate 

ME metamodel in order to represent strategic planning. We use 
as a basis the ArchiMate ME metamodel and follows the se-
mantic analysis performed in [16]. We strive to use the existent 
language concepts and to introduce as few concepts as possi-
ble.  

Figure 5 presents our proposed metamodel for ArchiMate. 
The highlighted elements (in blue) are the elements introduced 
to the language on the metamodel. 

Figure 5 - Proposed ArchiMate Extension 

Figure 6 presents a proposed concrete syntax, in order to 
represent the introduced constructs. 

 
Figure 6 - Concrete Syntax 

1) Goal and Stakeholder 

The concepts of Goal, Stakeholder and Requirement have 
been previously analyzed in [16]. Thus, a brief description is 
given here and the reader should refer to [16] for a full discus-
sion on the concepts semantics.  

A goal in the metamodel is interpreted as a goal of an agent 
in UFO. A goal is the propositional content of an agent’s inten-
tion. The agent that has a goal (or any other motivational ele-
ment) is represented in the ArchiMate current metamodel in 
Figure 4 by the association between the motivational element 
superclass and the stakeholder in which that motivational ele-
ment inheres. The stakeholder concept, in turn, is interpreted as 
an agent or as a universal that can be instantiated by agents. 

The Types of Goals defined in the proposed extension are 
Strategic Goal, Mission, Vision and Planned Goal. The mis-
sion concept has been interpreted as an agent’s intention in 
UFO, in which its propositional content refers to an intended 
desirable future, however not easily or readably achievable. 
The vision concept has also been interpreted as an agent’s in-
tention in UFO. The propositional content, in turn, refers to an 
intended and achievable future.  

The concept of planned goal has been introduced into the 
language to properly address concerns in the literature on stra-
tegic planning ([5] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]), not allowing un-
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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Figure 8.17: SIENA Strategic Layer Concepts Modeled in ArchiMate (concepts and rela-

tions in red belong to SIENA, but do not exist in ArchiMate)

SIENA Tactical Goals, Implements Relation, Operationalizes Re-

lation, Operations. Figure 8.18 depicts the strategic and tactical goals

from the metal manufacturing company modeled using ArchiMate planned

goals. In this context, in order to “Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3

years” (strategic goal), the company decided to open new sales channels

and adopt promotions. To model this implementation relation in Archi-
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Mate, we used an AND-refinement to denote that the achievement of both

tactical goals and the domain assumption implements the strategic goal

(“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by opening new sales chan-

nels” and “Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promotions”,

under the assumption that there will be a “High product supply”). The

AND-refinement has been used in this case to denote that the strategic

goal may be implemented by a conjunction of tactical goals and domain

assumptions. In contrast, for the “Increase sales in France by 2% over 3

years” strategic goal, we have used a realization relation to denote that

this strategic goal is implemented by training sales staff (“Increase sales in

France by 2% over 3 years by training sales staff” tactical goal) implements

the strategic goals. In this case, the realization relation has been used as

just one tactical goal implements the strategic goal.

Once strategic goals are implemented by tactical goals, such tactical

goals need to be refined accordingly. Figure 8.18 also depicts tactical goals

refined in terms of ArchiMate AND/OR refinements. For example, the

“Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years by opening new sales channels”

tactical goal is OR-refined in “Open new sales channels” or “Establish

new partnerships with authorized dealers” or “Diversify customers”. In

its turn, the “Increase sales in Italy by 2% over 3 years through promo-

tions” tactical goal is AND-refined in terms of the responsibilities of its

functional areas (“Manage taxation in promotions” (finance), “Run pro-

motions campaign” (marketing), “Train staff to work during promotions

seasons” (human resources) and “Sell items in promotions” (operations)).

In this context, as it is not possible to represent tactical goals associated

with different functional areas, we have used SIENA notational construct

in red to denote its absence (see Goal Ownership in SIENA discussion

for a detailed discussion about the topic).

After tactical goals have been refined accordingly, they need to be opera-
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tionalized by operations. The absence of a matching concept for operations

led us to use SIENA’s operations in red in Figure 8.18. The operational-

izes relations from SIENA have been represented as ArchiMate realization

relations. This rationale highlights the need for finding a construct in

ArchiMate to operationalize tactical goals with a behavioral element that

plans the execution of tactics (in line with SIENA’s conceptualization).

+
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 

 
Figure 7 - Mission and Vision 

2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
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out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  
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CHAPTER 8. EVALUATION OF SIENA MODELING FRAMEWORK
8.3. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION BETWEEN SIENA AND ARCHIMATE

MODELING LANGUAGE

Figure 8.19 depicts the metal company’s operational goals using ArchiMate

planned goals. In this context, such ArchiMate planned goals are refined

by AND/OR ArchiMate AME relations as described in our mapping from

Section 8.3.2.

In SIENA, Section 5.2.4 describes the elaboration and refinement of

operational goals. In this context, the root Operational Goal “Carry out

promotions” corresponds to the final state of the “Carry out promotions

in Italy” operation (Figure 5.12). Figure 8.19 follows the same rationale

in ArchiMate, in which the root operational goal “Carry out promotions”

(modeled as ArchiMate planned goal) corresponds to the final state of the

“Carry out promotions in Italy” operation. This root operational goal

(“Carry out promotions”) is then AND/OR-refined into operational goals

using AND/OR ArchiMate constructs. For the representation of business

processes and their relations from SIENA, we use the concepts of business

processes, triggering and flow relationships from ArchiMate core language

(as described in Section 8.3.2). Figure 8.19 also depicts such mapping using

ArchiMate modeling constructs.

Goal Ownership in SIENA. In Section 8.3.2, we have mapped the

different agents responsible for the achievement of goals in SIENA (e.g.

the overall organization, organizational units and roles) to the stakeholder

concept in ArchiMate. This mapping can be accounted by the fact that

Archimate does not perform a distinction among the different owners for

achieving goals. Although the ArchiMate language makes available a no-

tational construct for capturing stakeholders, we have not included them

in our graphical models as it would be required a number of additional

stakeholder elements linked to every goal in each SIENA layer. This deci-

sion would have clearly increased the graphical complexity of our models.

Instead, we have opted for sticking to SIENA notational constructs for de-

noting the agents assigned to goals. Hence, SIENA notational constructs
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gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
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posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
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3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
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The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 
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in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  
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Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
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this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
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be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
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ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
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this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
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quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
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be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
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this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
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tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
Relationships 

The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
definitions. 
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desired representations, such as a goal being realized by the 
enterprise’s mission or vision. As such, we propose that the 
Goal concept becomes an abstract concept, not presenting di-
rect concrete instantiations. In Figure 7 we present the Mission 
and Vision of a pension fund. 
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2) The Strategy Bundle Concept 

The Strategy concept from our conceptual model has been 
interpreted in UFO as an intention, whose creation is motivated 
with a purpose of achieving one or more goals. The strategy is 
composed of a collection of intentions. The strategy bundle 
construct in the ArchiMate concrete syntax is intended to rep-
resent this.  We should interpret the strategy bundle in the pat-
tern strategy realizes a goal. This is interpreted in UFO as an 
intention, whose creation is motivated with a purpose of 
achieving one or more goals, represented by the goal construct. 
The part-whole relation in the conceptual model, thus, is repre-
sented in the ArchiMate concrete syntax as the aggregation 
relations between the strategy and the planned goal, resource, 
capability and requirement. The presence of the planned goal, 
resource, capability or requirement in a strategy bundle is in-
tended to represent the intentions to achieve a situation speci-
fied by a specific intention, to control individual resources or 
resources of a specific type, to acquire desired capabilities and 
to achieve the situations specified in the requirement. As dis-
cussed in Section III, the agent believes the strategy is satisfied 
in situations from which less effort would be required to reach 
the motivated goal, but other actions might still be required.  

Figure 8 shows the representation of strategies to achieve 
the pension fund goals ‘Adequate administrative costs’, ‘Model 
Current Business Processes’ and ‘Model Remaining process-
es’, which are part of different strategies to ultimately achieve 
the goal of ‘Adequate administrative costs’ and the mission and 
vision of the pension fund (represented in Figure 7). The strat-
egy bundle concept allows the enterprise to model its strategies 

to achieve each goal. It shows the ‘bond’ between the different 
enterprise’s goals and what they aim at achieving. The aggre-
gation relation is also presented in Figure 8 showing that the 
enterprise believes that achieving the goals on the aggregation 
relation entails the achievement of the aggregated goal, i.e., 
those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
maining processes’ goal. The derived realization relation be-
tween the goals in the strategy bundle and the goal the bundle 
is to realize presents the enterprise with the possibility of trac-
ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   

3) Time Point, Time Interval and Target 

The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
ArchiMate, such as its Implementation and Migration Exten-
sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  

4) Resource, Capability, Requirements and Common 
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The Resource, Capability and Requirement concepts and 
the common relationships have been ontologically analyzed in 
[16], [17] and [23]. In this subsection we briefly present these 
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sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
fined for considering that goals have been achieved.  
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
sponsible for goal achievement and the sufficient targets de-
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those are the sufficient conditions to achieve its ‘Model re-
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ing which goals in fact contribute to each of its ‘higher-level’ 
goals. It could further provide the enterprise with the possibil-
ity of assessing the core elements that are related with the  
‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
plicability of a capability-based approach, as in [10] [34].   
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The Time Interval and Time Point concepts are defined in 
the metamodel in order for ArchiMate to be able to define tim-
ing constraints on goals. The reification of the concepts is re-
quired since the language does not allow the introduction of 
these conceptualizations differently. However, in practice one 
might prefer  tools to instantiate these as properties of affected 
concepts. Time might also be important for other aspects of 
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sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
whole ArchiMate language. 

The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
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sion [35]. However, it is out of scope of this work to review the 
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
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this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
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‘higher-level’ goals achievement, whenever they are related 
with the ‘lower-level’ goals achievement, facilitating the ap-
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The Target concept has been introduced to represent the 
idea of measurable targets associated with goals. The interpre-
tation of defining a measurable target in UFO is understood to 
be a new (or further) specification of the intention’s proposi-
tion, and, as such, it is a redefinition of the agent’s intention. 
The agent redefines its goal, stating sufficient (objective) con-
ditions to consider its intention achieved. However, the Archi-
Mate language does not have any element that could represent 
this further, objective, definition of the agent’s intention with-
out the addition of a construct to the language. Thus, our pro-
posal introduces the target concept to represent this notion. 
Figure 9 presents a fragment of the strategic plan of the pension 
fund in which there is the assignment of the stakeholder re-
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Figure 8.19: SIENA Operational Layer Concepts Modeled in ArchiMate (concepts and

relations in red belong to SIENA, but do not exist in ArchiMate)

regarding the owners responsible for achieving goals are depicted in Fig-

ures 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19 in red to denote that they do not belong to the

ArchiMate language.

Situations, SWOT Relations and Domain Assumptions. The ab-
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sence of concepts that capture situations and SWOT relations in ArchiMate

led us to represent those concepts using the same SIENA notational con-

structs highlighted in red in Figures 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19 to denote their

lack in ArchiMate.

Commitments, Activities, Events and Connectors. The absence of

modeling constructs for capturing business processes’ control-flow (activi-

ties and connectors) in ArchiMate led us to omit the corresponding business

process specification represented in ArchiMate. Although Azzurra commit-

ments are mapped to ArchiMate contracts and Azzurra triggering events

are mapped to ArchiMate business event, this mapping is straightforward

and therefore, there are no practical differences of the diagrams built using

the Azzurra language (and thus representing Azzurra triggering events and

commitments) or using ArchiMate business events and contracts. There-

fore, this ArchiMate model is omitted here.

8.3.4 Discussion About SIENA and ArchiMate Comparison

In this third evaluation phase, we have first studied the semantics of Archi-

Mate concepts with the purpose of understanding them to enable a sub-

sequent mapping to SIENA concepts (Section 8.3.1). Such mapping in-

tended to compare SIENA and ArchiMate conceptualizations with respect

to SIENA’s coverage of Management Literature and expressiveness (Section

8.3.2). The mapping has been illustrated with the representation of the

metal manufacturing example using ArchiMate constructs (Section 8.3.3).

The mapping between SIENA and ArchiMate concepts described in Sec-

tion 8.3.2 enabled us to find some overlaps between SIENA and ArchiMate

frameworks. Such overlapping concepts are: mission, vision, AND/OR de-

compositions, positive/negative contributions, target, time frame, business

processes, relations among business processes (information and trigger). As

a result of this direct mapping, we could use ArchiMate’s concrete syntax
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to perform the representation of such concepts in Section 8.3.3.

Comparison Between SIENA and ArchiMate Modeling Primi-

tives. Besides identifying overlapping concepts between SIENA and Archi-

Mate frameworks, the mapping effort also allowed us to fully find corre-

sponding concepts for ArchiMate in SIENA. However, not all SIENA con-

cepts had a matching concept in ArchiMate. In order to tackle the absence

of concepts in ArchiMate, two workarounds have been adopted. Within the

first case, SIENA concepts have been mapped to the same Archimate con-

cept, when it existed some concept with similar semantics. Alternatively,

concepts have been borrowed from SIENA and represented using SIENA

concrete syntax in red color, when no concepts with slightly similar seman-

tics could be found in ArchiMate.

Within the first workaround, the absence of goal of different shades

(strategic, tactical and operational) led us to represent all goal categories

as ArchiMate planned goals. The same workaround has been adopted

for SIENA implement relations that have been mapped to ArchiMate

AND/OR refinements and realizations and SIENA operationalize relations

that have been mapped to ArchiMate realizations. For the representation

of SIENA dimensional refinement operators, their absence led us to map

them to ArchiMate refinement relations and strategy bundles.

In this context, a direct conclusion acquired in the mapping of SIENA

dimensional refinement operators to ArchiMate refinement relations and

strategy bundles is the lack of ability of natively performing different types

of decompositions based on time, location and product/service properties

in ArchiMate. We have added refinement dimensions to the refinement

relations in our model, but they do not natively belong to the language

(i.e., they are just labels in the model). Consequently, it is not possible to

reason with dimensional refinement operators, like in our strategic planning

approach described in Chapter 6. The second conclusion refers to insights
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acquired with the practical usage of refinement relations. The semantics

of refinement relations in ArchiMate states that a given parent goal can

be refined using refinement relations to capture different ways (strategies)

to achieve this goal. The achievement of the sub-goals stemmed from such

refinement is not a sufficient condition to achieve the parent goal and the

agent may create sub-goals at runtime to facilitate the achievement of the

parent goal. However, our practical experience and careful analysis reveal

that refinement relations have the same semantics of AND-refinement, i.e.,

a parent goal must be broken into a number of sub-goals in order to make

the achievement of the parent goal more manageable. With the refinement

semantics, the only difference between AND-refinement and refinements is

the fact that the achievement of sub-goals represented in the model does

not imply the achievement of the parent goal and it might exist other sub-

goals whose satisfaction contribute to the satisfaction of the parent goal.

However, opening the possibility of creating new goals on demand implies

in the pursuit and achievement of goals which are not captured within the

model and thus, it is not possible to reason with such goals.

Within the second workaround, when SIENA concepts had no concepts

with slightly similar semantics to ArchiMate concepts, SIENA concrete

syntax has been used in red color to highlight the absence of concepts in

ArchiMate. In this context, different SIENA agents (owners) responsible

for the achievement of goals have been mapped to ArchiMate stakeholders.

However, although it is possible to map different SIENA agents to Archi-

Mate stakeholders, the inclusion of stakeholders for all goals in SIENA

would increase the size and complexity of our goal models. Therefore, we

have stuck to SIENA visual syntax in red for specifying them. Further,

among other SIENA concepts, as the ArchiMate language contains a num-

ber of gaps, we have borrowed SIENA modeling constructs for capturing

environmental factors (situations and their SWOT relations) as well as
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concepts for the representation of the behavioral domain (operations).

Comparison Between SIENA and ArchiMate Methodology. Along

the present modeling effort, we have focused on the comparison of modeling

primitives of SIENA and ArchiMate frameworks, but some considerations

about the methodology and reasoning technique in both frameworks must

be also made.

Regarding the methodology, both frameworks intend to use enterprise

architecture models to perform the planning of the enterprise architecture,

although they diverge in the ways how to perform that. In SIENA, the

methodology intends to support the several steps of the enterprise plan-

ning process (Figure 2.1) by: (i) setting up mission and vision, (ii) setting

up goals along multiple levels, (iii) environmental factors that impact their

achievement, (iv) the business processes that realize such goals and (v)

business process control-flow in terms of social expectations and opera-

tional steps. The main SIENA aim is to support the operationalization of

the enterprise’s mission and goals by the creation of its realizing business

processes, as performed in the enterprise planning process.

In contrast, ArchiMate uses motivational models to drive changes in

an AS-IS enterprise architecture to a future TO-BE enterprise architec-

ture. In this sense, the ArchiMate framework is used as an instrument for

planning the realization of the enterprise architecture by means of appli-

cations, services and processes. However, the language does not support

the realization of the enterprise planning process as described in Manage-

ment literature (according to described in Figure 2.1) due to the absence

of many concepts inherent to the enterprise planning process. In order to

precisely explain how ArchiMate supports such planning process, we sum-

marize the ArchiMate methodology as follows: 1. The methodology starts

with the enumeration of stakeholders’ concerns (e.g. “profit”, “customer

satisfaction”) for each stakeholder (e..g CEO, IT department). 2. Then,
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such stakeholders have to make assessments about what might help/harm

such concerns. For example, “dropping sales” and “leaving customers”

are two assessments that represent threats and weaknesses for the “profit”

concern. 3. On the basis of such concerns and assessments, the company

then elaborates its goals, their AND/OR-refinements and contributions for

each concern. For example, in order to address the “profit” concern, the

company elaborates the “Increase sales” sales goal and refine this goal in

terms of sub-goals, alternatives and contributions. 4. Finally, the company

derives use cases and (system) requirements from goals and link them to

their realizing business services and processes. As can be seen from this

methodology, the absence of goals of different shades, situations and their

SWOT relations, operations and activities does not allow one to perform

the steps of the enterprise planning process. The only planning process step

which can be performed in ArchiMate is the goal setting (step 1), but goals

of different shades cannot be specified due to the absence of such modeling

constructs in the language. Furthermore, although the ArchiMate strategic

planning extension provides a more expressive goal ontology, the approach

refrains from presenting a methodology to specify such goals.

Comparison Between SIENA and ArchiMate Reasoning Tech-

niques. Regarding reasoning, although the ArchiMate AME language

and methodology [160] argues that goal analysis techniques can be used

to evaluate architectural alternatives, the paper refrains from providing

such contribution. Consequently, the ArchiMate language cannot be used

for selecting strategic planning alternatives within the enterprise planning

process, as done in Chapter 6.

Overall, as stated at the beginning of such evaluation, our ultimate goal

is to determine whether the SIENA framework advances the state of art in

strategic enterprise architectures. After we have analyzed the comparison

between SIENA and ArchiMate modeling frameworks in terms of their
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modeling primitives, methodology and automated reasoning technique, we

can conclude that:

1. The comparison between SIENA and ArchiMate frameworks in terms

of their modeling primitives has revealed SIENA to have higher cov-

erage for Management conceptualization, thus leading us to infer a

superiority of SIENA over ArchiMate in terms of expressiveness for

the representation of strategic enterprise architectures. Therefore, we

conclude that SIENA advances the state of the art for the represen-

tation of strategic enterprise architectures;

2. The comparison between SIENA and ArchiMate frameworks in terms

of their methodologies has revealed both frameworks to use enterprise

models for enterprise planning. However, ArchiMate cannot support

the enterprise planning process proposed by the SIENA methodology.

Therefore, as SIENA proposes a different methodology for the use

of enterprise models, we conclude that SIENA advances the state of

the art for the methodological use of strategic enterprise architectures

models;

3. An investigation of SIENA and ArchiMate frameworks in terms of rea-

soning techniques revealed a lack of ArchiMate reasoning techniques

to the best of our knowledge. Therefore SIENA advances the state of

the art for the analysis of strategic enterprise architectures models;

In face of the complementary characteristics of SIENA and ArchiMate

frameworks, we consider both frameworks can learn from their experience.

In particular, ArchiMate could be enhanced to incorporate different shades

of goals, dimensional refinement operators, operations, situations and their

SWOT relations and representation of process’ control-flow. This would

enrich the language, opening up the possibility of finding a complementary
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usage of such modeling concepts with the already existent concepts of the

language (i.e., the concepts not covered by our mapping). This would allow

one to get interesting insights from the enterprise architecture modeled in

ArchiMate. In relation to SIENA, we initially thought about incorporating

assessment and concerns, but difficulties with their understanding in real-

world projects reported in [56] may hinder their practical usage. Due to

our ultimate goal of supporting the enterprise planning process in SIENA,

the incorporation of resource and capabilities from ArchiMate might rep-

resent a benefit for the language. Further, as ArchiMate also allows the

representation of how applications may support the achievement of busi-

ness goals (with the representation of use cases and system requirements),

SIENA could also be enhanced to incorporate the same idea.

8.4 Summary

This chapter reports three evaluation phases of the SIENA modeling frame-

work. More specifically, the first phase evaluates the achievement of the

requirements for strategic enterprise architectures by the SIENA modeling

framework. On the basis of such evaluation, we conclude that the frame-

work achieves all requirements stipulated for strategic enterprise architec-

tures. Table 8.1 depicts such desired requirements and in which chapter

they are achieved.

The second phase evaluates the feasibility of the SIENA modeling frame-

work for capturing a real-world strategic enterprise architecture from Rheuma-

tology department of the university hospital. On the basis of the reported

modeling effort, we demonstrate the real-world applicability of the SIENA

modeling framework. Further, the experience with our integrated hier-

archical architecture also demonstrates to be a more expressive solution

for the hospital representation in comparison with our previous approach
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(using Tropos and ARIS modeling languages).

Finally, the third evaluation phase compares the SIENA modeling frame-

work with the ArchiMate framework in order to check whether SIENA

advances the state of art in the representation and analysis of strategic

enterprise architectures. With this evaluation in hands, we concluded that

SIENA advances the representation, methodology and reasoning in strate-

gic enterprise architectures.

.
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Chapter 9

Evaluation of Azzurra Modeling

Language

This chapter describes the evaluation of the Azzurra modeling language

which is performed in three phases, similar to the evaluation of the SIENA

framework. The first evaluation phase (Section 9.1) reports on evaluation

for the Azzurra language using two real-world scenarios from the medical

domain. The first self-evaluation intends to compare Azzurra’s represen-

tational features with the current state of the art of process modeling

languages, whereas the second self-evaluation highlights certain domain

features of the scenario that could be better supported by a commitment-

based representation. The second phase (Section 9.2) reports on an ex-

periment conducted with master students to investigate the suitability of

Azzurra and BPMN for the representation of structured and unstructured

processes. This experiment has been published in [28]. Finally, the third

phase (Section 9.3) reports on a modeling effort in which the first author

of this thesis has supervised three master students [188, 193, 190] in con-

junction with her supervisors in a quality comparison between Azzurra and

BPMN modeling frameworks in terms of expressiveness, usability and com-

prehensiveness criteria. With this third evaluation phase, our intention is

to check the experience of other modelers with Azzurra to reduce the eval-
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uation bias, by establishing a comparison of BPMN and Azzurra in terms

of certain criteria. Further, we also intend to investigate the feasibility of

Azzurra for conducting a real-world modeling effort with processes from

the medical domain (clinical guidelines).

9.1 Comparison Between Azzurra and Process Mod-

eling Languages

Within the first phase, we conducted an evaluation of Azzurra’s applicabil-

ity by modeling two scenarios that have been extracted from two different

real-world cases from the medical domain. The healthcare domain has

been selected due to the recognition of being one of the most promising,

but still challenging domains for the adoption of process-oriented solutions

due to complex needs stemming from the business domain [44].

The first scenario (Section 9.1.1) compares Azzurra’s representational

features to those of the three main types of process modeling languages:

imperative, declarative and artifact-centered paradigms (for more details

regarding process modeling languages, please refer to Section 4.3.1 (Busi-

ness Process Modeling Approaches)). In order to conduct such compar-

ison, we have selected the fracture treatment scenario from [198] which

is represented in this approach using the DECLARE modeling language.

Subsequently, we have selected BPMN, DECLARE and artifact-centered

modeling languages to establish our comparison. Such languages have been

selected since they are the most prominent representative languages of each

paradigm. In this first scenario, our goal is to demonstrate in which aspects

Azzurra conceptualization differs from the other representational methods.

The second scenario (Section 9.1.2) emphasizes certain domain charac-

teristics of the scenario of clinical guidelines (CGs) that could be better

supported by a commitment-based representation. For that, we select the
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Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) clinical guideline from [203] which is rep-

resented in this approach in an imperative style language. Subsequently, we

depict the TIA guideline imperative process model as a means of presenting

the domain characteristics of CGs and then, we contrast this imperative

representation with the corresponding commitment-based representation.

In this second scenario, our goal is to demonstrate that CGs could be better

supported by a commitment-based representation.

9.1.1 Fracture Treatment Scenario

In this first scenario, we selected the fracture treatment scenario from [198]

which is represented in this approach using the DECLARE modeling lan-

guage. In this context, we have used this process model representation in

DECLARE to learn about the domain of fracture treatments and to elab-

orate process models of this domain using BPMN and artifact-centered

modeling languages. Figure 9.1 depicts the alternative models of the frac-

ture treatment example, each of them modeled using a type of process

modeling language and compare them with the Azzurra model presented

earlier (Figure 7.4) in Chapter 7.

Results. Figure 9.1(a) depicts an operational model for the running exam-

ple using the BPMN modeling language. Imperative languages represent

business processes in terms of activities to be executed as well as the exact

sequence between these activities. Here, the model consists of activities

(e.g., “Examine patient” and “Verify need of medication”) and the control

flow among them. Since activities must be explicitly activated for enact-

ment, this type of representation requires an explicit (. . . and exhaustive)

specification of all possible enactment paths. For instance, a recurrent en-

actment path for our example is “Examine patient” and then “Verify need

of medication”, but there are many others as well (not represented in Fig-

ure 9.1(a)). Azzurra models enable more flexible specifications of process
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Fig. 6 Defining the optional response constraint

the treatments can be given in any combination and each pa-
tient receives at least one treatment (1 of 4 constraint). Ad-
ditional diagnosis (X-ray) is not necessary when the special-
ist diagnoses the absence of a fracture during examination.
Without this additional diagnosis, the patient can only re-
ceive the sling treatment. All other treatments require X-ray
to rule out the presence of a fracture, or to decide how to
treat the fracture (constraint precedence). Simple fractures
can be treated just by cast. For unstable fractures activity fix-
ation may be preferred over activity cast. For patients who
undergo surgery the specialist is advised to execute activ-
ity rehabilitation afterwards (optional constraint response).
Moreover, the specialist can provide medication, e.g., pain
killers or anticoagulants, at any stage of the treatment. Also
additional examinations and X-rays can be done during the
treatment.

Note that init, precedence, 1 of 4, and not co-existence
refer to constraint templates whose semantics are ex-
pressed in terms of LTL. Table 1 shows the relation be-
tween the constraints shown in Fig. 5, the constraint tem-
plates, and LTL. The process should start with exam-
ination. This constraint is specified using the init tem-
plate. Table 1 shows its definition: init(A) = A. Therefore,
init(examination) = examination. Note that in LTL-terms
this means that examination should be the current (i.e.,
first) action. The precedence constraint template is de-

Template formula Constraint LTL expression
init(A) = A init examination
precedence(A, B) = (!B) W A precedence (!(surgery !fixation !cast) W X-ray
response(A, B) = !(A " ("B)) response !(surgery " ("rehabilitation))
1o f 4(A, B, C, D) = "(A ! B !C ! D) 1 of 4 "(surgery !fixation!cast ! sling)
not coexistence(A, B) =!(("A)# ("B)) not-coexistence !(("fixation)# ("cast))

Table 1 LTL expressions for
constraints in Fig. 5

fined by the LTL formula precedence(A, B) = (!B) W A,
i.e., B should not happen before A has happened. Note
that W is a temporal operator similar to $ (until). The
“weak until” operator W in “(!B) W A” says that A does
not have to happen if B never happens. In Fig. 5, the
precedence constraint template is used with three B’s, i.e.,
(!(surgery! fixation! cast) W X-ray defines the semantics
of this particular constraint). This means that the treat-
ments surgery, fixation, and cast all require X-ray to rule
out the presence of a fracture. However, X-ray is not
needed if none of the treatment activities (surgery, fixa-
tion, and cast) occurs. Table 1 also defines the 1 of 4 and
not co-existence constraints. 1 of 4(A, B, C, D) = !(A !
B ! C ! D) means that eventually (!) at least one of
the four activities should occur. not coexistence(A, B) =
!((!A)# (!B)) means that it cannot (!) be the case that
eventually A occurs (!A) and that eventually B occurs
(!B).

The process defined by Fig. 5 allows for many execu-
tion paths. Unlike imperative languages, there is no need
to include these execution paths explicitly. For example,
the mutual exclusion constraint between cast and fixation
is difficult to express in imperative languages, especially
since the moment of choice between these two treatments
is not fixed. In an imperative language one would need
to decide on the moment of choice, specify the loop be-
havior, and determine the people making these choices. In
Declare one can simply use the not-coexistence constraint
with an intuitive graphical notation. In declarative languages
only the rules that constrain the behavior need to be speci-
fied. Therefore, there is no need to enumerate the execution
paths.

Constraint response between activities surgery and reha-
bilitation is optional as shown by the dashed arrow in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the definition of the constraint that is using
the response template. Note that for optional constraints
a level and a warning message can be defined. In this par-
ticular case a warning of level “5” is generated when the
user is about to violate the constraint.

Figure 7 shows the Worklist component containing two
active instances (active instances are presented in the list
on the left-hand side of the screen). After executing activity
examination, the user is currently executing activity medica-
tion for the second process instance. Activities examination,
X-ray, and medication are enabled, i.e., can be executed. Ac-
tivities surgery, fixation, and cast are disabled, i.e., cannot

1 3

Constraints

Registered

Examined

Diagnosed

Fixated

Plastered

With sling

ToOperate Operated

DeHospit.

...

...

(a) BPMN (operational semantics)

(b) Declarative (DECLARE)

(c) Artifact-centered (abstract notation)

Artifact: patient

Figure 9.1: Snippets of the fracture treatment process using (a) an operational workflow

language; (b) a declarative language; (c) an artifact-centered notation

models because it only requires the specification of essential ordering con-

straints between commitments. For instance, in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.4,

only C1, C4 and C6 include temporal constraints. Further, as commitments

can be satisfied by different activities, the “Examine patient” commitment

could be fulfilled through different operationalizations as for instance, the

doctor could first “Perform a physical evaluation” and subsequently “Ex-

amine patient’s family history” or alternatively, s/he could perform the

same activities in the inverse order.

Conclusions. Unlike imperative languages, declarative ones require only

the minimal set of constraints between activities. By default, all execution

paths are allowed and prohibited execution paths are specified by con-

straints on the execution order between activities. Figure 9.1(b) (extracted

from [198]) presents the declarative specification of our running example
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using DECLARE. Azzurra is also declarative like DECLARE, but it does

not focus on activities for expressing business processes, rather emphasizing

their social nature by capturing agents and commitments between them.

The approach of modeling business processes in terms of commitments

among process participants also increases flexibility in the specification as

in the imperative paradigm, once it does not constrain process participants

to execute particular activities during runtime, but instead, it expands the

number of operational choices as long as these activities satisfy the com-

mitments among agents.

In contrast with its activity-centered cousins, the artifact-centered paradigm

promotes data objects to first-class citizens in modeling a process, by de-

scribing the lifecycle of each object. Here, activities that change/update

the state of an object are also represented. In our example, fracture treat-

ment is represented as a data object called “Patient” with several intercon-

nected states. The control flow of the business process does not have to be

exhaustively modeled, relying instead on the lifecycle model of the data ob-

jects: “registered”, “examined”, . . . , “de-hospitalized” (see Figure 9.1(c)).

The states of the data object are similar to the propositions in the Azzurra

version of the process (e.g., “examined”, “diagnosed” in Table 7.2). How-

ever, by centering the representation in artifacts, the business process has

an operational perspective. Differently, Azzurra’s commitment-based rep-

resentation highlights the social nature of business processes, representing

who is responsible for advancing the state (the debtor in a commitment).

Further, while the artifact-centered paradigm focuses on the activities that

change the states of data objects, Azzurra focuses on correctness criteria

rather than specific operationalizations. This approach favors flexibility as

different activities are admissible at runtime, as long as they satisfy the

correctness criteria stipulated by the commitments.
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9.1.2 Clinical Guidelines Scenario

In our second scenario, we also consider a business process from the medical

domain that concerns Clinical Guidelines (CGs). CGs consists of “system-

atically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions

about appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances” [70]. In

the context of a CG, every activity in the process model corresponds to a

recommendation that supports healthcare providers (doctors, nurses, etc.)

to develop care actions for patients. Therefore, every activity within the

process model can be understood as an abstract recommendation (abstract

activity) to be adapted at runtime according to a specific patient by the

healthcare provider executing the CG. Given the abstract nature of CGs

that require extensive adaptation of abstract activities at runtime, we say

that CGs are inherently decision-intensive business processes.

Results. Figure 9.2(a) depicts an example of an executable clinical guide-

line for transient ischemic attack (TIA) (an episode of neurological occur-

rence) from the literature [203, 214]. In this approach, the TIA guideline

is represented in an imperative style language in which each activity rep-

resents a healthcare recommendation and the control-flow links from the

imperative language represent executing constraints between these recom-

mendations.

To exemplify the decision-intensive nature of a CG, consider the “Treat

for stroke” recommendation/activity. During process execution, this rec-

ommendation has to be personalized for a specific patient, considering

(i) the execution context (ii) doctor’s expertise and (iii) patient’s clinical

circumstances. For instance, assuming that there are two procedures for

treating stroke (“surgery” and “endovascular procedure”), the doctor has

to select the best alternative for the patient by considering environmental

constraints, such as the availability of procedures and/or costs of each of
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Figure 9.2: Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) Clinical Guideline using (a) an operational

workflow language (BPMN) and (b) a commitment-based representation

Conclusions. The TIA guideline imperative representation has been in-

strumental in enabling us to learn about the TIA CG domain, to discover

the domain characteristics of clinical guidelines (e.g. its decision-intensive

nature) and to understand how current approaches address CG representa-

tion. In this context, we realized that most of the languages for represent-

ing CGs follow a task-based paradigm [151] in which recommendations are

represented as actions and decisions in a rigid flowchart-like (imperative)

structure [44], like the BPMN representation in Figure 9.2(a). However,

adopting this approach indeed introduces a number of shortcomings in

the CG representation from a domain point of view, that are required by

imperative process languages, like inexistent ordering constraints between

multiple recommendations. Although it is out of the scope of this thesis to

provide a more extensive discussion about the topic of CG representation,
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our intention here is to demonstrate how a commitment-based approach

could help to tackle some of the problems with the imperative representa-

tion.

For that, we introduce in Figure 9.2(b) the respective commitment-

based representation of Figure 9.2(a). While activities in CGs represent

recommendations for healthcare providers on how to address particular

clinical circumstances, commitments instead capture these recommenda-

tions as compromises of the healthcare provider who is executing the guide-

line towards the patient (and also the compromises of other healthcare

providers in the scope of the guideline). In the remainder, we point out

some of the shortcomings introduced by imperative languages and contrast

the corresponding representation with the Azzurra model:

• Negative recommendations: Imperative process models (Figure 9.2(a))

describe recommendations like “Treat for stroke” and “Apply FAST

on patient” as activities. This approach works well for positive rec-

ommendations, i.e., actions that have to be performed. Differently,

for negative recommendations as “Do not provide aspirin” (which is

admissible from a business perspective [214]), the activity-based rep-

resentation fails. Indeed, the existence of negative recommendations

suggests that recommendations are not actions themselves, but rather

positive and negative restrictions on the behavior (actions). By center-

ing the representation on commitments, Azzurra specifies restrictions

on behavior, defining correctness criteria that should not be violated.

In this case, the issue with negative recommendations can be solved by

specifying a commitment whose consequent is a negative correctness

criterion (for example, ¬AspirinProvided);

• Ordering constraints: As the imperative representation represents rec-

ommendations as actions that have to be performed (and actions
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are represented in sequence within the imperative paradigm), the

paradigm imposes a natural sequence among these recommendations.

From a domain perspective, however, ordering constraints among rec-

ommendations are not necessary or even desirable [214] (this lack of

sequence can be indeed evidenced by the existence of negative recom-

mendations). Differently, Azzurra does not impose any order among

commitments, but when necessary, they can be specified by matching

commitment’s consequent and antecedent;

• Conflicting recommendations: in the imperative representation, rec-

ommendations are modeled as labeled activities (textual information)

and no mechanisms are specified to correlate related actions (for in-

stance, “Provide aspirin” and “Do not provide aspirin” are mod-

eled as unrelated actions in the specification). As a consequence

of that, external rules must be defined to capture conflicting ac-

tions, whereas automatic detection could be performed by reasoning

over the meaning of the actions [214]. In a commitment-based ap-

proach, as commitment’s consequent capture recommendations (for

instance, for a recommendation “Provide aspirin”, the commitment

consequent is AspirinProvided), conflicting recommendations could

be automatically detected. For instance, in a hypothetical situation

in which aspirin conflicts with clopidogrel, the knowledge base could

capture this conflict as a rule and design-time model-checking tech-

niques could be applied to reason about conflicting commitments (for

example, two commitments whose consequent are AspirinProvided

and ClopidogrelProvided cannot exist in the same Azzurra specifi-

cation). Alternatively, other conflicting recommendations could also

be detected, like “Provide aspirin” (AspirinProvided) and “Do not

provide aspirin” (¬AspirinProvided).
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• Compliance checking: As a guideline specification is intended to pro-

vide recommendations for healthcare providers to execute actions,

from a practical point of view, they have the freedom to either change

the suggested care actions (i.e., change the actions that satisfy a given

recommendation/commitment) or even to completely skip certain rec-

ommendations when necessary. However, compliance with guidelines

is assessed in a strict manner by only matching recommended actions

with executed actions [195]. This means that, although they are free to

select the best care actions at runtime, substitutions in the recommen-

dations will accuse false cases of non-compliance. Azzurra leverages

compliance to the business level, by not specifying concrete actions to

be executed, but rather correctness criteria. This opens the possibility

of using alternative actions to fulfill the commitment (depending on

how suitable they are in relation to the executing context), as long

as they satisfy the commitments. Furthermore, by capturing actors

and their commitments, accountability can be easily checked in an

Azzurra specification. This is also fundamental in a medical context,

once responsibility for care actions need to be strictly tracked along

the treatment process.

9.1.3 Scenarios Discussion

The fracture treatment scenario shows how Azzura natively supports mod-

eling business processes in the healthcare domain; this style of modeling

has advantages in other domains too. Unlike current languages, that center

their representation either in activities or data objects, Azzurra captures

the social nature of the interactions between process participants by ex-

pressing these interactions in terms of commitments (correctness criteria

based on social expectations).

Centering the representation in terms of activities/data objects leads to
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an operational business process representation, once the behavior is speci-

fied in terms of specific operationalizations to achieve the desired outcomes,

rather than what is supposed to be achieved. As a general consequence of

the shift in the representation, specifications in Azzurra allow one to cap-

ture business processes in more strategic terms. In particular, the benefits

of such approach in the first scenario can be manifested as (i) the ability

to focus on the social perspective of the business processes, (ii) it enables

a more flexible representation of the process than its respective counter-

parts in other process languages. This flexibility is manifested through the

ability to specify different sequences of commitments that can be satisfied

by different concrete activities.

While in the first scenario Azzurra provides increased flexibility for busi-

ness process specification, the second scenario demonstrates that a shift in

the modeling paradigm is rather fundamental to address the representa-

tional needs (knowledge structure) of clinical guidelines. To enumerate the

CG flexibility needs more concretely, guidelines are inherently decision-

intensive and act as abstract templates/blueprints that provide evidence-

based decision support for healthcare providers. They do not prescribe the

actual behavior within the business process, but rather constraints on the

behavior and require subsequent adaptation and personalization to obtain

a concrete medical treatment (actions) for a given patient [44]. As a result,

it is not possible to define a priori all the variants in the execution of a

business process (imperative modeling would require doing so). Azzurra,

on the other hand, represents these guidelines through correctness criteria

in terms of commitments.

In summary, Azzurra better supports not only the representation of the

knowledge structure of the domain (by being able of representing negative

recommendations as well as the essential ordering constraints), but also

presents an advantage for the reasoning techniques that must be executed
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on the basis of CG models, as reasoning about conflicting recommenda-

tions and checking compliance. More specifically, considering compliance

checking, Azzurra expands the notion of compliance to the business level,

once correctness criteria allow one to consider different actions that satisfy

commitments and not to necessarily stick to one particular activity as it is

done in the current practice. Moreover, relying on commitments between

agents, Azzurra natively supports accountability, i.e., enables determining

at all times which agents are compliant, and which ones have violated a

commitment they are responsible for.

9.2 Empirical Evaluation with Master Students

The evaluation conducted with the two previous modeling scenarios pro-

vided interesting insights regarding Azzurra’s suitability for the specifica-

tion of business processes. Within the first scenario, we demonstrated that

a shift in the representation focus from activities to commitments enabled

Azzurra to provide a more flexible solution for the representation of busi-

ness processes than its process modeling counterparts. Within the second

scenario, the language does not only provide a more flexible solution, but

can also better capture the intrinsic characteristics of the clinical guidelines

domain. The overall conclusion of the evaluation with scenarios enabled us

to realize that a focus on commitments allows Azzurra to provide a more

flexible representation for processes which is beneficial for the representa-

tion of clinical guidelines due to their intensive flexibility nature.

On the basis of the conclusion that Azzurra can better cope with the

representational flexibility needs from clinical guidelines and as a clinical

guideline consists of one concrete example of unstructured process, our

intuition rests on the fact that Azzurra can better capture the features

of unstructured business processes. In order to characterize unstructured
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processes and their flexible nature, we introduce the spectrum of work. In

BPM literature, several classifications exist for business processes according

to their characteristics [53, 196]. A common classification scheme consid-

ers the level of structuring or predictability, thus dividing business pro-

cesses into a spectrum of work of four types (see Figure 9.3) [53, 196, 201].

The level of structuring and predictability basically considers the extent to

which the behavior of a given business process is predictable at modeling

time.

Tightly framed 
(structured) processes

Fully unframed 
(unstructured) 

processes

Loosely framed 
processes

Ad-hoc framed 
processes

(Fully predictable,
highly repetitive) (Fully unpredictable,

highly non-repetitive)

Figure 9.3: The Spectrum of Work in BPM adapted from [162]

In the leftmost extreme of the spectrum, a tightly framed (or struc-

tured) process comprehends those processes whose execution of activities

consistently follows a predefined process model [53, 196]. Since a formal

representation of these processes can be easily described prior to their exe-

cution, tightly framed processes are characterized as fully predictable and

repetitive and after their design-time description, they can be repeatedly

instantiated at runtime. Examples of this category are production and

administrative processes [45] and as well as bank transactions that are

executed in an exact sequence to comply with legal norms.

Even though tightly framed processes usually have a predictable behav-

ior, a certain degree of unpredictability is expected due to the occurrence of

exceptions and evolutions within the domain. Therefore, a loosely framed

process corresponds to a process in which it is possible to represent the pro-
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cess behavior and a set of constraints a priori [196], such that the process

model describes the “standard way of doing things” while requiring addi-

tions, removals or generation of alternative sequence of activities during

runtime [45].

Contrasting with tightly and loosely framed processes that can be de-

scribed a priori by an explicit process model, the behavior of ad-hoc framed

process cannot be determined in terms of an explicit process logic during

design time due to a lack of domain knowledge or the complexity of task

combinations. Instead, only structured fragments can be identified a pri-

ori and properly composed on a per-case basis, while process parts that

are undefined or uncertain can only be specified and incorporated as the

process evolves [45].

Finally, within the rightmost category of the spectrum, fully unframed

(or unstructured) processes have sufficient variability in such way that no

process description can be pre-defined at all [45, 196]. As a result, pro-

cess participants need to make decisions using their knowledge to create

activities on demand. The creation of such activities is based on situation-

specific parameters whose values are determined as the process execution

proceeds. Besides choosing activities on demand, they also dynamically

decide the execution order of such activities.

With these insights provided by the evaluation phase 1 with scenarios,

in this second evaluation phase, we perform an experiment with students

to check the validity of our insights regarding the suitability of Azzurra

and BPMN for structured and unstructured processes. BPMN has been

chosen for the comparison under consideration due to its wide acceptance

and popularity as a standard for business processes representation [161, 84].

More specifically, with this experiment, we want to acquire objective and

statistically significant evidence regarding the suitability of Azzurra for

unstructured processes. In order to perform the experiment, we elaborated
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the following propositions:

P1. Azzurra produces models of better quality than BPMN in the repre-

sentation of unframed (unstructured) business processes;

P2. BPMN produces models of better quality than Azzurra in the repre-

sentation of tightly framed (structured) business processes.

9.2.1 The Experiment Process

The design of our experiment has been conducted on the basis of guidelines

for experimentation in software engineering [204, 100]. According to such

guidelines, the experiment process can be divided into five main activities

depicted in Figure 9.4.

Experiment*Scoping*
(GQM)

Focus&of&experiment
Objec3ve&of&experiment

Variables&Selec3on
Subjects&Selec3on
Context&Selec3on

Experiment*Planning

Hypothesis&Formula3on
Factor&and&Treatment&

Instrumenta3on
Validity&Evalua3on

Experiment*
Opera8on

Prepara3on
Execu3on

Data&Valida3on

Experiment*Analysis*
and*Interpreta8on

Descrip3ve&Analysis
Hypothesis&Tes3ng

Experiment*
Presenta8on*and*

Package*

Figure 9.4: The Experimentation Process According to [204]

Within the Scoping activity, the experiment is defined in terms of prob-

lem statement and goals, defining why the experiment is needed. According

to the Wohlin‘s guidelines [204], the Goal, Question, Metric (GQM) tem-

plate [12] comprehends a suitable instrument for defining the scope of a

given experiment. Our GQM template is described in Section Experi-

ment Scoping and Planning.

The Planning activity is the phase in which the foundation of the

experiment is laid, defining how it is conducted. The steps conducted in

the scope of our planning activity are described in Section Experiment

Scoping and Planning.

The Operation activity encompasses the preparation of subjects and

required material on which the experiment is executed (i.e., objects), the
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actual execution of the experiment as well as the collection of measure-

ments (see Section Experiment Operation). The Analysis and Inter-

pretation activity focuses on qualitatively and quantitatively processing

the outcomes of the experiment (Sections 9.2.2 and Section 9.2.3). Finally,

the results are presented in the course of the Presentation and Package

(leading to the present paper).

Experiment Scoping and Planning

Our experiment starts by scoping its objectives using the GQM template

depicted in Table 9.1:

Table 9.1: GQM for our experiment

Focus of the experiment: Analyze Azzurra specification lan-

guage and compare it with the BPMN modeling language.

Objective of the experiment: Checking the adequacy of the

Azzurra and BPMN languages for the representation of structured

and unstructured business processes.

Variables selection: We compare Azzurra and BPMN modeling

languages in terms of model quality.

Subject: From the point of view of M.Sc. students enrolled in

classes of Organizational Information Systems.

Context of the experiment: M.Sc. students creating Azzurra

and BPMN models.

In the following, the planning phase of our experiment required us to

elaborate the hypotheses (together with the independent and dependent

variables), factors and treatments applied to our experiment.

Hypothesis Formulation. As we intend to compare Azzurra and BPMN

for structured and unstructured processes, we construct three null hypothe-

ses, one for each factor and a third one for the interaction between the

factors [204].
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• Null Hypothesis H0-1: There is no significant difference in model

quality of Azzurra and BPMN modeling languages.

• Ha-1: There is a significant difference in the model quality of Azzurra

and BPMN modeling languages.

• Null Hypothesis H0-2: There is no significant difference in model

quality of structured and unstructured scenarios.

• Ha-2: There is a significant difference in model quality of structured

and unstructured scenarios.

• Null Hypothesis H3: There are no significant interactions between

the type of modeling language and types of business processes in terms

of model quality.

• Ha-3: There are significant interactions between the type of modeling

language and types of business processes in terms of model quality.

Note that our hypotheses are elaborated in terms of model quality (de-

pendent variable). In order to select the metrics for measuring model qual-

ity in our evaluation, we get inspiration from the field of Ontology Engi-

neering; more precisely, we use a formal evaluation framework [189] that

defines the dimensions of precision and coverage to define the quality of a

given ontology (model).

In [189], a conceptualization comprehends a set of conceptual relations

about a certain portion of reality perceived by an agent, defining a set of

intended models IK . In this context, the role of an ontology is to provide

a specification of such conceptualization, precisely capturing the intended

models according to such conceptualization and excluding the non-intended

ones. Considering that it is not always easy to find the right set of entities

so that an ontology admits only the intended models [80], ontologies are

considered only approximations of conceptualizations. Consequently, the

formal framework of Staab et al. [189] proposes a schema for evaluating

ontologies with respect to the degree of approximation they can provide
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to their respective conceptualizations. To evaluate such degree of approx-

imation, the precision and coverage metrics are introduced and can be

mathematically defined as:

P =
|IK ∩OK |
|OK |

(precision) C =
|IK ∩OK |
|IK |

(coverage)

In Ontology Engineering, precision measures how much the represented

models OK are relevant according to the set of intended models IK , while

coverage measures how much of the intended models IK are represented by

the ontology OK . We use analog reasoning for our evaluation of Azzurra

and BPMN modeling languages. In our case, business processes are consid-

ered the target conceptualization that can be represented by two distinct

ontologies, i.e., the Azzurra and BPMN modeling languages. Every busi-

ness process has a natural language description that admits a number of

execution paths (in our case, the set of intended models IK corresponds to

the set of intended execution paths IexecPath) and specifications in BPMN

and Azzurra provide representations of such execution paths (RexecPath).

Therefore, precision measures how many paths which are represented in

the model are correct in relation to the intended paths prescribed by the

natural language description, while coverage measures how many paths

provided in the natural language description are indeed captured in the

model representation. In our case, precision and coverage are mathemati-

cally defined as follows:

P =
|IexecPath ∩RexecPath |

|RexecPath |
(precision) C =

|IexecPath ∩RexecPath |
|IexecPath |

(coverage)

Factor and Treatment. As the aim of our experiment is to investigate

whether the Azzurra modeling language has a more faithful representation
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of unstructured business process than the BPMN modeling language, we

have two factors: factor A is the type business process modeling language

(whose treatments are Azzurra and BPMN modeling languages) and factor

B is the type of business process under consideration (whose treatments are

unstructured and structured business processes). Factors and treatments

are depicted in Table 9.2:

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

BP Type
(Factor B)

Language Type
(Factor A)

Azzurra BPMN

Structured

Unstructured

Table 9.2: Factors and Treatments applied in our experiment

Instrumentation. Participants used a free online modeling tool1 for the

elaboration of BPMN 2.0 models and a plug-in2 developed at the Univer-

sity of Trento for the elaboration of Azzurra models. At the end of the

experiment, they provided the source of Azzurra and BPMN models for

later evaluation of the results.

Validity evaluation. We enumerate the main threats to the validity of

our experiment using the Wohlin‘s categorization [204]:

Threats to construct validity. The threats in this category are: (i) a major

threat to construct validity is that the chosen business processes may not be

representative samples for the structured and unstructured types of busi-

ness processes. To mitigate this issue, we have chosen already consolidated

scenarios within the BPM literature as representatives from structured and

unstructured processes; (ii) furthermore, the domain knowledge involved

in the description of the scenarios may entail some difficulty during the

modeling process; (iii) the fact that BPMN is an imperative language,

1www.lucidchart.com
2https://trinity.disi.unitn.it/azura/azura/
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while Azzurra is declarative may also entail additional difficulties as there

is some evidence that imperative languages are more understandable than

declarative ones [152]; (iv) hypothesis guessing may also represent a threat

as subjects can be conditioned by the results they are providing. We miti-

gated this threat by carefully formulating questions on the basis of correct

usage and preference of modeling languages.

Threats to external validity. Here, our largest threat is the use of students

as subjects in our experiment. Further, they had prior training in BPMN

and UML activity diagrams during the course lectures. To mitigate these

issues and make their background more uniform, we have provided pre-

liminary training in both Azzurra and BPMN languages by means of one

example. In order to encourage subjects to participate, they could earn at

most one point in the overall course grade on the basis of the correct usage

of languages constructs.

Threats to conclusion validity. The two threats to conclusion validity are

the low number and homogeneity of the samples (students) that may im-

pact our ability to reveal patterns in the data. Besides that, the first

author of this paper evaluated the number of admissible execution paths

for each scenario, together with their respective representations in Azzurra

and BPMN.

Threats to internal validity. This type of validity is threatened by the ef-

fect of order in which the subjects apply the treatments (structured and

unstructured) as students may learn the content of natural languages de-

scriptions, and the second models are easier to produce. To mitigate the

effect of the order, the order is assigned randomly to each subject. By

having the same number of subjects starting with the first treatment as

with the second, the design is balanced [204].
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Experiment Operation

Preparation. We continue following the same rationale of evaluation

through modeling scenarios. In particular, we have used same business

process from Scenario 2 used in [36] (i.e., the TIA clinical guideline) as a

representative of an unstructured business process and the X-Ray Medical

Order (extracted from [162]) as the representative of a structured business

process. The selection of both scenarios as representatives of unstructured

and structured business process has been supported by BPM literature that

positions clinical guidelines as unstructured processes [45] and the X-Ray

Medical Order as a structured process [162].

Next, a natural language description3 has been extracted from literature

in order to be applied to the subjects. Further, the corresponding Azzurra

and BPMN models have been built in advance for each scenario by the

first author with the purpose of ensuring that those process models to be

built in each scenario indeed covered the core concepts of both modeling

languages.

Experiment execution. The experiment has been conducted in July

2015 with master’s students in Computer Science in the scope of the Or-

ganizational Information Systems Course at University of Trento. In total,

17 subjects participated in this empirical test. The experiment has been

structured in different parts:

• Introduction Phase (15 min): General instructions about the ex-

periment and introduction to Azzurra modeling language and model-

ing tool together with a presentation about BPMN. It is also impor-

tant to note that students had prior contact with BPMN along the

course lectures;

• Experiment phase (40 min, i.e., 20 min for each language):

3Scenario descriptions, experimental results and data analysis are available at https://www.dropbox.

com/s/8qlwd5svqbt3hmw/Empirical%20evaluation.zip?dl=0
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Group 1 models the structured scenario using Azzurra and BPMN,

whereas group 2 models the unstructured scenario using Azzurra and

BPMN;

• Questionnaire phase (15 min): General questions concerning the

background of the subject and questions regarding the elaboration of

models relative to scenario 1 and 2.

Data validation. The obtained data were checked for consistency and

plausibility. We discarded the inputs from two students due to incomplete-

ness; thus, we could employ data from 15 students in the data analysis.

9.2.2 Experiment Analysis and Interpretation

To report experimental results, Table 9.3 shows mean, median and stan-

dard deviation values for precision and coverage by language and process

type:

Table 9.3: Precision and Coverage by Language and Process Type

Azzurra BPMN

Mean Median Std. dev. Mean Median Std. dev.

Unstructured
Precision 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00

Coverage 0.89 1 0.18 0.34 0.36 0.07

Structured
Precision 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.13

Coverage 0.82 0.75 0.19 0.82 0.75 0.19

Overall
Precision 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.97 1.00 0.09

Coverage 0.85 1.00 0.18 0.60 0.50 0.28

We conducted statistical analysis to test whether the null hypothesis H0

can be rejected, thereby allowing us to draw conclusions about our stud-

ied phenomenon: the modeling of structured and unstructured business

processes.

For the selection of the statistical tests, we followed the guidelines pre-

scribed by Harvey [85, Chap. 37]. As the participants of our experiment

applied both methods, to test H0-1, we can use the paired t-test or its

non-parametric analog, Wilcoxon test. However, the participants did not
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switch scenario type and, therefore, to test H0-2 we use the unpaired t-test

or its non-parametric analog, Mann-Whitney (MW) test. Finally, to test

H0-3 we need to investigate the difference between the combination of two

factors (type of language and type of process), which requires ANOVA

test or its non-parametric analog, Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test [204]. We

checked the normality of data by Shapiro-Wilk test which returned p-value

= 0.0013 for coverage and p-value = 6.8 · 10−11 for precision. Thus, we

used non-parametric tests for all three hypothesis. Further, for all statis-

tical tests, we use a threshold of 5% for α, the probability of committing

Type-I error [204].

Null Hypothesis H0-1 (Azzurra vs. BPMN): The results of the

Wilcoxon test revealed a statistically significant difference between two

modeling languages with respect to coverage (test results: W = 7, Z =

2.09, p-value = 0.04, Cohen’s d = 1.06) and no significant difference in

precision (p-value = 0.32). The power of the Wilcoxon test for coverage is

0.72. Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis both for coverage and

precision. However, to achieve 80% power for coverage we would need a

sample size of 16 participants, while we had 13 participants. For Azzurra,

the overall mean coverage is 0.85, whereas for BPMN the overall mean

coverage is 0.6. As coverage describes the percentage of the intended inter-

pretations (according to the natural language description) that are indeed

captured by the model, a mean coverage of 0.85 means that 85% of all in-

tended paths are captured in the model, whereas 15% of them are not. In

fact, this is a reasonable advantage from Azzurra, once the language speci-

fies process paths in terms of correctness criteria, whereas BPMN requires

a more verbose style of specification, demanding exhaustive specification of

all potential process paths. It is natural that some intended process paths

are not captured in the BPMN representation. Observe also the significant

difference in terms of coverage between Azzurra (0.893) and BPMN (0.345)
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for unstructured processes. As unstructured processes potentially have a

large number of process paths, this difference in terms of coverage between

both languages becomes even more evident for such kind of processes.

Null Hypothesis H0-2 (Structured vs. Unstructured): To test

this hypothesis, we should use MW test which assumes the equality of

variance. However, the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance returned

p-value = 0.37 for precision and p-value = 0.04 for coverage. Therefore,

we cannot rely on the results of the MW test for coverage. To mitigate

this issue, we cross-validate the results of MW test with KW test which

does not require an equal variance. The MW test results did not reveal

significant difference between two process types both for precision (p-value

= 0.35) and coverage (p-value = 0.11). The KW test returned p-value

= 0.11 for coverage, which supported the results of MW test. In order

to achieve statistically significant results for coverage with 80% power, we

would need a sample size of 54 participants. The results show that the

process type did not affect the performance of the participants. The null

hypothesis H0-2 cannot be rejected for any of the variables.

Null Hypothesis H0-3 (Language & Process Type): The results

of KW test revealed a statistically significant effect of the combination of

language and process type on coverage (χ2(3) = 15, p-value = 0.002) and

no effect on precision (p-value = 0.44). Therefore, the null hypothesis H0-3

can be rejected only for coverage. A post-hoc test using MW test with

Holm correction showed the significant differences between coverage of the

results produced by participants who used BPMN on unstructured process

and other participants who used BPMN on structured process (MW test

results: p-value = 0.002, Cohen’s d = 3.23) or Azzurra on unstructured

(p-value = 0.003, Cohen’s d = 4.02) and structured process (p-value =

0.002, Cohen’s d = 3.23). It means that there is a significant difference in

terms of coverage between Azzurra and BPMN for unstructured processes,
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as described above, whereas for structured processes both Azzurra and

BPMN have equal performance in terms of coverage.

9.2.3 Experiment Discussion

Our aim is to investigate the suitability of the Azzurra language for repre-

senting unstructured processes and its superiority in terms of model quality

in relation to BPMN. In our approach, model quality is measured in terms

of precision and coverage, two metrics extracted from the field of Ontology

Engineering for the evaluation of ontology quality. Regarding our propo-

sitions introduced in Section 9.2, our findings suggest that:

P1. The Azzurra modeling language is significantly better than BPMN in

terms of coverage for the representation of unstructured processes, but

the power of the test is not enough to completely reject null hypothesis

H0−1 (see the discussion of null hypothesis H0-1).

P2. No definite conclusion can be drawn, due to the absence of statistically

significant difference between the two modeling languages with respect

to precision (see the discussion of null hypothesis H0-1).

The superiority of Azzurra over BPMN in terms of coverage for unstruc-

tured processes can be explained by the representational style of Azzurra

and BPMN: Azzurra requires correctness criteria to be specified as com-

mitment’s consequents, whereas BPMN imposes the need of exhaustive

specification of all activities and paths. First, if we consider the advan-

tage of Azzurra over BPMN in terms of coverage (by measuring how many

intended paths are captured by its corresponding representation), an Az-

zurra representation “covers” more paths than its counterpart in BPMN,

as Azzurra’s correctness criteria captures all possible paths in an implicit

way as opposed to explicitly capturing all paths. Therefore, there is a

higher chance that some paths are indeed forgotten during the modeling

process in a BPMN representation.
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Second, considering Azzurra’s suitability for unstructured processes,

these processes are characterized by an “on-the-fly” creation of activities,

lacking also a pre-defined execution order among activities. Therefore,

their textual description allows several interpretations regarding the poten-

tial paths to be captured (e.g., for three activities A, B and C, it is possible

to capture 3! paths). Azzurra’s features can cope better than BPMN with

both aspects of unstructured processes: via commitments, modelers can

specify obligations to be fulfilled and participants can dynamically select

which activities to perform to fulfill such obligations at runtime. Fur-

ther, a commitment-based representation also allows one to specify lack of

structure necessary for unstructured processes, refraining from capturing

a specific order to fulfill them. Differently, as we have noticed during the

evaluation of experiment’s results, students commonly captured only the

most trivial sequence of activities in BPMN, missing all the other possible

interpretations according to the natural language description.

Our experimental evaluation considered the metrics of precision and

coverage to determine the quality of models representations in terms of

domain faithfulness and language expressiveness, rather than the focus-

ing on the modelers’ perception. To overcome this issue, we distributed

a questionnaire among participants. In this survey, there is a significant

preference of BPMN in relation to Azzurra. This answer should be inter-

preted with care for two reasons. First, the questionnaire revealed prior

process modeling experience of subjects in BPMN both in academia and

industry. Second, imperative process modeling has its roots in impera-

tive and declarative computer programming languages which have been

used in computer science since the 50s and 60s. Third, there is evidence

that imperative languages are more understandable than the declaratives

ones [152]. As familiarity is a very important aspect for the usability of

modeling languages, preference of BPMN seems to natural in this case.
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Although we effectively conducted the experiment with a homogeneous

group of master’s students, some limitations must be considered. In par-

ticular, the relatively low number of experimental subjects constitutes a

limitation in terms of statistical significance of our conclusions. Moreover,

while BPMN models have been produced on the basis of a professional

tool, the usage of a prototypical implementation of the Azzurra modeling

tool may be also considered a disadvantage in relation to its respective

counterpart in BPMN models.

9.3 In-Depth Evaluation with Novices

Within the third evaluation phase, the first author of this thesis together

with supervisors have supervised three master students (Paul Ssekamatte [188],

Melkamu Emiru [193] and Shumet Nigatu [190] in a quality comparison

between Azzurra and BPMN modeling frameworks with respect to expres-

siveness, usability and comprehensiveness criteria. The main goal of this

phase is to evaluate the overall quality of the Azzurra and BPMN mod-

eling frameworks in terms of the achievement of these requirements. The

evaluation process can be summarized into three main steps (depicted in

Figure 9.5):

Guideline 
Selection and 

Modeling 
Process

Quality Criteria 
and Artifacts 

Definition

Evaluation of 
Artifacts in 
Terms of 

Quality Criteria

Figure 9.5: Steps of Third Evaluation Phase with Master Students (Novices)

In the remainder of this section, we detail the execution of each of these

steps.
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9.3.1 Guideline Selection and Modeling Process

Contrasting with evaluation phase 1 in which the domain requirements

from the TIA clinical guideline (scenario 2, Section 9.1.2) have been ac-

quired from an imperative style CG representation, each master student

here has received a natural language description of three different clinical

guidelines (namely, Australian malaria, lung cancer and asthma guide-

lines).

In order to exemplify the nature of the textual guidelines, Figure 9.6 de-

picts natural language descriptions stemmed from the lung cancer clinical

guideline [150, 193]. In this case, the clinical guideline for diagnosis pro-

cess contains a semi-structured representation of key phases of the process

(colorful figure), whereas the clinical guideline for treatment (black-and-

white figure) consists of purely natural language descriptions. Both types

of descriptions have been used by master students and subsequently by the

first author of this thesis to discover the process logic from the guidelines.

Such natural languages descriptions of clinical guidelines are usually called

clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) in the medical literature, while their for-

malization into some computer interpretable format are called computer-

interpretable guidelines (CIGs) [151].

On the basis of these textual guidelines, each master student elabo-

rated a corresponding Azzurra and BPMN process representations. For

the elaboration of Azzurra models, students used the plug-in4 developed

at University of Trento, while commercial tools5 have been used for the

elaboration of BPMN models.

The modeling process has been carried out in three iterations of regular

meetings involving the students and (co)-supervisors in order to discuss

modeling decisions and how to capture certain domain features using both

4https://trinity.disi.unitn.it/azura/azura/
5Signavio: https://www.signavio.com [188, 193] and Bizagi: https://www.bizagi.com [190]
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Chest X-ray

Chest CT scan

Investigating symptoms of lung cancer: a guide for GPs

Chest CT scan suggests 
lung cancer

Chest X-ray suggests 
lung cancer

or

Urgent referral to a specialist 
linked to a lung cancer 

Immediate referral

Symptoms and signs

Urgent referral

concurrent chest CT scan

Urgent referral
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Summary of recommendations

For explanation of levels of evidence and grades for recommendations, see Levels of evidence and grades for
recommendations below. You may also like to refer to the Appendix - Guideline development process

Non-small cell lung cancer

Stage I operable

Surgery

Does complete mediastinal lymph node dissection improve overall survival
compared to mediastinal lymph node staging in stage I NSCLC?

Recommendation Grade

Systematic lymph node sampling is recommended to rule out occult nodal
disease in clinical stage I patients. There is no apparent additional survival
benefit of complete mediastinal node dissection in this group of patients.

Last reviewed November 2015

C

Practice point(s)
For accurate staging according to AJCC TNM Pathological Staging
(http://www.cancerstaging.org/staging/posters/lung8.5x11.pdf), it is advisable to sample
at least three lymph nodes from different stations. This is also required for prognostic
purposes and for appropriate referral for adjuvant chemotherapy.

Last reviewed November 2015

Is minimally invasive lobectomy as effective as open lobectomy for
treatment of operable stage I NSCLC?

Recommendation Grade

Minimally invasive lobectomy is at least as effective as open lobectomy with
respect to long term survival and reported post-operative complication rates.

Last reviewed December 2015

B

Radiotherapy

What is the role of radiotherapy in the treatment of operable stage I NSCLC?

Recommendation Grade

In patients with operable stage I NSCLC, surgery is recommended over
conventional radiotherapy, but SABR may be a reasonable option for patients
refusing an operation, or who are high risk for a lobectomy.

Last reviewed December 2015

D

Practice point(s)

What is the role of radiotherapy after surgery in the treatment of operable
stage I NSCLC?

Figure 9.6: An Excerpt of Natural Language Descriptions of Lung Cancer Guidelines [150]

process languages. Once the refinement of models has been completed, stu-

dents carried out peer evaluation on the models with the aim of validating

their correctness and consistency with the guidelines and their correctness

in terms of the usage of the modeling constructs of both languages.

In total, we summarize the statistics concerning the results of this mod-

eling effort into Tables 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6:

The resulting models are depicted in Figure 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9. Figure

9.7 presents a BPMN representation of the small cell lung cancer guide-

line [193], whereas Figures 9.8 and 9.9 depicts its Azzurra counterparts,

with Figure 9.8 depicting the Azzurra Social View and Figure 9.9 depict-

ing the Azzurra Protocol View.
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Paul Ssekamatte [188]

Clinical Guidelines
Azzurra BPMN

# Roles # Com-

mitments

# Tasks # Flows

Asthma diagnosis in adults and

children

5 18 18 19

Management of acute asthma in

children

7 45 60 88

Management of acute asthma in

adults

6 30 39 50

Initial management of life

threatening, asthma in children

6 27 20 28

Initial management of life

threatening, asthma in adults

6 24 16 21

Table 9.4: Paul Ssekamatte’s Statistics [188] (CGs with 44 Pages in Natural Language)

Melkamu Emiru [193]

Clinical Guidelines
Azzurra BPMN

# Roles # Com-

mitments

# Tasks # Flows

Diagnosis 16 15 15 30

NSCLC treatment 5 46 60 50

SCLC treatment 4 15 15 5

Follow Up 2 18 20 10

Preventive Care 2 20 20 5

Table 9.5: Melkamu Emiru’s Statistics [193] (CGs with 24 Pages in Natural Language)

9.3.2 Quality Criteria, Artifacts Definition and Evaluation of

Artifacts in Terms of Quality Criteria

In order to compare both modeling frameworks (Azzurra and BPMN), ex-

pressiveness, usability and comprehensiveness criteria have been selected

from literature [62, 59] and the artifacts (e.g. languages, tools, etc.) in

which such quality criteria are measured have been also defined. In this
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Shumet Nigatu [190]

Clinical Guidelines
Azzurra BPMN

# Roles # Com-

mitments

# Tasks # Flows

Initial Management of Malaria 3 24 38 22

Ward Monitoring and Discharge

Plan

3 20 27 10

Public Health Response 6 18 38 21

Table 9.6: Shumet Nigatu’s [190] (CGs with 22 Pages in Natural Language)

Chapter 5. Business Process Modeling 26

5.1.3 Small Cell Lung Cancer Treatment Business Process

As shown in figure 5.2 there are two kinds of treatment for SCLC lung cancer depend on
the stage of the lung cancer. First the oncologist conduct imaging test to determine the
stage of non small cell lung cancer. If it is in limited stage6 then medical oncologist con-
duct chest irradiation, platinum etoposide regimens consecutively followed by concurrent
chemo radiotherapy platinum plus etoposide for three weeks. Then the radiation oncolo-
gist recommend patient to take brain CT scan and o�er prophylactic cranial irradiation,
thoracic radiotherapy for thirty days, and first cycle chemotherapy.
If the lung cancer is in extensive stage7 then medical oncologist o�ers platinum etoposide
regimen and Topotecan8 or CAV, then finally radiation oncologist o�ered chest radio-
therapy.

Figure 5.2: Small Cell Lung Cancer Treatment BPMN Business Process Model

6if it has not spread to other organs in the body but in nearby lymph nodes or into the tissue between
the lungs

7it spread into parts of the body such as the other lung, bone, brain, or bone marrow
8a chemotherapeutic agent that is active in the treatment of small cell lung cancer

Figure 9.7: The BPMN Representation of Small Cell Lung Cancer Guideline [193]

context, expressiveness refers to Azzurra and BPMN modeling languages,

usability refers to both modeling languages and modeling tools and com-

prehensibility refers to overall Azzurra and BPMN modeling frameworks

(including modeling languages, tool support, documentation and modeling

guidelines). In the following, we provide a definition of expressiveness, us-

ability and comprehensiveness criteria and the metrics used to measure in

which extent both approaches meet the desired criteria:

1. Expressiveness [62] is defined as the ability of a language to capture
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Chapter 5. Business Process Modeling 37

Figure 5.7: Small Cell Lung Cancer Business Process Model Diagram View
Figure 9.8: The Azzurra Representation of Small Cell Lung Cancer Guideline (Social

View) [193]

Figure 9.9: The Azzurra Representation of Small Cell Lung Cancer Guideline (Protocol

View) [193]

information about a certain domain of discourse. The expressiveness of a

language can be measured by taking a benchmark of relevant domain con-

cepts and mapping this benchmark to the concepts of the language defined
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by its meta-model. Misalignments in the mapping may reveal absence

or excess of modeling constructs [62]. In our evaluation, the domain of

discourse is the clinical guidelines and the benchmark of relevant domain

concepts are their representational requirements imposed on both process

modeling languages. Table 9.7 depicts such representational requirements

(benchmark of relevant concepts) and the concepts provided by both pro-

cess languages for their representation.

Expressiveness

Representational

Requirements from

Clinical Guidelines

Concepts of Azzurra Concepts of

BPMN

1 Recommendation Commitment’s consequent Activity

2 Patient’s state (context or

pre-conditions)

Conjunctions and

disjunctions in

commitment’s antecedent

Gateway and labeled

control-flow links

3 Triggering events (context

or pre-conditions)

Commitment’s triggering

event

Events (labeled

elements)

4 Organizational context

(context or pre-conditions)

Conjunctions and

disjunctions in

commitment’s antecedent

Gateway and labeled

control-flow links

5 Involved roles (context or

pre-conditions)

Roles, agents, delegations

(as commitment’s

refinements)

Pools and lanes

6 Ordering constraints

between recommendations

Match between

commitments’ consequent

and antecedent

Control-flow links

between activities

7 Negative recommendations Negative commitment’s

consequent

-

8 Recommendation’s

intention

Operational Goal (from

SIENA)

-

Table 9.7: Evaluation of Achievement of Expressiveness Requirement

Evaluation (Expressiveness). The leftmost column of Table 9.7 depicts
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the CGs representational requirements. Such benchmark of relevant con-

cepts have been discovered by the three master students in the context

of their work and subsequently identified by the first author of this thesis

in a subsequent evaluation. In the remainder of this discussion, we follow

the ordering of lines from Table 9.7 to discuss the representation of such

requirements.

12/4/17, 11:10 PMSummary of recommendations - Cancer Guidelines Wiki

Page 14 of 23https://wiki.cancer.org.au/australiawiki/index.php?title=Guidelines:Lung_cancer/Treatment/Non_small-cell/Summary_of_recommendations&printable=yes

What is the optimal systemic therapy regimen in selected patients for treatment of stage IV
inoperable NSCLC? - currently being updated

Small cell lung cancer

Limited stage

Chemotherapy

What is the optimal systemic therapy and duration to be used for the
treatment of limited stage small cell lung cancer?

Recommendation Grade

Platinum-etoposide regimens are considered the standard systemic
chemotherapy in the treatment of limited stage small cell lung cancer.

Last reviewed November 2015

B

Therapy beyond the standard four cycles of induction chemotherapy cannot
be recommended.

Last reviewed November 2015

A

Practice point(s)
It is advisable to use platinum plus etoposide for four cycles in patients with limited stage
small cell lung cancer.

Last reviewed November 2015

What is the optimal concurrent chemotherapy to be used for the treatment
of limited stage small cell lung cancer with radiotherapy?

Recommendation Grade

Platinum plus etoposide is recommended as the chemotherapy backbone for
concurrent chemoradiotherapy in patients with limited stage small cell lung
cancer.

Last reviewed August 2015

B

Practice point(s)
It is advisable to use three-weekly platinum and etoposide chemotherapy during
concurrent chemoradiotherapy for limited stage small cell lung cancer.

Chest irradiation is optimally commenced early during the course of chemotherapy. 
Last reviewed August 2015

Radiotherapy

Which patients with SCLC benefit from prophylactic cranial irradiation?

Recommendation Grade

Patients with limited stage and a complete response to initial therapy, and
patients with extensive stage and any response to initial therapy should be
offered prophylactic cranial irradiation.

Last reviewed December 2015

A

Practice point(s)
Although there is no high level data to directly support the practice of prophylactic cranial
irradiation in SCLC limited stage patients who achieve a partial response to initial
therapy, the benefits of such practice may be inferred from randomised data in SCLC
extensive stage patients. Prophylactic cranial irradiation may, therefore, be considered
for patients with limited stage SCLC who are partial responders to initial therapy.

Last reviewed December 2015

Execute 
platinum-
etoposide 
regimens

Patient Oncologist
C: platinumEtoposide
RegimensExecuted

[T]

(c)$Ac&vity$in$BPMN

(b)$Commitment$in$Azzurra

(a)$Recommenda&on$in$CGs

Recommenda&on

Figure 9.10: An Excerpt of Natural Language Descriptions of Lung Cancer Guide-

lines [150] (a), Representations of Recommendations in Azzurra (b) and BPMN (c)

The central CG concept consists of recommendations to be executed by

healthcare practitioners (line 1) (as also discovered in the second scenario

of evaluation phase 1 (TIA CG, Section 9.1.2)). Figure 9.10(a) depicts

an excerpt of the natural language small cell lung cancer guideline which

shows a recommendation for the treatment of cancer lung. In the context,

such recommendations have been represented by commitments’ consequent

in Azzurra (Figure 9.10(b)) and activities in BPMN (Figure 9.10(c)).

In CGs, healthcare practitioners select the most appropriated recom-

mendations to execute based on a given context (or pre-conditions). Such

context is characterized by [151]: (i) the patient state (e.g. patient has
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fever or not) (line 2), (ii) triggering events (e.g., an abnormal test result

obtained for a patient or the event of completion of a deadline) (line 3), (iii)

organizational setting context (e.g. availability or absence of particular di-

agnosis/treatment technique) (line 4) and (iv) involved organizational roles

(e.g. either a rheumatologist or a nurse may execute the recommendation)

(line 5).

M
ed

ic
al

 O
nc

ol
og

is
t

Patient Medical
Oncologist

C2: chestIrradiation
Conducted

[limitedStage]

(a)$Azzurra

Pa*ent's
health$state$
(antecedent)

imageTestingConducted

Triggering$event
Recommenda*on
(consequent)

Roles

Extensive stage 

Execute
chest 

irradiation 
(Radiotherapy)

Limited or
extensive stage? 

Conduct image 
testing

Limited stage 

Pa*ent's
health$state$

imageTesting
Conducted

chestIrradiation
Conducted

Triggering$event

Recommenda*on
(b)$BPMN

Figure 9.11: Representation of Commitment’s Antecedent (patient’s health state) in Az-

zurra (a) and BPMN (b) [150]

For the representation of CG context, Azzurra provides native support

for the representation of many its elements. First, patient’s health state

and organizational context can be represented as a set of conjunctions and

disjunctions in commitment’s antecedents. For example, within the CG

natural language description (Figure 9.10(a)) the recommendation under
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consideration assumes the patient to have a small cell lung cancer in a “lim-

ited stage” state to be applicable (for “extensive stage” state cancer, there

is another recommendation). In Azzurra (Figure 9.11(a)), the patient’s

health state (“limited stage”) is represented as a commitment’s antecedent.

This decision can be accounted by the fact that commitment’s antecedent

models that if some proposition is brought about (in this case, some pa-

tient’s health state), then the commitment’s consequent should be brought

about. As the commitment’s consequent consists of the recommendation

under consideration (“conduct chest irradiation”), the semantics of this

model state that if the patient has a “limited stage lung cancer”, then the

CG recommends the medical oncologist to “conduct a chest irradiation”.

The same modeling situation is represented in BPMN (Figure 9.11(b)) by

including a gateway (“Limited or extensive stage?”) to represent a deci-

sion performed by the medical oncologist to check whether the cancer is in

“limited stage” or “extensive stage” (represented as labelled control-flow

links).

Second, triggering events that might happen in the real world can also

be captured by Azzurra as commitment’s triggering events (e.g. the event

of completion of an abnormal test result obtained for a patient or the

event of completion of a deadline). In Figure 9.11(a), the completion of

an exam of image testing (imageTestingConducted) to check the stage

of the cancer is represented as a triggering event in Azzurra6. For the

representation of events in BPMN, the language offers a number of different

types of events (e.g. timed, message, handling or triggering compensation

events, among others), but they are also labeled elements in the language.

Figure 9.11(b) shows the corresponding representation of the completion

of the “conduct image testing” recommendation as a labeled event “image

6Although it is not possible to represent triggering events in current version of Azzurra’s graphical

syntax (only in the Protocol View), Figure 9.11 depicts the imageTestingConducted event for illustrative

purposes. In future work, we intend to make improvements in Azzurra’s graphical notation.
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testing conducted”.

In terms of the involved roles within the CG execution, Azzurra supports

the representation of roles, agents and commitment’s delegations (repre-

sented as commitment’s refinements). Figure 9.11(a) shows the patient

and medical oncologists as CG involved roles, with “patient” as the credi-

tor (the agent who receives the commitment) and “medical oncologist” as

the debtor (role who is committed) in the Azzurra specification. BPMN

also supports the representation of the CG involved roles in terms of pools

and lanes, but there are no mechanisms in the language for specifying

delegations among activities. Figure 9.11(b) shows the medical oncolo-

gist represented in a BPMN pool as the responsible for the execution of

activities (recommendations).

Another important aspect of the CG representation regards the expres-

sion of ordering constraints between recommendations (Table 9.7, line 6).

For example, in the natural language version of lung cancer guideline is

written: “It is appropriate to obtain a brain CT scan before embarking on

prophylactic cranial irradiation, to exclude pre-existing brain metastases.

If brain metastases are detected then a palliative rather than a prophylactic

dose of whole brain radiotherapy may be delivered.” [150]. In Azzurra, the

representation of ordering constraints among recommendations is repre-

sented by matching the commitment’s consequent CA(cred, deb, P,Q) with

the commitment’s antecedent CB(cred, deb,Q, R) in order to denote that

commitment CA activates commitment CB. In BPMN, such ordering con-

straints are represented by connecting control-flow links among activities

(e.g. A� B to denote that activity A activates activity B). Figure 9.11(b)

depicts the activation of the “Execute chest irradiation (radiotherapy)”

activity by the link stemming from the gateway.

As argued in Section 9.1.2, guidelines’ recommendations are produced

in an empirical, systematic and evidence-based process, most of the times
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resulting in care actions to be performed in face of certain patient’s health

state. However, in the course of producing such statements (recommen-

dations), guidelines developers also commonly identify care actions to be

avoided (negative recommendations) (Table 9.7, line 7). For example, for

a lung cancer in stage III inoperable, the lung cancer guideline [150] says:

“What are the principles of radiation therapy in the definitive manage-

ment of stage III inoperable non small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC)?” Elective

nodal irradiation is not recommended.”. Azzura represents such negative

recommendations by means of negative commitment’s consequent, such as

¬ElectiveNodal Irradiation (in the same spirit of the TIA CG, Section

9.1.2, with the recommendations “Provide aspirin” (AspirinProvided) and

“Do not provide aspirin” (¬AspirinProvided)). Figure 9.12 depicts such

negative recommendations modeled in Azzurra. Unfortunately, BPMN

does not provide support for the representation of negative recommenda-

tions (i.e., activities that should not be executed).

Patient Medical
Oncologist

C2: ~ ElectiveNodalIrradiation
Conducted

[stage_III_inoperable_NSCLC]

Azzurra

Pa'ent's
health/state/
(antecedent)

imageTestingConducted

Triggering/event
Recommenda'on
(consequent)

Roles

Figure 9.12: An Excerpt of Natural Language Descriptions of Lung Cancer Guide-

lines [150]

Each CG recommendation to be executed or avoided is provided with
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a certain intention (i.e., goal) in mind (Table 9.7, line 8). An example of

recommendations’ goals can be found in the excerpt of CG lung cancer

previously described in this section: “It is appropriate to obtain a brain

CT scan before embarking on prophylactic cranial irradiation, to exclude

pre-existing brain metastases. If brain metastases are detected then a pal-

liative rather than a prophylactic dose of whole brain radiotherapy may

be delivered.” [150]. In other words, the excerpt states that the medical

oncologist has to “provide brain CT scan exam” in order to “exclude pre-

existent brain metastases”. Figure 9.13 depicts this recommendation with

its associated goal in Azzurra. Although the language does not provide

direct support for the representation of operational goals, its association

with the SIENA language and the methodological support for the deriva-

tion of commitments from operational goals (Chapter 7, Section 7.4) can

be considered a beneficial aspect of the Azzurra language towards solving

the problem of CG representation. Unfortunately, BPMN also does neither

provide support for the representation of goals nor methodological support

for the derivation of activities from goals.

Discussion (Expressiveness). In order to determine whether Azzurra

and BPMN languages support the representation of clinical guidelines re-

quirements from Table 9.7, we had to investigate the modeling constructs

of both languages in order to select the most appropriate construct for each

representational requirement. On the basis of such investigation, we have

proposed the mapping proposed in Table 9.7. The mapping for BPMN lan-

guage is already proposed in the current literature (e.g., see [203]), while the

Azzurra mapping has been established in the context of the TIA guideline

effort (Section 9.1.2). Although other CG representational requirements

have been also identified in the context of the current modeling effort with

students (e.g. cyclical, periodical recommendations and potential effects

of drugs on patient’s health state), we leave their discussion and represen-
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Patient Medical
Oncologist

C2: brainCTScanPerformed
[partialResponseTherapy]

Azzurra

Pa'ent's
health/state/
(antecedent)

platinumEtoposide
RegimensExecuted

Triggering/event
Recommenda'on
(consequent)

Roles
Exclude(pre+
existent(brain(
metastases

Figure 9.13: An Excerpt of Natural Language Descriptions of Lung Cancer Guide-

lines [150]

tation as future work.

In order to objectively measure expressiveness in our evaluation, we

have graded Azzurra and BPMN with respect to the achievement of each

expressiveness requirement from Table 9.7 using the following conventions:

0. No support for the requirement

1. Partial support for the requirement

2. Satisfactory support for the requirement

3. Very well support for the requirement

Table 9.8 depicts the grades obtained by each language for each expres-

siveness requirement. The grades achieved by each language in this table

have been assigned on the basis of the aforementioned expressiveness eval-

uation discussion. Below, we enumerate the reasons for each grade received

by both languages:

1. Azzurra and BPMN provide full support for the representation of rec-

ommendations (line 1) and ordering constraints (line 6) and therefore,
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Expressiveness

Representational Requirements from

Clinical Guidelines

Concepts of

Azzurra

Concepts of

BPMN

1 Recommendation 3 3

2 Patient’s state (context or pre-conditions) 3 1

3 Triggering events (context or

pre-conditions)

3 1

4 Organizational context (context or

pre-conditions)

3 1

5 Involved roles (context or pre-conditions) 3 2

6 Ordering constraints between

recommendations

3 3

7 Negative recommendations 3 0

8 Recommendation’s intention 3 0

Table 9.8: Grades Obtained for Azzurra and BPMN Languages Regarding the Achieve-

ment of Expressiveness Requirement

both languages have received maximum score in the three expressive-

ness requirements;

2. For the representation of context in guidelines, Azzurra captures pa-

tient’s health state (line 2), events (line 3) and organizational context

(line 4) in terms of propositions in a knowledge base. For this reason,

we considered the language to fully provide support for their represen-

tation (scoring 3), since they are natively represented in the language’s

knowledge base. In contrast, CG context is modeled as gateways and

labeled control-flow links (events are also labeled elements) in BPMN.

As labels, these elements are not natively represented in the language

and it is not possible to reason with them. Therefore, BPMN has

been considered to provide only partial support for the requirement

(scoring 1);

3. For the representation of CG roles (line 5), Azzurra has been graded
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with 3 as it fully provides support for their representation. In contrast,

BPMN allows the representation of roles, but not delegations and

therefore, it has been considered to provide satisfactory support for

the requirement (scoring 2), but not full support;

4. As BPMN does not allow the representation of negative recommenda-

tions (line 7) and recommendation’s intention (line 8), the language

has been considered to provide no support for the representation of the

requirement (scoring 0), while Azzurra has been considered to provide

full support (scoring 3) as it allows their representation.

As can be seen from Table 9.8, Azzurra achieved the highest grades for

all expressiveness requirements, while BPMN does not fully support some

of them (lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8). Consequently, we conclude that Azzurra

is more expressive than BPMN for the representation of representational

requirements from clinical guidelines.

2. Usability [59] measures the degree to which an artifact (system,

product or service) can be used to achieve some pre-defined user’s goals

with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction within a specified context. In

our case, the artifacts are Azzurra and BPMN process languages and their

modeling tools. Effectiveness, efficiency and user’s satisfaction (usability)

measure the extent to which both languages and the used tools support

modelers to develop models within both languages. In the context of our

evaluation, usability is measured in terms of the metrics summarized in

the leftmost column of Table 9.9:

Discussion (Usability). In Table 9.9, Azzurra and BPMN have been

graded by students using the following conventions:

0. No support for the requirement

1. Partial support for the requirement

2. Satisfactory support for the requirement
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Usability

Usability Metrics Azzurra BPMN

Easiness of Language

Learning and Use

1 2

Easiness of Differentiation

Between Different Concepts

2.5 2.5

Tool Support 1 3

Table 9.9: Evaluation of Achievement of Usability Requirement

3. Very well support for the requirement

The grades achieved by each language in this table have been calculated

by an average of the grades assigned by each student. As can be seen

from this table, students considered BPMN easier to grasp than Azzurra

(denoted by higher grade assigned to BPMN in relation to Azzurra in the

easiness of language learning and use criteria). In terms of easiness of

differentiation of concepts in both languages, Azzurra and BPMN have

received the same score. Below, we enumerate some of the reasons why

they considered Azzurra more difficult to learn and use than BPMN:

1. Ssekamatte [188] mentions the syntax and semantics of Protocol View

were somehow challenging for a newcomer, requiring him some prac-

tice until fully grasping the concepts. For Nigatu [190], Azzurra mod-

els are not easy to understand and interpret, (unlike BPMN) due to

the syntax and semantics in which the Protocol View is defined, es-

pecially for large models. Despite the noticed challenges, he (Nigatu)

thinks that Azzurra could be usable in small modeling efforts;

2. Ssekamatte [188] and Nigatu [190] mention that lack of structure in

Azzurra specifications as one of the factors that harm usability with

the language. Unlike BPMN in which the sequence of process is natu-

rally determined by the linkage of activities within the process control-
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flow, Azzurra does not impose the need for explicitly capturing a se-

quence among commitments. As a result of that, the modeler has to

explicitly search in the natural language specification for events that

trigger commitments antecedents, consequents, deadlines, among oth-

ers. This implies more detail to be captured per commitment, thus

increasing the time required for a modeling effort using Azzurra com-

pared to BPMN.

3. Another consequence stemmed from the lack of Azzurra structure is

the difficulty in reading and navigating in Azzurra models [188, 190].

For example, since roles and agents are linked through commitments,

it becomes difficult to connect two roles that are located in extreme

positions in a large model. Although the tool provides the functional-

ity of zooming in/out to make visualization of the diagram easier, the

intrinsic lack of sequence in Azzurra specification makes the readabil-

ity and navigation difficult;

4. As commitments in Azzurra have to be a social interaction between

two roles, the language semantics requires the prior identification of

two roles in which the commitments can be established. This language

feature makes the representation of commitments slight difficult, es-

pecially in those situations in which the two involved roles are not

clear from the natural language specification [188];

5. In relation to BPMN, Nigatu [190] cites the easiness in understanding

and using BPMN concepts to positively contribute to shortening the

time for a given modeling effort with the language. He also mentions

an easiness in interpreting visual BPMN models.

6. Due to the complexity of clinical guidelines, the size of specifications

may become huge both in BPMN and Azzurra. In BPMN, this prob-
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lem can be somehow tackled by the introduction of sub-processes to

split large representations. However, as Azzurra does not contain the

mechanisms of sub-processes, Ssekamatte [188] suggested that Azzurra

could be enhanced with mechanisms for capturing the concept of sub-

process, both by creating notational elements and modeling guidelines

that determine when a process should be split into sub-processes.

3. Comprehensiveness measures in which extent the overall framework

encompasses artifacts that facilitate the use of the modeling approach. In

the context of our evaluation, comprehensibility is measured in terms of

the metrics summarized in Table 9.10:

Comprehensiveness

Comprehensiveness Metrics Azzurra BPMN

Availability of Modeling Tool 1.5 3

Availability of Language

Documentation (includes guidelines

for modeling and for the tool)

1 3

Table 9.10: Evaluation of Achievement of Comprehensiveness Requirement

Discussion (Comprehensiveness). In Table 9.10, Azzurra and BPMN

have been graded by students using the following conventions:

0. No support for the requirement

1. Partial support for the requirement

2. Satisfactory support for the requirement

3. Very well support for the requirement

The grades achieved by each language in this table have been calcu-

lated by an average of the grades assigned by each student. As can be seen

from this table, students considered the BPMN approach more comprehen-

sive than Azzurra, which is denoted by higher grades assigned to BPMN
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in relation to Azzurra in both criteria (availability of modeling tool and

availability of language documentation). Below, we enumerate some of the

reasons why they considered BPMN more comprehensive than Azzurra:

• Ssekamatte [188] and Nigatu [190] mention the availability of many

BPMN tools (e.g. Signavio7 and Bizagi8, whereas Azzurra contains

just a prototypical implementation developed at University of Trento9.

Furthermore, BPMN tools usually provide documentation for BPMN

modeling efforts, in terms of modeling patterns and tool documenta-

tion [188, 190];

• Nigatu [190] and Emiru [193] mention a lack of usability in the Azzurra

tool concerning a limitation in the number of characters for naming

commitments. Ssekamatte [188] argues that Azzurra tool is still under

development and as a consequence of that, the tool still presents some

bugs and some missing functionalities.

9.3.3 In-Depth Evaluation Discussion

This third evaluation phase intended to compare Azzurra and BPMN mod-

eling frameworks with respect to expressiveness, usability and comprehen-

siveness. For that, three master students have used natural language de-

scriptions of Australian malaria, lung cancer and asthma clinical guidelines

to model them using both languages and subsequently performed an eval-

uation of each language.

On the basis of the evaluation discussed in this section, Azzurra is con-

sidered better than BPMN regarding expressiveness for the representation

of clinical guidelines, while BPMN is considered better than Azzurra for us-

7https://www.signavio.com
8https://www.bizagi.com
9https://trinity.disi.unitn.it/azura/azura/
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ability and comprehensiveness. Such conclusions have been acquired based

on the grades received by both languages in Tables 9.8, 9.9 and 9.10.

In order to complement the evaluation performed by the three mas-

ter students, the first author of this thesis also modeled the lung cancer

guideline to understand the difficulty of performing the task. Figures 9.14

and 9.15 depict the BPMN model from the small cell lung cancer guide-

line resulted from this modeling effort. Differences regarding the BPMN

model captured by the master student (Figure 9.7) and the first author of

this thesis (Figures 9.14 and 9.15) stem from the lack of clarity regarding

sequence in most of the recommendations in the clinical guideline. As a

consequence of that, the master student captured only the “happy path”

within the guideline which could be naturally inferred by reading the guide-

line in sequence, whereas the first author attempt to capture all possible

sequencing combinations for recommendations. As BPMN imposes the

need of explicitly capturing ordering constraints among recommendations,

the model of the first author of this thesis became much larger to represent

all possible sequences combinations among recommendations.

In contrast, as Azzurra does not impose any sequencing among recom-

mendations, the Azzurra specification from the first author of this thesis

does not differ from the master student, as the only point of divergence

would be the sequencing among recommendations.

Besides the challenges associated with the representations in BPMN and

Azzurra languages, the discovery of process logic from natural language

clinical guidelines represented an additional challenge in our experience.

This can be accounted by the complexity of domain knowledge associated

with the natural language descriptions in the medical domain. In this

context, in comparison with the evaluation conducted in the first evaluation

phase (Section 9.1.2) that discovered the process logic from the BPMN

representation, this third evaluation phase was more difficult.
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Figure 9.14: BPMN Representation of Small Cell Lung Cancer Guideline (Modeled by

First Author of This Thesis)

9.4 Summary

This chapter reports three evaluation phases of the Azzurra modeling lan-

guage. More specifically, the first phase reports an evaluation of the Az-

zurra language using two real-world scenarios from the medical domain

with the purpose of illustrating Azzura features. Within the fracture treat-

ment scenario, our purpose is to compare Azzurra’s representational fea-

tures with the current state of the art process modeling languages (BPMN,

Declare and Artifact-centered). The second scenario uses the TIA clini-

cal guideline to show certain domain features from medical processes that

could be better supported by a commitment-based representation.

The second phase empirically evaluates the Azzurra and BPMN mod-

eling languages for the representation of structured and unstructured pro-
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Figure 9.15: BPMN Representation of Small Cell Lung Cancer Guideline (Modeled by

First Author of This Thesis)

cesses in terms precision and coverage, two metrics used in the evaluation

of ontology quality in the field of Ontology Engineering. Our empirical

results indicate that Azzurra can be considered superior to BPMN for the

representation of unstructured processes. However, no further claims can

be stated concerning the superiority of BPMN over Azzurra for the repre-

sentation of structured processes.

The third phase reports on a modeling effort in which the first author

of this thesis has supervised three master students [188, 193, 190] in con-

junction with her supervisors in a quality comparison between Azzurra and

BPMN modeling frameworks in terms of expressiveness, usability and com-

prehensiveness criteria. This modeling effort reveals that students consider

Azzurra better than BPMN regarding expressiveness for the representation

of clinical guidelines, while BPMN is considered better than Azzurra for

usability and comprehensiveness.
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Chapter 10

Contributions, Limitations and

Future Work

In this chapter, we review the requirements for the development of strategic

enterprise architectures and the challenges for their development. Subse-

quently, we enumerate the contributions of this thesis, including a dis-

cussion about the limitations and future work of our strategic enterprise

architecture approach.

10.1 Motivations Summary

In Chapter 2, we have introduced the requirements for strategic enterprise

architectures that describe the desired characteristics and components to

be addressed by a strategic enterprise architecture approach. Such desired

characteristics have been derived from a careful analysis of Management

literature that describes the needs of supporting the overall process of man-

agement of organizations. Therefore, such characteristics are the desired

properties to be embedded in an enterprise architecture approach that sup-

ports the management process of organizations.

In basic terms, organization’s management process is structured into five

management functions (planning, organizing, staffing, leading and control-
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ling) in Management literature. This thesis has been particularly focused

on providing support for the exercise of the planning function. In prac-

tice, the planning function consists of setting the goals the company has

to achieve followed by an allocation of actions and resources intended to

achieve such goals. Figure 2.1 has been introduced in Chapter 2 to depict

the steps of the enterprise planning process and repeated here in Figure

10.1.

In order to support the enterprise planning process, the enterprise mod-

eling language should be able to capture the conceptualization inherent

to this phenomena. As can be observed from Figure 10.1, the enterprise

planning process must deal with: (i) motivational aspects (goals of different

shades that drive the overall scope of purpose of the enterprise architecture)

(step 1) (ii) mechanisms for capturing uncertainties and embedding flexi-

bility as the enterprise planning process plans today what will be realized

in the future (step 2) and (iii) behavioral perspective (business processes

which consists of the means by which goals are realized) (step 6).

From a methodological point of view, a strategic enterprise architecture

approach must support the elaboration of goals of different shades and their

characteristics accordingly. Further, the elaboration of business processes

and their internal control-flow must be also supported. Full traceability

between motivational and behavioral perspectives must be also ensured

by means of methodological guidelines. In terms of reasoning of strategic

enterprise architectures, automated reasoning techniques should support

the several steps of the enterprise planning process.

In order to provide support for the representation and analysis of strate-

gic enterprise architectures, many approaches exist in a number of areas

of Computer Science. More specifically, motivational modeling is mainly

addressed by Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) and En-

terprise Modeling (EM), whereas behavioral modeling is mainly addressed
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strategic 
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Figure 10.1: Steps in a Basic Planning Process [153] (Initially introduced in Chapter 2)

in Business Process Management (BPM). Hybrid approaches that acknowl-

edge the benefits of integrating motivational and behavioral concepts also
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exist in EM and BPM. We have provided a comprehensive summary of

such work in Chapter 4.

In this context, in the scope of motivational modeling, existing ap-

proaches do not recognize the existence of goals of different shades. GORE

approaches recognize the importance of goals to capture stakeholders’ re-

quirements for a target software system, but the concept of goal is not fur-

ther refined into different goal categories. Enterprise modeling approaches

borrow GORE goals and its relations to represent enterprise’s strategic

concepts such as “Increase company’s sales”, but do not distinguish among

different shades of goals. Hybrid approaches create their own goal ontolo-

gies to represent either strategic goals (e.g. “Increase sales”) or operational

goals (e.g. “create order”) interchangeably. In Chapter 4, we have analyzed

how GORE, EM and hybrid approaches meet the requirements of strategic

enterprise architectures. We concluded that research in goal modeling is

fragment along multiple veins in which each approach represents a type of

goal, but a unique approach that encompasses the full goal hierarchy is still

missing. We have also realized that none of the approaches acknowledge

the existence of environmental factors that may impact the achievement of

goals during organization planning.

Regarding the interconnection between motivational and behavioral per-

spectives, we have concluded in Chapter 4 that GORE approaches estab-

lish a simplistic relationship between both perspectives in which usually

a “plan” achieves a goal, but does not refine this plan into its detailed

control-flow. In contrast, EM, hybrid and BPM approaches enable the

representation of business processes and their control-flows in terms of ac-

tivities, but the interactions and expectations of process participants are

not addressed in such approaches. Consequently, as the social perspective

of processes is not captured, a seamless integration between motivational

and behavioral perspectives are not provided by such approaches.
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A direct consequence of a deficient support in the representation of

strategic enterprise architectures is reflected in its automated reasoning

as the enterprise planning process (Figure 10.1) is not fully supported by

any approach. For example, reasoning techniques cannot perform anal-

ysis with goals of different shades and environmental factors. Only the

BIM forward and backward reasoning techniques are able to reason with

environmental factors, but cannot address reasoning with multiple levels

of abstraction in goal hierarchies. Most of the approaches cannot support

the generation of strategic alternatives. Only three approaches (Tropos, i*

and BIM backward reasoning) can generate strategic alternatives but no

reasoning with different shades of goals. Furthermore, only Lapouchnian

et al. [116] and Morrison et al. [136] can support the implementation of

strategic alternatives by means of processes.

On the basis of the conclusions acquired with the current state of the

art, we have chosen the frameworks that meet most of the requirements

for strategic enterprise architectures. A description and analysis of such

approaches are reported in Chapter 3. They are: the BIM and BMM

frameworks, Management Literature, CGM formalism, Commitments and

Protocols and the KAOS approach.

The BIM framework presents a great match between the represented

concepts and the requirements stipulated for strategic enterprise architec-

tures. Therefore, the BIM concept of “goal” has been chosen as the starting

point for creating goals of different shades together with the concept of sit-

uation and domain assumptions for capturing environmental factors that

impact goal achievement. In order to refine BIM goals, the BMM specifica-

tion has been used for the differentiation among the several goal types due

to its rich vocabulary of goal-related concepts. However, practical efforts

of refining BIM goals in terms of finer-grained goal distinctions from BMM

are hindered by the absence of well-defined, concrete criteria in BMM.
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In order to overcome the lack of concrete criteria in BMM and to acquire

a common semantic foundation for integrating motivational and behavioral

perspectives, we referred to conceptualization provided by Management

Sciences in this thesis. In Management literature, our initial objective

was to find clear differentiation among goals and conceptual integration

between motivational and behavioral perspectives. However, we faced sim-

ilar issues of unclear distinctions as in BMM. Therefore, even with models

that lack precise semantics, Management Theories have been chosen as the

conceptual basis in this thesis, as it makes available a rich set of conceptual

tools like assumptions, scenario analysis, goal and operations planning.

Given our final interest in automatically reasoning with our conceptual

models, they needed to be specified using formal rigor. In this context, we

need to either assign our own formal semantics for strategic enterprise ar-

chitecture models or find existing languages with already well-established

semantics for reasoning. We have opted for the second solution by choos-

ing the CGM formalism as the backend tool for our strategic planning

approach. Finally, commitments and protocols have been used to specify

processes in social terms, while KAOS refinement patterns and operational-

ization process have provided methodological support for deriving of busi-

ness process’s control-flow specified in Azzurra from SIENA operational

goals.

10.2 Thesis Contributions

In order to provide adequate support for the requirements for strategic en-

terprise architectures, this thesis strived to improve the support for strate-

gic enterprise architectures by means of languages, methodology and auto-

mated reasoning support. Below, we review the contribution of the SIENA

framework.
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SIENA Language (Chapter 5). In order to provide support for the

representation of strategic enterprise architectures, we have presented the

SIENA language which is structured in terms of Goal and Operations View

in order to respectively represent motivational and behavioral perspectives.

In the Goal View, the SIENA language contributes to the current state

of the art by proposing goals of different shades (mission, vision, strate-

gic, tactical and operational goals) and dimensional refinement operators.

Dimensional refinement operators enable the refinement of strategic goals

in terms of time, location and products/services dimensions. In compari-

son with traditional OR-refinements that capture alternatives for achieving

goals, they go beyond by enabling the specification of different alternatives

to achieve strategic goals in different points of a given dimension. SIENA

also borrow situations and domain assumptions from BIM in order to sup-

port the representation of environmental factors that impact the achieve-

ment of goals. In the Operations View, SIENA introduces the distinc-

tions of operations and business processes. Operations are used to support

the planning of the achievement of strategic and tactical goals, whereas

business processes consist of behavior exhibited for delivering company’s

services and products. With such conceptual model, we have proposed a

hierarchical architecture for strategic enterprise models.

In Chapter 8, we have assessed the SIENA language in terms of the

achievement of the requirements for strategic enterprise architectures from

Chapter 2 (Section 8.1). In this assessment, we concluded that the lan-

guage meets all requirements for strategic enterprise architectures (with

the exception of support for control evaluation of implemented strategic

alternatives (R3.2.4 requirement)). We have also demonstrated the real-

world applicability of the SIENA and Azzurra languages by modeling the

real hospital scenario of our previous effort (Section 8.2). Finally, we con-

cluded our evaluation of the SIENA framework with a comparison of our
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framework and the ArchiMate framework. In this comparison, we have

concluded that SIENA/Azzurra languages are more expressive than Archi-

mate and therefore, it advances the state of the art in the representation,

methodology and reasoning of strategic enterprise architectures.

Azzurra Language (Chapter 7). In order to provide support for the

representation of social perspective of business processes, the Azzurra lan-

guage introduces the specification of business processes founded on the

concepts of social commitments and protocols. Centering the represen-

tation in terms of both concepts enables the specification of correctness

criteria to be achieved as commitments’ consequents, rather than specific

operationalizations (activities) that must be carried out. Besides both

modeling constructs, Azzurra contains other business primitives that fo-

cus on the obligations that process participants have towards each other,

including delegations, deadlines and role adoption constraints. By center-

ing the representation on commitments, Azzurra advances the state of the

art in process modeling with the specification of the social perspective of

business processes, contrasting with the current state of the art that only

captures the operational perspective. In order to unambiguously specify

the language, Azzurra has been presented in terms of its syntax, semantics,

graphical notation and prototypical implementation of the language.

In Chapter 9, we evaluated the Azzurra language using two real-world

scenarios from the medical domain (Section 9.1). In the first scenario,

we compare Azzurra’s representational features with the current state of

the art of process modeling languages, whereas the second self-evaluation

highlights certain domain features of the scenario that could be better

supported by a commitment-based representation. The second phase (Sec-

tion 9.2) reports on an experiment conducted with master students to

investigate the suitability of Azzurra and BPMN for the representation of

structured and unstructured processes in terms precision and coverage, two
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metrics used in the evaluation of ontology quality in the field of Ontology

Engineering. Our empirical results indicate that Azzurra can be considered

superior to BPMN for the representation of unstructured processes. How-

ever, no further claims can be stated concerning the superiority of BPMN

over Azzurra for the representation of structured processes. Finally, the

third phase (Section 9.3) reports on a modeling effort in which the first au-

thor of this thesis has supervised three master students [188, 193, 190] in

conjunction with her supervisors in a quality comparison between Azzurra

and BPMN modeling frameworks in terms of expressiveness, usability and

comprehensiveness criteria. The results of this modeling effort revealed

that students consider Azzurra better than BPMN regarding expressive-

ness for the representation of clinical guidelines, while BPMN is considered

better than Azzurra for usability and comprehensiveness.

Methodology for Strategic Enterprise Architectures (Sections 5.2

and 7.4). Methodological guidelines for strategic enterprise architectures

have been proposed in Section 5.2 and 7.4. In Section 5.2, these method-

ological guidelines specify how to elaborate goals of different shades and

how to achieve traceability between motivational and behavioral perspec-

tives by deriving operations from tactical goals and business processes from

operational goals. In Section 7.4, guidelines specify how to derive process’s

control-flow specified in Azzurra from SIENA operational goals.

Strategic Planning Approach (Chapter 6.) In order to provide sup-

port for automated reasoning in strategic enterprise architectures, Chap-

ter 6 initially proposes a formal representation of strategic goals, their

AND/OR refinements and dimensional refinement operators. Subsequently,

this formalization is used as input in a strategic planning technique that

supports the enterprise planning process from Chapter 2. Such strategic

planning technique allows the generation of optimum strategic plans to

achieve strategic goals on the basis of objective functions, constraints and
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scenarios.

Chapter 6 also evaluates this strategic planning technique by performing

tests with the CGM tool using different types of SIENA models. Regarding

the achievement of the requirements for strategic enterprise architectures

(Chapter 2), our strategic planning approach fully addresses support for au-

tomated reasoning in strategic enterprise architectures (with an exception

for control and evaluation of implemented strategic alternatives). In this

context, the initial formalization step provides formal rigor for SIENA’s

specifications and enables the reasoning with goals in multiple levels of

abstraction. With the usage of the CGM tool, our strategic planning ap-

proach allows the identification of strategic alternatives and generation

of optimum strategic alternatives (strategic plans) that explore enterprise

variability and constraints. The mapping of situations and domain assump-

tions to CGM modeling constructs also enables the realization of scenario

analysis which corresponds to the assessment of environment and their

impacts on the achievement of strategic goals.

Overall, the language, methodology and reasoning proposed in this the-

sis can support business managers in formalizing strategic planning activi-

ties. In the current state of the art of Management Sciences, such strategic

planning activities have informal methodological support (mainly textual)

and no automated support for their development. In particular, on the

basis of the contributions here proposed, we believe that the conceptual-

ization proposed by the SIENA Language together with its methodological

guidelines can contribute to make enterprise modeling and reasoning more

practical in a number of ways. First, by providing key motivational and

behavioral distinctions together with concrete guidelines for model elabo-

ration, SIENA can help business managers to initiate discussions regard-

ing which outcomes (goals) to achieve, which strategies to adopt in order

to succeed in business and in which extent the elaborated business goals
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are achievable. The use of dimensional refinement operators can support

distinct business analysis according to different dimensions (e.g. prod-

ucts/services, time and location) of the enterprise. Second, our strategic

enterprise models can be used as an overall guidance not only with respect

to which outcomes to achieve (goals), but how to realize them in terms of

operations/business processes. Third, our strategic planning technique can

provide concrete strategic plans to achieve strategic goals. As our auto-

mated technique requires numeric values (costs, time, etc.) to be attached

to operations, this drives managers to numerically estimate the overall at-

tributes of implementing certain strategies under the likelihood of certain

business scenarios. With this estimation in hands, they can use the au-

tomated reasoning technique in order to adopt the strategic options with

most advantages (e.g. cheapest strategic plan or the fastest strategic plan)

in their corresponding business scenario.

10.3 Limitations

With the introduction of the SIENA framework described along this work,

we have significantly advanced the current state of the art in representation

and reasoning in strategic enterprise architectures. However, our approach

presents a number of limitations that we enumerate in the remainder of

this section.

Completeness of Requirements for Strategic Enterprise Archi-

tecture. In Chapter 2, we have used the research questions introduced in

Chapter 1 to refine them in terms of the requirements for strategic enter-

prise architectures. Although we believe that such requirements present the

prominent features of a given strategic enterprise architecture approach,

they may be not necessarily complete in all settings. More specifically, ex-

isting requirements may become more or less necessary depending on the
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characteristics of certain domains or even new requirements may be intro-

duced. For example, in the metal manufacturing company used throughout

this thesis, an emphasis was put on the elaboration of strategic goals with a

focus on competitive requirements. In contrast, competitive requirements

were not the focus for the hospital setting modeled in Chapter 8 due to the

non-profit (public) characteristic of the company. Despite the specificity of

requirements required for specific domains, we still believe that the require-

ments enumerated in this thesis reach an effective level of generalization

of the needs of strategic enterprise architectures because they have been

derived from Management literature.

Absence of Bottom-Up Methodological Guidelines. In Chapter 5

(Section 5.2), we have provided methodological guidelines on how to elab-

orate goals of different shades and how to derive behavioral elements from

motivational elements in a top-down fashion. Although these guidelines in

principle are useful for keeping traceability between motivational and be-

havioral perspectives, they ignore the strategy formation that might emerge

without a prior planning in a bottom-up fashion [135]. Furthermore, dif-

ferent strategy formation schools in Management literature defend distinct

ways in which strategies are formed [135]. Therefore, new methodological

guidelines should be developed taking such strategy formation processes

into account.

Goal Modeling Limitations. SIENA Models (Chapter 5) share many

shortcomings with goal models, such as complexity and lack of scalabil-

ity [94]. Although our methodological guidelines strive to improve model

elaboration and understanding, they can only partially alleviate their com-

plexity and lack of scalability. if the SIENA model becomes too complex,

the methodological guidelines can guide the final users to read the model,

but cannot support in tackling the inherent model complexity, especially

if the final user is not familiar with the domain. In this context, the devel-
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opment of modules [94] in the area of goal model scalability could support

in tackling goal modeling complexity in SIENA.

Limitations in Strategic Planning Technique. In Chapter 6, al-

though our approach has advantages over traditional goal analysis, it still

presents some limitations. First, the numeric treatment for the distribu-

tion of weights (targets) of sub-goals is still very simplistic and requires

an extensive work in the definition of rules for such distribution based on

the type of operator (AND or OR) for each type of refinement dimension

(time, location, product/service). Second, as strategic goals refinements

are manually performed, the approach lacks scalability in modeling if the

size of the model grows. In order to cope of both shortcomings, in partic-

ular, we envision that the semantics of drill-down/roll-up operations from

data warehouses [192] can be further explored for the automatic generation

of goal refinements and for checking the consistency of such refinements in

future work. Third, the CGM formalism used for providing the formal

semantics for SIENA language limits the use of constraints to only lin-

ear constraints (e.g. x*a + y*b) and therefore, more complex constraints

during strategic planning cannot be used. Fourth, as CGM only shows

only one optimum solution per time, this is also a limiting factor for our

approach.

Usage of Formal Models in Business Context. In Chapter 6, we have

mapped SIENA strategic, tactical goals and situations to the CGM formal-

ism. This step has been performed with the purpose of providing formal

rigor to SIENA models and subsequently enabling automated reasoning

with them. In Chapter 7 (Section 7.4), we had the same approach by

mapping operational goals and their refinements to KAOS semantics (LTL

formalization and goal patterns) in order to enable the checking of correct-

ness and completeness of goal refinements. Although the ultimate goal of

our SIENA framework is to enable business representation and analysis for
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business managers, the formal nature of goal models in both approaches

hinder their understanding, consisting in a very complex artifact for such

type of users. However, in order to alleviate this problem, our approach

initially builds informal goal models in Chapter 5 and subsequently maps

such informal models to CGM. We believe this initial step may support fi-

nal users to get an initial contact with goals models and their refinements,

thus facilitating their understanding. The same considerations may be also

applied to Azzurra models.

Lack of Tool Support for SIENA Models. Although our SIENA

framework (Chapter 5) provides a strategic enterprise language suited for

business analysis, this language is not tool-supported. In this context,

the mapping to the CGM formalism intended to assign formal semantics

for reasoning for our strategic enterprise models. In order to tackle this

problem by developing a tool for SIENA models, two approaches may be

considered. The first one may consider the development of a tool suite com-

posed by SIENA and Azzurra modeling tools, whereas the second approach

considers the development of two distinct modeling tools. In order to de-

cide which solution to adopt, we have to consider whether both languages

integrate. In this context, we believe that the second approach should be

taken into account since both languages do not integrate as they do not

have overlapping concepts. Instead, the connection of both languages is

established via the methodological guidelines of Chapter 7 (Section 7.4).

10.4 Future Work

10.4.1 Further Validation

Validation Studies for SIENA Modeling Framework. In this thesis,

we have applied the SIENA and Azzurra modeling languages (Chapter 5

and 7) in two company scenarios, i.e., the metal manufacturing in Chapter
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5 and the hospital example in Chapter 8 (Section 8.2). In this context, al-

though we believe the framework proposed in this thesis has considerably

advanced the representation and analysis of strategic enterprise architec-

tures, it still needs to undergo further validation beyond the application in

the two aforementioned scenarios. We believe that the application in other

examples of enterprises might reveal other concepts, methodological guide-

lines and reasoning needs which are currently not covered. Furthermore,

different types of enterprises may also require evolutions and adaptations

in the current version of concepts, methodological guidelines and reasoning

technique. For example, the hospital scenario has a knowledge-intensive

characteristic that leads to business processes with uncertainties and adap-

tations at execution time, whereas the manufacturing company is based

on standardized production requirements, that leads to little variations in

business processes at runtime. Hence, the particular features of each do-

main may impact in the future (re)design of the SIENA framework. In this

context, in order to strengthen the validation of the framework, we need

real-world companies with different characteristics (e.g., public vs. private,

small vs. medium vs. large enterprises) from different domains (product

vs. service industries, private vs. non-governmental organizations).

Validation Studies for Azzurra Modeling Language. A very natu-

ral direction for our future work regards the replication of the empirical

experiment of Azzurra language and structured vs. unstructured processes

(Section 9.2) performed with master students. In that respect, we first envi-

sion an experimental design that encompasses a higher number of students

in order to be able to validate some of our hypothesis (e.g., the difference

of structured and unstructured processes). Alternatively, we would be also

interested in repeating the similar experiment with BPM experts within an

industrial setting. The adoption of industrial experts would allow us to not

only gain more statistical power in our analysis but could be also instru-
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mental in acquiring insights regarding the acceptance of Azzurra within the

industry. A second future work direction for our work concerns the elabo-

ration of modeling patterns and guidelines for process representation using

Azzurra, similarly as the existent ones for BPMN [131]. Finally, the usage

of the same dataset with different metrics for the evaluation of process

models (as the one proposed in [168]) could yield us different conclusions

regarding the suitability of both process languages.

10.4.2 Additional Frameworks Features

Refinements or Extensions in Representational Support

Representation of Core and Support Operations. In SIENA lan-

guage (Chapter 5), tactical goals that implement strategic goals are divided

into initiatives (single projects that establish mechanisms for implement-

ing strategic goals) or established responsibilities (responsibilities of every

functional area to accomplish its part of the organization’s strategy). Dur-

ing the evaluation with the SIENA and Azzurra languages in the scope

of the hospital scenario (Section 8.2.4), we have noticed that established

routines might be operationalized by core operations (related to the core

business of the company), support operations (executed to support the re-

alization of core operations) and management operations (for managing

the organization) in line with the conceptualization proposed by Michael

Porter [157] in Management literature. Therefore, such distinctions could

be introduced in the language.

Representation of Indicators. Although the representation of indica-

tors is an important feature for measuring in which extent goals are being

achieved, our approach does not provide a solution for their representa-

tion. In fact, a careful analysis of the metal manufacturing goal hierarchy

(Figure 3.1) in Management literature reveals the representation of indi-

cators as a natural direction for our work. For example, for an “Increase
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sales by 12% over 2 years” strategic goal, the target value is an increase

of 12%. In order to be able to measure the sales increase to determine the

extent to which the goal is achieved, we need to create a “sales volume”

indicator and measure it after 2 years. In this context, we can use the

representational features of BIM framework [89] in order to propose such

extension.

Representation of Contingency Goals. SIENA language and modeling

guidelines (Chapter 5) are based on the core distinctions from Management

Literature, i.e., strategic, tactical and operational goals. However, the

framework refrains from addressing the representation of contingency goals

which could be incorporated in the framework in the future. Contingency

goals are defined as “an alternative goal or courses of action to reach that

goal if and when circumstances and assumptions change so drastically as

to make an original plan unusable” [153, p. 164]. They are useful for

addressing evolutions and adaptations within the business context.

Representation of Runtime and Awareness Goals. In Chapters 5

and 6, the SIENA language proposes motivational distinctions that repre-

sent requirements (goals) and their realizations (strategic plans) at design

time. An important future direction for research consists in using such

design-time goal models for monitoring the achievement of SIENA opera-

tional goals and propagating such monitoring to higher layers up. In order

to do that, we need to enrich our goal models at design-time, thus trans-

forming them into runtime goals [35] that specify additional behavioral de-

tails about how goals should be achieved at runtime. Besides monitoring

the achievement of SIENA operational goals, it would be also interesting to

consider adaptations within the goal hierarchy by pruning or adding new

goals in SIENA. The decision of which goals are pruned or added depends

on how frequent they succeed or fail. In this context, in order to measure

the success/failures of goals in SIENA, awareness goals [186] should be in-
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corporated into the language. The incorporation of runtime and awareness

goals in SIENA would support the achievement of the requirement R3.2.4

that requires support for control and evaluation of implemented strategic

alternatives.

Representation of Capabilities and Resources. In the comparison

between SIENA and ArchiMate frameworks (Section 8.3), we have noticed

that ArchiMate represents capabilities and resources which are used for

strategic planning. Therefore, as SIENA final goal is to support enterprise

planning process, such concepts should be also embedded in our framework.

Improvements in the Azzurra Language. In Chapter 7, we have used

the concepts of commitments and protocols to capture the social perspec-

tive of business processes. In this context, other types of contractual ele-

ments (e.g., obligations, duties, permissions, prohibitions, power/liability,

immunity/disability and permission/no-right and protected liberty) should

be also used to represent behavioral specifications. The usage of recom-

mendations of clinical guidelines (Sections 9.1.2 and 9.3) could be used as a

good motivation for studying the different nature of contractual elements.

Second, the in-depth evaluation of Azzurra language with novices (Chap-

ter 9.3) revealed the need of embedding the representation of sub-processes

in Azzurra. Third, in the context of the Azzurra language, future research

could be performed in order to: (i) develop an enactment engine that

supports remedies for noncompliance with Azzurra models; (iii) improve

Azzurra’s graphical notation and (iv) investigate the joint usage of Az-

zurra specifications and operational business process models represented

using artifact-centered languages.

Different Types of Methodological Guidelines. In order to perform

synchronized movements between the Goal and Operations Views within

the SIENA language (Chapter 5), our framework needs the incorporation

of different types (e.g. bottom-up) of methodological guidelines. Such
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methodological guidelines are useful for both starting and established com-

panies. For starting companies, the company can derive its realizing busi-

ness process architecture from organization’s goals. For already established

companies, the idea is to synchronize both structures (goal hierarchy and

business process architecture), enabling one to find misalignments between

company’s strategy and its corresponding architecture of processes, reveal-

ing “why” each company’s process exists in the architecture. Furthermore,

such methodological guidelines should also support the transition from an

AS-IS business process architecture to a TO-BE business process archi-

tecture that realizes business goals, similarly to ArchiMate methodological

guidelines.

Extensions regarding Value-Based Frameworks. The business pro-

cess architecture introduced in the SIENA framework (Chapter 5) must

work in a synchronized fashion in order to deliver services and products

to the final company’s customer. In this context, further work is required

to extend the SIENA framework with concepts and methodological guide-

lines that regards value-based conceptualization [97] from Management

Sciences. These value proposition conceptualization will also help to clar-

ify the elaboration of mission statements at the strategic level of the SIENA

framework.

Extensions in Strategic Planning Technique. In Chapter 6, we cur-

rently have the rules for dimensional refinements that define how to find

targets for strategic or tactical sub-goals based on the target of the par-

ent goal. These rules specify how to find targets for sub-goals based on

mathematical refinements and properties inheritance from parent goals.

However, new rules for finding sub-targets based on the type of operator

(AND or OR) for each type of refinement dimension (time, location, prod-

uct/service) should be also specified. More specifically, the semantics of

drill-down/roll-up operations from data warehouses [192] can be further ex-
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plored for the automatic generation of goal refinements. Second, the rules

for refinement should be implemented in a tool, for supporting both the

refinement process and for checking the consistency of such refinements.

Third, scalability tests for our approach with larger goal models with a

high number of constraints are also fundamental for the overall evaluation

of our reasoning approach. Fourth, once we have a realization (strategic

plan) generated with the execution of the CGM tool, we could apply stress

testing analysis as proposed in [126] in order to evaluate how strong this

strategic plan behaves in different business scenarios. Finally, we envi-

sion that similar ideas for strategic planning proposed in Chapter 6 can be

applied in the generation of tactical plans.
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